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Introduction 

The main aim of the present project is a practical one: I wish to investigate ways 

in which descriptive translation studies can serve as a practical tool for the translator of 

fiction. Added to this auto-pedagogical intention, however, I hope to illuminate aspects 

of translation theory. 

At present, no training programme exists in this country that caters for the 

particular needs of the translator of fiction. On the one hand, translation is considered 

the realm of philologists: if you want to translate, you study the foreign language and 

preferably also your own, and, naturally, the more cultural knowledge you manage to 

accumulate along the way, the better. On the other hand, one finds the view that literary 

translation is a question merely of intuition and artistic talent. As far as I can see, 

language studies are crucial, but not sufficient. And although talent is undoubtedly 

important, I believe that it can benefit not only from experience, but also from 

theoretical insight. 

Existing courses at university level focus mainly on technical translation. From 

my point of view, technical and literary translation constitute different worlds to such 

an extent that most translators end up in either one or the other. The main reason 

appears to be that the first above all requires familiarisation with specialized 

terminologies. Achieving total equivalence and avoiding ambiguity are central and less 

problematic issues than in the case of literary translation. In the latter one might resort 

to e.g. genre conventions, stylistic levels, sociolect, etc., but in the last instance, literary 

translation becomes very much a matter of individual choice. Where, then, does a 

would-be translator of fiction go for guidance? To theory? 



The observation that the gap between theory and practice is considerable has 

become a commonplace in translation literature. Theorists are often not themselves 

translators, and practitioners tend to regard theoretical discolirse with suspicion or 

indifference. In a general attempt to amend this situation, there has been a momentous 

move in recent years, away from idealized models of translation processes and products 

and subsequent prescription, and into the field of descriptive translation studies. Some 

of the investigations evaluate their findings for use in the applied branches of training 

and criticism, others have as their main objective to describe translations and to situate 

them within differing canons of theory. 

The present study belongs to the latter category. Chapter 1 sets out to present 

some of the most dominant controversies within translation theory, focusing mainly on 

the opposition between foreignization and domestication. In chapter 2 the focus shifts 

to the field of descriptive studies, with the aim of establishing a methodological 

framework for the investigations presented in chapters 3 and 4. Among the attempts to 

establish a descriptive field, the Israeli scholar Gideon Toury appears to provide the 

most comprehensive and systematic approach and chapter 2 will therefore concentrate 

on the ideas of the so-called Manipulation School. The common but somewhat vague 

intuition that translations differ from 'native' texts has been elaborated by the 

Manipulation School to a claim that translations constitute a separate sub-system, or, in 

William Frawley's words, a third code. 

Translation is essentially a third code which arises out of the bilateral 
consideration of the matrix and target codes: it is, in a sense, a sub-code 
of each of the codes involved (Frawley, 1984:168). 

A number of scholars have focused increasingly on the ways in which translations 

differ, not only in the sense that they fail to duplicate the source text, but in their 

deviation from original texts in the same target language. 'These very deviations', says 

Gideon Toury, 'are the major justification for a distinct discipline which ... will focus 

on translational phenomena per se' (Toury, 1980:42). 
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The object of the present project has been to investigate translated texts in the 

hope of discovering such characteristic features. This meant abandoning the traditional 

comparison of one individual text with its source in favour of establishing a material 

comprising a wide range of translations. The English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus 

(ENPC) compiled at the Department of English and American Studies at the University 

of Oslo provides precisely this kind of material, as it consists of aligned versions of 

original text extracts and their translations (Johansson & Ebeling, 1995). 

A number of hypotheses regarding aspects of the third code have been presented 

by various scholars and a preliminary survey was launched in order to discover which 

of these might be worth pursuing. Along with tentative defmitions of four types of 

translation feature, results of this survey, comprising the 20 first sentences from 32 

novel extracts (16 in each direction, see Appendix 1), have been included in chapter 3. 

The results indicated that in translations from English into Norwegian, and also in the 

opposite direction, explicitation was the most dominant and also the most interesting 

category. In chapter 4 the material was therefore expanded to 40 extracts (20 in each 

direction, see Appendix 2), each consisting of 50 sentences, for a more detailed survey 

of the category of explicitation. In this chapter the starting point has been Shoshana 

Blum-Kulka's explicitation hypothesis (1986). She links her hypothesis to the notion of 

cohesion introduced by Halliday and Hasan (1976), and cohesion has therefore been 

applied as a terminological framework for the main investigation. The survey of 

different levels at which the rise in cohesive explicitness takes place is followed by a 

survey of frequencies in the two sub-corpora, in order to test Blum-Kulka's hypothesis 

that explicitation constitutes a distinguishing feature in translation and subsequently 

contributes to a partial defmition of the third code. 

As a would-be translator wishing to prepare myself as best as possible, I have 

found that the range of often contradictory theoretical assumptions became frustrating. 

It has sometimes been tempting to abandon theory altogether and to rely entirely on 

intuition. I then remind myself of the probability that behind the most heartfelt intuition 
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there lurks a premise that I may not wish to share. Translation is serious business. 

Within the framework of the present thesis, it is viewed as confrontation and 

manipulation. The translator is seen above all as a mediator in a perpetual conflict. In 

his call for extended cooperation between practicing translators and theoreticians, 

Francis Henrik Aubert writes: 

If this is the role to expect from translators, it would seem reasonable to 
assert that the corresponding role of the translation theory which supports 
their task is, to a large extent, that of bringing about awareness: 
awareness of the possibilities and limitations of multilinguistic and 
multicultural interchange; awareness of similitudes and of differences; 
awareness of conflict and harmony; awareness of technicalities of all 
sorts; awareness of ideological substrata in texts and in the actual 
translation procedures; awareness of the translator's task as extending 
way beyond the transcoding and transfer of linguistic and cultural items 
(Aubert, 1995: 130). 

There is also an important pedagogical potential involved in descriptive studies in terms 

of consciousness-raising activity. Translation students come face to face with concrete 

examples of the range of available choices. This has indeed been my own motivation 

for the present thesis; to concretize some of the various claims of theory. In general, I 

also share the belief that descriptive translation studies can offer insights that may in 

tum improve the state of translation theory. For myself at least, I hope that this project 

will help clarify some of its basic controversies. 

Finally, a not infrequent argument against theory is that it hampers creativity. 

Personally, I believe that literary translation can be compared to various other activities: 

theory and method may be studied in preparation of the task, or in retrospect, in order to 

expand one's understanding of the possibilities and constraints involved - in the mom-

ent of performance, however, it is crucial to forget everything that one has ever learnt. 

Examples are reproduced as they appear in the corpus. For an explanation of the 

abbreviations used in identifying the source texts, see Appendix 1 and 2. Original texts 

will be referred to throughout as ST (source text), and translations as TT (target text). 

The source language will be referred to as SL and the target language as TL. 
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CHAPTER! 

Prescriptive Translation Theory: opposing views 

Chapter plan: 

1.1 Introduction 

1.2 Historical background 

1.3 Domesticating translation 
1.3.1 Recommendations: translation as equivalence 
1.3.2 Objections: the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis 

1.4 Foreignizing translation 
1.4.1 Objections: the problem of textual meaning 
1.4.2 Recommendations: Translation as difference 

1.1 Introduction 

According to long-standing tradition the ideal translation both faithfully renders 

ST and abides by the conventions of TL. There have always been differences in 

opinion, however, as to the requirements of successful translation, and although they 

constitute various clines rather than distinct oppositions, it does seem useful to present 

these differences in the light of opposing poles. Two such poles may be established 

according to whether focus is directed towards the source or the target. Various labels 

have been applied to describe these positions. Accounting for aspects of source focus 

one finds word for word, literal, faithful, adequate, transparent and foreignizing 

translation. At the other end, accounting for a target focus, one finds sense for sense, 

free, acceptable, invisible, transparent, fluent, facilitating, accommodating and 

domesticating translation. The different labels on each side both overlap, differ and 

contradict one another. Some of the differences relate to shifts in focus, i.e method vs. 

aim, others reflect serious controversies. I shall be using domestication and 

foreignization as umbrella terms to focus on the respective orientations. The remaining 

labels appear in quotations and specific situations to emphasize the appropriate aspect. 
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The present thesis, then, will be concerned with scholars that have 

problematized the notion of equivalence and launched a view of translation as 

difference: different from the original text, and also different from original texts in the 

target language - a view of translation as a third code. However, these scholars did not 

emerge in a vacuum, and I have included a presentation of opposing views, in order to 

explain some of the controversies that have been their point of departure. Translation 

has never before been subject to as much attention as in the last decade and there has 

been a veritable boom of translation literature. Nevertheless, many of the views 

presented in contemporary discourse have also been put forth at various stages 

throughout the centuries, and the present chapter will begin with a brief overview of 

historical developments. 

Differing views regarding the aims of translation have led to differing pre

scriptions with regards to method. As we shall see, common aims have not necessarily 

rendered identical methods, and, on the other hand, opposing aims have sometimes 

brought about identical ones. 

1.2 Historical background 

While the Romans regarded the translator as a conqueror and the early 

Renaissance described him as an admiring imitator, commentators in the 17th and 18th 

centuries saw the translator increasingly as an equal to the writer of the original text. 

After a professional peak during the Romantic era, when the translator appropriated 

some of the near-divine qualities of the poet-prophet, his status declined considerably. 

In the 20th century he became at best a failure, or even worse, a violator. This, at least 

is the outline presented by the sources referred to below. Historical variation in the 

context of translation, however, appears to consist of various shifts in emphasis and 

priority, more than an accumulation of knowledge. 
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Awareness of the central dilemmas of translation appears to have been present 

throughout. Cicero mourned the fact, during his translation of Plato, that 'If I render 

word for word, the result will sound uncouth, and if compelled by necessity I alter 

anything in the order or wording, I shall seem to have departed from the function of a 

translator' (Nida, 1964:13). Despite this awareness, the Roman concern with the 

appropriation of ideas, and only of such ideas as might serve the needs of their own 

culture, was passed on to posterity in the dictum 'Nor word for word too faithfully 

translate' (Milton, 1990:14). Cicero's famous words reflect the priority given to 

content, but this, apparently, was a priority where fidelity was not a major concern. 

Translating the Greek Bible into Latin, St. Jerome appropriated the Roman view of 

translation as conquest: 'The translator considers thought content a prisoner which he 

transplants into his own language with the prerogative of a conqueror' (Friedrich in 

Schulte & Biguenet, 1992:3). The original was a source of inspiration, a source to be 

conquered but also surpassed by the translation, all in the name of TL enrichment. Nor 

did the value ascribed to imitation during the Middle Ages enhance the sense of 

responsibility towards the source text. 

Originality was not greatly prized and an author's skill consisted in 
the reworking of established themes and ideas. The point at which a 
writer considered himself to be a translator of another text, as 
opposed to the use he might make of translated material plagiarized 
from other texts, is rarely clear (Bassnett-Mcguire, 1980:53). 

The Renaissance shifted its emphasis from the conquest of ideas to a conquest of forms. 

Despite the admiration for the classics and attempts at imitation of linguistic and poetic 

structures, fidelity towards the original text remained a minor concern. According to 

Eugene Nida, translation towards the end of the Renaissance and for the next two 

centuries 'showed an almost unrestrained freedom' (Nida, 1964: 17). The tendency 

became particularly popular in 17th century France, where its main proponents prided 

themselves on the name Les Belles Infideles. It was only in the mid-eighteenth century, 

apparently, that identity with the original became a major concern in translation. 
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Increasingly, languages and cultures were looked upon as equals, while at the 

same time appreciated for their very differences. Foreignizing translations of the kind 

that reflected the features not only of the source text but also of the source language, 

reached a peak during the Romantic era, especially in Germany, partly as a reaction to 

the French propensity 'to gallicize the Greeks even down to the details of furniture or 

clothing' (Bassnett-McGuire, 1980:10). The German philosopher Friedrich Schleier

macher suggested 'a separate sub-language for use in translated literature only' 

(ibid:67). This new interest in the foreignness of the ST was taken up by many of the 

central figures in Victorian England. Newman, Carlyle, Rossetti, Matthew Arnold and 

William Morris, despite differences, all contributed to the increased attention paid to 

formal accuracy and the introduction of foreign 'flavour' in translated texts. A foreign 

element, according to Newman, was to be handled 'with the greater care the more 

foreign it may be' (ibid). Dante Gabriel Rossetti insisted on 'subservience to the forms 

and language of the original' (ibid), and William Morris refused to indulge prospective 

readers - of whom he apparently demanded that they 'deal with the text on its own 

terms, meeting head-on, through the strangeness of the TL the foreignness of the 

society that originally produced the text' (ibid: 68). Parallel to this development, 

however, the notion of fidelity to the spirit rather than the letter joined forces with 

reader considerations. 

Foreignizing translations were increasingly replaced by modes conforming to 

TL convention. According to Bassnett-McGuire, this realignment of priorities in 

translation was a consequence of changes in the political climate in post-Romantic 

Europe : 'With the hardening of nationalistic lines and the growth of pride in a national 

culture ... translators no longer saw translation as a prime means of enriching their own 

culture' (ibid:69). In both foreignizing and domesticating translation, respect for the 

original was increasingly the purported aim, and the joint demands of ST and TI reader 

paved the way to the notion of equivalence, a notion that was to become subject to 

endless controversy in the course of the 20th century. Responsibility towards the ST 
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might have gained equal status to TT fluency, but the definition of equivalence 

remained problematic. Equivalence at all levels, i.e. an identical copy, was obviously 

impossible, and an endless series of prescriptions ensued, as to which level of the 

source text to sacrifice in the service of fidelity. 

Dryden's triadic division in the 17th century of modes of translation seems to 

have captured the essence of translation dispute from ancient times to the present. 

According to Dryden, the two extremes consisted of, on the one hand, metaphrase: 

'turning an author word by word and line by line, from one language onto another' 

(Milton, 1990: 21), and on the other imitation, where 'the translator (if he now has not 

lost that name) assumes the liberty, not only to vary from the words and the sense, but 

to forsake them both as he sees occasion; and taking only some general hints from the 

original, to run division on the ground work, as he pleases' (ibid:22). However, and 

paradoxical as it may seem, the joint demand of the translator regarding fidelity and IT 

fluency, or Dryden's middle way, the paraphrase, has prevailed, I think, among most 

scholars, practitioners and laymen, where 'the original is kept in view by the translator 

... but [the] words are not so strictly followed as the sense, and that too is amplified, but 

not altered' (ibid:95). On the other hand, the notion of equivalence has been 

problematized to the extent that translation has been regarded increasingly as a process 

of inevitable loss. 

While trying to maintain both source and target demands in various notions of 

equivalence, practitioners and scholars have often recommended either domesticating 

or foreignizing modes. Indeed, according to Friedrich Schleiermacher, Dryden's middle 

way was not an option. According to him, there were only two modes of translation, 

and the translator had to choose between them: 'Either the translator leaves the author 

in peace, as much as possible, and moves the reader towards him; or he leaves the 

reader in peace, as much as possible, and moves the author towards him' (Lefevere, 

1977:74). 'Leaving the reader in peace', then, will be the subject of the next section. 
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1.3 Domesticating translation 

1.3.1 Recommendations: translation as equivalence 

A good translation is like a pane of glass. You only notice tbat it's there when 
there are little imperfections- scratches, bubbles. Ideally, there shouldn't be any. It 
should never call attention to itself (Shapiro, 1995: 1). 

Despite the ancient tradition of prescribing translations that abide by the 

conventions of TL, Eugene Nida appears to have been the first to attempt the 

formulation of a scientifically based translation theory along these lines. Nida's initial 

concern was Bible translation, but his theories were to become influential in all fields of 

translation. Towards a Science ofTranslation (1964) became 'the "Bible" not just for 

Bible translators but for translation theory in general' (Gentzler, 1993:44). Nida's 

approach therefore seems to be a natural choice in an introduction to domesticating 

translation in the 20th century. 

Combining with the apparently less ancient concerns with fidelity, the age-old 

demand for TL fluency crystallized in Nida's concept of dynamic equivalence, based 

upon the principle of equivalent effect. According to Nida, a translation should ideally 

achieve an identical effect on the TI reader as 'the effect which is understood to have 

existed in the response of the original hearers' (Nida, 1964: 7). To Nida, this effect is 

what constitutes the meaning of the ST, its spirit or its sense. 

In his readings of earlier translations, Nida had reacted strongly against the 

emphasis on formal accuracy that had dominated in 19th century England, resulting in 

products that 'slighted the spirit of the text' (Nida, 1964:20). This emphasis was 

reflected in a pennissive attitude towards spatial, but above all the temporal foreignness 

of archaisms. Traditionally, the notion of fidelity had been associated with formal 

equivalence, while freedom signified the transfer of content - and the Renaissance 

comparison of translation with woman proclaimed: ugly if faithful and bound to be 

unfaithful if she were pretty. Reversing the dichotomy, Nida argues that the emphasis 

on formal equivalence produced translations that were neither faithful nor beautiful, 

whereas dynamically equivalent products can combine both qualities. 
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Nida's theory, while embodying the increasing awareness of linguistic and 

cultural difference, with ample references to Humboldt, Sapir, Whorf and others, 

concludes that 'As linguists and anthropologists have discovered, that which unites 

mankind is much greater than that which divides, and hence there is, even in cases of 

very disparate languages and cultures, a basis for communication' (Nida, 1964:2). 

Despite his acknowledgement that absolute communication is impossible, 

whether between individuals within the same language community or across languages, 

Nida's translation and communication optimism refers to results within biology, 

anthropology, psychology and linguistics. Research within these fields had pointed to 

universal similarities in terms of 'mental processes, somatic responses, range of cultural 

experience and capacity to adjust to the behaviour of others' (ibid:55). fu support of this 

universalist approach, Nida refers to Noam Chomsky's theory of generative grammar. 

Though the problem of linguistic difference lies at the heart of Nida's discourse, it is 

resolved through his introduction to translation theory of Chomsky's concepts of kernel 

or deep structures. 'In comparison with the theoretical possibilities for diversities of 

structures languages show certain amazing similarities, including especially ... 

remarkably similar kernel structures from which all other structures are developed by 

permutations, replacements, additions, and deletions' (ibid:68). A successful translation 

therefore depends on a decomposition and a recomposition of the original message and 

should proceed in the following manner: 

(1) reduce the source text to its structurally simplest and most 
semantically evident kernels, (2) transfer the meaning from source 
language to receptor language on a structurally simple level, (3) 
generate the stylistically and semantically equivalent expression in 
the receptor language (Nida, 1964:68). 

Working backwards from the ST surface structures to their deep structures, transferring 

those deep structures to the deep structures of SL and then generating surface structures 

in an ST, Nida presents a translation method where the problems of untranslatability 

become a finite and peripheral entity, involving e.g. puns, poetry and also culture 
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specific phenomena that do not exist in the target culture or language. Even such 

problems, however, are not insurmountable within this framework, as the focus on 

similar effect and a faith in universality engender functional solutions. 

Nida enters an ancient tradition of domestication and incorporates it in a theory 

equally concerned with fidelity to the ST. Inspired by Martin Luther and his insistence 

on translation of the Bible into the vernacular, Nida reacted against foreignizing 

translations as a distancing device that often rendered the TT 'more inaccessible to the 

reader than the source language text itself (Bassnett-McGuire, 1980:10). In what has 

been called 'the Century of the Common Man' in David Frost's televized odyssey 

through history, domesticating translation apparently became the dominant mode. What 

with the fmal down-fall of aristocracy, the consolidation of bourgeois society and the 

rise of the working classes, this was a mode of translation that appeared to coincide 

with 20th century ideas of democracy. The notion of equality between languages and 

cultures was now advanced on the basis of assumed similarity. In the name of solidarity 

and universal understanding, for instance, eastern European translations of 3rd world 

literature have shown a marked tendency towards domestication (Pisarz-Ramirez, 

unpublished paper presented at the EST congress in Prague, 1995). Similarly, Eugene 

Nida's domesticating bible translations into minority languages were regarded as a 

possibility for target readers to receive foreign material on their own terms. 

In the wake of Eugene Nida's work, the notion of equivalence has been subject 

to increasingly sophisticated elaborations, and to my knowledge it retains its position as 

the fundamental principle for practicing translators. 
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1.3.2 Objections: the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis 

Every language is a vast pattern-system, different from others, in which are 
culturally ordained the forms and categories by which the personality not only 
communicates, but also analyzes nature, notices or neglects types of relationship 
and phenomena, channels his reasoning, and builds the house of his consciousness 
(Benjamin Lee Whorf, 1956: 246). 

While domesticating translation became the most common mode of translation 

in the 20th century, it has also been widely criticized. Earlier criticism was mainly 

presented by proponents of formal accuracy and in the name of fidelity. Disregard for 

the ST, as we have seen, runs through the entire history of translation, from the 

Romans, through the Middle Ages and the Renaissance to Les Belles Infideles, but was 

perhaps never as bluntly expressed as by mid-nineteenth century translator Edward 

Fitzgerald: 'It is an amusement to me to take what liberties I like with these Persians, 

who, (as I think) are not Poets enough to frighten one from such excursions, and who 

really do want a little Art to shape them' (Bassnett-McGuire, 1980:3). In recent years, 

however, criticism has been launched for other reasons. 

Eugene Nida's notion of universal deep structures and his introduction of 

dynamic equivalence appear to combine both a monist and a dualist view of the 

relationship between form and content: 

There is a strong tradition of thought which restricts style to those 
choices which are choices of manner rather than matter, of expression 
rather than content ... This approach may be called dualist, because it 
rests on an assumed dualism, in language, between form and 
meaning. There is an equally strong academic and literary tradition 
which assumes the opposite; in Haubert's words: "It is like body and 
soul: form and content to me are one." Let us call this the monist 
view (Leech & Short, 1981: 15). 

Dynamic equivalence is justified and prescribed from what appears to be a monist point 

of view: the inviolable relationship between form and content is not the same in SL as it 

is in TL, formal equivalence is therefore a misguided principle in translations where 

fidelity is the purported aim. However, Nida appears to take up a dualist stance where 

the translation process is concerned: form and content are separable in the 
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decomposition of ST surface structures into deep structures, a realm of basic semantic 

entities that can be transferred to equivalent entities in the deep structure of TL. These 

entities are then dressed up, as it were, in an appropriate style and emerge in a IT that 

is different but equivalent. The view of the final product, then, seems to combine both 

premises: although form and content are as inseparable in ST as the form and content in 

TT, the latter is another way of saying the former. 

The issue of the relationship between form and content 'takes us back to the 

beginnings of literary theory: to Aristotle and Plato' and 'the controversy has not yet 

been settled' (Leech & Short: 15). Nevertheless, many of the objections raised against 

the notion of dynamic equivalence have been influenced by the radical version of the 

Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, its claim that language shapes reality rather than vice versa, 

and that 'no two languages are ever sufficiently similar to be considered as representing 

the same social reality. The worlds in which different societies live are distinct worlds, 

not merely the same world with different labels attached' (Bassnett-McGuire, 1980:13). 

Some of the central objections to the notion of dynamic equivalence in recent 

years, then, have been that the very notion is an illusion, that domesticating translation 

consequently induces a false sense of security and serves to perpetuate acts of 

ethnocentric violence. 

Objections raised against the concept of dynamic equivalence concern 

Chomsky's theory of universal grammar, but above all Eugene Nida's appropriation of 

that theory. Noam Chomsky apparently cautioned against the application of his theories 

to translation, saying that the existence of universal deep structures 'does not imply that 

there is any point by point correspondence between particular languages. It does not, for 

example, imply that there must be some reasonable procedure for translating between 

languages' (Chomsky, 1965:30). According to Gentzler, both the notion of deep 

structures, the claim that they are universal, descriptions of their relation to surface 
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structures, and the description of generative rules have remained exceedingly abstract 

and cannot be verified. Attractive as the method may be to translators as well as 

theorists, he also accuses Nida's science of translation of 'universalizing and 

generalizing to such a degree that that which is unique, different about ideas as 

expressed in language becomes obliterated' (Gentzler, 1993: 67). 

Domesticating translation based on faith in dynamic equivalence, then, has been 

criticized as a naive approach to language. It has, however, also been accused of serving 

the vested interests of both source and target cultures. A fairly harsh comment on this 

mode of translation can be found in Leonard Neuger's (1988) article 'Translation as a 

Conquest of Strangeness'. As he sees it, the notion of dynamic equivalence renders 

translations no less oblivious of the ST than the most blatantly arrogant appropriations 

of foreign material found at various stages in the history of translation. The foreignness, 

or the 'strangeness' of the source text, is for him the basic premise of translation, and he 

sees an inherent disregard, in contemporary prescription and practice, for the language 

and culture in which ST emerged, the dynamic equivalence principle demanding that 

this foreignness is suppressed or at least reduced. 

Neuger thinks of this translation principle as a reflection of contemporary 

culture 'which, conquering and possessing, devours anything that stands in its way' 

(Neuger, 1988:219). Translation becomes for the target culture 'a way of indulgence of 

its own narcissism and self-complacency' (ibid). The difference, apparently, between 

the Roman translator-conqueror or the French Belles lnfideles, for example, and a 20th 

century application of dynamic equivalence, becomes a question, mainly, of subtlety. 

This line of thought is not new. Neuger refers to Walter Benjamin, who noted that the 

reader of translations 'desires an affirmation of his native language and native culture 

(that is to say he desires an affirmation of himself)' (ibid:216). And domesticating 

translation indulges that desire. While Neuger sees domestication as a result of laziness, 

as it were, and unwillingness on the part of the target community to meet a foreign text 
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on anything but familiar terms, the French critic Philip Meschonnic criticizes this mode 

of translation from an opposite vantage point. The notion of dynamic equivalence, in 

his opinion, has been an efficient way for source cultures to export ideologies to target 

communities. 

In this way western logocentric ideas have been translated and transmitted 
from dominant European and North American societies into 'primitive' 
African, Asian and South American societies. Appearing in facilitating 
translations, the impression is given that these ideas are already part of the 
culture (Milton, 1990: 115). 

Meschonnic's concern is with the political and ideological aspects of translation and 

with the power relations between source and target cultures, both of which he believes 

will be relevant to varying degrees in every act of translation. While Neuger warns 

against domestication as a 'chauvinist' resistance on the part of target communities, 

Meschonnic is concerned with the self-effacing effect on target communities of the very 

same mode of translation. 

Authors differ in their view of domesticating translation, but the Chinese poet 

He Dong appears to take up Leanord Neuger's line of thought. The translation of her 

poetry and short stories into Norwegian met with severe criticism. The translators, it 

was said, had applied 'en for tjukk ~stens farve for en blek nordboer', 'latt seg forf~re 

av en noksll. forloren sprll.keksotisme' and 'overskredet grensene for hvor langt det er 

mulig ll. gil. med norsk syntaks' (He Dong, 1995:33). In response to this criticism, He 

Dong concludes her article with the hope that translated literature 'ikke havner i den 

situasjonen som den norske restaurantbransjen er i, der kinesisk chop-suey ikke smaker 

noe annet enn kj0ttkaker og surkll.l' (He Dong, 1995:33). On the other hand, the 

Brazilian writer Jorge Luis Borges fears neither the self-righteousness of dominant 

target cultures, nor the distortion of his own literary work as a consequence of linguistic 

difference. His instructions to the translator of his stories into English were: 

Simplify me. Modify me. Make me stark. My language often embarrasses 
me. It's too youthful, too Latinate! I love Anglo-Saxon. I want the wiry 
minimal sound. I want monosyllables. I want the power of Cynewulf, 
Beowulf, Bede. Make me macho and gaucho and skinny (Milton, 1990, 107). 
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1.4 Foreignizing translation 

1.4.1 Objections: the problem of textual meaning 

The translator's first duty, ... is to be faithful 
(Newman qt. by Arnold qt. by Barnstone, 1993:41). 

Objections against foreignizing translation have been raised since the beginnings 

of translation history. The most common attack in the 20th century came from pro-

ponents of dynamic equivalence. On the one hand, foreignizing translation was 

criticized for its inability to communicate. The literal mode in vogue, for example, in 

late Victorian England, seemed accessible to a limited circle of scholars at most, and 

gave the impression of distasteful elitism. On the other hand, this mode of translation 

was also questioned for its long-standing claim to fidelity. Since languages do differ in 

their surface structures, literal renderings were criticized not only for their inability to 

account for pragmatic and stylistic aspects, but also for inevitable semantic distortion. 

The claim to fidelity has been questioned on other grounds as well. In the last 

decades one of the most widely discussed questions within linguistics and literary 

theory has been the nature of meaning. Increasingly such critical scrutiny has come to 

affect the notion of fidelity in translation. When scholars spoke about identity with the 

original, what entity were they referring to? Objections raised against formal accuracy 

and foreignization, however, proved equally applicable to domesticating translation. 

For: how can one speak of equivalence with an entity if that entity escapes identif-

ication? The following section will present various aspects of the problematization of 

textual meaning. 

In the course of the present century, the meaning of a text has passed from 

equation with authorial intention to autonomous presence in the text itself, ending up as 

a construct in the mind of each individual reader. In the 1930s and 40s W.K. Wimsatt 

and M.C. Beardsley accused preceding historical-biographical approaches to literature 

of intentional fallacy, i.e 'the mistaken critical method of judging a literary work 

according to the author's intention, whether stated or implied' (Gray, 1984: 106). 
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According to New Criticism, the value and meaning of each text was to be found not in 

the biography of the author, nor in the society in which he lived, but solely in the text 

itself. The text was to be considered an autonomous entity and the reading of a text to 

focus on 'the use of language, imagery, tensions etc. within the freestanding literary 

artifice' (ibid). However, another attack launched by New Criticism, against the 

affective fallacy of impressionistic approaches, apparently lost ground, and gave way 

increasingly to a focus on reader responses. 

As early as the 1920s, I.A. Richards was seriously disturbed by the results of an 

experiment performed on a group of students. Facing literary texts without instructions 

as to evaluation and 'correct' interpretation, the students arrived at widely differing, 

even diametrically opposite conclusions. This fact, that different readers will read a 

given literary work in different ways, has been launched by American reader-response 

criticism and German reception theory from a position of ignorable periphery to central 

concern. The basic premise of scholars within these movements has been that textual 

meaning resides neither in authoral intention nor in the text itself. 

First of all, access to authoral intention is a problematic assumption and 

secondly, the author is not necessarily in control of his text. On the one hand, the text 

may exhibit aspects beyond his conscious intention, or his intention may totally escape 

attention on the part of even the most ideal reader. On the other, New Criticism has 

been questioned for its purported access to the 'autonomous text'. Stanley Fish, for 

instance, finds no guarantee that even the most concientious close reading can provide 

such access, and criticizes the claims of New Criticism to objectivity: 'De tekst

strukturene som nykritikeme fant i sine objektive tekstanalyser kunne like gjeme 

stamme fra analytikemes hoder som fra teksten' (Fish qt. by Smidt in Munch-Petersen, 

1989:138). As I.A. Richards discovered, however, reader response is a notion that 

functions more aptly in the plural. Are some interpretations more correct than others, 

then, or are all interpretations equally legitimate? Who will decide, and on what 

grounds? 
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Attempts to save us from interpretative chaos have come from within these 

reader oriented movements as well as from external agents. Though far less 

conclusively than the New Critics, Wolfgang Iser points to the text, suggesting that 'the 

sense a reader actively makes of a literary text is contained within certain limits 

imposed by the text itself' (Hawthorn, 1994: 168). To Hans Georg Gadamer, 

hermeneutic conventions, passed on from each generation to the next, provide us with a 

set of shared horizons of understanding (Smidt in Munch-Petersen, 1989:137). Stanley 

Fish introduces a similar but apparently more differentiating notion of interpretative 

community, i.e. readers will interpret texts according to the way they have been trained 

within their respective social communities. Normann M. Holland shows no mercy, 

however. According to him, each individual, regardless of education, experience or 

talent, is trapped in his own personal interpretative universe: 'Tekstlesing er en helt 

subjektiv affrere. Vi finner det vi vil finne. Alle mennesker har sitt grunnleggende 

"identitetstema" ... og for vfu" psykiske balanses skyld s¢ker vi alltid bekreftelse pel 

disse' (ibid: 138). Present neither as authoral intention, then, nor as autonomous entity, 

textual meaning has become a matter of individual projection, and apparently seems on 

the verge of extinction. 

Enter: deconstruction. Not only is meaning threatened by the possibility of 

differing individual interpretations, deconstruction questions the competence of 

language itself as a vehicle of meaning. In what seems to be an elaboration of 

Ferdinand de Saussure's theory of language as a system of differences with no positive 

forms, combined with a radical version of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, Jacques Derrida 

and the deconstructionist movement present us with the ultimate destabilization of 

meaning. As each signifier attains meaning only by virtue of its difference from other 

signifiers, meaning is delayed in an 'endless play of signifiers'. The text, too, becomes 

'subject to a totalizing play of linguistic difference which cannot be fixed or organized 

by any extra-systemic reference point- author, authorial intention, "common reader's" 

interpretation or whatever' (Hawthorn, 1994:217). Appeals to extra-textual context 

become irrelevant in this intellectual atmosphere, where language fails to produce 
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meaning and, while remaining our only access to the world, provides no contact with 

that world, rendering our statements about it empty of reference. If one follows this line 

of reasoning to its extreme conclusion, the future of interpretation, of communication 

and consequently of translation, seems bleak indeed. 

Deconstruction has been criticized, both for its vague and complicated discourse 

and for its radical contentions. For many translation scholars contemporary literary 

theory, and the so-called critical theory of which deconstruction is a part, is replete with 

philosophical speculation and has little to offer. Others, however, have increasingly 

incorporated these questions into translation studies. And I do believe that few people 

today will claim that meaning is objectively attainable independently of interpretation. 

Or that interpretation and translation should, or indeed can, be separated. Contemporary 

translation discourse increasingly focuses on individual, cultural and historical aspects 

of meaning, calling for awareness of different canons rather than prescriptive 

translation theory and rigid assessment. 

Appeals to the foreign text cannot fmally adjudicate between competing 
translations in the absence of !ingistic error, because canons of accuracy 
in translation, notions of 'fidelity' and 'freedom', are historically deter
mined categories. Even the notion of 'linguistic error' is subject to 
variation, since mistranslations, especially in literary texts, can be not 
merely intelligible but significant in the target-language culture. (Venuti, 
1995:18). 

Translation is compared with a palimpsest; 'a piece of parchment or other 

writing material from which the original writing has been erased to make room for new 

writing' (Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary). Disclaiming notions of fixed 

meaning, whether within or out of context, and refraining from quality assessments, this 

view suggests that 'each new translation will erase previous versions and produce its 

own interpretation of the original. It is impossible to judge which is the best or whether 

there is a best translation' (Arrojo qt. by Milton, 1990:151 ). For many people this 

situation has become somewhat paralyzing, and it does indeed seem difficult to 

establish a viable space for translation between rigid notions of meaning and the chaos 

of total instability. 
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1.4.2 Recommendations: translation as difference 

It is clear that a country's reading public do not appreciate a translation made in the style 
of their own language. For this they have more than enough native authors 

(Ortega y Gasset, 1992:112). 

The very existence of translation theory has been questioned repeatedly and it 

has so far never been a clearly defmed or homogenous discipline. Be that as it may, the 

interdisciplinary approach that seems to be a current trend in many academic fields is 

defmitely a characteristic of translation studies. This was also my impression at the EST 

conference held in Prague in September 1995, where contributions from psychology, 

sociology, philosophy, anthropology, technology, media studies, etc. seemed a most 

natural complement to the traditional approaches of either linguistics or literature. 

Although Edwin Gentzler suggests a current 'move away from looking at translations 

as linguistic phenomena to looking at translations as cultural phenomena' (Gentzler, 

1990:185), it is difficult to talk about general tendencies, to see where new approaches 

have originated and where different ones overlap. One is likely to commit the sin of 

claiming as new ideas that have been around for ages, and of attributing them to the 

wrong people. As far as I can understand, however, some of the most compelling 

contributions in recent years have come from a rather vague constellation of scholars 

who insist on foregrounding certain disturbing questions that earlier approaches may 

have acknowledged, but relegated to the periphery. Moreover, their point of departure 

consists of controversial conclusions to these questions, conclusions that appear to be 

the deathblow to translation. These scholars, however, while robbing us of the few life-

saving premises that have made us consider translation at all a justifiable venture, 

emerge in a mood of unmistakable translation optimism! 

What they recommend is foreignizing translation. The present section will 

retrace some of the arguments that lead to such a recommendation and describe levels 

at which they suggest that this mode of translation be carried out. One of the basic 

premises of these scholars, then, is a redefinition, and in some cases a total 

abandonment of the notion of equivalence. 
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The first kind of foreignizing translation recommended relates to the source text, 

and is a fairly moderate one. These scholars warn against a tendency among translators 

'to iron away disturbing irregularities or contradictions that make the original exciting' 

(van den Broeck, 1988:26). Contradicting a strong tradition throughout history, they 

want the translator not to unify in cases of polysemy, explicate implicit information, 

make a choice in cases of ambiguity or beautify what he considers blemishes in the 

original, even if retaining such features means violating the norms of the target 

language. 

An explicit ideal of the 17th century Belles Infideles, with their focus on beauty 

and the contention that 'beauty consisted of the elimination of all kinds of obscurity' 

(Milton, 1990:40), this tendency has apparently been passed on, to a greater or lesser 

extent, to approaches that were more concerned with fidelity and equivalence. 

Assuming that the desire to unify and 'make sense' is an inherent part of interpretation, 

these scholars caution against excess. 

They further insist, apparently in the spirit of the formalist definition of 

literariness, that source text deviation from source language convention is the rule 

rather than the exception. To the not uncommon reaction: 'we don't say it like that' in 

whatever target language in question, these scholars retort: 'Of course! But no one had 

said it like that in the source language either- until this or that author decided to do so'. 

To write well, says Ortega y Gasset 

is to make continual incursions into grammar, into established usage, and 
into accepted linguistic norms. It is an act of permanent rebellion against 
the social environs, a subversion. To write well is to employ a certain 
radical courage (Ortega y Gasset, 1992:94). 

It seems difficult to disagree with him in this, but there still seems to be a general 

demand that the translator steer away from TL deviation. Ortega y Gasset (ironically?) 

ascribes the tendency of flattening translation to the inherent shyness of translators: 'He 

finds himself facing an enormous controlling apparatus, composed of grammar and 
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common usage. What will he do with the rebellious text? Isn't it too much to ask that he 

also be rebellious, particularly since the text is someone else's' (Ortega y Gasset, 

1992:94). Anthony Paul, on the other hand, claims that the fluency demand is a feature 

of Anglo-American translation culture, and particularly blames publishers: 

The most insidious long-term result of the more or less conscious policy, 
or stubborn conventional wisdom, of publishers, is its reinforcement of 
language chauvinism, philistinism, and the natural tendency of translators 
to be less imaginative, more timid, in a word poorer writers than their 
authors (Paul, 1990:75). 

In the above examples the notion of equivalence has not, apparently, been abandoned, 

but redefined and extended. The question seems to be not so much how would one say 

this in the target language? as how does the author's text relate to the conventions of 

the source language? Philip Lewis represents a view that advocates a 'strong, forceful 

translation that values experimentation, tampers with usage, seeks to match 

polyvalencies or plurovocalities or expressive stresses of the original by producing its 

own' (Graham, 1985:41). And the advice to the translator is that 'the translation should 

... be as "normal" or as "strange" as the original' (Harder, 1995:7). These are views 

with which many adherents of dynamic equivalence are likely to agree. Other 

foreignizing approaches, however, are more controversial, i.e. such as wish to reflect 

not only the peculiarities of the source text, but also those of the source language. 

Not, this time, in the name of fidelity, but rather as a consequence of the new 

approaches to meaning that were presented briefly in section 1.4.1. From this point of 

view, there exists no kernel meaning. Signifiers do not refer to fixed signifieds, there is 

a perpetual negotiation and battle between them, and neither of them have fixed 

referents in the 'real world'. Meaning is derived negatively, as difference from all other 

signifiers. Consequently, 'translated words represent nothing but other words 

representing nothing but still other words representing' (Gentzler, 1990:147). Within 

this framework, then, ambiguity and polysemy are typical features throughout texts, 

rather than limited to a small group of words or grammatical structures. And present in 

all kinds of texts as well, not only certain kinds of poetry. Disagreeing with Peter 
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Newmark's suggestion that 'more words in a text are "relatively context-free than 

context-bound'" (Rydning, 1988:247), these scholars further undermine the faith that 

extra-linguistic knowledge can save translation, with their insistence that context will 

always be boundless, in theory and as well as in practice. 

That the differences between languages in their surface structures are so great as 

to cause serious impediments to communication seems to be a matter of course within 

this discourse. Here, too, we find the insistence that language determines our view of 

the world, or at least that it categorizes the world in its own terms rather than as a 

reflection of actual categories in that world. 

The fact of the matter is that the 'real world' is to a large extent 
unconsciously built upon the language habits of the group ... We see and 
hear and otherwise experience very largely as we do because the language 
habits of our community predispose certain choices of interpretation 
(Sapir qt. in Whorf, 1956:134). 

Disagreement revolves around the extent to which this is the case, whether language 

determines our view of the world as much as, or more than, the world itself, in some 

kind of dialectical process, or whether language dominates entirely. Moreover, current 

speculations have revolved around the extent to which each individual acts as an 

autonomous agent in the construction of meaning, or functions as a 'screen' through 

which ready-made linguistically and/or socially determinded concepts flow. The most 

common view, perhaps, and no doubt the least depressing, is to look at the human being 

as neither totally subjected or constituted (that is, determined completely 
by the social or linguistic structures around him) nor totally 
individualistic or constituting (that is, the source and agent of all 
meaning) but rather, as both constituted and constituting (Marshall, 
1992:82). 

Whatever one's stance along the above clines, however, language emerges as some 

kind of prison. The question becomes whether escape is possible or not. Brenda 

Marshall encourages: 'although we cannot get outside the metaphysics of language, we 

may still use language as a means of questioning its own basis of meaning' (ibid:135). 

And this, apparently, is where translation comes in. 
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Along with the claim that language constitutes our view of the world comes the 

notion of linguistic imperfection: 

The world, such as we find it, is not composed of 'things' definitely 
separated and frankly different. We find in it infinite differences, but 
these differences are not absolute. Strictly speaking, everything is 
different from everything else, but also everything looks somewhat like 
everything else. Reality is a limitless continuum of diversity. In order not 
to get lost in it, we have to slice it, portion it out, and separate the parts; 
in short, we have to allocate an absolute character to differentiations that 
actually are only relative (Ortega y Gasset, 1992:106). 

As different languages have categorized experience in different ways, and the faith in 

universal deep structures is discarded, translation may seem impossible. On the other 

hand it emerges as a vehicle of mutual critique and also enrichment. 

Our translations, even the best ones, proceed from a wrong premise. They 
want to turn Hindi, Greek, English into German instead of turning German 
into Hindi, Greek, English. Our translators have far greater reverence for 
the usage of their own language than for the spirit of the foreign works ... 
The basic error of the translator is that he preserves the state in which his 
own language happens to be instead of allowing his language to be 
powerfully affected by the foreign tongue (Pannwitz qt. by Benjamin, 
1992:81). 

While many people might agree that the translator should retain lexical items denoting 

cultural phenomena not known or labelled in the target language, they are likely to feel 

less comfortable with foreignizing grammar. To Benjamin Lee Whorf, however, the 

linguistic incompatibility in terms of grammar is of far greater importance than the 

incompatibility of individual words and concepts (Hjs;;mager Pedersen, 1988:40). Some 

people want these features too to be reflected in the target text, a return to Walter 

Benjamin's ideal of a literal rendering of the syntax (Benjamin, 1992:80). 

Agreeing with the basic premise that 'our conceptual system plays a central role 

in defining our everyday realities', Lakoff and Johnson (1980) believe that this 

conceptual system is largely metaphorical, and that they 'have found a way to begin to 

identify in detail just what the metaphors are that structure how we perceive' (Lakoff 

and Johnson, 1980:4). The suggestion that language is basically metaphorical, and that 
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our metaphors reveal our views of the world, have caused some people to encourage not 

only the maintenance of original metaphors in translation, and features from the 

author's idiolect, but also, to a greater extent, idiomatic expressions. According to this 

line of thought, form and content are inseparable, it is not possible 'to say the same 

thing in a different manner', either intra- or inter-lingually. And 'a true or real 

translation is transparent to the extent that it exhibits the literal differences of language 

in translation ... it is an error to oppose form and meaning, eventually sacrificing the 

one for the other, since the very aim of translation is to resonate in one language the 

meaning that adheres to the form in another'(Graham, 1985:25) (my italics). 

This return to ideals from German Romanticism focuses on formal aspects of 

the original more than has been common in recent years. But it is a focus that contains 

other premises than the literal translations found, for instance, in late 19th century 

England. The present premise, then, seems to be a definite farewell to the notion of 

equivalence. Not only because it is impossible, but because, the contention goes, to 

create a copy of the original is not the aim of translation. Walter Benjamin says 

explicitly that his defence of literal translation is not for the sake of fidelity: 'It is self

evident how greatly fidelity in reproducing the form impedes the rendering of the sense. 

Thus no case for literalness can be based on a desire to retain the meaning' (Benjamin, 

1992:79). And Benjamin's essay from 1923, 'The Task of the Translator', has become a 

major point of reference in contemporary translation discourse. 

'We must purge ourselves', says William Frawley, 'of this rampant notion that 

identity saves translation ... the notion of identity is actually antithetical to translation' 

(Frawley, 1984: 168). And Leonard Neuger asks whether the translation should not 

expose the strangeness of the work and consequently the insufficiency 
and deficiency of the native culture and the language? In other words: 
how much is it possible to expose the translation as a critique of the 
translator's own language and culture? (Neuger, 1988:217) 
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Apparently reminiscent of J.M. Hopkins' poetic retracements of language 

development, Jacques Derrida encourages abusive translation, a theory and practice, 

'aimed at protecting differences, reinvigorating language with lost etymological 

resonances, thereby opening up new avenues of thought' (Gentzler, 1993: 168). 

Foreignization, then, is recommended not, as was often the case before, in the name of 

fidelity, but as a strategy in the service of target enrichment. 

One glimpses a possible marvelous aspect of the enterprise of translating: 
the revelation of the mutual secrets that peoples and epochs keep to 
themselves and which contribute so much to their separation and hostility; 
in short - an audacious integration of Humanity (Ortega y Gasset, 
1992:104). 

And yet, no matter the extent of foreignization, a translation will always be a product of 

the target language, maintaining its quality of confrontation, and of third code. 

Lawrence Venuti insists on the dismantling of the literal-faithful collocation. 'The 

foreign text is privileged in a foreignizing translation only insofar as it enables a 

disruption of target language cultural codes' (Venuti, 1995: 42) (My italics). 

Apart from the appeal to 'self-improvement' on the part of the target 

community, the argument also appeals to a sense of honesty, as it were: 

Foreignizing translations that are not transparent, that eschew fluency for 
a more heterogeneous mix of discourses, are equally partial in their 
interpretation of the foreign text, but they tend to flaunt their partiality 
instead of concealing it (Venuti, 1995:34). 

I have tried to show how differing views regarding the aims of translation have 

rendered methods ranging from extreme domestication to extreme foreignization. 

Historically, domesticating translations of various kinds appear to have enjoyed a 

dominant position. The mode was applied through various stages in which fidelity to 

the original was not a major issue. As the sense of responsibility towards the source text 

increased, the domesticating mode was challenged by various kinds of foreignization. 

However, formal accuracy proved an inadequate means of securing fidelity, an aim that 

seemed better served by domestication, on a basis of dynamic equivalence. 
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In the present century, ideas on the aims of translation developed during the 

Romantic era have been taken up and caused yet another reshuffling of former 

dichotomies. Notions of equivalence have been discarded, both formal and dynamic. 

Foreignization is recommended. The aim of translation, it is claimed, is to provide us 

with a third code. Not in the name of fidelity, but in the name of universal 

understanding as well as of heightened insight into the ways in which man is affected 

by language. 

The ideas of Walter Benjamin, for example, of translation as a striving for 'pure 

language' appear to enter the realms of metaphysics: 'all suprahistorical kinship of 

languages rests on the intention underlying each language as a whole - an intention, 

however, which no single language can attain by itself but which is realized only by the 

totality of their intentions supplementing each other: pure language' (Benjamin, 

1992:75). On the other hand, a similar mystical premise is said to underlie the notion of 

dynamic equivalence: 'the universalist position touches closely on the mystical intuition 

of a lost primal or paradismatic speech' (Steiner, 1975:73). 

More than two centuries ago Rudolf Pannwitz said about foreignizing 

translation that: 'it is not generally realized to what extent this is possible' (qt. by 

Benjamin, 1992:81). The statement seems equally relevant today. While contemporary 

translation theory is full of radical innovation, their recommendations are not, as far as I 

know, taken up by practitioners. And, contrary to Ortega y Gasset' s claim, quoted in the 

section caption, that readers want foreignizing translations, it seems to me that readers 

expect domestication. Whether translators will be able in the future to provide 

foreignizing products of a kind that also satisfy reader expectations, remains to be seen. 

The extent to which translation has been problematized has caused a shift in 

recent years from prescription to description. As translation has been so hard to define 

at a theoretical level, the hope has been that investigations of actual products might 

provide useful insight. Descriptive translation studies will be the subject of chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER2 

Descriptive Translation Studies: recent developments 

Chapter plan: 

2.1 Description vs. prescription 

2.2 Methodology 
2.2.1 Polysystem theory 
2.2.2 Target orientation 
2.2.3 Translation norms 

2.1 Description vs. prescription 

Translation Studies began with a call to suspend temporarily the attempts to define 
a theory of translation (Gentzler, 1993:76). 

In 1972, as a first attempt to outline and delimit the various approaches to 

translation somewhat haphazardly grouped under the label translation theory, James 

Holmes presented a prospective 'map' of the field and named it Translation Studies. 

Dividing the new discipline into a 'pure' and an 'applied' branch, Holmes included 

theory and descriptive studies in the former and teaching, aids and criticism in the 

latter. Both the name of the discipline and its internal divisions were widely adopted by 

translation scholars and Holmes' essay 'The Name and Nature of Translation Studies' 

was 'generally accepted as the founding statement of the field' (Gentzler, 1993:92). 

Within the framework of Holmes' 'map' of translation studies, then, theory and 

description represented one side of the axis and applied branches the other. The many 

and often opposing views regarding equivalence had caused many scholars to question 

the dominant role of prescription in translation theory. Prescription was now restricted 

to the applied branch, in terms of translation teaching and criticism. In the 'pure' branch 

the subordination of theory to description was regarded as essential, at least 

temporarily, in order to break out of what was widely regarded as a theoretical 

deadlock. The object of theory would be 'to establish the principles by which ... 
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[translation] phenomena can be explained' (Gentzler, 1993: 92). So, while a long-term 

aim of translation studies would be to bridge the gap between translation theory and 

practice, the former was temporarily suspended, or at least subordinated to the latter. 

It is important to be clear about the notion of 'theory'. The term is here 
taken to mean a systematic framework for collecting, ordering and 
explaining data. Although a theory is first and foremost a conceptual 
pattern, it also functions as an instrument of explanation, and thus has 
both heuristic and cognitive value (Hermans, 1985:12). 

However, the relationship between practice and theory within translation studies 

appears to be a complex one. On the one hand practitioners have tended to disclaim the 

prescriptions of theory as utopian, on the other they have complained when theory 

increasingly refrained from prescription. Defying the claim that immediate relevance to 

practice is the raison d' etre or even a major aim for theory, Toury insists: 

It has always been my conviction that it is no concern of a scientific 
discipline, not even in the so-called 'sciences of man' to effect changes in 
the real world of our experience ... I would hardly ascribe to the view 
(epitomized by Peter Newmark but shared by so many) that 'translation 
theory's main concern is to determine appropriate translation methods'. 
Definitely not any more than 'linguistics' main concern is to determine 
appropriate ways of language use' (Toury, 1995:17). 

According to Toury it is this demand that has caused translation theory to become 

predominantly concerned with prescription, a concern which in tum has brought the 

field to a dead end. This particular brand of translation studies, then, renounces its right 

to prescribe, but also insists on its right to refrain from prescription. 

Gideon Toury appears to have been responsible for the most systematic and 

comprehensive elaboration of the 'pure' branch of translation studies. According to 

him, translation studies should aim at becoming an empirical discipline, and will have 

no claims to such a title until it is able to present a convincing descriptive branch. One 

that can describe, explain and predict phenomena, offering results that might in turn 

test, amend or refute the claims of theory. Earlier descriptive attempts have been · 

criticized for their lack of textual evidence, or at best their inclusion of random 

examples, and Toury also insists on a systematic approach. Moreover, he emphasizes 

the need for an independent, translation-specific methodology. In the last decade his 
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name has been associated increasingly with a group of scholars known, after the 

publication of Theo Hermans' The Manipulation of Literature (1985), by the name of 

the Manipulation School. The following sections will present some of their basic tenets 

along with the methodological aspects of descriptive translation studies. 

2.2 Methodology 

The growing realization that translation theory had been far removed from the 

reality of actual translations was reflected in an essay published in 1970 entitled 'The 

Concept "Shift of Expression" in Translation Analysis'. The notion of shift was defined 

here as 'all that appears as new with respect to the original, or fails to appear where it 

might have been expected' (Popovic, 1970:79). Neither symptoms of incompetence nor 

deliberate distortion on the part of the translator, shifts in translation were now regarded 

as the rule rather than the exception. Inevitable, not because of linguistic 

incompatibility however: 'differences in language are unavoidable and cannot be 

considered significant' (ibid), but rather because of 'differing social and literary 

situations, the conventional designation for which is the taste of the day' (ibid). Anton 

Popovic (1970) set out to describe various methodologies of translation, e.g. form, 

effect, meaning and deviation, and Andre Lefevere, in Translating Poetry (1975), 

investigated translations of one and the same poem from different stages in history and 

presented seven different 'strategies'. Echoing Yiri Levy's recognition that 'once initial 

choices are made, the translation begins to generate rules of its own, determining 

further choices' (Gentzler, 1993: 95), translation scholars became increasingly 

concerned with the relative nature of equivalence and determining factors regarding 

such initial choices or translation methods. The main object of descriptive translation 

studies became to describe, synchronically and diachronically, different kinds of 

translation methods. While early translation studies maintained a certain degree of 

prescription, the Manipulation School has totally refrained from both prescription and 

evaluation, and approaches translation within the framework of a so-called polysystem 

theory. 
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2.2.1 Polysystem theory 

The position of translations (as entities) and of translating (as a kind of activity) in a 
prospective target culture, the form a translation would have (and hence the 
relationships which would tie it to its original), and the strategies resorted to during its 
generation DO NOT CONSTITUTE A SERIES OF UNCONNECTED FACTS 
(Toury, 1995:24) (my emphasis). 

The term polysystem was coined by the Israeli cultural theorist ltmar Even

Zohar in the 1970s. Strongly influenced by Russian formalism, Even-Zohar regarded 

literature as a complex and dynamic system rather than a static collection of 

independent texts. All texts within a given literature, from canonical centre to the most 

distant periphery, enter into a permanent struggle for domination. 

Translated literature is only one of the elements in this battle, but the fact that 

Even-Zohar included it at all was significant. 

It is necessary to include translated literature in the polysystem. This is 
rarely done, but no observer of the history of any literature can avoid 
recognizing as an important fact the impact of translations and their role 
in the synchrony and diachrony of a certain literature (Even-Zohar qt. in 
Gentzler, 1993:116). 

This framework was taken up by Even-Zohar's younger colleague, Gideon Toury, and 

elaborated in In Search of a Translation Theory (1980), and Descriptive Translation 

Studies and Beyond (1995). Applying polysystem oppositions between centre and 

periphery, innovative and conserving, canonized and non-canonized etc., Toury 

developed a comprehensive methodology for the description of literary translations. 

While earlier models had automatically placed translated texts in secondary strata, 

Even-Zohar' s investigations showed that 'translated literature functions differently 

depending upon the age, strength and stability of the particular literary "polysystem"' 

(Gentzler, 1993: 115). Within this dynamic view of literary evolution 'no literary system 

is restricted to the periphery by virtue of any inherent limitations on its value' (Baker, 

1992:238). Investigations in the wake of Toury's work have shown that translations at 

times occupy a central, innovative, canonized position, for example when a literature is 

young, small, weak or enters into a crisis. Conversely they tend to occupy a more 
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peripheral position, more conserving and non-canonized, when a culture is old, large or 

powerful. The claim appears to be that different literatures constitute differing 

polysystems, while at the same time entering into a conglomerate in which weak and 

'defective' literatures will use translation to fill the 'gaps' in their own system, in terms 

of genre, poetic forms, themes, registers etc. 

Polysystem theory stresses the importance of a systemic approach. 'By 

recognizing translated literature as a system in its own right, polysystemists shifted the 

attention away from individual literary translations to the study of a large body of 

translated literature in order to establish its systemic features' (Baker, 1992:238). 

Traditional comparisons between one source text and its translation become less 

dominant in this context. Corpus projects of various kinds are encouraged because they 

facilitate comparisons of series of texts or translation problems, for example of several 

translations of one source, different stages in the translation of a text, entire productions 

of individual translators, 'schools' of translators, and above all of translations with 

corpora of TL originals. It is an approach that allows room for micro-level textual 

studies, but that also stresses the importance of macro-level, sociological expansions of 

the field. In this way one hopes to gain insight into the many factors that characterize 

and determine the translation product. The polysystemist claim, however, is that this is 

only possible within a target-oriented approach. 
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2.2.2 Target orientation 

A translation belongs to one textual system only, namely the target system (Baker, 1992:238). 

Scholars within the Manipulation School insist that the description of 

translations be consistently target oriented. In what appears to be a relativization of 

textual meaning as well as the notion of equivalence, the question raised is not whether 

equivalence has been achieved but what kind of equivalence has been attempted. 

Equivalence becomes a descriptive, dynamic term for empirical matter rather than a 

theoretical term referring to a static, abstract ideal. The basic assumption is that 

'features are retained and reconstructed in target language material, not because they 

are "important" in any inherent sense, but because they are assigned importance, from 

the recipient vantage point' (Toury, 1995:12). Contrasting recurring discussions within 

translation theory regarding the nature and range of untranslatability owing to 

differences between SL and TL, the Manipulation school restricts the notion of 

constraint entirely to the target community. In doing so they seem to assent with Roman 

Jakobsen's claim that 'languages differ essentially in what they must convey and not in 

what they may convey' (Schulte & Biguinet, 1992:149). On the other hand, and 

concurring with Lawrence Venuti's point (cf p.22), they maintain that even the most 

foreignizing translation remains embedded in the target system and should be 

investigated accordingly. 

It is important to bear in mind that the target orientation of the Manipulation 

School is a descriptive concept. The Skopos theory, for example, presented by Reiss 

and Vermeer (1984), also focuses on the functional aspect of translations in the target 

culture, but within a framework that, to my knowledge, remains prescriptive. Moreover, 

Toury stresses the fact that his target-oriented approach indicates the methodological 

point of departure of descriptive translation studies. 

'Orientedness' is far from tantamount to 'exclusiveness', as wrongly 
interpreted by many: the present approach is characterized as target
oriented because this is where its observations start. By no means should 
it be taken to mean that this is where these observations would also be 
exhausted (Toury, 1995:36). 
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Source orientation, apparently, with its comparison of translations with an ideal 

notion of equivalence, will always retain an element of prescription. According to 

Toury, this approach is largely to blame for the gap between theory and practice and 

also for the stagnation within theory itself. Despite the awareness of target constraints 

in earlier approaches, such constraints 

often counted as subsidiary; especially those which would not fall within 
linguistics of any kind. Many factors which govern real-life translational 
behaviour, and the fact that these factors have indeed resulted in a variety 
of very different translation traditions, were resented, or, at best, 
relegated to the realm of "mere" history (Toury, 1995:24). 

Confronting instances from entire texts to individual words a source-oriented 

investigation regards any translated item that does not fit into the preconceived notion 

of equivalence as non-equivalence, or non-translation, and subsequently evaluates it 

negatively or discards it as unworthy of investigation. What with the many 

discrepancies regarding the view of appropriate equivalence the entire object of 

investigation risks vanishing into thin air. Source orientation, says Toury 

dooms research proceding from it to discussing translation in basically 
binary terms, so that the student finds himself compelled to characterize 
many existing translations, if not most of them, in terms that are both 
negative and final; they allow him to establish only what they are not 
(namely, equivalent) ... and bar the way to any additional discussion of 
their nature and the concept of translation underlying them and 
expressed by them (Toury, 1980:40). 

Within the target-oriented framework, on the other hand, anything is included as a 

literary translation that is regarded as such 'by a certain cultural community at a certain 

time' (Hermans, 1985:13). Gideon Toury, then, recommends investigations of what 

translations are, rather than what they fail to be, and presents a methodology for that 

purpose. 
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2.2.3 Translation norms 

As strictly translational nonns can only be applied at the receiving end, establishing them is 
not merely justified by a target-oriented approach but should be seen as its very epitome 

(Toury, 1995:53). 

Appropriating a fairly general term, Gideon Toury introduces the concept of 

norm to translation studies. In a defmition taken from sociology he explains norms as 

the 'general values or ideas shared by a certain community as to what is right and 

wrong, adequate and inadequate - into specific performance instructions appropriate for 

and applicable to specific situations providing they are not (yet) formulated as laws' 

(Toury, 1995:51). The term refers to a notion of a graded and dynamic cline. Norms 

constitute a continuum between two extremes, with formulated rules on the one hand 

and instances of idiosyncratic behaviour on the other. They also make up a graded 

system, in which certain norms are ascribed greater importance than others. Moreover, 

the concept has a dynamic aspect in that near-rules may fade while individual 

deviations acquire the status of norm, and the entire system may vary within as well as 

between cultures. 

In a translation-specific context the notion of norm has been applied to cater for 

intermediate levels between langue and parole, or competence and performance. 

Norms, says Mona Baker, are 

options which are regularly taken up by translators at a given time and in 
a given socio-cultural situation. In this sense, the notion of norms is very 
similar to that of typicality, a notion which has emerged from recent 
work on corpus-based lexicigraphy and which contrasts sharply with the 
standard, absolute dualisms in linguistics (Baker, 92: 239). 

Translation norms are regarded as independent of systemic differences between SL and 

TL, and are not determined by the ST. The notion thus relates to the target orientedness 

of the Manipulation School in that it represents the possibilities and constraints 

provided by the target community. 
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Gideon Toury speaks of norms at three different levels, preliminary, initial and 

operational. Preliminary norms relate to extra-textual issues, such as the position of 

translation within the polysystem of a target culture, and the choice of languages and 

texts to be translated. Initial norms relate to the opposing poles of foreignization and 

domestication that were presented in chapter 1. In Toury's terminology they are 

referred to as adequacy and acceptability, respectively. 'Whereas adherence to source 

text norms determines a translation's adequacy as compared to the source text, 

subscription to norms originating in the target culture determines its acceptability' 

(Toury, 1995:57). Initial norms need not be verbalized or even conscious, and on the 

other hand they may contradict explicit intentions. Nor does the concept refer to any 

chronological aspect: 'its initiality derives from its superordinance over particular 

norms which pertain to lower and more specific levels' (ibid). And a given translation 

need not be consistent in its adequacy or acceptability, these are theoretical poles, 

between which actual translations are likely to hover. 

Since no translation is either entirely 'acceptable' (because it owes at 
least something to the alien adequacy pole) or entirely 'adequate' (owing 
to the obligatory pole of acceptability), one of the main objects of 
translation analysis is to determine its actual position between these poles 
(Toury, 1980:49). 

The assumption is that such initial norms may be revealed through investigations of the 

final, operational norms. Toury subdivides the latter into matrical norms and textual 

norms. The former determine location, additions and deletions etc., and the latter 

represent linguistic choices. 

According to Toury, then, a descriptive method should begin by an investigation 

of the target text in terms of acceptability. The second step in the analysis involves the 

mapping out of translational phenomena. Only then can the comparison with the source 

text begin, of solutions to translational problems and a definition of the relationship 

between members of each pair. The analysis may thus provide insights into translator 

notions of equivalence, which in turn reveal the overall concept of translation employed 
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by the translator. In his justification of consistent target-orientation, i.e. that the solution 

comes first, and then a comparison with the problem, Toury claims that neither source 

system nor source text based comparisons yield satisfactory results. The former because 

it risks both including superfluous phenomena, which did not pose problems in the 

translation being investigated, and overlooking major problems which can only be 

detected from the retrospective view of a particular solution. The latter because it 

reduces the descriptive study to a 'simple enumeration of"sins" committed against the 

original text' (Toury, 1980:26). 

Toury maintains the importance of going beyond the establishment of mere 

check-lists related to specific linguistic phenomena. This means including a variety of 

operational norms as well as extra-textual contextualization in terms of initial and 

preliminary norms. However, the step from an analysis of a textual norm to a 

conclusion as to its link to initial and preliminary norms seems to me to be a critical 

one. Apparently representing a typically German approach within the field, Mary Snell

Hornby claims that descriptive translation studies must proceed in a top-down 

direction; i.e. that the investigation in a given culture of operational and initial norms 

must precede micro-textual studies: 

Whereas linguistics has gradually widened its field of interest from the 
micro- to the macro-level, translation studies, which is concerned 
essentially with texts against their situational and cultural background, 
should adopt the reverse perspective (Snell-Hornby, 1988:35). 

Kitty van Leuven-Zwart represents an opposite view, apparently widespread among 

researchers in Belgium and the Netherlands, insisting on a bottom-up approach. Her 

own work is based on 'the assumption that research on the nature and frequency of 

microstructural shifts must precede research on macrostructural ones, in order to 

guarantee that findings are verifiable and the study repeatable' (van Leuven-Zwart, 

1989:151). As far as I can understand, Gideon Toury's approach allows room for both 

methods. 
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Polysystem theory, then, has been applied increasingly in translation studies, 

and the notion of translation norms has come to occupy a central position. The 

approach has been elaborated, particularly by scholars from the Low Countries. While 

textual norms were the focal point of earlier investigations, the historical 

contextualization that Toury himself recommended has steadily become more 

prominent. Increasingly, translation is regarded not 'as an activity that takes place 

between two languages, but ... as an interaction between two cultures' (Gentzler, 

1993:182). On the whole, a gradual expansion appears to have taken place in recent 

years regarding the view of the translation unit. Ranging from systemic comparisons of 

context-free words to an increasing awareness of contextual, including extra-sentential, 

textual aspects, the object of investigation seems now to encompass not only entire 

texts or even literary polysystems, but also sociological, ideological and political 

elements. According to Andre Lefevere, an analysis of translation 'must always 

consider not only the influence of poetics and literary systems, but also ideology and 

institutions of power. Any approach which foregrounds merely one or the other ... will 

be insufficient' (Gentzler, 1993: 189). What with the increasingly interdisciplinary 

implications of contemporary translation studies, demands on both capacity and method 

become fairly overwhelming. Werner Koller comments on the paradox that 'in a 

context of increasing theoretical awareness, the question of method, or methods, 

presents itself with ever greater urgency, since the contours of translation, as the object 

of study, become steadily vaguer and more difficult to survey' (Koller, 1995:4). 

According to Wills, translation studies 'must either grapple with a field of interest 

which is, in a quite literal sense, limitless, or it must opt for a selective point of view' 

(Wills qt. in Koller, 1995:5). As much as one may agree with arguments in favour of 

contextualization, individual studies will necessarily have to introduce a selective point 

of view. 

The following chapters will concentrate on types of textual norm discussed by 

Gideon Toury as well as other scholars. Sandra Halverson points to a vulnerable spot in 
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saying 'deter opplagt at oversettelsesnormer og -strategier benyttes og formidles i den 

allerede eksisterende oversetterutdanningen ... Det er f¢lgelig, fra et praktisk synspunkt, 

en viss fare for a drive med forskning som bestar i a telle forekomster bare for a bevise 

noe man allerede vet' (Halverson, 1995:49) She adds, however, that 'deter ogsA en 

kjensgjerning at det er stor mangel pa systematiske, sammenlignbare data' (ibid). 

Although the claim that e.g. explicitation is characteristic of translation is frequently 

made in general comments on translation and has been confirmed by specific 

investigations, case studies are few and far between, and to my knowledge no such 

study has yet been attempted based on translations between English and Norwegian. 

It is the insistence on non-evaluative, descriptive studies, the claim that these are 

conducive to theory, together with the systemic aim that attract me to the polysystem 

theory. Depending on the kinds of norms, discrepancies and general results of my 

analysis, I will also be discussing the issue of adequacy vs. acceptability in the light of 

the competing descriptive and prescriptive views presented in the chapters above. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Delimiting the Search 

Chapter plan 

3.1 Introduction 

3 . 2 Preliminary survey 

3 • 2. 1 Norm-confirmation 
3. 2. 2 Norm-disconfumation 
3.2 .3 Results 

3 . 3 Focus of the main investigation 

3 .1 Introduction 

Chapter 2 presented an approach to descriptive translation studies suggested by 

the Manipulation School and particularly Gideon Toury. While offering a general 

introduction to descriptive translation studies, however, the approach is not specific in 

terms of concrete textual analyses. Finding an appropriate framework, method and 

terminology for the description of the present material has therefore been a challenge and 

has resulted in a somewhat eclectic approach. 'As is so well known', says Toury, 'we are 

in no position to point to strict statistical methods for dealing with translation norms, or 

even to provide sampling rules for actual research (which, because of human limitations, 

will always be applied to samples only). At this stage we must be content with our 

intuitions, which being based on knowledge and previous experience, are "learned" ones, 

and use them as keys for selecting corpuses and hitting upon ideas' (Toury, 1995:69). 

While Toury has been one of the most important sources of inspiration, the present 

investigation deviates from his approach in certain respects and is also based on 

hypotheses presented by a number of different scholars, as will be seen in the following 

sections. 
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As stated in the introduction to the present thesis, William Frawley claims that 'the 

translation itself, as a matter of fact, is essentially a third code which arises out of the 

bilateral consideration of the matrix and target codes: it is, in a sense, a sub-code of each 

of the codes involved' (Frawley, 1984:168). In the present investigation William 

Frawley's notion of third code has been linked to views of translation presented by 

Gideon Toury. In 1979 Toury wrote an article referring to Larry Selinker's concept of 

'interlanguage' in foreign language learning. 

One would be completely justified in hypothesizing ... the existence of 
a separate linguistic system based on the observable output which 
results from a learner's attempted production of a TL norm. This 
linguistic system we will call 'interlanguage' (Selinker qt. in Toury, 
1979:223). 

According to Toury this concept was relevant not only to foreign language learning but to 

translation. 'I would claim that the occurrence of interlanguage forms in translation 

follows from the very defmition of this type of activity/product, this being a formal 

"translation universal" '(ibid:224). A number of scholars, then, have focused increasingly 

on the ways in which translations differ, not only in the sense of inevitable shifts from ST 

and the relationship of ST to TT, but above all from original texts in TL. So, neither 

adequate as duplication of an ST, nor acceptable according to TL, translation apparently 

constitutes a distinct linguistic practice, or what has also been called a third code. This 

seems to be both a theoretical assumption within descriptive translation studies and an 

insight gained from investigations of actual translations. 'There is no certainty ... that a 

translated text represents a "normal" text in TL. On the contrary, it is highly probable that 

there are "dialectal" differences between texts originally composed in TL and translations 

into it (or even of translations from different SLs into it)' (Toury, 1980:42). 

As we have seen, the concept of translation as a kind of separate sub-language is 

not new. It has a long tradition, both in terms of recommended foreignization (cf. ch 

1.4.2), and in terms of warning or negative evaluation. In the latter case it has been 

known in recent years as e.g. translationese, i.e. 'when an unusual distribution of 

features is clearly a result of the translator's inexperience or lack of competence in the 

target language' (Baker, 1992:248). What is new is the non-evaluative view within 
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descriptive translation studies of interlanguage as an inevitable aspect of translation. 

Obvious instances can be found in terms of inteiference, where the translation reflects SL 

features that violate systemic rules within TL. Equally relevant, however, are the more 

subtle deviations, which 'do not ... manifest themselves in odd forms with regard to TL 

of the "non-existing" type (i.e. deviations from the code proper), but ... in odd forms of 

the "unusual" type, which are deviations from the norm of usage' (foury, 1979:226). 

It is the latter kind of 'unusual' type, then, that will be the focus of the present 

investigation. This focus has been chosen in the belief that, although they undoubtedy do 

occur, blatant violations of TL rules are not the most typical feature of translation, neither 

as intentional strategy nor as result of insufficient mastery of TL. My impression of the 

present material confirms that belief, and while such examples may have an anecdotical 

function, they do not appear to provide the kind of insight into characteristic aspects of 

literary translation sought in the present thesis. In the present context, Toury's hypothesis 

regarding deviations of the 'unusual' type have been linked to 'translation patterns which 

are inexplicable in terms of any of the repertoires involved' (Even-Zohar qt. in Baker, 

1993:242), as opposed to instances of interference. 

In her article 'Corpus Linguistics and Translation Studies' (1993), Mona Baker 

argues for the advantages to translation studies of recent computer corpora developments. 

Not only do such corpora provide the opportunity of studying a large number of texts, 

increasingly corpus-based techniques render the possibility of using the corpus as a tool. 

Sara Laviosa Braithwaite, for example, in her unpublished paper 'Comparable Corpora: 

Towards a Corpus Linguistic Methodology for the Empirical Study of Translation', 

suggests the investigation of norms in terms of e.g. automatical calculation of lexical 

density, word frequency profiles, retrieval of KWIC concordance etc. The present thesis 

however has not had access to such insights and has made use merely of a selection of 

material provided by the ENPC (see the Introduction). 
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3. 2 Preliminary survey 

Despite recurring tendencies of optimism, scholarly literature abounds with 

comments presenting translation as inevitable defeat In his article 'Linguistic Approaches 

to Translation: its range and limitation', Werner Koller presents the hypothesis that 

translations tend to be more flat, more shallow than the original; they 
seem to lose part of their original colour and flavour; they make the 
impression of being more readable, better understandable and less 
ambiguous than the source language text (Koller in Chaffey, 1988:66) 
(My emphasis). 

It was this kind of statement that originally induced me to write the present thesis. It is a 

view that has intrigued me - in the sense that it is easy to agree with it intuitively, and yet 

the lack of textual evidence has been conspicuous (Koller's article excepted). Koller asks 

whether it is possible to 'verify and objectivize such intuitive qualitative statements by 

analysing and quantifying linguistic data?' (ibid). The present investigation, then, has 

been launched as a search for such translation characteristics, especially such as might be 

said to increase readability. A preliminary survey of a small-sized material was launched 

in order to find out what tendencies might be worth pursuing in a more detailed 

investigation. 

Koller's claims regarding translation correspond at several points with a tentative 

list of translation features presented by Mona Baker, and a combination of the two was 

were the point of departure for the present survey. Baker's hypotheses regarding 

translation, based on 'small-scale studies and casual observation' (Baker, 1992: 243), 

include the following features: 

1. Rise on the level of explicitness 

2. Disambiguation 

3. Simplification 

4. Preference for conventional grammaticality 

5. Tendency to avoid repetitions 

6. Exaggeration of target language features 

7. Specific type of distribution of exotic features (ibid) 
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For practical reasons, the survey focused on only number 1 and 2 in Baker's list 

of norms, i.e. a rise in the level of explicitness and disambiguation. While these issues 

were the starting point of the survey, the definitions of each category deviate in certain 

aspects from Baker, as will be seen in section 3.2.1. Both the exaggeration of target 

language features, the specific type of distribution of exotic features and the preference 

for conventional grammaticality appeared to be difficult to measure, and the avoidance of 

repetition seemed less relevant in the context of readability. Two categories were added, 

however, i.e. specification and standardization. The category of simplification was 

discarded for reasons that will be discussed in section 3.2.3. 

Added to norm-confirming instances, the survey included what I have called 

norm-disconf"mning tendencies, i.e. implicitation, despecification, ambiguation and 

destandardization. Even if the features suggested by Mona Baker should prove to be so 

frequent as to justify the notion of norm, it seemed important to include possible 

deviations and to examine the rate and types of such instances. 

Instances not included were shifts based on rule governed differences between the 

two languages, where identity would violate target rules - even though the shift might 

have an explicitating function. Nor were shifts included where convention seems so 

strong as to suggest near-conditionality, as in the shift from Norwegian definite article to 

English possessive pronoun: hun l¢ftet armen. > she raised her arm. I have, however, 

included examples where convention seems less pressing, such as the shift from English 

intransitive to Norwegian transitive constructions, as in the following example where the 

translator's lexical choice necessitates an explicitating object 

Ex. 54 <s id=STl.l.l.s6 corresp=STIT.l.l.s6>The Queen watched with amused incomprehension for 
a while, before realising that the red, blue and orange computer men represented the present 
composition of the House of Commons.</s> 

<s id=ST1T.l.l.s6 corresp=STI.l.l.s6>Dronningen betraktet opptoget med lattermild 
forbl!'Sffelse, inn til det gikk opp for henne at de ri'Sde, bli'l og oransje mennene viste den ni'lvrerende 
sammensetning av Underhuset.</s> 

The line between conditionality and less rigid convention does not always seem an 

easy one to draw, however, and distinctions may have been of a fairly subjective nature. 
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As one of the aims of this investigation is to situate tendencies in tenns of initial norms, a 

rather liberal view of conditionality has been adapted, in order to include translators who 

seem to always opt for the most acceptable alternative as opposed to those who allow 

source text and even source text system features to be reflected in IT. Incidentally, 

Gideon Toury recommends the inclusion of obligatory shifts as well, as the realization 

even of the latter type of shift, e.g. the translation of -ing forms into Norwegian, a 

language that has no equivalent form, may occur in more than one way. Nevertheless, the 

present approach has aimed at excluding such shifts. They no doubt provide contrastive 

insight, but it seems more interesting, in the present context, to look at shifts less 

blatantly influenced by language differences. 

While Baker distinguishes between 'universal' features of translation (Baker, 

1993:242), i.e. 'product of constraints which are inherent in the translation process itself, 

and this accounts for the fact that they are universal (or at least we assume they are, 

pending further research)' on the one hand, and nonns, i.e. 'translation features that have 

been observed to occur consistently in certain types of translation within a particular 

socio-cultural and historical context' (Baker, 1993:246), Rachel Weissbrod, in an 

investigation of explicitation in translations from English to Hebrew, refutes the claim 

where e.g. the category of explicitation is concerned. 'The underlying assumption of this 

article is that explicitation in translation is not, as previous research has suggested, solely 

a universal tendency or a function of translation on a literacy/orality scale. It is norm

dependent and thus changes with historical circumstances and according to the position of 

translated literature' (Weissbrod, 1992:153). According to Gideon Toury this distinction 

can only be 'gradually achieved through the combination of theoretical speculation and the 

accumulation of (tentative) conclusions of studies carried out along similar lines and 

relating to different languages/literatures and to various periods in history' (Toury, 

1980:60). The present investigation will make no such distinction and applies the term 

norm to cover both. In analysing translations in two directions, however, it aims at 

transcending limits of language specificity to a certain degree. 
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3.2 .1 Norm-confirmation 

While Baker exemplifies each feature, she does not clearly delimit them and the 

following sections will therefore present definitions and categorizations of her suggested 

norms, along with examples of each type. 

Explicitation 

While Baker speaks of a 'rise in the level of explicitness', the present 

investigation adopted Blum-Kulka's term explicitation to account for the kind of 

translation process where implicit, co-textually recoverable ST material is rendered 

explicit inTI, as in the following TI replacement of ellipsis by noun head: 

Ex. 1 <s id=CL1.1.1.l.s7 corresp=CLIT.l.l.l.s8>Gikk fort med halvlukkete eller halvapne 
f!yne.<ls> 

<s id=CLIT.l.I.l.s8 corresp=CLI.l.l.l.s7>Walked quickly with half-closed eyes or 
half-open eyes.<ls> 

Rachel Weissbrod, in an investigation based on Blum-Kulka's hypothesis 

includes e.g. the 'replacing pronouns with proper nouns ... and on the syntactical level, 

... filling in ellipses and adding conjunctions' (Weissbrod, 1992:153). Such shifts may 

occur at different levels, and instances throughout the rank scale were included, from 

shifts at the level of the individual word at the lowest, to the addition of finite clause at the 

highest level, e.g. from substitution to lexical repetition, as in 

Ex. 2 <s id=MA1.1.2.s5 corresp=MAIT.l.2.s5>It puts the nature of time in its place, and also 
Stephen, who calls us "the teenagers," as if he himself is not one.</s> 

<s id=MAIT.l.2.s5 corresp=MA1.1.2.s5>Det setter tiden p~ plass, og Stephen og~. som 
kaller oss "tenAringene", akkurat som ikke han selv er tenaring.</S> 

-to shifts across the rank scale at the other, e.g. from 0-item in ST to finite clause inTI: 

Ex. 3 <s id=BVl.l.sll >Ulykkeligvis hadde Brita vrert hos bestemoren pft Torshov den dagen 
Bendixens flyttet inn og var og~ gAtt glipp av det eventyrlig sjuskete flyttelasset.</s> 

<s id=BVlT.l.sll corresp=BVI.l.sll>Unfortunately Brita had been over at her grandmother's 
house on the day the Bendixens had moved in, and so she had missed seeing the vanload of 
dilapidated furniture which accompanied them.</s> 
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Specification 

In order to illustrate a marked rise in explicitation, Mona Baker mentions a 

translation from English into Arabic, where the simple clause The example of Truman 

was always in my mind was rendered by an eight-line paragraph providing background 

information about the American president. As far as I can understand, hers is an example 

of material recoverable in a culture specific context, but not in the text itself. In order to 

distinguish between the two - contextually and co-textually recoverable material - I have 

added a category to cater for the former and called it specification. Recoverability 

within this category depends on extratextual knowledge. The definition of contextual 

recoverability seems fairly problematic, however. Specification might cover a cline from 

'universal logic' to cultural specific connotation. What for some people seems to be a TT 

element taken from nowhere at all might for others be e.g. an ST connotation so weighty 

as to justify or necessitate specification. Specification, then, will also include the addition 

of items in TT that do not seem to be recoverable from the ST context, as in the following 

adjective insertion: 

Ex. 4 <s id=DFI.l.s6 corresp=DFIT.I.s6>As usual it hadn't been the high-speed tumble that had 
done the damage but the half-ton of one of the other runners coming over the fence after me, 
his forefoot landing squarely on my boot on the baked earth of an Indian summer.</s> 

<s id=DFIT.l.s6 corresp=DFI.l.s6>Som vanlig var det ikke fallet i stor fan som gjorde 
skaden, men et halvt tonns tramp fra en annen del taker som kom etter meg over hinderet; 
forhoven landet med infam treffsikkerhet pl't st!'lvelen min og knuste den mot en varm 
ettersommers knallt!'lrre bakke.</S> 

Disambiguation 

The category of disambiguation catered for shifts where the translator makes a 

choice between two or more interpretations of ambiguous or polysemous source text 

items, eliminating other possible meanings: 

Ex. 5 <S id=RRI.I.sl4 corresp=RRIT.l.sl3>This was the first link in a chain of events which was 
to lead to five deaths.</s> 

<s id=RRIT.l.sl3 corresp=RRl.l.sl4>Dette var f0rste ledd i et hendelsesforl!'lp som skulle 
f!'lre til fern drap.</S> 
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Succeeding paragraphs or chapters of the novel in question will no doubt reveal the fact 

that we are dealing with murder and not any kind of death. Nevertheless, the revelation at 

an earlier stage inTI than in ST seems to justify the label disambiguation. 

While the above example did not depend on structural differences between SL and 

TL, the next one does: 

Ex. 6 <S id=ABl.l.sll corresp=ABlT.l.sll>Since his wife had staned going to evening 
classes, he preferred to prepare something for himself. <IS> 

<s id=ABlT.l.sll corresp=ABl.l.sll>Etter at hans kone hadde begynt fl ta 
kveldsundervisning, foretrakk han fllage i stand noe til seg selv. </s> 

The English conjunction since is ambiguous and remains ambiguous in the context I had 

access to. TI opts for temporal interpretation only where ST interpretation could be time 

or cause. Both kinds of disambiguation will be included. 

The distinction between explicitation, specification and disambiguation is not a 

clear-cut one. As far as I can understand, these notions constitute clines. For example, in 

the case of explicitation vs. specification, sentence-internal recoverability would be the 

most obvious example of the former: 

Ex. 7 <s id=TBl.l.s6 corresp=TB1T.l.s6>Han hadde tilmed hjulpet benne med innkjapene, 
hadde selv drat! til Kisumu med bilen sin og kj0pt blikkplater til tak.</s> 

<s id=TB1T.l.s6 corresp=TBLl.s6>He had also helped her to buy materials and driven 
to Kisumu in his own car to get corrugated tin for the roof.</s> 

What seems to be an instance of specification when the sentence is observed in isolation: 

Ex. 8 <S id=PDJ3.l.l.s5 corresp=PDJ3T.l.l.s5> but when she turned the corner into the stations she 
saw with horror that the lights on their high poles shone down on a bleached and silent 
emptiness and dashing to the corner was in time to see the bus already half-way up the hill.<is> 

<S id=PDJ3.1.1.s7>Men da hun kom rundt hj0rnet til holdeplassen, sf! hun til sin skrekk at 
lyktene pfl de h0ye stolpene lyste ned pfl en fargel0s og stille tomhet, og hun sprang til neste 
hj0rne, bare for fl ffl se den sterkt opplyste bussen midt oppe i bakken.</s> 

might turn out to be explicitation if one looks at neighbouring sentences: 

Ex. 9 <S id=PDJ3.1.1.s7 corresp=PDJ3T.l.l.s7>But the lights were green and she watched 
helplessly, gasping and bent double with a sudden cramp, as it lumbered over the brow of a 
hill and like a brightly lit ship sank out of sight.</s> 
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If the criterion is co-textual recoverability as such, explicitation might range from 

sentence-internal recoverability to maximum textual distance. In order to maintain the 

distinction between explicitation and specification one would need to have access to entire 

texts and maintain mental maps of them as well, and that does not seem to be compatible 

with corpus based studies and the search for general tendencies, nor with cognitive 

capacity. For the time being the category of explicitation was limited to instances of 

recoverability within the sentence or in adjacent sentences. Instances of recoverability 

beyond the immediate environment were dealt with as disambiguation, while the category 

of specification catered for TI insertion of features not found in the ST co-text. 

Standardization 

Baker's feature of 'preference for conventional grammaticality' was redefined in 

order to account for the standardization of lexical features. This group comprised 

instances where literary, colloquial, slang, jargon, dialectal, technical or archaic elements 

have been rendered in a more standardized register, as in the neutralization of technical 

vocabulary in the following example: 

Ex. 10 <s id=RDl.l.s13 corresp=RD1T.l.s13>0r if I were feeling lyrical that day, I might write, "It 
is a curious truth that grasshoppers have their hearing-organs in the sides of the 
abdomen.</s> 

<s id=RDIT.l.s13 corresp=RDI.l.s13>Eller hvis jeg fl')lte meg virkelig lyrisk, kunne jeg 
laget noe slikt som dette: "A v en eller annen merkelig grunn har gresshoppene fiitt !Irene 
plassert pi~ hver side av magen.</S> 

The neutralization of similes, metaphors and collocational clashes were also included: 

Ex. 11 <s id=LSCI.l.s8 corresp=LSC IT.l.l.s9> Vinden hvirvler det rundt og rundt, sheiler det mot 
fontenen, som en punktert dompap.</s> 

<s id=LSCI T. 1. l.s9 corresp=LSCI.l.s8> The wind whirls it round and round, then it sails 
toward the fountain like a wounded bullfinch.</s> 
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3. 2. 2 Norm -disconfirmation 

Implicitation 

Imp licitation included instances where explicit ST items are rendered by ambig-

uous TT items, but where recoverability in the immediate TI environment makes the item 

implicit rather than ambiguous, as in the following shift from lexical word to proform: 

Ex. 12 <s id=ATl.l.s6 corresp=AT1T.l.s6>Jeans had those stiff, hard seams and those rivets. <IS> 

<s id=A Tl T.l.s6>De hadde sAnne stive, harde Sl'lmmer, og sA alle de naglene.</S> 

Despecification 

Despecification catered for irrecoverable TI deletions as in the following example: 

Ex. 13 <s id=TTHI.l.s4>Den kalde Iuften slo imot ham som et gufs i ansiktet.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.l.s4 corresp=TTHl.l.s4> The cold air hit his fuce.</S> 

Ambiguation 

Ambiguation included instances where the target co-text does not serve to 

disambiguate items, as in the following example, where the more general word kjortel 

replaces surplice (korkappe): 

Ex. 14 <s id=JHl.l.l.sl corresp=JHIT.l.l.sl>ARIST01LE CON1E:MPLATING the bust of Homer 
thought often of Socrates while Rembrandt dressed him with paint in a white Renaissance surp
lice and a medieval black robe and encased him in shadows.</S> 

<s id=JHIT.l.l.sl corresp=JHl.l.l.sl>ARISTOTELES KOM OFTE til fl tenke p11 Sokrates 
nflr han betraktet bysten av Homer, mens Rembrandt kledde hammed maling i en hvit kappe 
fra renessansen og en middelaldersk sort kjortel og sv!')pte ham i skygger.</S> 

Destandardization 

Destandardization might include the transfer of standard ST items into non

standard TT items. In the present analysis no such instances were found. However, the 

definition of destandardization applied in the preliminary survey will be discussed in the 

conclusion of chapter 4. 
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3.2.3 Results 

There were problems both with respect to the inclusion of material and with 

classification. After discussing some problems of analysis, I will present a series of tables 

and summarize the results. 

The present investigation was launched within the framework of Anton Popovic's 

notion of shift in translation. The use of this concept might, perhaps, be said to reveal an 

inconsistency, as the present approach aimed at being descriptive in Gideon Toury's 

definition of the term, i.e. the focus on what translations are in positive terms, rather than 

the ways in which they fail to be copies of ST. The shift focus has been a methodological 

problem for Toury himself: 

Notwithstanding the enormous problems involved in its establishment, 
practical as well as conceptual, there is no doubt that the notion itself is valid: 
shifts do occur in translations, and threfore they have their place in Trans
lation Studies. However, it is my conviction that too much emphasis has 
come to be placed on this notion, not least by the present author. This con
viction draws primarily on the totally negative kind of reasoning required by 
any search for shifts, which ... would encompass all that a translation could 
have had in common with its source text but does not (foury, 1995:84). 

It has been my hope, however, that the investigation of shifts might be compatible with 

the descriptive aim, and the present approach has aimed at being as non-evaluative as 

possible. Shifts may be rule-governed, the result of translation norms or of universal 

translation features. They may be inextricably linked up with other translation decisions, 

they may be well-founded and successful, and the number of shifts at micro level does 

not necessarily result in a sense of significant shifts at macro level, i.e. in the overall 

interpretation of the text, although some kind of cumulative effect might be plausible. The 

aim here has not been to evaluate, but to test the hypothesis that explicitation, 

specification, disambiguation and standardization are significant characteristics of 

translation, characteristics that contribute to the definition of third code. 

Certain classification problems were related specifically to the fragmentary nature 

of corpus-based studies: a shift may appear to be an instance of specification because it is 

not recoverable in the available co-text, when the element might be present in other parts 
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of the text. Other shifts might be labelled disambiguation in cases where access to 

succeeding source text material would reveal the fact that the there was no ambiguity in 

the first place. Moreover, the importance of agreement regarding the definition of 

categories before one decides on the existence of translation norms should be mentioned. 

Sara Laviosa Braithwaite in her unpublished paper 'Comparable Corpora: Towards a 

Corpus Linguistic Methodology for the Empirical Study of Translation' includes IT use 

of superordinate terms in the category of Simplification. In the present study shifts from 

subordinate terms to more general words was included in the category of ambiguation, 

i.e. a counteractive tendency that undermines the notion of clear-cut translation norms. 

Her suggestion might be a better one, but the example seems to illustrate the need for 

precise defmitions. Kitty M. van Leuven-Zwart describes similar problems: 

In the first place, the categories were not clearly defined, so that one 
particular shift might reasonably be considered specification, explicitation 
and intensification all at once. Moreover, the dividing lines between 
categories such as explicitation, amplification and addition on the one 
hand, and implicitation, reduction and deletion on the other were vague 
and imprecise (van Leuven-Zwart, 1989:153). 

Although she operates with other categories, van Leuven-Zwart describes a major 

problem: not only is it not always easy to decide what kind of norm-confirming shift an 

example serves to illustrate; it is sometimes difficult to decide whether the shift is 

confirming or disconfirming, depending on one's initial definition of the norm and one's 

analysis of the example. 

Table 3.1 Number of texts, sentences and shifts. 

Norwegian > English English > Norwegian 
Texts 16 16 
Sentences 270 254 
Shifts 87 110 

Table 3.1 shows the number of texts taken from the parallel corpus. The 

Norwegian > English corpus (N>E) consisted of 270 sentences, the English > 

Norwegian corpus (E>N) of 254 sentences. 87 shifts within the relevant eight categories 

were found in N>E, as opposed to 110 in E>N. This means that the average of shifts was 
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higher in the translations from English to Norwegian than vice versa, i.e. 0,32 shifts per 

sentence vs. 0,43. 

Summing up the information from the tables below, one can conclude that Mona 

Baker's hypotheses were confirmed in most respects. The rate of norm-confirming shifts 

was significantly higher in both corpora than that of disconfirrnation, i.e 73,5 % 

confirmation in N>E and 87,2 % in E>N, as opposed to 26,4 % and 12,7 % 

disconfumation, respectively: 

Table 3.2 Number and rate of disconfmning as opposed to confirming shifts. 

Norwegian > English English > Norwegian 
Norm-
confirmation 64 73.5% 96 87.2% 
Norm-
disconfmnation 23 26.4% 14 12.7% 

According to table 3.2 N>E had a lower rate of norm-confirming shifts than 

E>N; 73.5% as opposed to 87.2 %. Translations into English showed a lower number 

both of total shifts and of confirming shifts. They also revealed a higher number of 

disconfmning shifts than translations into Norwegian. 

It is difficult, at the present stage, to say whether these results are representative 

and to evaluate their significance. They might stem from the initial categorization, from 

differences in text genres or individual ST differences. They might also signal language 

system differences. Or they might be explained by differences in the two cultures 

regarding translation norms. These are all speculations that will form the basis for further 

investigation. 
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Table 3.3 Number and percentage of norm-confinning shifts in both corpora. 

Norwegian > English English > Norwegian 
Ex:plicitation 40 45.5% 75 68.1% 
Disambiguation 1 1.1% 9 8.1 % 
Specification 5 5.7% 6 5.4% 
Standardization 18 20.6% 6 5.4% 

Table 3.3 shows the number and type of norm-confirming shifts in the two cor

pora. The most salient differences seemed to be in the categories of explicitation and stan

dardization. The rate of explicitating shifts in N>E was 45.5 %, as opposed to 68.1 % in 

E>N. In the case of standardization there was an opposite tendency: the translations from 

Norwegian into English showed a higher percentage, 20.6 %, than the translations from 

English to Norwegian, where only 5.4% were found. Explicitation turned out to be the 

largest category by far in both corpora: 45.5% in N>E and 68.1% in E>N. At the other 

extreme disambiguation represented 1.1 % only of the shifts in N>E, as opposed to 8.1% 

in E>N. The category of specification yielded 5.7 % in N>E and 5.4% in E>N. 

Table 3.4 Nwnber and percentage of norm-disconfirming shifts in both corpora. 

Norwegian > English English > Norwegian 
lmjJ_licitation 15 172% 7 6.3% 
Ambiguation 4 4.5% 4 3.6% 
Desoecification 4 4.5% 3 2.7% 
Destanclard. 0 - 0 -

Table 3.4 shows the rate of norm-disconfirmation in the two corpora. 

Implicitation was the only category to yield differences that might be significant. The rate 

of implicitation was higher in N>E than in E>N, 17.2 % as opposed to 6.3 %. 

Ambiguation accounted for 4.5 % of the shifts in N>E and 3.6 % in E>N. The number 

of instances was so low, however, that the results seemed both less reliable and less 

interesting. The same can be said of despecification, with 4.5 and 2.7% respectively. In 

the case of destandardization no examples were found. 

Of explicitation, disambiguation and specification, the first seems to be the most 

relevant category to pursue. Not only is it the largest category, it also seems to be the one 

which is most amenable to verification. Explicitation was defined as a translation 
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procedure whereby ambiguous ST items resolved by the inunediate co-text were rendered 

by explicit IT items. Disambiguation, on the other hand, was to cater for ambiguous ST 

items not disambiguated by the available co-text and where IT opts for one of several 

possible interpretations. Finally, specification was meant to cover IT additions of items 

not found in ST; absent in the corresponding sentence, and not recoverable in the co-text 

The issue of recoverability within e.g. cultural context and consequences in terms of 

specification, turned out to be beyond the scope of this survey. The difference between 

explicitation on the one hand and disambiguation or specification on the other became a 

question of distance rather the inherent quality. As the investigation dealt with fragments 

rather than integral texts, it turned out to be impossible, within the scheme of the present 

definitions, to make defmite claims regarding disambiguation and specification. The 

problem of indeterminacy and overlap regardless of co-text access will be further 

dicussed in chapter 4. 

The category of standardization also yielded interesting results, however. Of the 8 

categories investigated, this was the only one that deviated from the general tendency of 

higher norm-confirmation in N>E than in E>N: 20.6 % as opposed to 5.4. Results at this 

stage indicate that while translators into English conform less to the norm of explicitation 

than their Norwegian colleagues and also more actively disconfmn it, they are more 

norm-bound than translators into Norwegian in the case of standardization. As suggested 

by Anthony Paul in his investigation of translations involving Dutch: 

Another sort of flattening and elimination particularly liable to affect 
translations from minority languages is that of culture specific elements. 
All translation, in that it is a process of language accommodation, is also, 
whatever the policies and abilities involved, a massive process of cultural 
accommodation. This is always the case, however wide or narrow, 
however evident or however deceptively invisible the gap between the 
cultures in question: it is a fact that while 'bread', 'pain', 'pane', 'brood' 
perfectly translate one another, each word means a slightly different thing, 
within its language. But whereas an English-speaking reader might well be 
inclined to incorporate this fact into a reading of a French novel, he would 
be less likely to do so in reading a Dutch novel, not simply because the 
baguette is a well known national trade-mark, but because in general the 
French cultural 'package' is more easily exported than the Dutch, precisely 
because it has been much exported. Unfamiliarity breeds unfamiliarity and 
the untranslated remains forever untranslatable, locked in its inviolate 
foreignness (Paul in Werterweel & D'haen, 1990:75) (my italics). 
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Norwegian seems to occupy a fairly similar position to that of Dutch, compared to 

English and even French, so if translators into English fmd it necessary to neutralize 

culture specific features, this might be connected to Paul's claim that linguistic items and 

cultural phenomena in minority language STs enter into a self-intensifying process of 

untranslatability; untranslatable because they were never translated. 

In many of the examples found, the category of standardization related to culture 

specific features. Such features no doubt constitute a recurring challenge for translators, 

but they have also received much attention within translation studies. Explicitation, on the 

other hand, is a feature of translation that has not yet been thoroughly investigated, as far 

as I can see from reference surveys. The fact that the latter phenomenon seems to be 

language and culture dependent to a far lesser extent, and less related to obvious 

translation problems or notions of untranslatability, makes it all the more intriguing. 

Apparently common indeed, explicitation is an aspect of translation that has surprised me 

considerably, precisely because its motivation often seems to be a mystery. The material 

will therefore now be expanded for a more detailed investigation of explicitating shifts, 

linking the notion of explicitation more closely to Blum-Kulka's explicitation 

hypothesis. 

3. 3 Focus of the main investigation 

While Gideon Toury provides a general methodology for descriptive translation 

studies, Mona Baker presents a tentative list of translation features. She offers examples 

rather than defmitions, however, and I have spent a long time finding an appropriate 

framework for the definition and delimitation of the category of explicitation. In the 

absence of anything but very few and fragmentary case studies, I have also been in 

search of a somewhat unified terminology for the linguistic description of the different 

types of explicitating shifts. Two alternatives present themselves: either I invent my own 

terms or I adopt the terminology offered by some established approach, modifying it or 

redefining certain terms to suit the present purpose. I have chosen the latter alternative. 
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In 1986 Shoshana Blum-Kulka presented her so-called explicitation hypothesis, 

suggesting that explicitation be seen as an inherent aspect of translation: 'The process of 

interpretation performed by the translator on the source text might lead to a TL text which 

is more redundant than the SL text (Blum-Kulka, 1986:19). The suggested redundancy 

'can be expressed by a rise in the level of cohesive explicitness in the TL text' (ibid,19). 

The explicitation hypothesis postulates that this rise takes place 'regardless of the increase 

tracable to differences between the two linguistic and textual systems involved. It follows 

that explicitation is viewed here as inherent in the process of translation' (ibid). 

While the present investigation does not distinguish between explicitation as 

inherent in the translation process and explicitation as translation norm, it has adopted 

Blum-Kulka's use of cohesion as an overall framework, and this will be the subject of 

chapter4. 
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CHAPTER4 

Shifts of cohesion 

Chapter plan: 

4.1 Introduction 

4.2 Types 

4.2.1. Grammatical ties 
4.2.1.1 Addition 
4.2.1.2 Specification 

4.2.2 Lexical ties 
4.2.2.1 Addition 
4.2.2.2 Specification 
4.2.2.3 Neutralization 

4.3 Frequencies 

4.1 Introduction 

The main value of cohesive markers seems to be that they can be used to facilitate and 
possibly control the interpretation of underlying semantic relations (Baker, 1992:218). 

The notion of facilitating and controlling interpretation seems closely linked to 

the phenomenon of explicitation in translation, and cohesion appeared to provide an 

appropriate framework for the description of explicitating shifts. Blum-Kulka's 

hypothesis was based on the investigation of both cohesion and coherence. The present 

investigation restricts the search to cohesion, a decision that will be discussed in section 

4.2.2. While both Blum-Kulka (1986) and Weissbrod (1992) concentrate on 

grammatical ties, the present study focuses heavily on lexical cohesion. Sections 4.2.1. 

and 4.2.2 will deal with grammatical and lexical ties respectively. The categories of 

ellipsis and lexical repetition will be discussed separately in the frequency section, i.e. 

4.2.3, as their behaviour in translation differs from that of the remaining types. 
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4.2 Types 

The notion of cohesive ties is broadly based on Halliday & Hasan (1976). 

Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 do not provide an exhaustive survey of grammatical and 

lexical explicitation, but aim at a presentation of characteristic types. Examples of each 

type have been selected from both sub-corpora, with the overall intention of achieving 

an even distribution. While this selection method gives a certain indication that all 

categories were present in both sub-corpora, questions pertaining to the frequency of 

each type, and possible differences in this respect between translations from English to 

Norwegian and vice versa, transcend the scope of the present thesis. In order to confmn 

or disconfirm Blum-Kulka's explicitation hypothesis, frequency rates regarding the 

number of explicitating as opposed to implicitating shifts will be presented in section 

4.3. And in this case, differences between the two sub-corpora will be included. While 

implicitating shifts have been included in the statistical material, the survey of 

examples includes explicitation only. Casual observation suggests, however, that 

implicitating shifts occur within all the categories established to account for 

explicitation. 

In her investigation of more than 70 translations of complete prose fiction texts 

into Dutch, Kitty van Leuven Zwart found an estimate of more than one shift per 

sentence in 70 % of the texts (van Leuven-Zwart, 1990:88). Evidently, one sentence 

may involve both explicitating and implicitating shifts and even different types of each. 

In the survey of types, however, only the shift pertaining to the relevant category will 

be commented on. 

While the notion of compensation, 'said to occur when loss of meaning, sound

effect, metaphor or pragmatic effect in one part of a sentence is compensated in another 

part or in a contiguous sentence' (Newmark, 1988:90), is useful for practicing 

translators, it has been disregarded in the present investigation and the presence of e.g. 

explicitation and implicitation in one sentence have been considered as two shifts. 
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4.2.1 Grammatical ties 

The investigation of both granunatical and lexical explicitation includes the sub

categories of addition and specification. In the case of granunatical ties, addition 

includes shifts from 0-item in ST to e.g. conjunction in TT. The term specification has 

been used to account for shifts from one type of cohesive device to another, where the 

latter appears to be more informative, e.g from conjunction to correlative coordination. 

The investigation focuses on conjunction and reference. Only coordinating 

conjunctions have been included; subordinating conjunctions will be dealt with in the 

lexical tie section, according to the type of semantic relationship they express, as will 

conjuncts. 

4.2.1.1 Addition 

The present section investigates the ENPC from the point of view of two of the 

four grammmatical devices in English presented by Halliday and Hasan, i.e. 

conjunction and reference. Included in the group of explicitation were insertions in TT 

of conjunctions not present in ST, as in the linking of individual words: 

Ex. 1 s id=NG1.1.s48 corresp=NG1T.l.s49>The definitive face that begins to emerge with 
adolescence was long, slender, and tenderly responsive beneath thick-browed, great black eyes 
ringed with dark skin as if in physical manifestation of deep thought <Is> 

s id=NG 1T.l.s49 corresp=NG l.l.s48>Det endelige ansiktet som formet seg i de f0rste 
ungdomsArene var langt og smalt og f¢lsomt med store sorte 0yne under tykke ¢yenbryn, 
omgitt av m;'lrk hud, som et fysisk uttrykk for tankekraft</s> 

The shift from asyndetic coordination to syndeton was also found in translations from 

Norwegian into English, as in the following coordination of clauses: 

Ex. 2 s id=GS1.1.s13 corresp=GS1T.l.s13>Han hadde et humoristisk glimt i 0ynene, og en gang jeg 
var pa vei inn, ban pa vei ut, sa han i forbifarten: "Inn til vanningsstedet?"</s> 

s id=GS1T.l.sl3 corresp=GS1.1.sl3>His eyes had a humorous gleam in them and once, when I 
was on the way in and he was on the way out, he said as he passed me: "Going into the 
watering-hole?"</s> 
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In the above example the conjunction was added as part of the filling in of ellipsis. 

Conjunctions were also added in cases where IT maintains ellipsis: 

Ex. 3 <s id=MD l.l.s16 corresp=MD 1 T.l.s16>Kate leaned over, helped herself to one, ate it.</s> 

<s id=MD1T.l.s16 corresp=MD1.1.sl6>Kate lenet seg over ham, token bit og smakte.</s> 

The most common shift by far was the insertion of an additive conjunction in IT. 

Insertion was also found with other types of conjunction, however, such as alternative 

or: 

Ex. 4 <s id=PDJ3.1.1.sll corresp=PDJ3T.l.l.sl3>It was her father who laid down the rules in her 
family and there was never any appeal, any second chance.</s> 

s id=PDJ3T.l.l.sl3 corresp=PDJ3.1.1.sll>Hjemrne var det faren som stilte opp reglene, og det 
var ikke noe som het rt mukke eUer rt frt en ny sjanse.</s> 

and inter-sentential contrast: 

Ex. 5 <s id=FCl.l.s25 corresp=FC1T.l.s24>Det var slett ikke imine tanker.</s> 

<s id=FC1T.l.s24 corresp=FCl.l.s25>But that wasn't what I had in mind at all.</s> 

In the next example inter-sentential contrast also entails the insertion of a time adjunct: 

Ex. 6 s id=RR1.1.s50 corresp=RR1T.l.s54>He heard the bolts shifted, the hammers in the lock 
fall.</s> 

s id=RR1T.l.s54 corresp=RR1.1.s50>Men sa hi1lrte han at slrten ble slrttt fra og lrtsen gikk 
opp.</s> 

TT also adds a coordinating conjunction to existing conjunct: 

Ex. 7 <s id=SK1.1.s2 corresp=SK1T.l.s2>He killed a waitress named Alma Frechette in 1970; a 
woman named Pauline Toothaker and a junior high school student named Cheryl Moody in 
1971; a pretty girl named Carol Dunbarger in 1974; a teacher named Etta Ringgold in the fall of 
1975; rmally, a grade-schooler named Mary Kate Hendrasen in the early winter of that same 
year.</s> 

<s id=SK1T.l.s2 corresp=SK1.1.s2>I 1970 tok han 1ivet av serveringsdamen Alma Frechette; i 
1971 en kvinne ved navn Pauline Toothaker og gymnasiasten Cheryl Moody; i 1974 en pen pike 
som bet Carol Dunbarger.; i 1975 la:rerinnen Etta Ringgold, og sa til slutt, tidlig prt vinteren 
samme &, en liten skolepike ved navn Mary Kate Hendrasen.</s> 

Included in the category of reference additions were pronouns and pro-adverbs. 

'Though they usually have some meaning content of their own, they mainly serve as 

pointers to the addressee: "find the exact meaning in the surrounding text ... " 
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(Johansson & Lysvag, 1986:201). In the first example TT inserts the indirect object, 

explicitating the semantic role of experiencer: 

Ex. 8 <s id=NGI.l.s13 corresp=NGIT.l.s13>And she prompted with a twitching smile to draw my 
gaze from him; for I was concentrating on him the great rush of questions, answers, realizations, 
credulity and dismay which stiffened my cheeks and gave the sensation of cold water rising up 
my neck; she prompted, Hannah Plowman, of course we know each other.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.I.s13 corresp=NG l.l.sl3>0g hun sufflerte med et usikkert smil for A trekke min 
oppmerksomhet bort fra ham; for det var rundt ham jeg konsentrerte strl'!mmen av spl'!rsmAI, 
svar, erkjennelse og sjokk som flkk ansiktet mitt til A stivne og ga meg felelsen av A stA til 
halsen i kaldt vann; hun suff!erte, Hannah Plowman, visst kjenner vi hverandre.</s> 

The patient role has also been inserted in translations from Norwegian into English. TT 

shifts the focus from the process, as it were: 

Ex. 9 <s id=KHI.l.s37 corresp=KHIT.l.s28>Kineseren angriperbakfra.</s> 

<s id=KHIT.l.s28 corresp='KH1.1.s36 KHI.l.s37'>The skipper was standing by the rail, staring 
out over the horizon when the Chinese attacked him from behind. <Is> 

The function of tense as a cohesive tie has not been included in the investigation, but 

the example illustrates TT neutralization of ST tense shifts, e.g. from past to historical 

present. Both the above patient insertion and the tense neutralization may result from 

stylistic preference considerations in TL, however, an issue that will be further 

discussed in the section pertaining to lexical ties. Explicitations of the semantic role of 

receiver were also found: 

Ex. 10 <s id=JSM1.1.2.s6 corresp=JSMI T.l.2.s8>"I thought he hadn't been in touch." </s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.2.s8 corresp=JSM1.1.2.s6>"Jeg visste ikke at dere hadde h!i!rt fra ham."</s> 

It is not the aim of the investigation to criticize TT solutions, or to provide 'better' 

alternatives. In some cases, however, alternatives will be presented in order to show 

that other solutions would have been possible and that the explicitating shift is not 

necessarily obligatory in terms of structural differences between the two languages. In 

the above example, for instance, jeg trodde han ikke hadde gitt lydfra seg, would have 

had a less explicitating effect. 
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In the next example the inserted prepositional phrase adds a possessive 

relationship: 

Ex. 11 <S id=JCI.l.l.s38 corresp=JCIT.l.l.s38>The agency had arranged a band of three, two sisters 
and a friend.</s> 

<s id=JCIT.l.l.s38 corresp=JCI.l.l.s38>Byril.et hadde skaffet en gruppe pft tre, to s!llstre og en 
venn av dem.</s> 

Owing to proximity the referent of the personal pronoun is likely to be s¢stre only. The 

shift may therefore also have a disambiguating function. Apparently confirming the 

norm of standardization, translators in the ENPC both split up long sentences and 

merge short ones. The latter procedure often entails the insertion of grammatical ties, 

such as the coordinating conjunction in the following example: 

Ex. 12 <S id=SG1.1.s47 corresp=SGIT.l.s53>"He did me a favor. <Is> 
<S id=SGl.l.s48 corresp=SG IT.l.s53>1 want to say thanks.</s> 

<S id=SG I T.l.s53 corresp='SG l.l.s47 SG l.l.s48'> "Han har gjort meg en tjeneste, og det vi! jeg 
takke ham for.</s> 

The example also serves to illustrate the influence of functional sentence perspective 

considerations, as IT inserts a fronted object pro-form. While contributing to a rise in 

cohesive explicitness, FSP considerations may also be considered from the adequacy 

vs. acceptability point of view. The structural parallellism of IT in the present example 

would be possible in Norwegian, e.g. Han har gjort meg en tjeneste. leg vii takke ham, 

but IT apparently opts for the more acceptable solution and also adds the indirect 

object pro-form. In the following example IT adds pronominal reference by expanding 

the complement: 

Ex. 13 <S id=JSMl.l.l.s20 corresp=JSMI T.l.l.s21> I was aware of this whenever I played with Ruthie 
Ericson, whenever my mother, my sister Rose, and I went over to help can garden produce, 
whenever Mrs. Ericson brought over some pies or doughnuts, whenever my father loaned Mr. 
Ericson a tool, whenever we ate Sunday dinner in the Ericsons' kitchen.</s> 

<S id=JSM1T.l.l.s21 corresp=JSMl.l.l.s20>Jeg var oppmerksom pii det hver gang jeg lekte 
med Ruthie Ericson, hver gang mor og Rose og jeg var borte hos dem og hjalp til med ft 
hermetisere frukt og grlilnnsaker, hver gang fru Ericson kom innom med nybakte paier eller 
smultringer, hver gang Ericson !1inte redskap av far min, hver gang vi spiste S!1)ndagsmiddag pft 
kjl'!kkenet hos Ericsons.</s> 

Again, the prepositional phrase insertion is not obligatory, cf; e.g. var borte og hjalp til. 
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As we shall see, instances of explicitation may also result from shifts in voice, as 

in the following agent insertion in the shift from passive to active: 

ex. 14 <s id=JSM1.1.2.sll corresp=JSMIT.l.2.sl3>It was true that butts had been busted, since the 
spring had been cold and wet, and no one had been able to get into the fields until mid-May.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.1.2.s13 corresp='JSM1.1.2.sll JSM1.1.2.s12'>Det var sant at de hadde slitt 
hardt, for vfu"en hadde vrert kald og vllt, og ingen hadde kunnet komme i gang pllllkeren f¢r 
midten av mai, og da kom sllll si all maisen i hele bygda i jorda pll under to uker.</s> 

As the passivization of the fixed expression is fairly non-standard in ST, TI also 

contributes to the sense of standardization. The next two examples illustrate once again 

the effects of functional sentence perspective considerations, by way of reflexive 

pronoun additions, in front and final position, respectively: 

Ex. 15 <s id=JBI.l.s40 corresp=JBIT.l.s40>He calls them riffs, but that's not my sortofword.</s> 

<s id=JBIT.l.s40 corresp=JBl.l.s40>Selv kaller han dem riff, men det er ikke min type 
ord.</s> 

In both examples the inserted reflexive pronoun explicitates the contrast with the 

speaker: 

Ex. 16 <s id=DFI.l.s24 corresp=DF1T.l.s23>I haven't seen him.</s> 

<s id=DFI T.l.s23 corresp=DFI.l.s24> "Dessverre, jeg bar ikke sett ham selv.</s> 

In the final example of pronominal addition, TI inserts the reciprocal pronoun, 

explicitating position: 

Ex. 17 <s id=GSI.l.s29 corresp=GS1T.l.s29>Unge, taletrengte karer fra landet, sam var kommet sll 
langt mot kvelden allerede tidlig pll ettermiddagen at de ikke slapp inn andre steder, ble loset inn 
til et gjestmildt bard, str!'ldde de siste sedlene omkring seg og klinket med glassene opp mot de 
ntdmussete ansiktene, f¢r de kr¢p pll alle fire ut d¢ren et par timer senere, hjulpet avgllrde av 
d!l)rvakten og kanskje en kelner eller to hvis de ble for voldsomme.</s> 

<s id=GS1T.l.s29 corresp=GSI.l.s29>Young, talk-hungry lads from the country, who by early 
afternoon had advanced so far towards evening that they couldn't get in anywhere else, were 
guided to a hospitable table where they scattered the last of their banknotes around them and 
clinked their glasses in front of one another's red-cheeked faces, before crawling out of the 
door on all fours some two hours later, helped on their way by the doorman, and possibly a 
waiter or two if they got too rowdy .</s> 
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A great many of the shifts serve to explicitate the semantic roles of time and 

place, by way of pro-adverb insertions: 

Ex. 18 <S id=THI.l.s25 corresp=THIT.l.s26>She crossed her legs and balanced the ashtray on one 
knee.</s> 

<S id=TH1T.l.s26 corresp=TH1.l.s25>Sa Ia hun bena i kors og plasserte askebegeret pi! det ene 
kneet.</s> 

IT inserts a pro-adverb of time in sentence initial position. The frequency of this type 

of pro-adverb insertion in translations from English to Norwegian may indicate stylistic 

preference rather than translation norm. Examples were also found in N>E, however, as 

in the following pro-adverb of time insertion: 

Ex. 19 <s id=KHl.l.s35 corresp=KH1T.l.s27>En av dem ffu" tak i !ilksa til t!i)mmermannen.</s> 

<S id=KHIT.l.s27 corresp='KHl.l.s34 KH1.l.s35'>But then one of them got hold of an axe 
belonging to the carpenter, and they decided to take over the ship. <Is> 

Again, the final example of addition shows that the merging of sentences is not the only 

cause for clause-initial conjunction insertion. 

4.2.1.2 Specification 

The term specification was used in chapter 3 to account for IT additions where 

the information would be recoverable from an ST context as opposed to the co-text. In 

the present framework the term will refer to a sub-category of explicitation. Such shifts 

involve either expansion or substitution. The present section includes expansions in the 

specification of nouns, i.e. the addition of determiners, such as articles, demonstratives 

and possessives. It also includes replacement of one grammatical device by another, 

where the latter is considered more informative. Finally, the lexicalization in TT of ST 

pro-forms has also been included as explicitation. Conversely, implicitating shifts that 

will be included in the statistical material involve the reduction and replacement of 

proforms, as well as the pronominalization in IT of ST lexical words. 
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Several instances were found in which TI inserts a demonstrative determiner. 

The insertion adds to the already explicit specification of the noun. 

Ex. 20 <s id=SG1.1.s45 corresp=SGIT.l.s51>Maybe he'd borrowed the sum from Gahan and was 
paying it back.</s> 

<s id=SGIT.l.s51 corresp=SGI.l.s45>Kanskje han hadde 1:1nt pengene av denne Gahan og 
ville be tale dem tilbake. </s> 

The insertion of demonstrative determiner explicitates identical reference, though it 

often functions as a basically stylistic device, signalling colloquial discourse, distance 

and sometimes condescension. It is a feature often found in detective fiction, and the 

shift may result from a wish to approximate to TL genre conventions. The next 

examples involve shifts from 0-article to possessive pronoun. While the shift from 

Norwegian definite article to English possessive determiner was considered obligatory 

in certain cases and therefore not included, the shift from 0-article to possessive 

pronoun rather than indefinite article is an optional addition of information. 

Ex. 21 <s id=TB1.1.sl6 corresp=TBIT.l.s17>Hun er barf~tt, kledt i sidt blAtt skj!lrt og en hvit kort 
tr~ye som jeg vet har en dyp flenge i ryggen.</s> 

<s id=TB1T.l.s17 corresp=TBI.l.s16>She is barefoot, dressed in her blue skirt and a short 
white blouse that I know has a long tear down the back. </s> 

Again the shift from 0-article to possessive pronoun rather than definite article adds 

information, though in the next example the shift may be less optional: 

Ex. 22 <s id=TB1.1.s50 corresp=TBIT.l.s50>Leonornh er f!lrste kone, hun er ogsi\ lrerer, pi\ en 
folkeskole som Jigger like ved.</s> 

<s id=TBIT.l.s50 corresp=TBl.l.s50>Eleonorah is his first wife; she is a teacher too, at a 
primary school close by.</s> 

In the above example the use of 0-article is unusual in ST as well, however, apparently 

relating to cultures that practice polygamy. The TI insertion, on the other hand, 

suggests the more familiar notion of serial monogamy. In the next example the 

insertion explicitates and possibly disambiguates the sense of ownership: 
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Ex. 23 <s id=SLl.l.s23 corresp=SLIT.l.s23>Ri.kard druknet selvf!!)lgelig ikke, ble knapt vAt pA f!!lttene 
der han red f!!)rst med vaiende fjrerbusk pA hjelmen, men de svrere proviantvognene med kvinner 
og barn pA toppen gikk til bunns med trekkdyr og last.</s> 

<s id=SLIT.l.s23 corresp=SL1.1.s23>As we know, Richard was not drowned, hardly got his 
feet wet, for he rode in the vanguard, the plumes of his helmet waving in the breeze, but the 
heavy provisions wagons with women and children atop went to the bottom with their draught 
animals and loads.</s> 

Similarly: 

Ex. 24 <s id=GSl.l.s31 corresp=GS1T.l.s3l>De drakk Ill av mindre glass og satt med k.tlpene pA, til 
kvelden led sA langt at de kneppet dem opp og lot de tunge brystene stikke fram bak de blA 
mohair genserne som hadde vrert moderne for tjue Ar siden.</s> 

<s id=GSIT.l.s31 corresp=GSl.l.s3l>They drank their beer from smaller glasses and sat with 
their coats on until time wore on and they undid them, letting their heavy breasts protrude inside 
the blue mohair sweaters that had been fashionable twenty years earlier. <Is> 

While the shift from 0-article to possessive pronoun was included as explicitation, the 

shift from definite article, kdpene, to possessive pronoun, their coats, was not, as the 

latter is an obligatory shift, cf. 'Norwegian regularly uses the definite form of nouns 

referring to parts of the body and personal belongings' (Johansson & Lysv§.g, 1987). 

This contrastive feature appears to influence related but not identical structures, then, 

such as the shift from 0-article. In the final example the insertion of possessive 

determiner appears to reduce the sense of intimacy achieved by the unmodified ST 

apposition: 

Ex. 25 <s id=TI"Hl.l.sl8 corresp=TTHIT.l.sl8>Men nAr han lukket S!)ynene kunne han se for seg de 
trygge, jordete nevene til faren, de gode 0ynene til moren og det rynkete, gamle ansiktet til 
bestemor Grelion der hun satt og rugget fram og tilbake og fortalte underlige eventyr og 
sagn.</s> 

<s id=TI"HlT.l.s18 corresp=TTH1.1.sl8>And when he closed his eyes, he could picture his 
father's protective, earth-soiled hands, his mother's vigilant gaze, and the wrinkled, aged face of 
his grandmother Gaelion, as she sat rocking back and forth, telling strange tales and 
legends.</s> 

Examples involving substitution of one grammatical tie for another have been 

included on the assumption that some cohesive ties contain more semantic information 

than others: 'Semantically, linkage may be placed on a scale of cohesiveness: the most 

cohesive signals are connectives like therefore, which makes a fairly explicit relation 

between two clauses: that of reason. And, on the other hand, is the vaguest of 

connectives -it might be called a 'general purpose link', in that it merely says that two 
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ideas have a positive connection, and leaves the reader to work out what it is' (Leech & 

Short, 1981:250). The first example involves the shift from 'vague' connective to 

result pro-form: 

Ex. 26 <S id=ATI.l.sl corresp=ATIT.l.sl>They were supposed to stay at the beach a week, but neither 
of them had the heart for it and they decided to come back early.</S> 

<s id=ATIT.l.sl corresp=ATI.l.sl>De skulle egentlig va:rt pA stranden en uke, men ingen av 
dem hadde lyst til A bli der Ienger, sa de bestemte seg for A dra hjem tidligere.</s> 

Similarly, the shift from coordination to subordinating conjunction explicitates the time 

aspect: 

Ex. 27 <s id=TBl.l.s3 corresp=TBIT.l.s3>Stien er smal, vi gAr en og en etter hverandre, sola steiker 
oss i ryggen og kvekeren forteller oppgl0dd om trosfellene sine hjemme som for en tid tilbake 
sendte noen penger de ville han skulle gi til et veldedig formAl.</s> 

<s id=TBIT.l.s3 corresp=TBl.l.s3>The path is narrow and we walk in single file, the sun 
burning our backs, while the Quaker tells us enthusiastically about his fellow believers back 
home who had recently sent him some money they wished to be given to a worthy cause.</s> 

While the ST conjunction in both examples merely links the clauses, the shift to result 

adjunct explicitates the purpose/result function and the time adjunct explicitates 

simultaneity. 

Included in the sub-category of specification by way of substitution were also 

shifts from e.g. negative indefinite pronoun to correlative coordination: 

Ex. 28 <s id=KF1.1.l.s44 corresp=KFIT.l.l.s44>Jeg er ingen lommetyv, ingen veskenapper.</S> 

<s id=KFl T.l.l.s44 corresp=KFl.l.l.s44>I'm neither a pickpocket nor a purse snatcher. </s> 

or from negation + alternative conjunction to correlative coordination, as in the E>N 

example: 

Ex. 29 <s id=SKI.l.s3 corresp='SKIT.l.s3 SKIT.l.s4'>He was not werewolf, vampire, ghoul, or 
unnameable creature from the enchanted forest or from the snowy wastes; he was only a cop 
named Frank Dodd with mental and sexual problems. <Is> 

<S id=SK1T.l.s3 corresp=SKl.l.s3>Han var hverken vampyr, varulv, likskjender eller ukjent 
skapning fra den forheksede skog eller de sn0dekte sletter.</s> 
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Also included as explicitation was the shift from colloquial reaction signal, in 

this case signalling self-correction, to the more cohesive adversative conjunction: 

Ex. 30 <s id=JBLI.s27 corresp=JBIT.l.s27>No, the point I'm oying to make is this: everyone else 
around here has changed their name.</s> 

<s id=JB1T.l.s27 corresp=JBI.I.s27>Men det jeg pnwer A komme fram til, er altsA f0lgende: 
Aile andre her omkring har skiftet navnet deres. </s> 

as well as the shift from contrastive use of additive conjunction to explicit contrast. A 

doctor concludes his treatment, saying: 

Ex. 31 <s id=DFI.l.s47 corresp=DFIT.l.s50>"At least I haven't had to pin anything this time," he 
said.</S> 

<S id=DF1T.l.s50 corresp=DFl.l.s47>"Denne gangen slapp jeg i alle fall A broke skruer," sa 
ortopeden. </s> 

The succeeding sentence represents either a continuation of the doctor's comment, or 

the response of his patient. Either way, the coordinating conjunction is used 

contrastively: 

Ex. 32 <s id=DFl.l.s48 corresp=DFIT.I.s5l>"And you're mad."</s> 

<s id=DFI T.l.s51 corresp=DF1.1.s48> "Men du er spr!il. "</s> 

Contradicting the near-obligatory shift from Norwegian definite article to 

English possessive pronoun in the case of body parts and personal belongings, the 

following examples contain the same shift in the opposite direction, illustrating, 

perhaps, the force of the explicitation tendency: 

Ex. 33<s id=SGI.l.s6 corresp=SG1T.l.s6>I went after him for the money and the next thing I knew, I 
was caught up in events I still haven't quite recovered from.</s> 

<s id=SGIT.l.s6 corresp=SGI.I.s6>Jeg tok opp jakten pA ham for A fA pengene mine, og 
derrned kom jeg ut for begivenheter som jeg ennA ikke har kommet meg helt etter. </s> 

In the next example, the shift from definite to possessive determiner makes the 

relationship more intimate. Whether this is a textually motivated shift or not is difficult 

to say owing to the fragmentary nature of the material: 
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Ex. 34 <s id=ABR1.1.1.s16 corresp=ABR1T.l.l.s16>Like love, Paul had joked, that night among the 
old stone walls of the Auberge: "Some people believe that all the later loves of one's life are just 
repetitions and variations of the first.</s> 

<s id=ABR1T.l.l.s16 corresp=ABR1.1.1.sl6>Lik kjrerlighet, slik Paul hadde sp0kt med, den 
kvelden mellom de garnle steinmurene pA vart Auberge: "Noen mennesker tror at all senere 
kjrerlighet i livet bare er en gjentakelse og variasjoner av den f0rste.</s> 

Shifts from definite article to possessive pronoun may also contribute to the sense of 

standardization: 

Ex. 35 <s id=GSl.l.s28 corresp=GS1T.l.s28>En liten kontorist, lynn i hAret, med hvit skjorte og 
blodfattig slips, brettet forsiktig ut etterrniddagens avis, dukket ned bak halvliteren og utsatte 
hjemkomsten til madammen enda en halvtime.</s> 

<s id=GS 1 T.l.s28 corresp--GS l.l.s28>A little office worker, balding on top, in a white shirt and 
anaemic tie, carefully unfolded his copy of an evening paper, ducked down behind his half-litre 
and put off his arrival home to his wife by another half-hour.</s> 

English abounds with colloquial alternatives: the wife or the missus, that neither 

explicitate or standardize. In the next example the shift to possessive appears to affect 

the tone of the narrative: 

Ex. 36<s id=AB1.l.s39 corresp=AB1T.l.s38>0r first love, at the age of ten, and a game of hide-and
seek with the beloved at Nymphenburg, beside the long paths rustling with fallen leaves and the 
commotion ofbirds.</s> 

<s id=ABIT.l.s38 corresp=ABl.l.s39>Eller sinf¢rste kja:rlighet, i tiArsalderen, og en gang han 
lekte gjemsel med sin hjertenskjrer i Nymphenburg, langs de lange stiene som knitret av 
nedfallent 10v og oppskremte fugler.</s> 

While the initial shift from 0-article to possessive pronoun seems to be obligatory or at 

least the result of stylistic preference differences between English and Norwegian, the 

shift from defmite article to possessive pronoun seems to result more from the lexical 

choice of hjertenskjcer vs. eg. elskedelutk!Jrne etc. On the whole, both the insertions of 

possessive pronouns in IT and the shift from NP a game to finite clause with 

pronominal reference, reduce what in ST appear to be the distancing devices of a 

protagonist who only reluctantly relates to his past. Speculations of this kind have been 

systematized and elaborated in an extensive investigation by Kitty van Leuven - Zwart 

of the effects of micro-structural shifts on the macro-structural level. Her material 

consists of complete texts, however, and such comments will be made only sparingly in 

the present analysis, in order to suggest how apparently trivial shifts may nevertheless 
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affect the overall interpretation of the text. The next examples appear to relate to a 

similar phenomenon, as the shifts in sentences 37, 39 through 41 and sentence 43 serve 

to make the relationship between the narrator and her ego more intimate in a passage 

where the ST 'anthropomorphizes' the ego into a separate agent, as it were. Different 

kinds of shift contribute to this change in perspective, as the shift from defmite form to 

possessive pronoun and from non-personal to 2nd person pronoun: 

Ex. 37 <s id=EHAl.l.l.s37 corresp=EHAIT.l.l.s36>Hvert nytt, sviende risp egoet ffu-, legger det 
straks et lyserl')dt plaster over.</s> 

<s id=EHA1T.l.l.s36 corresp=EHAl.l.l.s37>Every time your ego is stung by a new scratch 
you immediately put a pink band-aid over il</s> 

The shift from passive to active adds to the loss of this distancing effect: 

Ex. 38 <s id=EHA1.l.l.s39 corresp=EHA1T.l.l.s38>Tro hva slags plaster vii bli lagt over Kiss med 
barnevognen?</S> 

<s id=EHAIT.l.l.s38 corresp=EHA1.l.l.s39>What sort of band-aid will I stick over Kit and 
the baby carriage?</s> 

as does the shift from indefmite to personal pronouns: 

Ex. 39 <s id=EHA1.l.l.s40 corresp=EHA1T.l.l.s39>Eller om en for en gangs skyld lot vrere A 
plastre!</S> 
<s id=EHA1T.l.l.s39 corresp=EHA1.1.l.s40>0r should I give up my band-aids for once?</s> 

<s id=EHA1.1.l.s41 corresp=EHAIT.l.l.s40>0m en skulle skjrere i stedet?</S> 
<s id=EHA1T.l.l.s40 corresp=EHA1.1.l.s4l>What ifl make a cut instead?</s> 

<s id=EHAl.l.l.s43 corresp=EHA1T.l.l.s42>Er det ikke slik man renser ut s!Jr?</S> 
<s id=EHAIT.l.l.s42 corresp=EHA1.1.l.s43>Isn't that how you clean out a wound?</s> 

As opposed to the obvious 2nd person function of you in most contexts, the personal 

pronoun in the final sentence seen out of co-text might have an indefinite function, but 

the IT environment has already created a personalized atmosphere. 

Many of the examples involved the replacement of definite article by 

demonstrative: 

ex. 40 <s id=HW1.l.sl3 corresp=HW1T.l.sl3>Det kjentes som om hodet var svulmet opp og holdt det 
tomme skallet flytende i rommet</s> 

<s id=HW1T.l.sl3 corresp=HWl.l.sl3>It felt like her head was swollen up and held that 
empty shell afloat in the room.</s> 
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The shift increases cohesion in that the demonstrative serves as a more emphatic 

pointer. In a similar example, IT explicitates and possibly disambiguates an 

interpretation that depends upon stress: 

Ex. 41 <s id=OELI.l.s17 corresp=OEL1T.l.s17>Detforbauset ham.</s> 

<s id=OELIT.l.s17 corresp=OELI.l.sl7>That swprised hirn.</s> 

Depending on stress and intonation det could be either a pronominal or a demonstrative 

pronoun. In the next example the shift from demonstrative to possessive affects the 

focus of the utterance to an even greater extent: 

Ex. 42 <s id=BVI.l.s28 corresp=BV1T.l.s27>Det ansiktet har virkelig karakter, sa Hildegun.</s> 

<s id=BV1T.l.s27 corresp=BV1.l.s28>"Her face has really got character," said Hildegun.</s> 

Although the example pertains to a body part, the shift from definite article to 

possessive pronoun is not obligatory, and could easily have been replaced by a 

demonstrative. As the ST focus singles out the face, considering it as an independent 

entity, as it were, this effect is lost in the translation. 

The next two examples involve the shift from existential construction to 

personal pronoun insertions that serve to explicitate the semantic role of recipient: 

Ex. 43<s id=KHI.l.s31 corresp=KH1T.l.s25>Det er tre hundre av dem om bord, deer stengt inne i 
lasteromrnet </s> 

<s id=KHIT.l.s25 corresp=KH1.l.s31>He had three hundred of them on board, shut up in the 
hold. <Is> 

The above shift explicitates the element of ownership and fits into the description of a 

slave-holder and his cargo. On the one hand, this might therefore be considered a 

successful solution, on the other hand this kind of 'intensification' in TT of ST 

atmosphere, can be problematized, and the issue will be further discussed in the lexical 

section. Similar examples were found in translations from English to Norwegian: 

Ex. 44 <s id=B01.l.l.s8 corresp=BOIT.l.l.s8>There was much feasting, playing, and sorrowing.</s> 

<s id=BO 1 T.l.l.s8 corresp=BO l.l.l.s8> Vi festet, lekte og s¢rget mye.</s> 
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The last example pertaining to substitution within grammatical categories 

illustrates explicitation resulting from the shift from word of comparison to ellipted 

comparative clause: 

Ex. 45 <s id=GNl.l.l.s50 corresp=GNIT.l.l.s50>"Lord, you Michael women got the sharpest tongues 
in the county, but I guess a man could die in a lot worst ways than being cut to death by such a 
beautiful mouth." <Is> 

<s id=GNIT.l.l.s50 corresp=GNl.l.l.s50>"Herre Jesus, dere Michael-kvinnfolk har de 
skarpeste tungene i fylket, men en mann kunne vel finne verre ml\ter 1\ d0 pi\ enn 1\ bli skl\ret i 
hjel av en munn s1\ deilig som din."</s> 

The final group of examples involving grammatical ties constitutes a link with 

the lexical section in that it involves the lexicalization of proforms. The first example 

lexicalizes, though in fairly general words, the deictic reference: 

Ex. 46 <S id=TIII.l.s46 corresp=TIIIT.I.s45>A little darker, perhaps, and combed down like tbis.</s> 

<S id=TII1T.l.s45 corresp=THl.l.s45 TIII.I.s46'>H1\ret hans hadde omtrent samme farge som 
ditt, kanskje litt m0rkere, og var gredd ned paden ene siden.</s> 

According to Halliday and Hasan, general nouns constitute a borderline between 

grammatical and lexical devices. 'The class of general noun is a small set of nouns 

having generalized reference within the major noun classes, such as "human noun", 

"place noun", "fact noun" and the like' (Halliday & Hasan, 1976:275). The degree of 

explicitation, then, may be lower in the case of general than fully lexicalized nouns, but 

they nevertheless have an explicitating effect: 

Ex. 47 <s id=CL1.1.1.2.sl9 corresp--cLIT.l.l.2.sl9>Jeg kjenner ingen, tjukk eller mager, som ikke er 
god 1\ lene seg mot.</s> 

<s id=CL1T.I.I.2.sl9 corresp=CL1.1.1.2.sl9>l don't know any people, fat or thin, who aren't 
nice to press themselves against. <Is> 

IT replaces the indefinite pronoun by a human noun. Similarly, the general noun 

substitution in the next example explicitates gender: 

Ex. 48 <s id=SGI.l.s21 corresp=SG1T.l.s24>I was so intent on the task at hand that I didn't realize 
anyone was standing in the doorway until the man cleared his throat.</s> 

<s id=SG I T.l.s24 corresp=SG l.l.s2l>Jeg var s1\ oppslukt av arbeidet at jeg ikke la merke til at 
del stod en mann i d0ren, f0r han kremtet.</s> 
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In the next example gender has already been specified, but IT replaces the pro-form by 

a lexical word: 

Ex. 49 <s id=PDJ3.I.l.s35 corresp=PDJ3T.l.l.s37>Her companion hesitated, looked at her, then 
leaned back and released the rear door. <Is> 

<s id=PDJ3T.l.l.s37 corresp=PDJ3.l.l.s35>Den andre lcvinnen n0lte og sApA piken, sA snudde 
hun seg og trakk opp lAseknappen pA d0ren bak.</s> 

Other lexicalizations have a more significant explicitating effect, however: 

Ex. 50 <s id=EG l.l.s45 corresp=EG 1 T.l.s42>Selvsagt hadde hun venner, men etter det med Jan hadde 
hun ikke lyst til A vrere sammen med dem.</s> 

<s id=EG 1 T.l.s42 corresp=EG l.l.s45>0f course, she had friends, but after the break with Jan 
she didn't feel like seeking them out.</s> 

In a passage dealing with unpleasant emotions in the wake of a broken marriage, the 

shift could also be significant in that it removes the 'euphemistic' or distancing effect of 

the pronominal use. In the next example TT lexicalizes the personal pronoun: 

Ex. 51 <s id=SH1.l.l.s26 corresp=SH1T.l.l.s26>SmA 0rner er sliten nA, men alt stAr bra til med bAde 
henne og gutten.</s> 

<s id=SH1T.l.l.s26 corresp=SHl.l.l.s26>LittleEagle is tired now, but all is well with mother 
and child."</S> 

Whether the unmodified lexical form can be said to be more explicit than the 

pronominal reference is perhaps doubtful. Moreover, TT implicitates the second item in 

the coordination, in terms of gender specification, i.e. from gutten to child. In the 

statistic material examples of this kind will count as both explicitation and 

implicitation, in order to avoid the problematic notion of compensation. 

In the next example IT replaces the pronoun by an item that enters into a 

metonymical relationship with the referent: 

Ex. 52 <s id=PDJ3.1.1.s43 corresp=PDJ3T.l.l.s45>She could walk it and pick it up at the stop before 
the Crown and Anchor.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.l.l.s45 corresp=PDJ3.1.l.s43>Hun kunne gA dit og ta bussen pA holdeplassen f0r 
Crown and Anchor.</s> 

The referent of the pronoun was found in the preceding sentence: 
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Ex. 53 <s id=PDJ3.1.1.s42 corresp=PDJ3T.l.l.s44>From the crossroads outside Holt it would be less 
than half a mile to the junction with the bus route.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.l.l.s44 corresp=PDJ3.1.I.s42>Fra lcrysset utenfor Holt var det syv, Atte hundre 
meter til stedet hvor bussruten m0tte veien.</s> 

Incidentally, ST contains two identical personal pronouns with different referents, i.e. 

walk it (half a mile) and pick it up (the bus route). IT resolves the ambiguity by 

explicitating both. 

In a similar example IT replaces the pro-form by a lexical word that enters into 

a synonyrnical relationship with the item that the pronoun referred to: 

Ex. 54 <s id=DFI.l.s46 corresp=DFl T.l.s49>"I don't actually like breaking them."</s> 

<s id=DF1T.l.s49 corresp=DF1.l.s46>"Jeg er jo ikke direkte glad i A knekke kookier. "<Is> 

The referent of the pronoun was found two sentences earlier: 

Ex. 55 <s id=DF1.l.s44 corresp='DF1T.l.s46 DF1T.l.s47'>"It's time you stopped breaking your 
bones," he said, giving in with a shrug and a sigh and obligingly winding the crepe on 
tightly. </s> 

<S id=DF1T.l.s46 corresp=DF1.l.s44>"Det er pA tide du slutter A brekke bein pAden mAten," sa 
han og ga etter med et sukk.</s> 
<s id=DF1T.l.s47 corresp=DF1.l.s44>Han snurret pA meg en stram kreppforbinding.</s> 

Finally, TT also explicitates the identity of the speaker in dialogues by lexicalizing pro

forms in reporting clauses: 

Ex. 56 <s id=DFI.l.s47 corresp=DFlT.l.sSO>"At least I haven't had to pin anything this time," he 
said.</s> 

<s id=DF1T.l.s50 corresp=DF1.l.s47>"Denne gangen slapp jeg i aile fall A bruke skruer," sa 
ortopeden.</s> 

The very last group of lexicalization includes the lexicalization of pro-adverbs. 

Again, many of the shifts were from pro-form to general word: 

Ex. 57 <S id=KF1.1.l.s35 corresp=KF1T.l.l.s35>Selv er jeg mest sjokken over vulgariteten, mangelen 
pA disiplin, jeg hadde nrer sagt, pA yrkesetikk, der jeg sitter og betrakter den unge darnens 
bender, fmgrene, ringen som glimter mot meg idet hun Apner de {<lverste knappene i den kostbare 
kApen (slikt har jeg 0ye for).</s> 
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<s id=KFIT.l.l.s35 corresp=KFl.l.l.s35>As for myself, what I find most shocking is the 
vulgarity, the lack of discipline, I almost said professional ethics, as I inspect the young lady's 
hands, fmgers, and the ring that gleams at me the moment she opens the top buttons of her 
expensive coat (I have a sense for such things).</s> 

Similarly, the shift in the next example specifies time in terms of scope, i.e. hours: 

Ex. 58<S id=KAI.l.s43 corresp=KAIT.l.s43>-Nar var det?</s> 

<s id=KAIT.l.s43 corresp=KAl.l.s43>"What time was that?"</s> 

Other examples contained fuller lexicalizations: 

Ex. 59 <s id=SHI.l.l.s28 corresp=SH1T.l.l.s28>SA lykkelig hadde han aldri vrert fflr.</s> 

<s id=SH1T.l.l.s28 corresp=SHl.l.l.s28>He had never felt so happy in his life.</s> 

Similar shifts occurred in terms of place specification: 

Ex. 60 <S id=GSl.l.sl5 corresp=GSIT.l.sl5>Kafeen lA tre hus bortenfor der jeg hadde kontoret mitt, 
og det var blitt til at jeg stakk innom tre-fire ettermiddager i uken.</s> 

<S id=GSIT.l.sl5 corresp=GSl.l.slS>The cafe was only three doors along from the building 
where I had my office and I started to look in there three or four afternoons a week.</s> 

The fmal example pertaining to grammatical ties represents the ultimate specification, 

i.e. the replacement of pro-form by proper name: 

Ex. 61 <s id=EHl.l.l.s47 corresp='EHIT.l.l.s50 EH1T.l.l.s51'>- Det har eg greie pAja, tenker han, 
eg var kanskje den f!ilrste som sAg levande film pA denne 0ya, og eg som har arbeidd for A fA 
bygdekinoen hit.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.l.l.s50 corresp=EHl.l.l.s47>"I do know all about it," he thinks.</s> 
<s id=EHIT.l.l.s51 corresp=EHl.l.l.s47>"I was probably the first person on this island to see a 
motion picture, and I was the one who worked so hard to get the circulating f!lms shown in 
Ramvik.<ls> 
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4.2.2 Lexical ties 

Such things as 'gaps in thought' are not open to linguistic investigation (Gutwinski, 1976:27). 

In 1967, i.e. the early days of text linguistics, James McCrimmon used the term 

coherence to account for the following phenomena: 'A paragraph is said to have 

coherence when its sentences are woven together or flow into each other. If a paragraph 

is coherent, the reader moves easily from one sentence to the next without feeling that 

there are gaps in the thought, puzzling jumps, or points not made' (Gutwinski, 

1976:27). While coherence was to account for covert semantic relationships as opposed 

to the surface relations pertaining to cohesion, the terms were often used 

interchangeably and covered overlapping areas. In his analysis of cohesion in literary 

texts (1976), Gutwinski wished to distance himself from the vague and problematic 

area of coherence. Hence the critical comment quoted in the above caption. Neither 

McCrimmon nor Gutwinski were concerned with translation, however. And in the 

analysis of explicitating shifts the notion of gaps in thought does seem useful. 

Specification of detail is a concept applied by Leech and Short in their course 

book on the stylistic analysis of literary texts. Both individual authors, genres and 

epochs can be analysed from this point of view: 

What kinds of detail, and how much detail, should be added to fill out the 
'model of reality' ... in deciding what to do the author ... would have 
artistic criteria of relevance ... On the one hand he might omit 
information ... in order to leave to the reader the task of guessing, 
inferring, of imagining 'what actually took place'; on the other hand, he 
might include circumstantial information on the natural environment, the 
behaviour of the onlookers, the dress of the principal characters, etc; ... 
which might be important to bring out thematic contrasts or symbolic 
relationships, for example (Leech & Short, 1981:154). 

The lexical means by which translators add to the specification of detail, then, and fill 

in gaps in thought, as it were, will be the subject of the present section. 

Rachel Weissbrod observes, in her investigation of explicitation in translations 

of prose-fiction from English into Hebrew, that translators 'filled in "gaps" in the 
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source-texts by adding small explanatory remarks' (Weissbrod, 1992: 159). 

Weissbrod's findings support the claim of Blum-Kulka, who found frequent evidence 

that 'the translator simply expands the TL text, building into it a semantic redundancy 

absent in the original' (Blum-Kulka, 1986:21). 

In chapter 3 a distinction was drawn between explicitation, specification and 

disambiguation. While the terms pertain to factual differences at a theoretical level, in 

terms of textual, contextual and non-recoverability, respectively, the distinction proved 

to be difficult to uphold in the analysis of texts. The problem of working with text 

fragments was discussed in that chapter. Moreover, and as we shall see from the 

examples below, the categories may overlap. Finally, the distinction has been 

abandoned because its application involves an evaluation of whether the translator 

explicitates what is already present in ST, or whether he merely adds elements as he 

sees fit. In other words, it involves the evaluation of the translator's interpretation of the 

original text. A more fruitful approach seems to be to regard every translation solution 

as equivalent in Toury's empirical sense of the term. This means asking questions as to 

the possibilities and constraints that induced the translator to act the way he did. 

Although the translation process and the translator's mind remain out of reach, 

suggestions will be made as to possible motivations. On the one hand, related 

motivations will of course apply to a wide range of examples, on the other, one and the 

same shift may result from multiple constraints. In the list of examples, however, 

comments on motivation will be included with the most illustrative example in order to 

avoid repetition. 

When McCrimmon wished to account for e.g. 'gaps in thought', he used the 

term coherence. While the preceding section on grammatical ties clearly pertains to the 

field of cohesion, the present section is more problematic. The effect of grammatical 

cohesion is relatively clear, in the latter case, however, 

it is not a case of there being particular lexical items which always have 
a cohesive function. EVERY lexical item MAY enter into a cohesive 
relation, but by itself carries no indication whether it is functioning 
cohesively or not. That can be established only by reference to the text 
(Halliday & Hasan, 1976:228). 
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The study of lexical cohesion apparently entails venturing into a fuzzy area between 

coherence and cohesion. According to Blum-Kulka, texts may cohere 'with respect to 

subject matter (e.g. mathematics), to genre conventions (literature) or with respect to 

any possible world evoked and/or presupposed by the text (Blurn-Kulka, 1986:25). 

Halliday & Hasan, however, situate such features, i.e. the ways in which 'discourse 

does not wander at random from one topic to another but runs on reasonably systematic 

lines with a certain consistency of topic and predictability of development' (Halliday & 

Hasan, 1976:288)- within the framework of lexical cohesion. 

Peter Newmark states that 'the topic of cohesion ... has alsway appeared to me 

the most useful constituent of discourse analysis or text linguistics appliccable to 

translation' (Newmark qt. in Baker, 1993:219). Newmark (1988) includes aspects of 

both grammatical and lexical cohesion in his course book on translation: 

This is the cohesive level: it follows both the structure and the moods of 
the text: the structure through the connective words (conjunctions, 
ennumerations, reiterations ... ) linking the sentences, usually proceeding 
from known information (theme) to new information (rheme) ... Thus the 
structure follows the train of thought; ensures that a colon has a sequel ... 
that there is sequence of time, space and logic in the text' (Newmark, 
1988:23) 

In the present investigation the choice fell on cohesion as an overall framework for 

several reasons. First of all, it provides a continuity between the grammatical and 

lexical sections. Secondly the notions of both reiteration and collocation seemed useful. 

Above all, the choice was made on the assumption that coherence is a mental 

phenomenon rather than a property of the text. Blum-Kulka suggests that 'for the 

reader, the text becomes a coherent discourse if he can apply relevant schemas (e.g. 

based on world knowledge, subject matter knowledge, familiarity with genre 

conventions) to draw the necessary inferences for understanding both the letter and the 

spirit of the text. In Fillmore's (1981) terms, this process leads to an envisionment of 

the text in the reader's mind' (Blum-Kulka, 1986:25) (my emphasis). In making overt 

the covert potential meaning relationships of ST, translators apparently get carried 
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away by their envisionment of the text, making explicit the implicit, or rather, the 

potentially implicit. 

If, as Baker suggests, 'we could say that cohesion is the surface expression of 

coherence relations, ... a device for making conceptual relations explicit' (Baker, 

1992:218), and if this applies not only to grammatical markers but also to 'the role 

played by the selection of vocabulary in organising relations within a text' (Baker, 

1992:202), then the present analysis indicates that translators rely less on the reader's 

ability to make the text cohere and resort, to a greater extent than original texts, to 

cohesion. 

4.2.2.1 Addition 

As opposed to constituent internal expansion, which will be dealt with in section 

4.2.2.2, the present category includes the replacement of an ST 0-item or below-

constituent item by a constituent or proposition. In their discussion of collocation 

Halliday & Hasan state that 

there is always the possibility of cohesion between any pair of lexical 
items which are in some way associated with each other in the language. 
So we will find a very marked cohesive effect deriving from the 
occurrence in proximity with each other of pairs such a the following, 
whose meaning relation is not easy to classify in systematic terms: laugh 
-joke; blade - sharp; garden - dig; ill - doctor, try - succeed; bee - honey; 
door- window; king- crown (Halliday & Hasan, 1976:286). 

The terminology provided by case grammar was considered useful in this 

context, i.e. in the description of the semantic relationships that result from TT 

additions. Constituents within the argument of the proposition follow the framework 

presented by Johansson and Lysv<lg (1986). Following Brown & Miller (1980), the 

term process has been used in the description of shifts pertaining to the predicate. The 

combination of these two approaches, i.e. cohesion and case grammar, appeared to 

provide more useful insight into types of explicitation than a narrowly syntactic 

description. 
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Additions within the argument covered a wide range of semantic roles. Blum-

Kulka distinguishes between explicitating shifts that merely affect the style of the text 

and such as affect its meaning. From a monist point of view the former automatically 

entail the latter. No such distinction will be made in the present investigation, but 

effects on meaning will be commented upon to the extent that they seem relevant and 

are perceivable in the available co-text. In the first example the insertion of a cognate 

object apparently affects meaning only marginally, if at all: 

Ex. 1 <s id=FWl.l.s41 corresp=FW1T.l.s40>1t lived in yet another shadow, being equidistant from 
the Mendip Mast and Glastonbury Tor.</s> 

<s id=FW1T.l.s40 corresp=FW1.1.s41>Den levde sitt liv under nok en skygge, midtveis 
mellom Mendip-masten og Glastonbury-varden.</s> 

Nevertheless, the insertion of a cognate object increases the semantic redundancy and 

such examples have therefore been included. 

According to Blum-Kulka, shifts in levels of explicitness in translation 'have 

been claimed to be linked to differences in stylistic preferences for types of cohesive 

markers in the two languages involved' (Blum-Kulka, 1986:19). The intransitive use of 

the verb in the next example is perhaps less acceptable in English than in Norwegian, 

and might thus be considered an instance of stylistic preference rather than translation 

norm: 

Ex. 2 <s id=TB1.l.s22 corresp=TB1T.l.s22>Den hvite mannen knipser.</s> 

<s id=TB1T.l.s22 corresp=TBI.l.s22>The white man clicks his camera. <Is> 

The 'stylistic preference hypothesis' apparently pertains to an intermediate stage 

between obligatory shifts resulting from TL rules and translation specific norms, 

resulting from either culture-bound conventions or, as Blum-Kulka's explicitation 

hypothesis suggests, the translation process itself. While the intention has been to 

exclude the so-called obligatory shifts, the line between system related shifts and the 

stylistic preference hypothesis is not an easy one to draw, nor the distinction between 

the latter and the explicitation hypothesis: 'to establish the relative validity of these 
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hypotheses it would be necessary to first carry out a large scale contrastive stylistic 

study (in a given register) to establish cohesive patterns in SL and TL, and then to 

examine translations to and from both languages to investigate shifts in cohesive levels 

that occur in translation' (Blum-Kulka, 1986:33). As such insight into contrastive 

features is out of reach, it has been necessary to rely on occasional informants, who 

often differed in opinion, and above all on personal intuition. Shifts of the above kind, 

lingering, perhaps, between stylistic preference and translation norm, have been 

included on the assumption that, while not part of the present survey, the investigation 

of initial norms will benefit from preliminary research that includes all occurrences. If 

the same attitude informs the selection of implicitating shifts, there seems to be no 

major methodological problem involved. 

Many of the shifts were clearly textually motivated in that added items entered 

into a reiteration relationship with items in the immediate co-text, as in the following 

insertion of instrumental object : 

Ex. 3 <s id=MA1.1.2.s38 corresp=MA1T.1.2.s38>"0nly I'm going to have a yappy Pekinese, and 
chase kids off my lawn.</s> 

<s id=MA1T.1.2.s38 corresp=MA1.1.2.s38>"Bare at jeg skal ha en gneldrende pekingeser, og 
jage ungene fra plenen med stokken min.</s> 

By inserting a more general word, stokken, the translator anticipates information 

provided by ST in the succeeding sentence: 

Ex. 4 <s id=MA1.1.2.s39 corresp=MA1T.1.2.s39>I'm going to have a shepherd's crook."</s> 

<s id=MA1T.l.2.s39 corresp=MA1.1.2.s39>Jeg skal skaffe meg en hyrdestav."</s> 

The next example also establishes an instrumental relationship: 

Ex. 5 <s id=GN1.l.l.s22 corresp--GN1T.l.l.s22>A cinnamon-red man leaned over the Michaels' front 
fence and clucked softly to Mattie, who was in the yard feeding the young biddies.</s> 

<s id=GN1T.l.l.s22 corresp=GNl.l.l.s22>En kanelr0d mann lente seg over familien Michaels 
gjerde og smattet lavt med tungen til Mattie, som var ute og matet h0nene.</s> 
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In example 2 it was suggested that the insertion of the instrumental object might result 

from a preference in English for a transitive construction in that particular environment. 

The above example might be motivated by a similar sense of stylistic preference in 

Norwegian, as intransitive smatte would change the meaning. The explicitation might 

also result from a sense of extra-textual logic, however, in that the tongue would be the 

most likely instrument from an anatomical point of view. A great many of the shifts 

observed in the material appear to result from this kind of inference, e.g. the following 

insertion of place adjunct: 

Ex. 6 <s id=JGl.l.s47 corresp=JG1T.l.s44>Sofie slengte fra seg skolesekken og satte fram en skAl 
med kattemat til Sherekan.</s> 

<s id=JG1T.I.s44 corresp=JGl.l.s47>Sophie slung her schoolbag on the floor and put a bowl 
of cat food out for Sherekan.</s> 

Once again, the shift may relate to stylistic preference. On the other hand, the example 

serves to illustrate yet another type of motivation. Many of the observed additions 

appeared to result from former decisions, e.g. lexical choice in preceding parts of the 

proposition. Jiri Levy compares this aspect of translation with game playing. 'From the 

point of view of the working situation of the translator at any moment of his work (that 

is from the pragmatic point of view), translating is a DECISION PROCESS: a series of 

a certain number of consecutive situations - moves, as in a game - situations imposing 

on the translator the necessity of choosing among a certain (and very often exactly 

definable) number of alternatives' (Levy, 1969:1171). While slengte enters into a 

phrasal verb structure requiring path adjunct only, slung necessitates a place adjunct. 

Other solutions, e.g. dropped, might have been less explicitating. 

In the next example no stylistic preference consideration can be traced. 

Apparently, the insertion of the place adjunct and the expansion of the time adjunct is 

motivated merely by the above-mentioned extra-textual logic and the need to fill in 

'gaps' in the narrative: 

Ex. 7 <s id=SKl.l.s22 corresp='SK1T.l.s29 SK1T.l.s30'>He got out of bed and walked half asleep 
toward the white light thrown in a wedge through the half-open door, already lowering his 
pajama pants. <Is> 
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<s id=SKIT.l.s29 corresp=SKI.l.s22>Han sto opp av sengen, vandret halvt i sl!)vne mot det 
hvite lyset som strl!)mmet inn gjennom d!!lrsprekken.</s> 
<s id=SK!T.l.s30 corresp=SKI.l.s22>Han hadde trukket ned buksene aUerede fer han kom ut 
pa badet.</s> 

In the next example the insertion of a frequency adjunct, in a characterization of the 

polar explorer Roald Amundsen, explicitates the anecdotal function of the utterance, i.e. 

the description of one episode to represent a typical feature: 

Ex. 8 <s id=KHI.l.sl6 corresp=KH1T.l.sl4>Da avdelingen st<ll oppstilt en sl!)ndag morgen, og 
kapteinen roper fram de som frivillig vii ofre seg for en kirkegang, er han den f!!lrste.</s> 

<s id=KH1T.l.sl4 corresp=KHI.l.sl6>When his company was on Sunday morning parade and 
the captain called for volunteers to sacrifice themselves for church parade, he was always the 
first to volunteer. <Is> 

Adjuncts signalling result relations were also frequently added: 

Ex. 9 <s id=BV2.l.l.s48 corresp=BV2T.l.l.s50>Diakonissen snur bildet, de ser bare den gule 
papplaten, hun snakker om ft tro pft det gode, om det godes seier.</S> 

<s id=BV2T.l.l.s50 corresp=BV2.l.l.s48>The sister turns the picture round so that they can 
only see the yellow card backing, she talks about believing in goodness, about the triumph of 
good.</s> 

While far less common than adjunct insertions, the addition of a disjunct also occurs: 

Ex. 10 <s id=EGI.l.s6 corresp=EG1T.l.s7>Hun hadde fortalt ham at hun ikke var noen skredder som 
drev med mftlS!!lm, og han hadde leende ertet benne med at hun var Norges Agatha Christie og 
vrersftgod fikk !eve opp til navnet sin. </s> 

<s id=EG1T.l.s7 corresp=EGI.l.s6>She had objected that she wasn't a tailor, running up suits 
made to measure, at which he had laughingly countered with: "Maybe not, but you are 
Norway's Agatha Christie, and you have a reputation to keep up." <Is> 

In his shift from indirect to direct discourse, the translator also explicitates the inter

actional marker of partial agreement, implied in ST by the reported laughter. The 

insertion of a truth evaluating disjunct in the next example explicitates renewed 

confirmation of a fact the main character has difficulties in understanding: 

Ex. 11 <s id=TTHI.l.s7 corresp=TTH1T.l.s7>Han var i det kalde landet langt mot nord, der en ny, 
lang vinter snart stod for dl!)ra.</s> 

<s id=TIH1T.l.s7 corresp=TTHl.l.s7>He really was in this frozen land so far north, with a 
new, long winter on the doorstep.</s> 
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While this element of positive conviction can be inferred from the ST co-text, it is 

implied only, and depends e.g. on stress of the verb var. The explicitation of 

interpretation depending on stress and intonation, then, was found to be yet another 

motivation. The next example shows the insertion of inference adjunct: 

Ex.12 <s id=GSl.l.s35 corresp=GS1T.l.s36>Dukene pll bordene var kul!'lrte, og nllr du kom inn fra 
gaten, kunne det se ut som om de var plassert etter et slags m!'lnster; men nllr du hadde sittet en 
stund, s1l du at de ble skiftet ut alt etter skjebnens lunefullhet s1l snart det ble s!'llt for mye I'll eller 
aske over dem.</S> 

<s id=GS 1 T.l.s36 corresp=GS l.l.s35> The cloths on the table were coloured ones and, when 
you came in from outside, it sometimes looked as though they had been arranged in some form 
of pattern; but, after you had been sitting down for a while, you observed that they were 
changed solely according to the whim of chance - as soon, in other words, as too much beer 
or cigarette ash had been spilt on them.</S> 

The above examples have shown additions within the argument of the 

proposition. Predicate insertions were also found: 

Ex. 13 <s id=JSMI.l.l.s5> From that bump, the earth was unquestionably flat, the sky unquestionably 
domed, and it seemed to me when I was a child in school, learning about Columbus, that in spite 
of what my teacher said, ancient cultures miglu have been onto something.</S> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.l.s5>Sett fra den bf!yden var jorda ubestridelig flat og himmelen ubestridelig 
en kuppel, og da jeg var liten og gikk pll skolen og lrerte om Columbus, forekom det meg at 
uansett hva lrererinnen sa, nuitte det were noe i de gamle ku/turenes nuite a se verden pa. <Is> 

By replacing the adjunct of place by a non-finite clause, IT explicitates the type of 

perception involved and indicates to a greater extent the presence of an experiencer. 

Moreover, by inserting the verb of perception sett and repeating it in the final NP mate 

d se verden pd, IT explicitates the issue; i.e. whether the world is flat or round. 

Similarly, in the next example, shifts from NPs to non-finite clauses emphasize the role 

of experiencer and at the same time explicitate the type of perception involved: 

Ex. 14 <s id=JSMI.l.l.s32 corresp='JSMIT.l.l.s33 JSMIT.l.l.s34'>For me, it was a pleasure like a 
secret hoard of coins- Rose, whom I adored, sitting against me in the hot musty velvet luxury of 
the car's interior, the click of the gravel on its undercarriage, the sensation of the car swimming 
in the rutted road, tbe farms passing every minute, reduced from vastness to insignificance by 
our speed; ... </S> 

<s id=JSM1T.l.l.s33 corresp=JSMl.l.l.s32>For meg var det en like stor fryd som en hemmelig 
skatt - 11 fl't sitte ved siden av Rose, sam jeg tilba, i bilens varme, fl0yelstrukne luksus, b0re 
grusen smelle mot understellet, f0le at bilen fll1!t pll den humpete veien, se gardene fare forbi 
pll et blunk og de svrere eiendommene redusert til ingenting av farten vllr, ... </s> 
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Weissbrod notes that 'there was no objection to rather large additions (phrases, 

whole sentences) if they served the purpose of explicitation' (Weissbrod, 1992:163). 

While the above examples illustrate the addition of different types of semantic role, the 

following example confirms her observation in that TT also adds complete 

propositions, as in the following shift from 0-item: 

Ex. 15 <s id=GS1.1.s39 corresp=GS1T.l.s40>Jeg pleide <l kj0pe med et par middagsaviser fra 
tobakkshandelen ved siden av, fant et lite bord borte langs en av veggene og ble sittende for meg 
selv.</S> 

<s id=GS1T.l.s40 corresp=GS1.1.s39>I would buy a couple of evening papers at the 
tobacconist's next door and take them in with me to read, find a small table against one of the 
walls at the back and sit there on my own.</s> 

Again, TT reveals the process of interpretation performed on ST. Finally, several 

instances were found in which the translator inserts a reporting clause not present in ST: 

Ex. 16 <S id=EG1.l.s14 corresp=EG1T.l.s15>- Husk n<l at du ikke gir fra deg s<l mye som en bitteliten 
lyd.</s> 

<s id=EG 1T.l.sl5 corresp:EG l.l.s 14>"Now remember," she admonished, "not a sound.</s> 
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4.2.2.2 Specification 

The sub-category of specification includes explicitating shifts resulting from 

either expansion or substitution. On the one hand, TT constituents that can be traced 

back to ST have been elaborated by way of lexical specification. On the other, TT 

replaces the ST item by a more specific term. Specification within both argument and 

predicate were included. 

As an example of 'explanatory addition' Rachel Weissbrod mentions a 

translation of Hemingway into Hebrew: The source sentence is: 'Someone at the 

counter, that I had never seen before, tried to pay for the wine, but I finally paid for it 

myself.' In the Hebrew translation, the verb paid has been rendered by succeeded in 

paying. There is no knowing, without access to the co-text, whether this expansion of 

the process is textually motivated or not. The co-text may motivate this solution, on the 

other hand, it may be seen merely as an explicitation of the fact that the main character 

acts against the wish of someone who tried to pay his bill. Either way, the translator 

adds a dimension to the translated sentence not present in the source sentence. Instances 

of this kind have been included as expansion of the semantic role, i.e. of the process in 

this case. In the following example the shift from primary verb to a more complex verb 

phrase appears to be significant: 

Ex. 17 <s id=TIHl.l.s30 corresp=TIHIT.l.s31>Patric var en from mann sam ble hellig etter at han 
d¢de.</S> 

<s id= TIHI T.l.s31 corresp= TIHI.l.s30>Patric was a pious man who was made holy after his 
death.</s> 

In expanding the verb construction TT adds an agent implication absent in ST. From 

being an acquired state in ST, holiness becomes something that is assigned. The shift 

appears to normalize the 'naive' perspective in a dialogue that takes place between 

mother and child. The succeeding sentence adds to this shift of perspective: 
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Ex. 18 <s id=TIHl.l.s31 eorresp=TIHIT.l.s32>Nft erSt. Patrie den st¢rste helgenen i hele Irland.</s> 

<S id=TTHIT.l.s32 eorresp=TTHI.l.s31>Now Saint Patrie is regarded as the greatest saint in 
all of Ireland."</S> 

Once again, the shift from active to passive changes the utterance from a statement of 

fact to a question of point of view, and TT thus undermines the ST atmosphere of 

unquestioned faith. The example illustrates the problem of distinguising between shifts 

that 'merely explicitate' and shifts that introduce changes of meaning. In a related 

investigation Kitty van Leuven Zwart explains her selection criteria as follows: 'Only 

those shifts are determined and classified which may contain indications of 

interpretation or strategy. Such shifts result from a conscious or unconscious choice in 

the part of the translator, and may occur on any one ot the levels - semantic, stylistic or 

pragmatic - which substantially affect meaning. Shifts with no effect on any of these 

levels are not taken into consideration' (van Leuven- Zwart, 1989:155). As in the case 

of the style/meaning criteria suggested by Blum-Kulka, it often proved difficult to 

determine the extent to which a shift affects meaning. A slight change of the above kind 

may prove to have e.g. complex ideological implications, and van Leuven Zwart's 

criteria have therefore not been followed. All instances percieved to explicitate were 

included. 

Causal relationships were also explicitated by the addition of embedded 

propositions, as in the following expansion from place to contingency adjunct: 

Ex. 19 <s id=JCLI.l.s50 eorresp=JCIT.l.l.s50>Besides, it released Rook onto the streets for a 
while.</S> 

<s id=JCIT.l.l.s50 eorresp=JCI.l.l.s50>Dessuten frigjorde det Krftka slik at han kunne fa seg 
en tur ut pa gata for en stund.</s> 

In many of the examples, expansions led to the explicitation of part-whole 

relationships, as in the following prepositional phrase insertion in a locative object: 

Ex. 20 <s id=JG l.l.s2 corresp=JG 1 T.l.s2>Det ffJrste stykket hadde hun gfttt sam men med Jorunn.</s> 

<s id=JG 1 T.l.s2 eorresp=J G l.l.s2>She had walked the first part ofthe way with Joanna. <Is> 
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and explicitations of instrumental relationships, as in the following expansion of the 

complement: 

Ex. 21 <S id=JCl.l.l.s24 corresp=.JC1T.l.l.s24>With just a little teasing and some cash, the cook's fat 
son would play plump tunes on his accordion. <Is> 

<S id=JCIT.l.l.s24 corresp=.JCI.l.l.s24>Ved hjelp av en smule godsnakk og !itt penger skulle 
kokkens fete S0nn spille trivelige melodier pA trekkspillet sitt.</s> 

Extremely frequent in both sub-corpora were additions in the specification of 

nouns, by way of determiners, pre-modifiers, appositions, explanatory noun heads, 

genitive constructions etc. While many of these shifts appeared to be motivated by ST 

features, target influence appeared to be equally strong, as we shall se from the 

following examples. The first examples are clearly textually motivated; TI expands NP 

to an appositional construction, explicitating the reference by inserting the proper 

name: 

Ex. 22 <s id=KHI.l.s49 corresp=KHIT.I.s35>Hun er ennA ikke blitt mor til polfareren.</s> 

<s id=KHIT.l.s35 corresp='KHI.l.s48 KHl.I.s49'>His young wife was also on board: she had 
not yet given birth to Roald, the polar explorer.</s> 

Proper names were also inserted to explicitate reference in 'relationship' nouns, as in 

the following genitive construction: 

Ex. 23 <S id=BVI.l.s47 corresp=BVIT.l.s47>Brita syntes vitsene ble morsomme likevel, fordi faren 
sA sA trist ut </s> 

<s id=BVIT.l.s47 corresp=BVl.l.s47>Brita thought the jokes funny anyway, because 
Hildegun's father looked so sad. <Is> 

Similarly, the next example explicitates ownership relations with the insertion of 

genitive constructions: 

Ex. 24 <S id=EGI.l.sl3 corresp=EGIT.l.s14>Hun hentet den lange lenken, festet den til halsbandet 
og Apnet utgangsd0ren.</s> 

<S id=EGIT.l.s14 corresp=EG1.l.sl3>Karin fetched Lucky's long leash, snapped it on to the 
dog's collar, and opened the door into the garden.</s> 

with a shift from definite article to genitive construction twice in the same sentence. 

Most common by far, however, was the specification of nouns by way of determiners 
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and modifiers, as in the following insertion of demonstrative determiner and restricting 

adjective: 

Ex. 25 <s id=JB l.l.s36 corresp=JB 1 T.l.s36> He's a great pedant, Oliver. </s> 

<s id=JB1T.l.s36 corresp=JB1.1.s36>Han er litt av en pedant, den samme Oliver.</s> 

While the above examples served to explicitate the reference of nouns, the next 

example inserts a pre-modifier that explicitates the 'universality' of a phenomenon 

implied inTI: 

Ex. 26 <s id=NGI.l.s44 corresp=NG1T.l.s45>The pride the old people took in him was not just the 
snobbery of the poor and uneducated, that rejoices in claiming one who has moved up out of 
their class, and which, although their hubris hides this aspect from them, contains also, always, 
the inevitability of sorrow: his desertion. </s> 

<s id=NG1T.l.s45 corresp=NG1.l.s44>Den stoltheten de gamle f!illte over ham var ikke bare 
den vanlige snobbete gleden hos de fattige og uopplyste over at en av deres egne har hevet seg 
opp over sin klasse, og som skj!(lnt de sjelden er klar over det ogsii inneholder et uunngiielig 
element av sorg: sorgen vedA bli forlatt.</s> 

TT also anticipates the ST verb rejoices in a noun head position. The procedure 

becomes one of compensation rather than explicitation, as the ST verb is replaced by a 

prepositional phrase. While the notion of compensation in translation is problematic 

and will be discussed in the conclusion, the present instance is fairly straightforward. 

Specifying noun heads were also inserted to clarify culture specific phenomena, 

as in: 

Ex. 27 <s id=LSC2.2.s18 corresp=LSC2T.2.s18>Jeg lente meg fram over bordet og fisket ut en 
Hobby.</s> 

<s id=LSC2T.2.s18 corresp=LSC2.2.s18>I leaned forward over the table and fished out a 
Hobby cigarette.</s> 

The above shift may result from the fact that Hobby is an unknown trademark in the 

target culture and the translator may therefore want to make sure the reader understands 

that the name refers to a cigarette, althoug the information is recoverable in the 

succeeding sentence, where the protagonist talks about the cigarette he is lighting. 
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In the next example the inserted noun head appears to result not from the presence of an 

unknown signifier, but from the fact that it is a loanword with a shorter history in the 

target language: 

Ex. 28 <s id=JCI.l.l.s39 corresp=JCIT.l.l.s39>Perhaps, thought Rook, he ought to spray the elevator 
with aerosols of field dung, or play recorded birdsong on the intercom.</S> 

<s id=JC1T.l.l.s39 corresp=JCI.l.l.s39>Kanskje, tenkte Krnka, burde han spraye heisen med 
lukt av kum¢kk pA aerosolflasker, eller spille lydbl'tnd med fuglesang pA interkom'en.</S> 

Such insertions were not necessarily related to cultural phenomena, however. They also 

occurred as complements to e.g. a 'metonymical' focus, as in the following addition of 

the more common signifier: 

Ex. 29 <s id=BV2.1.1.s27 corresp=BV2T.l.l.s29>Den gamle diakonissen stAr pAden rfkle fh!yelen 
ved alteret, hun sier de skal be for freden.</S> 

<s id=BV2T.l.l.s29 corresp=BV2.l.l.s27>The old sister is standing on the red velvet carpet 
by the altar, she says that they must pray for peace.</S> 

In the next two examples the additions are surprising from the point of view of 

ST, but not from the point of view of common TL collocation: 

Ex. 30 <s id=SKI.l.s7 corresp=SKIT.l.s9>Yet even in this enlightened age, when so many parents are 
aware of the psychological damage they may do to their children, surely there was one parent 
somewhere in Castle Rock - or perhaps one grandmother - who quieted the kids by telling them 
that Frank Dodd would get them if they didn't watch out, if they weren't good.</s> 

<s id=SK1T.l.s9 corresp=SK1.l.s7>Men selv i vl'tr opplyste tidsalder, da sA mange foreldre er 
klar over hvor lett deter A pl'tf¢re bam alvorlige psykiske skader, forekom det sikkert i Castle 
Rock at foreldre - eller kanskje en bestemor - truet med Frank Dodd hvis ungen var 
rampete.</s> 

Similar instances were frequently found in both corpora: 

Ex. 31 <S id=KHl.l.s26 corresp=KH1T.l.s22>Det var en blanding av vill dristighet og en fr0kenaktig, 
fomem fmhet i hans slekt.</S> 

<s id=KH1T.l.s22 corresp=KHl.l.s26>There was a strange mixture of wild boldness and 
dignified gentility in the farnily.</S> 

Both the above examples involve the insertion of evaluative additions. The explanation 

might be that the translator gets carried away, as it were, in his empathy with or 

'envisionment' of ST, and adds his impressions regarding e.g. the seriousness or the 

strangeness of a situation. 
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Related to this phenomenon, as well as to examples mentioned earlier, were 

modifier insertions that seem to be motivated by the translator's sense of extra-textual 

logic, i.e. that an old pot lid will probably be bulkete: 

Ex. 32 <s id=SK1.1.s9 corresp=SKlT.l.sll>He's out there, I can hear the grandmother whispering as 
the wind whistles down the chimney pipe and snuffles around the old pot lid crammed in the 
stove hole.</s> 

<s id=SKlT.l.sll corresp=SKl.l.s9>Han er der ute, kan jeg h0re bestemoren hviske mens 
vinden piper i skorsteinen og skrarnler med det gamle, bulkete kasserollelokket som noen har 
slengt inn i vedkomfyren.</s> 

While the above examples involved specification by way of addition, the 

following section involves substitution. In the first example the shift from determiner to 

pre-modifer apparently results from the inference that the pies one offers to one's 

neighbours are usually fresh from the oven: 

Ex. 41 <s id=JSMl.l.l.s20 corresp=JSM1T.l.l.s21>I was aware of this whenever I played with Ruthie 
Ericson, whenever my mother, my sister Rose, and I went over to help can garden produce, 
whenever Mrs. Ericson brought over some pies or doughnuts, whenever my father loaned Mr. 
Ericson a tool, whenever we ate Sunday dinner in the Ericsons' kitchen.</s> 

<s id=JSM1T.l.l.s21 corresp=JSM1.l.l.s20>Jeg var oppmerksom pll. det hver gang jeg lekte 
med Ruthie Ericson, hver gang mor og Rose og jeg var borte hos dem og hjalp til med ll. 
hermetisere frukt og gr0nnsaker, hver gang fru Ericson kom innom med nybakte paier eller 
smultringer, hver gang Ericson I.Ante redskap av far min, hver gang vi spiste Sl')ndagsmiddag pll. 
kj0kkenet hos Ericsons.</s> 

The next example is related to this phenomenon in that TI opts for a term that 

appears to relate more closely to the vocabulary of the genre in question, i.e. detective 

fiction: 

Ex. 40 <s id=SKl.l.s4 corresp='SK1T.l.s5 SK1T.l.s6'>A good man named John Smith uncovered his 
name by a kind of magic, but before he could be captured - perhaps it was just as well - Frank 
Dodd killed himself.</s> 

<s id=SK1T.l.s5 corresp=SKl.l.s4>En av byens brave borgere- John Smith het han- greide 
som ved et under ll. avsl0re morderens identitet.</s> 
<s id=SK1T.l.s6 corresp=SK1.1.s4>Men f0r noen rakk ll. arrestere ham tok Frank Dodd sin eget 
liv - og det var kanskje like bra.</s> 

Added to the lexicalization of the proform, the shift from name to identitet engenders a 

collocation common in the context of crime. 
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In the following example the existential construction has been replaced by a 

verb of perception + indefinite pronoun which explicitate the role of experiencer and 

the fact that the narrator is talking about a photograph: 

Ex. 33 <s id=NGI.l.s31 corresp=NG1T.l.s3l>Among a work gang holding sieves of the kind used in 
panning for alluvial diamonds, there stood beside the white overseer a toothless grinning face 
with a family resemblance.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.l.s31 corresp=NGI.l.s3l>I en arbeidsgjeng som holder slike siler som ble brukt til 
A vaske ut diamanter ser man ved siden av den hvite arbeidsformannen et smilende, tannl0st fjes 
hvor det gar an a spore en klar familie/ikhet. </s> 

The fmal shift from prepositional phrase to adverbial clause adds to the explicitation of 

the experiencer role. Finally, the last example pertaining to verbal expansions shows the 

shift from existential to causative construction, a shift that explicitates the causal 

relationship: 

Ex. 34 <S id=SK1.1.s5 corresp=SKIT.l.s7>There was some shock, of course, but mostly there was 
rejoicing in that small town, rejoicing because the monster which had haunted so many dreams 
was dead, dead at last.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.l.s7 corresp=SKl.l.sS>Hendelsen forarsaket naturligvis bAde sjokk og 
forferdelse blant folk, men det var allikevel glede og lettelse som spredte seg i den lille byen, 
glede over at monsteret som hadde hjemSl!Skt sA mange drl<)mmer, endelig var d0d.</s> 

Nominal substitutions may also serve to explicitate e.g. gender, as in the following 

example: 

Ex. 35 <s id=JSM1.l.l.s29 corresp=JSMIT.l.l.s30>The Ericson children and the Clark children 
continued to ride in the back of the farm pickup, but the Cook children kicked their toes against 
a front seat and stared out the back windows, nicely protected from the dust. <Is> 

<s id=JSM1T.l.l.s30 corresp=JSMl.l.l.s29>Ericson-ungene og Clark-ungene ble fortsatt 
fraktet bak pA Iastebilene, mens Cook-smapikene hadde et fl0yelstrukket forsete A sparke mot 
og bakruter A kikke ut av og var beskyttet mot veist0vet.</s> 

The next examples apparently contrast the tendency noted by Braithwaite of 

translations to concretize abstract terms. 'Concretization as a feature of language 

mediation has been suggested by Professor J. Sinclair and it is viewed as the result of 

the translator having to grapple with meaning' (Braithwaite, 1994:10): 

Ex. 36 <S id=NG1.l.sl3 corresp=NG1T.l.s13>And she prompted with a twitching smile to draw my 
gaze from him; for I was concentrating on him the great rush of questions, answers, realizations. 
credulity and dismay ... <Is> 
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<s id=NG1T.l.s13 corresp=NG1.1.s13>0g hun sufflerte med et usikkert smil for A trekke min 
oppmerksomhet bort fra ham; for det var rundt ham jeg konsentrerte Strl')mmen av SJ)0rsmAl, 
svar, erkjennelse og sjokk ... </s> 

Although the level of abstraction resulting from the shift is not that high, TI does 

replace the description of physical symptoms and expressions by words that interpret 

the phenomena. Such substitutions may involve entire propositions: 

Ex. 37 <s id=NG l.l.s43 corresp=NG 1 T.1.s44>Sonny read and reread them with devotion; although the 
gilt lettering had been eaten away by fishmoth, and the volume he wanted had to be selected 
blindly, his hand always went straight to it.</s> 

<s id=NG1T.l.s44 corresp=NG1.l.s43>Sonny Ieste dem om og om igjen med samme 
hengivenhet; selv om gullbokstavene forlengst var spist opp av ml')ll, sA det bindet han l')nsket 
mAtte hentes frem i blinde, tok han aldri feil.</s> 

A similar effect arises from the replacement of onomatopoeic expressions by 

more conventional expressions, as in: 

Ex. 39 <s id=EG 1.1.s26 corresp=EG 1 T.l.s25>Hun hysjet pA Laura. <Is> 

<s id=EG1T.l.s25 corresp='EGl.l.s26 EGl.l.s27'>She tried to quieten Lucky: "One bark, and in you 
go!"</s> 

The process of substitution also affected the predicate. In many of the instances, 

the shift appeared to restrict the collocational range: 

Ex. 42 <s id=MDl.l.s5 corresp=MD1T.l.s5>"0nce I had lunch here and ate a ladybird without 
noticing it."</s> 

<S id=MD 1T.l.s5 corresp=MD l.l.s5>"Jeg spiste lunch her en gang og da spiste jeg en marih0ne 
uten A Iegge merke til det."</s> 

The shift from the unrestricted collocation had lunch to a more restricted one spiste 

lunch could be explained in terms of the stylistic preference hypothesis, in that English 

apparently uses primary verbs in many cases where Norwegian requires more specific 

ones, e.g. verbs indicating position, such as was in bed vs Ia i sengen, were on the table 

vsla pd bordet etc. The hypothesis cannot account for all the shifts of this kind 

however; once again solutions appear to be the result of the translator's process of 

interpretation: 
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Ex. 43 <s id=SK1.1.s23 corresp=SK1T.I.s31>He urinated forever, flushed, and went back to bed.</S> 

<s id=SK1T.l.s31 corresp=SKl.l.s23>Han tisset, droned, og tuslet tilbake til sengen.</S> 

While went refers to any kind of relocation, Norwegian requires a verb that specifies 

the manner of transportation, in this case the boy's own feet. The translator does not 

stop there, however, but specifies the manner of walking in a way that fits into the 

scene describing a sleepy, little boy, but is nevertheless a specification, or an 

explicitation of potential envisionments of the text. 

'In reading or listening to text, we process continuously, and therefore by the 

time any given lexical item is taken in, its context has already been prepared; and the 

preceding lexical environment is perhaps the most significant component of this 

context. It frequently provides a great deal of hidden information that is relevant to the 

interpretation of the item concerned' (Halliday & Hasan, 1976:289). Many of the 

examples show how the translator, with his access to the co-text, opts for the word that 

most precisely fits that co-text, overlooking the fact that ST was not equally specific. In 

the next example ST describes a dining couple and the husband says: 

Ex. 44 <s id=MD l.l.s15 corresp=MD lT.l.slS>But the courgettes taste of chlorine." </s> 

<s id=MDIT.l.sl5 corresp=MDl.l.slS>Men detsmaker klorin av gresskarene."</s> 

When the next sentence depicts the partner in the dialogue in the following manner: 

Ex. 45 <s id=MDI.l.s16 corresp=MD1T.l.s16>Kate leaned over, helped herself to one, ate it.</S> 

one naturally infers that she does this in order to taste the food and confirm or 

disconfmn the preceeding statement, hence: 

Ex. 46 <s id=MD1T.l.s16 corresp=MDI.l.s16>Kate lenet seg over ham, token bit og smakte.</s> 

But the fact remains that in ST she merely ate, with none of the indication of purpose 

that smakte serves to explicitate. In the next example, the translator restricts the 

collocational range in a context where Norwegian would allow the pro-verb: 
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Ex. 47 <s id=JB1.l.s32 corresp=JB1T.l.s33>I did it deliberately, probably just to annoy Oliver. <Is> 

<s id=JB1T.l.s33 corresp=JB1.1.s32>Jeg sa det med vilje, antagelig bare for ll irritere 
0 Ii ver. <Is> 

The fact that similar examples were found in translations from Norwegian into English 

should be an indication that the stylistic preference hypothesis alone cannot account for 

the tendency to narrow down such collocations: 

Ex. 48 <s id=TB1.l.s6 corresp=TB1T.l.s6>Han hadde tilrned hjulpet henne med innkj!<lpene, hadde 
selv dratt til Kisumu med bilen sin og kj!<lpt blikkplater til tak.</s> 

<s id=TB1T.l.s6 corresp=TB1.1.s6>He had also helped her to buy materials and driven to 
Kisumu in his own car to get corrugated tin for the roof. <Is> 

Here it is the Norwegian verb that denotes movement while the English solution 

specifies manner of transportation. In their discussion of collocational relations 

Halliday & Hasan suggest that 'the relatedness is a matter of more or less; there is no 

clearly defmed cutoff point ... but we can say that [a word] is more closely related to 

some than to others; it is the closeness of the relationship that determines the cohesive 

effect' (Halliday & Hasan, 1976:289). 

Examples were also found in which the translator opts for a term that is more 

specific in terms of the atmosphere created by ST: 

Ex. 49 <s id=SK1.l.s24 corresp=SK1T.l.s32>He pulled the covers up, and that was when he saw the 
creature in his closet. </s> 

<s id=SK1T.l.s32 corresp=SK1.1.s24>Det var f0rst da han hadde lagt seg ned med teppet 
trukket helt oppunder haken, at han oppdaget uhyret i skapet.</s> 

By substituting saw for oppdaget in a passage relating the fear of a little boy as he 

wakes up at night, the translator explicitates the aspect of shock. The substitution of 

creature for uhyret further explicitates the sense of fear. Once again, the translator 

apparently gets carried away by his envisionment of the text. 
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4.2.2.3 Neutralization 

Within the notion of collocational range one finds the opposition also between 

normal and unusual collocation. 'There is the possibility of four obviously distinct 

stylistic modes: normal collocations and normal grammar, unusual collocations and 

normal grammar, normal collocations and unusual grammar, unusual collocations and 

unusual grammar' (Mcintosh qt. in Carter, 1987:54). The present section has been 

included on the assumption that if the restriction of collocational range contributes to 

the cohesive effect, the shift from collocational clash to conventional combination may 

have a similar function. 

Added to shifts from wide to more restricted ranges, then, instances have been 

included that involve shifts from unusual to more common collocations, as in the 

following neutralization of synaesthesia: 

Ex. 50 <s id=JCI.l.l.s24 corresp=JCIT.l.l.s24>With just a little teasing and some cash, the cook's fat 
son would play plump tuoes on his accordion. <Is> 

<s id=JCIT.l.l.s24 corresp:JCl.l.l.s24>Ved hjelp av en smule godsnakk og lin penger skulle 
kokkens fete 50nn spille trivelige melodier pfl trekkspillet sitt.</s> 

Similarly, the next example appears to familiarize the collocation as a result of 

restricting the range: 

Ex. 51 <s id=BV2.l.l.s36 corresp=BV2T.l.l.s38>Der fflr de sitte pfl r¢de fl0yelsputer, hun sitter tett 
inntil Margaret og diakonissen snakker med blflt stemme, ansiktet hennes er ogsfl av fl0yel.</s> 

<s id=BV2T.l.l.s38 corresp=BV2.l.l.s36>There they can sit on red velvet cushions; she sits 
close against Margaret and the sister speaks in a soft voice, her face is also velvet <Is> 

The instance illustrates the notion of false friends at the level of stylistic equivalence: 

although soft would correspond to bl¢t in the case of e.g. tactile sensation, the use of 

bl¢t to characterize sound is rare in Norwegian, whereas the English collocation is a 

common one. Similarly, while pristinely white might semantically correspond to nyf¢dt 

blankt, the former collocation is more common: 
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Ex. 52 <s id=EGl.l.s3 corresp=EGIT.l.s4>Arket i skrivemaskinen var like skinnende nyflidt blankt 
som da hun satte det inn i valsen for en time siden.</s> 

<s id=EGIT.l.s4 corresp=EGI.l.s3>The sheet of paper in her typewriter was as pristinely 
white as when she had inserted it over an hour ago. </s> 

Many of the examples appear to be related to Gideon Toury's claim that translations 

tend to produce repertoremes rather than textemes. Texteme seems to be synonymous 

with Halliday's notion of instantial meaning: 'Without our being aware of it, each 

occurrence of a lexical item carries with it its own textual history, a particular 

collocational environment that has been built up in the course of the creation of the text 

and that will provide the context within which the item will be incarnated on this 

particular occasion' (Baker, 1992:205). According to Toury, translators often fail to 

capture the complex web of these relationships and instead produce ready-made cliche 

oriented structures, i.e. repertoremes. The notion of repertoreme might apply to the 

strategy of dynamic equivalence in general, but seems to be particularly relevant in the 

case of neutralizing collocational clashes. 

In the next example, in which the narrator talks about the advantages of a 

sensible diet, it is the replacement of a metonymical expression by a more common 

signifier that causes the familiarization of the collocation: 

Ex. 53 <s id=ABl.l.s26 corresp=AB1T.l.s26>He defended this practice, as he defended all his habits, 
as sensible: his own glossy head was his best justification.</s> 

<s id=AB1T.l.s26 corresp='ABI.l.s26 ABl.l.s27'>Han forsvarte dette, slik han forsvarte aile 
sine vaner, som ren fomuft: hans eget glansfulle bar var hans beste argument: "Jeg spiser 
godt.</s> 

The next examples have been included although they pertain, perhaps, to the field of 

colligation rather than collocation. 

Ex. 54 <s id=EH1.1.l.s39 corresp=EHIT.l.l.s42>Akkurat nfl er det handelsmannen som kjem ut, og 
gfir i gang med fi skrense tomme oljefat fram til ferjelemmen, og han helser pfi Karl Magnus 
Skogmann da han skranglar forbi.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.l.l.s42 corresp=EHl.l.l.s39>Just now the shopkeeper has come out and is starting 
to roll empty oil containers over to the loading platform and he says hello to Karl Magnus 
Skogmann as he goes clattering past.</s> 
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Apart from the somewhat unusual collocation arising from human + skranglar, ST 

inserts an adjunct of place rather than the expected instrumental role. TT neutralizes 

this feature by inserting a more conventional main verb. This replacement of expected 

instrumental role by place adjunct can be seen in the next example as well: 

Ex. 55 <s id=EGl.l.sll corresp='EGIT.l.sll EG1T.l.s12'>Hun reiste seg, og seiersbevisst logret 
Laura ned trappen og satte seg avventende foran d¢ren.</s> 

<s id=EGlT.l.sll corresp=EGl.l.sll>She rose to her feet. <Is> 
<s id=EG 1 T.l.sl2 corresp=EG l.l.sll> Victorious, his tail wagging furiously, Lucky bounded 
down the stairs and expectantly took up his stance in front of the door.</s> 

Once again the translator has inserted a common motion verb, and relegated the more 

descriptive verb to non-finite position. 

Included in the investigation were also instances where TT neutralizes 

metaphorical expressions. While not directly related to the rise on the level of cohesive 

explicitness, they have been considered as explicitating shifts in that they reduce the 

processing effort and thus increase readability. The assumption is that 'readability 

refers ... to the time and effort needed to comprehend a written text. As time and effort 

decrease, readability increases. As suggested by Amiran and Jones (1982:20-22), 

readability increases with explicitness' (Weissbrod, 1992: 108). Added to the f!lling in 

of ellipsis, the first example illustrates the shift from metaphor to simile: 

Ex. 56 <s id=SKl.l.s26 corresp='SK1T.l.s34 SK1T.l.s35'>And its eyes rolled to follow him as he sat 
up, his scrotum crawling, his hair standing on end, his breath a thin winter-whistle in his 
throat: mad eyes that laughed, eyes that promised horrible death and the music of screams that 
went unheard; something in the closet. <Is> 

<s id=SKIT.l.s34 corresp=SKl.l.s26>0g ¢ynene fulgte ham der han satte seg opp i sengen og 
kjente hvordan hAret reiste seg pll hodet og en prikkende f¢lelse bredte seg i skrittet.</s> 
<s id=SKIT.l.s35 corresp=SKl.l.s26>Pusten led som en hes fl!lyte i halsen hans: forrykte 
¢yne flirte mot ham. ¢yne som lovet en forferdelig d¢d, skrik som ingen ville h¢re; et uhyre i 
skapet.</s> 

Such examples have been included because similes explicitate the relationship that 

holds between tenor and vehicle. TT also omits the final genitive metaphor, i.e. the 

music of screams. The next example seems related to the shift from metaphor to simile 

in that TT, added to its removal of the unusual collocation promising dreadfully, inserts 

a counter-factual element: 
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Ex. 57 <s id=SKI.l.s32 corresp=SKIT.l.s4l>As they carne in, he peered through his fingers and saw it 
there in the closet, snarling, promising dreadfully that they might come, but they would surely 
go, and that when they did -<Is> 

<S id=SKIT.l.s41 corresp=SK1.1.s32>1det de kom inn, kikket han ut mellom fmgrene og sA det 
der i skapet, snerrende, som om det sa: ja, de rnA gjeme komme, men de gAr snart igjen, og 
da ... </s> 

Once again, the shift from indirect to direct discourse adds to the sense of explicitation. 

The following examples do not include metaphors in the most narrow sense, but 

nevertheless involve a metaphorical use of language neutralized in IT: 

Ex. 58 <S id=TB1.1.sl4 corresp=TBIT.l.slS>NA stAr de i en forskremt klump !itt bakenfor den hvite 
mannen med karneraet.</s> 

<s id=TBIT.l.slS corresp=TBI.l.sl4>They stand huddled together, scared, just behind the 
white man with the carnera.</s> 

Both the collocation forskremt klump and the use of the latter to describe a group of 

people are uncommon. Similarly, in the next example, the use of kr¢ller seg sammen 

to describe human beings. The translator opts for less figurative solutions in both cases: 

Ex. 59 <S id=BV2.I.l.sll corresp=BV2T.l.l.sl2>Rut har stukket armen inn i Anitas, de krflller seg 
sammen og hvisker.</s> 

<s id=BV2T.l.l.sl2 corresp=BV2.1.l.sll>Ruth has taken Anita's arm, they put their heads 
together and whisper. <Is> 

As with the rendering of the synaesthetic bl¢t stemme by the more conventional soft 

voice, IT in the next example renders an original use of metaphorical language with a 

more conventional use: 

Ex. 60 <s id=JSMl.l.l.s32 corresp='JSMIT.l.l.s33 JSM1T.l.l.s34'>For me, it was a pleasure like a 
secret hoard of coins -Rose, whom I adored, sitting against me in the hot musty velvet luxury of 
the car's interior, the click of the gravel on its undercarriage, the sensation of the car swimming 
in the rutted road, ... <Is> 

<S id=JSMIT.l.l.s33 corresp=JSMl.l.l.s32>For meg var det en like stor fryd som en hemmelig 
skatt - A fA sitte ved siden av Rose, som jeg tilba, i bilens varrne, fl~yelstrukne luksus, h~re 
grusen smelle mot understellet, f~le at bilen flflt pAden hum pete veien ... <Is> 

The sense of neutralization stems from the removal of the animate element present in 

the verb swimming and the shift to the wider collocational range of fl¢t. Metaphorical 

language of the kind that combines the concrete and physical with abstract expressions 

were also neutralized, as in the following example: 
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Ex. 61 <S id=JSMl.l.l.s35 corresp=JSM1T.l.l.s37>But when I listened to their duet then, I nestled 
into the certainty of the way, through the repeated comparisons, our farm and our lives seemed 
secure and good.</s> 

<S id=JSM1T.l.l.s37 corresp=JSMI.l.l.s35>Men da jeg lyttet til duetten deres den gang, ga de 
gjentatte sammenligningene meg klare bevis for at vi hadde det trygt og godt pA gArden vAr.</s> 

in which TT describes an emotional process in physical terms. Similarly, the next 

example neutralizes the concrete/abstract combination by rendering slipped by ble: 

Ex. 62<s id=JSM1.1.2.s2 corresp='JSM1T.1.2.s2 JSM1T.1.2.s3 JSMIT.l.2.s4'>He left for a 
commonplace reason - he was drafted - but within a few months of Harold's accompanying his 
son to the bus depot in Zebulon Center, Jess and everything about him slipped into the 
category of the unmentionable, and no one spoke of him again until the spring of 1979, when I 
ran into Loren Clark at the bank in Pike and he said that Harold was giving a pig roast for Jess's 
homecoming, would all of us come, no need to bring anything.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.2.s2 corresp=JSM1.1.2.s2>Grunnen til at han reiste hjemmefra var vanlig nok
han ble innkalt til militrertjeneste.</s> 
<s id=JSMIT.l.2.s3 corresp=JSMI.l.2.s2>Men noen mAneder etter at Harold hadde fulgt 
50nnen sin til bussterminalen i Zebulon Center, ble Jess og alt som angikk ham et av de 
emnene man ikke kom inn pa, og ingen snakket om ham mer f~r vAren 1979.</s> 

Sylfest Lomheim, in his article on the translation of metaphor, relates metaphor 

to irony: 'Ein metafor fortel nemleg noko anna enn det som star. Slik sett er metaforen i 

slekt med ironien (Ironi er a meina det motsette av det ein seier eller skriv' (Lomheim, 

1991:232). Lomheim observes that both phenomena tend to be activated only at a late 

stage in the native language acquisition of children. The notion of cohesive explicitness 

may have been stretched too far already, but the neutralization of irony has been 

included as it helps ease the processing effort. Thus, in the following example, TT 

removes the ironical element present in ST, as the term season is nonsensical in a 

description of the Californian climate: 

Ex. 63 <s id=SGI.l.s18 corresp='SGIT.l.s20 SG1T.l.s21'>lt was a typical California season, but it 
felt like fall and I was responding with inordinate good cheer, thinking maybe I'd drive up the 
pass in the afternoon to the pistol range, which is what I do for Iaughs.</s> 

<s id=SG I T.l.s20 corresp=SG l.l.s18> Det var en typisk kalifornisk ikke-arstid, men det Mites 
som om det var h~st, og jeg reagerte med et ulogisk godt hum~r og tenkte jeg kanskje skulle 
kj~re til en skytebane oppe i passet den ettermiddagen.</s> 
<s id=SG1T.l.s21 corresp=SGl.l.s18>Det er detjeg pleier A more meg med.</S> 

Instances were also included that involved the shift from direct to indirect speech act, 

as in the following example, where TT inserts an inference clause to signal a question 

rather than a statement: 
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Ex. 64 <s id=EH1.l.l.s31 corresp=EH1T.l.l.s34>- Godkveld, Marianne, du skal med ferja til Rarnvik, 
du skal pA arbeid i morgon att </s> 

<s id=EH1T.l.l.s34 corresp=EH1.l.l.s3l>Got to be at work again tomorrow, I guess."</s> 

Finally, in the last example, the interpretation of the ST interrogative depends on 

intonation. The co-text depicts a couple on not very friendly terms as they drive home 

from their holidays: 

Ex. 65 <s id=ATl.l.s35 corresp=AT1T.l.s35>"Putting on my glasses would help you to see?"</s> 

<s id=AT1T.l.s35 corresp=ATl.l.s35>"Det hjelper vel ikke deg om jeg tar pA meg 
briller?"</s> 

While TT opts for an identical sentence type, the insertion of modal particle + negative 

appears to explicitate the atmosphere of animosity. 

The above survey has aimed at presenting the most typical types of explicitation. 

Shifts involving both grammatical and lexical ties were shown to contribute to a rise in 

the level of cohesive explicitness by either addition, expansion or substitution. The 

survey of types has tried to illustrate how the addition of connectives and semantic 

roles in TT appeared to result from a series of different and also overlapping constraints 

and motivations. Appendix 3 contains all examples found in the two sub-corpora 

pertaining to both explicitation and implicitation. In the appendix, however, examples 

have not been categorized, but appear chronologically. The final section will now 

present results of the investigation in terms of frequencies. 
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43 Frequencies 

The present section gives the general results of the main investigation and 

discusses selection and classification problems. 

Table 4.1 Number of sentences and shifts. 

English- Norwegian-
Norwegian EnKlish 

Sentences 1000 1000 

Shifts 496 324 

Table 4.1 shows the size of the material. The 50 frrst sentences of 40 novels and 

their translations were investigated, i.e. 20 aligned extracts in each direction. The total 

number of shifts, both explicitating and implicitating, amounted to 496 in the 

translations from English into Norwegian and 324 from Norwegian into English. 

Table 4.2 Number of shifts in 1000 sentences. 

English- Norwegian-
Norwegian English 

Explicitation 347 248 

Implicitation 149 76 

Table 4.2 shows that a total number of 347 instances of explicitation were found 

in translations from English into Norwegian, i.e. an average of 17.3 shifts per text. In 

the opposite direction there were 248 explicitating shifts, i.e. an average of 12.4. 

Implicitating shifts amounted to 149 and 76, averaging at 7.45 and 3.8 respectively. 

Contrasting with the results of the preliminary survey in chapter 3, where N>E 

contained less explicitation but more implicitation than E>N, the present material 

shows that the translators into English applied less of both explicitating and 

implicitating shifts than their Norwegian colleagues. This difference between the 

preliminary and the main survey may be incidental, but may also result from changes in 
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categorization. While chapter 3 focused on mainly on syntactic criteria, chapter 4 

shifted the focus to cohesive ties and semantic roles, and included shifts that had not 

been observed in the preliminary survey. 

A large-scale investigation (34 fiction extracts, consisting of 10-15000 words 

each, and their translations) of word increase in ENPC translations showed 'an average 

increase of about 10 % in the English translations as compared with the Norwegian 

originals' (Johansson & Ebeling:1995:5). The increase in the opposite direction was 

only 1 % (ibid:6). The higher number of irnplicitating shifts in E>N found in the 

present investigation concurs with the lower increase of words observed by Johansson 

and Ebeling. In terms of explicitation, however, the present observation that E>N 

contained a considerably higher number, contradicts, or at least complicates the general 

picture, the observed increase in word number. Johansson and Ebeling suggest that the 

lower increase in translations into Norwegian may result from e.g. Norwegian 

compounding and 'the marking of the definiteness of nouns by suffix rather than by an 

independent word'(ibid). According to Johansson and Ebeling the use of translation in 

'contrastive studies is limited ... by the fact that they may reveal as much about the 

translators and the process of translation as about the relationship between the 

languages involved' (Johansson and Ebeling, 1994:5). As mentioned earlier in the 

present chapter, in terms of selection principles, obligatory shifts and stylistic 

preference, the present focus on translation features and norms may be hampered by a 

similar problem, and apparent third code features may result from contrastive rather 

than translation-specific features. Further research might therefore benefit more from 

the comparison of target translations and target originals than the present comparison of 

IT with ST. This issue will be further discussed in the final section. 

Table4.3 Grammatical vs. lexical explicitation in the two sub-corpora 

Explicitation 
English - Norwegian Norwegian - English 

I Grammatical ties 112 82 
I Lexical ties 235 166 
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Table 4.3 shows that lexical explicitation was the most common in both sub

corpora. The translations from English into Norwegian contained 112 grammatical as 

opposed to 235 lexical shifts. In the translations in the opposite direction grammatical 

shifts were found in 82 instances as opposed to 166lexical shifts. 

Table4.4 Grammatical vs. lexical explicitation in the two sub-corpora. 

lmplicitation 
English- Norwegian Norwegian- English 

I Grammatical ties 40 28 
I Lexical ties 109 48 

Table 4.4. shows that lexical shifts were also the most dominant in terms of 

implicitation. Translations from English into Norwegian contained 40 shifts involving 

grammatical implicitation, as opposed to 109 involving lexical implicitation. In 

translations in the opposite direction the grammatical shifts amounted to 28 instances 

whereas 48 instances were found to involve lexical implicitation. 

Table 4.5 Number of grammatical addition vs. specification. 

Grammatical explicitation 
English- Norwegian Norwegian- English 

Addition 49 17 
Specification 48 51 
Filling in ellipsis 15 14 

Table 4.5 shows that in E>N the addition of grammatical ties constituted 49 of 

the 112 instances of grammatical explicitation. 48 instances involved specification, i.e. 

the shift from a less to a more informative grammatical tie (cf. 4.2.2.2) or the 

lexicalization of pro-forms. 15 instances involved the filling in of ellipsis. In N>E on 

the other hand, only 17 of the instances involved addition, 51 pertain to specification 

and 14 to the filling in of ellipsis. The most marked difference, then, was found in the 

case of addition, i.e. 49 in E>N vs. 17 in N>E. More comprehensive investigations of 

the ENPC confirm this tendency, i.e. in the case of additive conjunction, showing that 

'in the Norwegian translations there is a considerable increase ... of og ... as compared 

with and .. .' (Johansson & Ebeling:I995:14). In the present investigation additional og 
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was found in 30 of the 49 instances of grammatical addition. In N>E additional and 

constituted only 7 out of 17 grammatical additions. While the insertion of additive 

conjunction in translations from English into Norwegian is often connected with -ing 

form substitution, the tendency apparently remains strong even when examples 

involving the latter are excluded, as they were in the present investigation. 

Table 4.6 Instances of grammatical deletion vs. despecification. 

Grammatical implicitation 
English - Norwegian Norwegian- English 

Deltion 23 15 
Despecification 11 11 
Ellipsis 6 2 

Table 4.6 shows that deletion constitued the most frequent type of grammatical 

implicitation in both sub-corpora and that the general tendency is maintained, i.e. 23 

deletions in E>N as opposed to 15 in N>E. 11 instances of grammatical despecification 

were found in both sub-corpora Finally, 6 instances of IT ellipsis where ST contained 

full versions were found in E>N as opposed to only 2 in N>E. 

Table 4.7 Instances of lexical addition, specification and neutralization. 

Lexical explicitation 
English- Norwegian Norwegian - English 

Addition 37 43 
Specification 173 105 
Neutralization 25 18 

Table 4. 7 shows that lexical addition, i.e. shifts from 0-item or below-

constituent item to constituent or proposition (cf. 4.2.2.1), was involved in 37 instances 

in E>N as opposed to 43 in N>E. The most marked difference was found in the case of 

lexical specification, either by expansion of constituent or replacement by more specific 

item (cf. 4.2.2.2): E>N contained 173 shifts as opposed to the 105 found in N>E. 

Neutralization, i.e. of collocatio, by way of shifts from metaphor to simile, from 

original metaphor to conventional, as well as the neutralization of irony and shifts from 

indirect to direct speech acts, accounted for 25 of the instances included in E>N as 

opposed to 18 in N>E. Only very few of the instances included as lexical explicitation 
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appeared to result from cultural differences, e.g. unknown or unlabelled phenomena in 

the target culture. 

Table 4.8 Instances of lexical deletion, despecification and deneutralization. 

Lexical implicitation 
English- Norwegian Norwegian - English 

Deletion 41 20 
Despecification 68 27 
Deneutralization 0 1 

Table 4.8. shows that both deletion and despecification in terms of lexical 

features were more frequent in E>N than in N>E, i.e. 41 and 20, respectively. The only 

instance included as deneutralization was found in N>E, i.e. a shift from simile to 

metaphor. Parallel to the case of specification, cf. table 4.7, lexical despecification 

constituted the most frequent implicitating shift in both sub-corpora, and more so in 

E>N than in N>E, i.e. 68 as opposed to 27, respectively. 

Table 4.9 Number of shifts in the different translations. 

English- Norwegian· 
Norwegian Explicitation Implicitation English Explicitation Implicitation 
MAl 7 7 KAl 3 0 
JBI 17 4 TB1 11 5 
ABR1 16 1 FC1 5 1 
ABl 23 6 LSC2 1 1 
JCl 8 0 KFl 1 2 
MDI 13 13 KFLl 8 2 
DFl 26 3 EG1 30 5 
NGl 25 18 JG1 7 11 
SGl 16 8 EHAl 12 2 
Till 10 3 TIBl 26 11 
JHI 10 8 EHl 30 5 
PDJl 15 9 SHl 3 6 
SKI 42 16 KHl 20 8 
DL2 34 11 SLl 7 3 
B01 3 1 OELl 5 2 
RRl 18 8 CLl 13 1 
JSMl 34 15 GS1 23 2 
GNl 8 8 BVl 19 7 
ATl 12 8 BV2 13 0 
FW1 10 2 HWl 11 2 
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Table 4.9 shows the distribution of explicitating and implicitating shifts in the 

different translations in both sub-corpora. Explicitating shifts in E>N range from 3 to 

42 as opposed to 1 to 30 in the opposite direction. Only three translations, both from 

N>E, had more implicitation than explicitation, i.e. KF1: 1 vs. 2, SH1: 3 vs. 6 and JG: 7 

vs. 11. In the same corpus LSC2 had an even number of both, i.e. 1 vs. 1. Although the 

extent may vary, then, explicitation is a general tendency in both sub-corpora. The 

lower number of explicitating shifts in translations from Norwegian into English also 

results from a fairly general tendency. 9 of the 20 translations in N>E contained less 

than 10 explicitating shifts, as opposed to only 4 out of the 20 translations in E>N. At 

the other extreme, E>N contained 3 texts with more than 30 shifts, while N>E had 

none. 

Summing up the results of the main investigation, one may safely conclude that, 

within the framework of the present analysis, Blum-Kulka's explicitation hypothesis 

has been confirmed. Confirmation was stronger in translations from English into 

Norwegian than in the opposite direction. The higher number of shifts stem from a 

general tendency: N>E contained more explicitation but also more implicitation. 

According to the above tables, the overall tendency results from an increase in almost 

all categories. Grammatical specification, lexical addition and deneutralization were the 

only categories to yield a higher number in N>E than in E>N, and the differences in all 

three cases were marginal, cf. tables 4.5, 4.7 and 4.8 respectively. Although there were 

considerable differences within each sub-corpora, the results also reflect a general 

tendency among the translators into Norwegian to both explicitate and implicitate more 

than the translators into English. The fairly even distribution may point to contrastive 

differences, despite the attempt to exclude instances resulting from differences between 

the language systems. They may also result from the force of translation norms in the 

respective target communities. 
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Rachel Weissbrod points to the parallel existence of competing norms, an aspect 

that may further complicate selection principles in an investigation searching for 

translation characteristics : 

Following Toury (1978), it may be suggested that explicitation, its 
absence, or even implicitation, result from an interaction between several 
factors: the universal tendency to accompany translation by explicitation, 
the position of the languages involved in the act of translation on an 
orality/literacy scale, and the translational norms operating in a certain 
section of a given culture at a given time. These norms may encourage 
the tendency to explicitate or, on the contrary, undermine and even 
overpower it. Such an approach to the question of explicitation makes it 
possible to explain how it is that the intensity and manner of explicitation 
vary greatly in translations that were produced in different literary 
systems (canonized vs. canonized, for instance), or at different times 
(Weissbrod, 1992:155). 

In her investigation of both canonized and non-canonized Hebrew literature in a period 

spanning the 1960s and 70s, Weissbrod found that the tendency to explicitate was 

restricted in canonized literature by language norms pertaining to native texts, e.g. a 

heavy reliance on archaic Hebrew elements and a strong tolerance for the maintenance 

of ST original metaphors. In non-canonized literature, on the other hand, especially at 

the beginning of the period, 'the desire for a high degree of readability was responsible 

for extreme explicitation of the source texts' (ibid:167). By the time of the late 70s, 

however, the differences between canon and non-canon had been narrowed down 

considerably, and Weissbrod argues that 'the heterogeneous and flexible nature of the 

phenomenon of explicitation shows that it is not just a universal tendency or a result of 

the languages involved in the process of translation, but a norm-oriented procedure' 

(ibid: 167). 

The material in the main investigation consisted mainly of so-called general 

fiction (cf. appendix 2). Explicitation was not found to be more frequent in the four 

texts belonging to children's literature. Five of the texts included in E>N belong to the 

detective genre, however, as do two of the texts in N>E. In the first, the average of 

explicitating shifts was 23.6 per 50 sentences, i.e. slightly higher than the general 

average of 17.3. In the latter, the average was 20.5 as opposed to 12.4. Although the 

increase represents only seven texts altogether this might indicate a similar tendency to 
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that observed by Weissbrod in terms of differences between canonized and non

canonized literature. Aspects pertaining to competing norms lie beyond the scope of the 

present thesis, but Erik Egeberg comments on a characteristic feature in translations 

into Norwegian in the 1950s, at least in translations from Russian, that contrast with the 

present results: 

I Martha Grundts, Thomas Christensens og Elsa Uhlens versjoner av 
Dostojevskijs store romaner m~ter vi en tendens som ogs~ f~r har vrert 
merkbar, men som nu blir overm~te pMallende: trangen til ~ forkorte. 
Det er ikke s~ mye tale om st~rre avsnitt som forsvinner, som om 
utelatelser og forenklinger i det smli ... Det er ikke vanskelig ~ gjette 
lirsaken til denne mlhen a oversette pA. For det f~rste har vi det rlidende 
synet pA norsk i denne perioden, da sprogreformen av 1938 fremdeles var 
fersk. ... Den som gikk pli skolen dengang, vil nok huske aile 
opfordringene om c1 skrive enkelt, norsk skulle vrere kort og greit, et 
slags speiderguttsprog i korte bukser (Egeberg, 1996). 

Added to general language norms in the target community, Egeberg comments that the 

tendency to shorten resulted from a prevalent view of Dostojevskij as a major thinker 

but a minor artist, and translators therefore felt free to 'improve' his style. In general 

the notion of the translator's right, or obligation, to improve the original text according 

to his own ideals appears to have faded in the latter half of the present century, in 

proportion to the increased focus on equivalence. Pertaining to initial norms, i.e. views 

within the target community regarding foreignization vs. domestication, fidelity vs. 

freedom etc, these are aspects that will have to be dealt with in another context. 

Whatever initial norms inform the translator, however, the conscious or sub-conscious 

desire to improve on the original is as likely to lead to explicitation as implicitation. 

Egeberg also mentions the economic aspect: at a time when translators were apparently 

paid by the hour rather than per page, the tendency to delete and reduce may have 

resulted from a survival instinct in underpaid translators. 

Finally, a note on ellipsis and lexical repetition. Halliday and Hasan (1976) 

include ellipsis as a device that enhances cohesion. In translation, however, the 

economy provided by this device tends to be overruled by demands for clarity. 

Concurring with Weissbrod (1992), the present results show that translators tend to fill 

in ellipsis. As shown in table 4.5 the filling in of ellipsis constituted 15 of the instances 
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pertaining to grammatical explicitation in E>N and 14 in N>E. Conversely, 6 instances 

were found in E>N of TI replacement of full versions by ellipsis and only 2 in N>E. 

More surprising, however, is the tendency noted by Baker (1993) for translators to 

avoid lexical repetition. While this type of reiteration would seem to be useful in the 

service of explicitation, translators appear to shun it. In the present investigation 11 

instances were found in N>E in which the ST repetition has either been omitted or 

replaced by a synonym. In E>N the number was 13. Conversely, the insertion oflexical 

repetition was found in only 1 instance in each sub-corpus. In the case of repetition, 

then, the tendency to explicitate is apparently restricted by more powerful concerns. 

Personal experience confmns this desire to avoid lexical repetition, but what I believed 

to be a question of individual taste is apparently a matter of general preference that 

typically occurs in translation. 

The case of lexical repetition introduces another aspect pertaining to the 

question of selection principle. In the present context of explicitation the omission of 

lexical repetition has been included as implicitation and consequently counted as a dis

confirming feature. But the avoidance of repetition apparently does confirm another 

suggested translation norm and therefore nevertheless contributes to the make-up of the 

third code. As mentioned above, with reference to Weissbrod (1992), competing norms 

may create a complex web of constraints operating simultaneously on TI. Casual 

observation of implicitating shifts in the present material showed that the tendency to 

explicitate was apparently often overruled by e.g. the tendency to standardize. Thus, the 

additive conjunction in initial position was deleted in several cases: 

<s id=PDJ3.1.1.s26 corresp=PDJ3T.l.l.s28> And then came salvation.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.l.l.s28 corresp=PDJ3.1.l.s26>Da kom redningen.</s> 

and, inN>E: 

<s id=KF1.1.1.s36 corresp=KFI T .l.l.s36>0g jeg morer meg med A taksere stenen, femten 
hundre, kanskje to tusen; jeg er blitt dyktig til sAnt etterhvert ; ingen forrnue, men likevel ikke sA 
dArlig til hverdagsbruk.</s> 
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<s id=KFIT.l.l.s36 corresp=KFI.l.l.s36>It amuses me to appraise the stone, fifteen hundred 
kroner, maybe two thousand; I've gradually become good at this; no fortune, surely, but not bad 
for an ordinary day.</s> 

Similarly, the device of structural parallelism in terms of e.g. initial pro-adverb was 

removed in the following example, despite the possibility that the ensuing 'monotony' 

might enhance the sense of undigested emotion as a son discovers that his father has a 

mistress: 

<s id=NG I.l.s25 corresp=NG IT.I.s25> Then he signalled a go-along-and-enjoy-yourself 
gesture, she murmured politely, and they left me as measuredly as they had approached. <Is> 

<s id=NG IT.l.s25 corresp=NG l.l.s25>Han gjorde en Mndbevegelse som sa gA-na-og-hygg
deg, hun mumlet hl'lflig og de fjemet seg like avmMt som de var kommet. </s> 

<s id=NGI.I.s27 corresp=NG!T.I.s27> Then I ran from the cinema foyer, my vision confined 
straight ahead like a blinkered horse so that I wouldn't see which way they were going, and I 
took a bus home, home, home where I shut myself up in my room, safe among familiar 
schoolbooks.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.l.s27 corresp=NGI.I.s27>Jeg llllp vekk fra kinofoajeen, rett frem som en hest med 
skylapper for A s!ippe A se hvilken vei de gikk, og jeg token buss hjem, hjem, hjem, hvor jeg 
lukket meg inne pA rommet mitt, mellom trygge, velkjente skoleblllker.</s> 

In the present survey, then, instances have been included as norm-discon!rrming only 

according to their relevance in the particular context of explicitation. But this does not 

mean that implicitating shifts may not result from norm-confmning behaviour in other 

respects. An interesting question might be, for instance, whether implicitation in 

translation results from a negotiation between competing norms, e.g. explicitation and 

acceptability, to a greater extent than explicitation. The issue points to a dilemma in 

investigations of the third code in terms of scope. While relatively narrow approaches 

may simplify selection procedures to a cenain extent, they may turn out to be 

misleading in a wider context. On the other hand, Daniel Gile offers the following 

advice: 'Research subjects should be well defined and not overly ambitious. A 

completed project can be extended or followed up, but many first projects are never 

completed because sights are set too high' (Gile, 1991:170). The aim of situating 

results of the main investigation on a scale between adequacy and acceptability, thereby 

contextualizing the survey of textual norms within a framework of initial norms, proved 

to transcend the scope of one hovedfag thesis. Hopefully, however, the accumulation of 

textual studies will provide a useful starting point for more comprehensive approaches 

in the future. 
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Conclusion 

As the title of the present thesis implies, the project involved a search for the object of 

investigation, as it were. The starting point was the common impression that translations 

differ from native texts. Suggestions presented by a number of scholars were considered 

before the focus was narrowed down to Blum-Kulka's explicitation hypothesis. Within the 

types of explicitation and implicitation defmed in the present approach, the material proved to 

confirm Blum-Kulka's observations, at least to the extent that explicitating shifts were found 

in all texts and that 33 out of the 40 texts, or 82.22 % contained more explicitation than 

implicitation (cf. table 4.9). Out of the remaining 7 texts, 4 contained an equal number of both 

types of shift, and in the 3 cases of dominating implicitation the differences were fairly small 

(cf. table 4.9). 

The question remains as to whether these results serve to illuminate the nature of the 

third code. The fact that the investigation was conducted in two directions, and that both sub

corpora yielded confirming results, should be a strong indication that the process of 

explicitation reaches beyond contrastive differences. This appears to be a justifiable 

conclusion, even considering the possibility that the two languages differ qualitatively rather 

than quantitatively in their levels of explicitness. What the results basically provide is the 

confirmation that explicitation is a characteristic feature of the translation process. They are 

less illuminating in terms of defming the translation product. As the third code pertains to 

product rather than process, future investigations are likely to benefit more from the 

comparison of translations with native texts in the target language. Projects of this kind have 

been carried out, e.g. Gellerstam's (1988) investigation of 'Translationese in Swedish novels 

translated from English', in which he found e.g. that translations involved a higher frequency 

of loan words and a lower frequency of colloquial features than the native texts. While his 

survey focuses on 'systematic influences on ... TL ... from ... SL' (Gellerstam, 1988:88), a 
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norm-oriented focus would of course be possible and recent developments within translation 

studies have resulted in a call for 'a shift away from comparing either ST with TT or language 

A with language B to comparing text production per se with translation' (Baker qt. in 

Braithwaite, 1995:4). 

The ENPC has been compiled in a manner to facilitate both types of comparison, but 

lack of access to case studies (fragments of Gellerstam and Braithwaite excepted) of the latter 

kind, as well as the problems of determining comparable phenomena contributed to the 

present process focus. While developments within corpus linguistics provide an increasing 

range of tools facilitating quantitative approaches, the acquisition of necessary insight 

transcended the capacity of the present project. Notwithstanding the somewhat controversial 

focus on shifts, mentioned in 3.2.3, the evident relationship between source and target text 

appeared to offer a less problematic starting point. The STm comparison also appeared to be 

more fruitful in view of the underlying auto-pedagogical aim of the project. Moreover, insight 

into aspects of the translation process may serve as a preliminary stage, as it is likely to 

indicate to a certain extent types of feature to investigate in future IT/native text 

comparisons. The rise on the level of cohesive explicitness from ST to TT does not mean that 

all, or even most, translated texts would prove to be more cohesive than native texts. The 

latter will necessarily differ considerably in terms of cohesive density. Nevertheless, the 

observed rise may suggest that translated texts approximate the level of cohesion found in the 

most cohesive native texts. The present results, then, turn out at best to provide a partial 

definition of the third code. It is the level of cohesion, combined with other aspects found to 

be typical in translation, that may serve as guidance in the search for the distinguishing 

characteristics of translation. The third code apparently consists of a series of characteristics, 

present in individual translations to a greater or lesser extent. The presence of a series of 

certain features in typical combinations, such as e.g. a high level of cohesive explicitness 

combined with a specific type of distribution of exotic features (Baker 1993), a low degree of 

lexical repetition (ibid), a relative absence of colloquialism (Gellerstam 1988) as well as of 
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occasional metaphor (Kjar in Koller, 1988) - although each individual feature and sub

combinations appear in native texts as well - may prove to constitute parameters within which 

to identify a text as a translation. 

Chapter 1 presented prescriptive oppositions between foreignization and 

domestication, or source and target approximation, respectively. While situating texts along 

such clines could be the subject of comprehensive studies, impressions from the present 

investigation will only be briefly commented on. On the one hand, the very fact that it was 

possible to compare the versions at sentence, constituent and even below-constituent level 

indicates a high degree of source orientation. - Incidentally, one ENPC text (JMl) was 

excluded from the survey on the grounds that the translation had removed as well as added 

entire paragraphs and sentences. While generally interesting from the point of view of 

descriptive translation studies, it proved impossible to analyse within the present framework 

of detailed analysis. - On the other hand, other aspects of the material pointed towards 

marked domestication. My general impression was that the notion of equivalence, in terms of 

dual responsibility towards source and target, provides the guiding principle among 

translators into English as well as into Norwegian. Apparently, Peter Newmark's (1988) 

dogma that source orientation be maintained within the limits of acceptability in TL is 

generally followed, i.e. source concerns do have their say but acceptability gets the fmal 

word. In terms of the rise in cohesive explicitness, Blum-Kulka suggests that 'research is 

likely to reveal "that cohesive patterns in TL texts are neither TL nor SL norms oriented, but 

form a system of their own"'(Blum-Kulka qt. in Baker, 1993:245). A possible reason might 

be that, from the sense of joint responsibility to 'fidelity' and fluency, translators are 

reluctant to let go of ST cohesion and at the same time insert ties that concur with target 

conventions. 
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While explicitation and domestication will at times represent competing interests (cf. 

p. 54), they usually appear to combine in the joint cause of clarity and fluency. According to 

Lawrence Venuti (1995), contemporary Anglo-American translation is steeped in the tradition 

of fluency and has been so for the last two centuries. 

A translated text, whether prose or poetry, fiction or non-fiction, is judged 
acceptable by most publishers, reviewers and readers when it reads fluently, 
when the absence of any linguistic or stylistic peculiarities make it seem 
transparent, giving the appearance that it reflects the foreign writer's personality 
or intention or the essential meaning of the foreign teet - the appearance, in other 
words, that the translation is not ain fact a translation, but the 'original'. The 
illusion of transparency is an effect of fluent discourse, of the translator's effort 
to ensure easy readability by adhering to current usage, maintaining continuous 
syntax, fixing precise meaning. What is so remarkable here is that this illusory 
effect conceals the numerous conditions undre which the translation is made, 
starting with the translator's crucial intervention in the foreign text (Venuti, 
1995:1). 

While the present results may be more informative in terms of process than product, the 

analysis of explicitating shifts offers interesting insight into such types of intervention or 

mediation as are concealed in within the paradigm of fluent translation, and which, in their 

subtlety, might remain concealed in comparisons with native texts. Without hypotheses 

regarding shifts that occur from source to target, (e.g. Blum-Kulka) and investigations that 

test such hypotheses, TT/native text comparisons are more likely to maintain the ST influence 

focus applied by e.g Gellestam. Although translationese remains an important issue within 

descriptive translation studies, it is a combination of the latter with the investigation of 

'translation patterns which are inexplicable in terms of the two repertoires involved' (even-

Zohar qt. in Baker, 1992:242) that may eventually lead to a more precise definition of the 

third code. 

It is also the combination of bottom-up approaches, as has been the aim of the present 

investigation, and top-down foci, that may serve to further explain the dynamics of the third 

code. Although translation literature is replete with mutual rejection, a certain rapprochement 

appears to have taken place in recent years between such scholars as view translation as a 
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view translation as a purely linguistic field, basically dismissing literary translation 'as being 

deviant language inaccessible to rigorous analysis or scientific explanation' (Snell-Hornby, 

1988:23), and scholars who concentrate on literary texts and regard translation as a complex 

process of cultural and ideological transfer. The demand for both specialization and overview 

may overwhelm the individual, but as far as I can see, it is this combination of detailed 

linguistic investigations and wide-spanning cultural surveys that can benefit the field. 

Finally, a note on the value of both theory and descriptive studies for trainees and 

practicing translators. The present project aimed at being non-evaluative, to the extent that 

such a thing is possible in terms of selection, focus etc. Nevertheless, both the acquaintance 

with central theoretical controversies and with results of descriptive investigations may have a 

consciousness-raising function and affect future translation decisions and strategies. 

Personally, I draw the following conclusions from this project in terms of aspects that I would 

consider: From a common sense point of view, explicitation seems to be a natural 

consequence of the joint demands of source and target In his mediating position between 

source text and target reader, a conscientious translator will do his best to reduce the damages 

of the transfer process to a minimum, and it seems better to end up with some redundancy 

than with major loss. The results of the present investigation induce me to agree with the 

claim, however, (cf. p. 22) that the desire to unify and make sense is an inevitable aspect of 

interpretation and hence of translation, and that one might rightfully caution against excess. 

While shifts in meaning (cf. e.g. Blum-Kulka, 1986) may be a typical feature of translation, 

my experience with the present material was not so much that I disagreed with the translator's 

interpretation as that many of the solutions tend to drive the point home too clearly, and that 

less remains between the lines. If explicitation is found to constitute a norm of translation 

(Weissbrod, 1992), or an inherent part of the translation process (e.g. Baker, 1992 & 

Chesterman, 1993), trainees 'can be taught how to behave; not only in accordance with the 

the law (which is what one tends to do anyway, otherwise it would hardly have emerged as a 

law in the first place), but also contrary to it, if this is deemed appropriate, be it for the sake of 
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sheer exercise or for any other reason - fully aware, however, of the deviation from prevalent 

patterns of behaviour, and hence ready to take the consequences' (Toury, 1995:273). 

In terms of the opposition between 'fidelity' and 'freedom', foreignization and 

domestication, what strikes me most is the relative homogeneity of the methods of translation, 

at least in the present material; a fairly strict adherence to the source text within the 

boundaries of target acceptability. At least to my eyes, translationese in terms of obvious 

source language influence was rare. The translator of Marcel Proust's A La Recherche Du 

Temps Perdu into Norwegian warns against 'en slcrivemll.te som opphever den (oversettelsen 

som "fremmedtekst" og gjenskaper originalen i et sprll.k som blir likt for aile tekster, et 

anonymt "oversettelsessprll.k"' (Anne Lise Amadou qt. in Valen, 1986). According to Sylfest 

Lomheim, too, excessive domestication is a greater problem in present-day Norway than 

interference: 

Ei altfor uavhengig haldning til forma i originalen kan f!!lra til at 
omsetjaren svekker den opphavelege friskleiken - av rnisforstll.tt hensyn 
til kva som er kurant og idiomatisk norsk. Hjll. drevne omsetjarar er dette 
truleg ein st¢rre fare enn det motsette; interferens frll. originalen. Med eit 
lesarvenleg og straumlina sprll.k for auga (omsyna i forlaga kan forstll.eleg 
nok gll. i den lei) fll.r det srermerkte trongare kll.r (Lomheim in Qvale, 
1991:242). 

As far as I can see, many of the arguments in favour of foreignization are both fascinating and 

convincing. As a starting point I would personally settle for the more moderate versions (cf. 

p.22), in which e.g. occasional metaphors, collocational clashes, discontinuous syntax etc. are 

retained. Such strategies require ever-expanding insights into the ways in which source texts 

relate to and possibly deviate from the conventions of the source language. It seems to me, 

however, that the more radical types of foreignization require experience and great skill. 

Moreover, there is the issue of the relationship between the two languages involved, both in 

terms of proximity and influence. In translations between relatively close languages, such as 

English and Norwegian, foreignizing strategies seem less interesting than in translations 

between e.g. Chinese or Swahili and Norwegian. In the latter instances I would personally 
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accept and even desire attempts at strong foreignization: versions that show how differing 

cultures are relflected in language. In the case of translations from English into Norwegian 

there is also the aspect of translating from a world language into a minority language. 

According to Toury, 'tolerance of interference- and hence the endurance of its manifestations 

- tend to increase when translation is carried out from a "major" or highly prestigious 

language/culture, especially if the target language/culture is "minor", or "weak" in any other 

sense' (Toury, 1995:278). While I did not find this to be a conspicuous tendency in the 

present material, the influence of English has already affected the Norwegian language and 

culture to such a degree that I would instinctively seek a more protectionist strategy. Whether 

national languages are worth protecting, and whether they benefit from purism rather than 

massive influence are complex issues, but insights into existing translations at any given time 

or in any given culture may at least increase the translator's awareness and enable him to act 

as he sees fit. Lawrence Venuti insists that the translator face such challenges, and that 

despite the influence of reader expectations, publisher demands and translation norms, 'the 

freelance literary translator always exercises a choice regarding the degree and direction of 

violence at work in any translating' (Venuti, 1995:19). Notwithstanding the sophistication of 

contemporary translation studies, both theoretical and descriptive, I think the translator will 

go on living in a state of perpetual schizophrenia, as it were, he may consciously and firmly 

opt for source or target orientation, but the dual responsibility, I think, will continue to 

torment him, and affect his product 

And provide ample material for the descriptive researcher. Translation criticism, 

within descriptive studies, has not been abandoned as much as it has been subject to a change 

of focus. Insisting that 'the canons of accuracy are culturally specific and historically 

variable', Venuti recommends a 'symptomatic reading of translations; rather than assessing 

the freedom or fidelity of a translation, one that uncovers these canons of accuracy' (Venuti, 

1995:37). An aspiration that may hopefully benefit from the more detailed kind of 

investigation that has been the aim of the present project. 
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In the 19th century, Goethe (in Schulte & Biguinet, 1993:60) divided translation into 

three phases, suggesting that they take place in a chronological order, depending on the 

relation between source and target languages and cultures. According to him the development 

went from domestication, in the meeting with a new and distant culture and language, to 

phases of increasing foreignization. Whether one agrees with his analysis or not, it seems to 

me that, added to the possibility of more or less 'natural' developements, both target 

communities and source text would benefit from a wide range of simultaneous strategies, as 

well as from different translations of one and the same text. Rather than dismiss 

interpretations that do not fit one's own, one might learn to welcome and enjoy the 

differences. One of the most fundamental attractions of the Manipulation School, to my mind, 

is its multi-faceted approach to translation and the frank admission that the process is one of 

confrontation. Confrontation, yes, defeat, no, or that at least is not the only perspective within 

which to study its products. It is a frank admission but a positive one. It seeks to reveal the 

complex and often serious implications involved, but also emphasizes the advantages of 

Babylonian confusion. Translation constitutes an important part of human history and will, 

despite increasing homogenization, hopefully remain so. 

By maintaining the present multiplicity of idioms we are reminded that 
'it is difficult to translate and thus to understand' (Derrida), whereas we 
might otherwise be tempted to believe that the words mirror an extra
linguistic structural order (Lindegaard, 1995:29). 
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APPENDIX I 
Materisl u~g!l i!! the i!I!:limiDilO:: ~!!O!e~ 

Code Author Title Translator Title 

MAl Atwood, Margaret Cal's Eye Gjelsvik, Inger Katteeyet 

]Bl Barnes, Julian Tal~ It Over Ofstad, Knut En trekanthistorie 
ABRl Brink, Andre The an of the Plague Malde,Per Pestensmur 
ABl Brookner, Artita Latecomers Jahr, Mette-Cathrine Etterrwlere 
RDl Dahl, Roald Matilda Dahl, Tor Edvin Matilda 
DFl Francis, Dick Strai£ht Kolstad, Henrting DadeligArv 
NGl Gordimer, Nadine My n'sStory Bang, Karin Min Senns historie 
THl Hayden, Torey The Sunflowe Forest Nergaard, Jan Solsikkeskogen 
]Hl Heller, Joseph Picture This Risvik, Kjell og Kari Sedet 
PDJl James,P. D. Devices and Desires Greiff, Aud Intri~er og begj<er 
Dll Lessing, Doris The Fifth Child Roald, Bodil Det mte barnet 
DL2 Less~ Doris The Good Terrorist Hallin Kia Den gode terroristen 
RRl Rend ,Ruth Kissing the Gunner's Tenn~n, Birgit Brent bam 

Daugl:iter 
Roald,Bodil Tilfeldig turist Ail Tyler, Anne The Accidental Tourist 

STl Townsend, Sue The Queen and I Larsen, Dag Heyerdahl Dronnin~a og jeg 
FWl Weldon, Fay The Heart of the Country Aase, ViWI Landets jerte 

TBl Brekke, Tori! Jakarandablomsten Born, Anne The Jacaranda Flower 
FCl Carling, Finn Under aftenhimmelen Muinzer, Louis A. Under the Everting Sky 
LSCl Christensen, Lars S. Herman Nordby, Steven M. Herman 
LSC2 Christensen, Lars S. Jokeren Nordby, Steven M. The Joker 
KFl Faldbakken, Knut Adams dagbok Lyngstad, Sverre Adam's Diary 
THAl Haugen, Tormod Zeppelin Jaco 's David R. Zeppelin 
TTHl Hauger, Tori!! T. ReVet av vikinger Paulsen, Marlys Wick Captured by the Vikings 
SHl Holrn<l.s, Stig Tordensennen Born, Anne Son-of-Thunder 
SLl Lie, Sissel Levens hjerte Born, Anne Lion's Heart 
OEL Lann,Ftstein Tom Rebers siste retrett McDuff, David Tom Reber's Last Retreat 
CLl Laveid, ecilie Sug Christensen, Nadie Sea Swell 
MNl Newth, Mette Boi:tferelsen Nunally, Tiina & Steve The Abduction 

Murray 
At Night All Wolves are GS1 Staalesen, Gunnar I marketer aile ulver grn McDuff, David 
Grey 

BVl Vik, Bjarg En Mndfulllengsel McDuff, David Out of Seasons and Other 
Stories 

BV2 Vik, Bjarg Kvinneakvariet Garton, Janet An Aquarium of Women 

HWl Wassmo, Herbjerg Huset med den blinde Simpson, Allen The House With the 
glassveranda Blind Glass Windows 

Codes for the translated texts follow the codes for the originals + T. 
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APPENDIX2 
Material used in the main investigation 

Abbreviations: 
FC = Fiction Childre (youth literature and children's literature) 
FD = Fiction Detective (detective and spy novels) 
FG = Fiction General (all other fictionaf literature) 

English originals and Norwegian translations: 

MAl Atwood, Margaret Cat'sEye 
)Bl Barnes, Julian Talking It Over 

ABRl Brink, Andre The Wall of the Plague 
ABl Brookner, Anita Latecomers 
JC! Crace, Jim Arcadia 
MDl Drabble, Margaret The Middle Ground 
DFl Francis, Dick Strai£ht 
NGl Gordimer, Nadine My n'sStory 

SGl Grafton, Sue "D" is for Deadbeat 
THl Har;den, Torey The Sunflower Forest 
JHl He !er, Joseph Picture This 
PDJ3 James,P. D. Devices and Desires 

SKl King,St~en Cujo 
DL2 Lessing ris The Good Terrorist 

Translator 

Gje!svik, Inger Katteeyet (FG) 
Ofstad, Knut En trekant- (FG) 

historie 
Ma!de, Per Pestens mur (FG) 
Jahr, Mette-Cathrine Ettenwlere (FG) 
Lund, Harald Arkadia (FG) 
Roald, Bodi! Midt hA treet (FG) 
Kolstad, Henning Dooe ·garv (FD) 
Bang, Karin Minsenns (FG) 

historie 
Rogde, lsak "D" for druknet (FD) 
Nergaard, Jan So!sikkeskogen (FC) 
Risvlk, Kari og Kjell Se det (FG) 
Greiff Aud Intriger og (FD) 

~aard,Jan 
begj<er 

(FD) Faresonen 
mg, Kia Dengode 

terroristen (FG) 
BOl Okri,Ben The Famished Road Lange, Mona Den sultne veien (FG) 
RRl Rendell, Ruth Kissing the Gunner's Daughter Tennesen, Birgit Brent bam (FD) 
JSMl Smiley, Jane A Thousand Acres Elligers, Anne Fire tusen rna! (FG) 
GNl Naylor, Gloria The Woman of Brewster Place ? ? (?)) 
ATl ~!er,Anne The Accidental Tourist Roald, Bodi! Ti!fe!dig turist (FG) 
FW! eldon, Fay The Heart of the Country Aase, Wivi Landets hjerte (FG) 

Norwegian originals and english translations: 

KAl Aski!dsen, Kjell En plutselig frigjerende tanke Lyngstad, Sverre A Sudden Lib- (FG) 
erating Thought 

TBl Brekke, Tori! Jakarandablomsten Born, Anne The Jacaranda (FG) 
Flower 

FCl Carling, Finn Under aftenhimmelen Muinzer, L.A. Under the 
Evening Sky (FG) 

LSC2 Christensen, Lars S. Jokeren Nordbye, S. M. The Joker (FG) 
KFl Faldbakken, Knut Adams da~bok Lyngstad, S. Adam's Diary (FG) 
KFLl FlerJfitad, K~artan Dalen Port and Christensen, N. Dollar Road (FG) 
EGl G. ths,E Ia Mord pA side 3 Cowlishlaw, J. B. Murder on page (FD) 

three 
JGl Gaarder, Jostein Sofies verden Meller, Paulette Sophie's World (FC) 
EHAl Has!und, Ebba Det hendte ingenting Wilson, Barbara Nothing (FG) 

Happened 
TTHl Hauger, Thorild T. Revet av vikinger Paulsen, M. W. ~~;;ct by 

(FC) 

EHl Hoem, Edvard Kjrerleikens ferjereiser Shackelford, F. D. The Ferry (EG) 
Crossin.fit 

SHl Ho!mAs, Stig Tordensennen Born, Anne Son-of- under ((FC) 
KHl Holt, !<are Kappl0~ Tate, Joan The Race (FG) 
SLl Lie, Sissel LeJVens jerte Born, Anne Lion's Heart (FG) 
OELl Lenn, 0ystein Tom Rebers siste retrett Me Duff, David Tom Reber's 

Last Retreat (FG) 
CLl LeJVeid, Cecilie Sug Chistensen, Nadie Sea Swell (FG) 
GSl Staalesen, Gunnar I merket er aile ulver gra McDuff, David At Night AI! 

Wolves are Grey (FD) 
BVl Vik, Bjerg En hAndfulllengsel McDuff, David Out of Seasons 

and Other 
Stories (FG) 

BV2 Vik, Bjmg Kvinneakvariet Garton, Janet An Aquarium of 
Women (FG) 

HWl Wassmo, Herbj0rg Huset med den blinde Simpson, Allen The House With 
glassveranda the Blind Glass 

Windows (FG) 
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APPENDIX 3 

SHIJITS INCLUDED IN THE MAIN 
INVESTIGATION 

Eapljcjtation in translations from English into Norwegi;m 

Ex.! <s id=ABI.l.s2 corresp=ABIT.!.s2> The 
ensuing melange of tastes and aromas pleased him 
profoundly, as did the blue tracery of smoke above the 
white linen tablecloth, the spray of yellow carnations in 
the silver vase, and his manicured band on which the 
wedding ring fitted loosely, without those deep 
indentations that afflict the man who bas gained weight 
or age, a man to whom in any case his wedding might be 
presumed to be an affair of the irrelevant past.</s> 

<s id=ABIT.l.s2 corrcsp=ABI.l.s2>Resultatet var en 
blanding av smak og aroma som gledet ham inderlig, pA 
samme mAte som del fine flettverksm¢nstret av r¢k over 
den hvite lindukcn, den dekorative buketten av gule 
nelliker i s¢lvvasen, og hans egen velpleide hAnd hvor 
gifteringen satt l¢st, uten de dype s¢kkene som plager en 
mann som bar nadd en viss vekt eller alder, en mann som 
for ¢vrig mAtte antas A bctrakte silt bryllup som en 
tildragelse i en irrelevant fortid.</s> 

Ex.2 <S id=ABI.l.s4 corresp=ABIT.l.s4>My dears, 
you do not look well, thought Hartmann: your 
complexions are not clear, your haircuts 
unbecoming.</s> 

<s id=AB!T.l.s4 corresp=ABI.l.s4>Kjrere dere, derc ser 
ikke bra ut, tenkte Hartmann: huden er uklar, frisyren er 
ukledelig.</s> 

Ex.3 <s id=AB l.l.s5 corresp=AB I T.l.s5> You give 
your time and attention to business and save too lit!le for 
yourselvcs.</s> 

<s id=ABIT.l.s5 corrcsp=AB!.l.s5>Dere ofrcr all deres 
tid og oppmerksomhct pA forretninger og sparer for lite til 
dere selv.</s> 

Ex.4 <s id=ABI.l.s6 corresp=ABIT.l.s6>There is 
not a lot of point in talking about a zero-growth scenario, 
as you are apparenlly prepared to do, if you are going to 
dispatch a lobster cocktail followed by steak and kidney 
pie: mineral water will not save you.</s> 

<s id=AB!T.l.s6 corrcsp=ABl.l.s6>Det cr litcn vits i A 
snakkc om et nullvekst-scenario, som dere tydeligvis har 
tenkt A gj¢re, bvis dere skal sette til livs en 
hummercocktail etterfulgt av biff-og-nyre-pai, og 
mineralvann kan ikke redde dere.</s> 

Ex.5 <s id=AB!.l.s7 corresp =ABIT.l.s7>He 
himself ate sparingly, grilled fish with a vegetable, 
followed by coffee.</s> 

<S id=AB!T.!.s7 corresp=ABI.l.s7>Selv spiste han 
forsiktig: grillstekt fisk og en sort griilnnsaker, etterfulgt 
av kaffe.</s> 

Ex.6 <s id=AB l.l.s!O corresp =ABIT.l.s!O>That 
would come much later, after his frugal dinner.</s> 

<s id=ABIT.l.s!O corresp=ABI.l.s!O>Den ville ban 
r"rst ta mye senere, etter sin n¢ysomme middag.</s> 

Ex.7 <s id=ABI.!.sl2 corresp =ABIT.l.s12> Before 
going back to the office he would select and buy cheese: 
another treat, another exercise in wortb.</s> 

<s id=AB!T.l.sl2 corresp=ABI.l.si2>F¢r han gikk 
tilbake til kontoret, aktet han A velge ut !itt ost han ville 
kj~pe: enda en nytelse, enda en handling av verdi.</s> 

Ex.S <s id=AB l.l.s!9 corresp =AB !T.l.s19> 
Hartmann's joy was apparent in his beautifully cut hair, 
his expensive suit, his manicured hands, the faint aura of 
cologne that heralded his approach; in his mild and 
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habitually smiling face, too, his expressive walk, in which 
the body, leaning slightly forward, seemed to indicate 
amiability, a desire to please.</s> 

<s id=AB!T.l.sl9 corresp=ABI.l.s19>Hartmanns glede 
kom til utrrykk i bans velklippedc bAr, bans kostbare 
dress, bans velpleide bender, den svake duften av eau-de
cologne som varslet hans komme; og ogs:'l i hans 
vanligvis smilende ansikt og bans uttrykksfulle gauge, der 
den lett foroverb¢ydc kroppen syntcs A indikere 
elskverdigbet, et jilnske om A bebage.</s> 

Ex.9 <s id=ABI.I.s20 corresp=ABIT.!.s20>He was 
now middle-aged, in the closing stages of middle age, 
even old, he daringly thought. <Is> 

<s id=AB!T.I.s20 corresp=ABI.!.s20>Han var nA 
middelaldrende, ja, mer enn middelaldrende, til og med 
gammel, tenktc ban dristig.</s> 

Ex.!O <s id=ABI.ls23 corresp=ABIT.!.s23>Now in 
his sixties, he felt himself to be unchanged from his 
earlier self, but noticeably improved on the miserable boy 
whom he tried not to remember.</s> 

<s id=AB!T.l.s23 corresp=ABI.l.s23>Selv om han nll 
var i sekstiArene, f¢lte ban seg uforandret fra silt tidligere 
jeg, men merkbart forhedret i forhold til den ynkelige 
gutten som ban fors¢kte A Ia VlCre A buske.</s> 

Ex.! I <s id=ABI.!.s24 corresp=ABIT.I.s24>Tberc 
were in fact certain memories that Hartmann had 
consigned to the dust, or to that repository that can only 
be approached in dreams.</s> 

<s id=ABIT.l.s24 corresp=ABI.l.s24>Det fantes faktisk 
visse minner som Hartmann hadde kastet i papirkurven, 
eller henvlst til det gjemmestedct man bare kan nrerme 
seg i dr¢mme.</s> 



Ex.l2 <s id=ABI.I.s25 corresp=ABIT.I.s25>For this 
reason Hartmann look a sedative every night and ensured 
untroubled sleep.</s> 

<s id=AB I T.l.s25 corresp=AB l.l.s25>Derfor tok 
Hartmann et bcroligende middel hver kveld og sikret seg 
derved en rolig s¢Jvn.</s> 

Ex.13 <s id=AB l.l.s26 corresp=AB IT .l.s26>He 
defended this practice, as he defended all his habits, as 
sensible: his own glossy head was his best 
justification.</s> 

<s id=ABIT.I.s26 corresp='ABI.I.s26 ABI.I.s27'> Han 
forsvarte delle, slik han forsvarte aile sine vaner, som ren 
fornuft: hans eget glansfulle hllr var hans beste 
argument: "Jeg spiser godt.</s> 

Ex.14 <s id=ABI.I.s29 corresp=ABIT.l.s28> "What 
else Is there?"</s> 

<s id=ABIT.l.s28 corresp=ABI.l.s29>"Hva mer kan 
jeg llnske meg?"</s> 

Ex.15 <s id=ABJ.J.s33 corresp=ABIT.l.s32>But in 
the interests of damage limitation he had struck a bargain 
with the fates: he would, in so far as he could, employ 
the maximum good will at his disposal in an effort to 
screen out the undesirable, the inadvertent, those shocks 
against which the mere mortal is powerless.</s> 

<s id=ABIT.l.s32 corresp=ABI.l.s33>For A bcgrensc 
skadens omfang hadde han imidlertid sluttet en 
overcnskomsl med skjebnegudinnene: sA lang! han 
kunne, aktet han A vise all den godvilje han hadde til 
rAdighet, i sin streben etter A holde pA avsland del 
u¢Jnskede, det utilsiktede, de sjokk en stakkars d¢~delig 
stAr maktesl¢~s overfor.</s> 

Ex.16 <s id=AB l.l.s37 corresp=AB I T.l.s36>He 
remembered his father, in a magnificently odorous and 
gleaming emporium, pointing with his cane to a 

pineapple, a box of peaches, and asking for them to be 
taken out to the car.</s> 

<s id=AB I T.l.s36 corresp=AB l.l.s37>Han husket sin 
far, I et glltrende varehus fylt av fantastlske, kostbare 
dufter, der han pekte med spaserstokken mot en ananas, 
en boks ferskener, og ba om A fA dem brag! ut til 
bilen.</s> 

Ex.17 <s id=ABI.I.s39 corresp=ABIT.I.s38>0r first 
love, at the age of len, and a game of hide-and-seek with 
the beloved at Nymphenburg, beside the long paths 
rustling with fallen leaves and the commotion of 
birds.</s> 

<s id=ABIT.l.s38 corresp=ABI.l.s39>Eller sin fllrste 
kjrerllghet, i tiArsalderen, og en gang han lekte gjemsel 
med sin hjertenskjrer i Nymphenburg, langs de lange 
stiene som knitret av nedfallent 1</Jv og oppskremte 
fugler.</s> 

Ex.IS <s id=ABI.l.s46 corresp=ABIT.l.s45>And he 
was here, in this hotel dining-room, waiting for his bill, 
replete, contented, even Jively.</s> 

<s id=ABIT.l.s45 corresp=ABI.I.s46>0g her salt han, i 
spisesalen pll sitt speslelle hotell, og vente! pA 
regningen, melt og forn¢~yd, ja, mcrrnesl munter.</s> 

Ex.19<s id=JBI.l.s4 corresp=JBIT.l.s4>My full name: 
that's all there is to it.</s> 

<s id=JBIT.l.s4 corresp=JBI.l.s4>Mitt fulle navn, ja; 
del er ikke mer.</s> 

Ex.20<s id=JBI.l.s7 corresp=JBIT.l.s7>They called me 
Stuart.</s> 

<s id=JBIT.l.s7 corrcsp=JBI.l.s7>De dllpte meg 
Stuart.</s> 
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Ex.21 <s id=JBI.l.s8 corresp=JBIT.l.s8>1 didn't 
particularly like the name at first; I got called things like 
Stew and Stew-Pot at school; but I've got used to it.</s> 

<s id=JBIT.l.s8 corrcsp=JBI.l.s8>1 begynnelsen likte 
jeg ikke navnet noe srerlig; pA skolen ble jeg kalt ling som 
Stew og Stew-Pot; men jeg vente meg til det 
etterhvert.</s> 

Ex.22 <s id=JBI.l s13 corresp=JBIT.l.s13> Anyway, 
Stuart Hughes; I think, that'll do for me.</s> 

<s id=JBIT.l.sl3 corresp=JBI.l.si3>Men iallfall; Stuart 
Hughes er et navn som passer meg bra.</s> 

Ex.23 <s id=JBI.!.sl8 corresp=JBIT.l.s18>There 
aren't too many certainties in this great big world of ours, 
but that's one of them.</s> 

<s id=JBIT.l.sl8 corresp=JBI.l.s18>Det er ikke altfor 
mye sorn er sikkert i denne store verden vi lever i, men 
delle er da ~n ting.</s> 
----------------------------· 
Ex.24 <s id=JB l.l.s20 corresp=JB I T.l.s20>Sorry, 
absolutely no reason why you should.</s> 

<s id=JB IT.l.s20 corresp=JB l.l.s20>Beklager, del bar 
du jo overhodet lngen forutsetninger for .</s> 

Ex.25 <s id=JBI.l.s27 corresp=JBIT.l.s27>No, the 
point I'm trying to make is this: everyone else around 
here has changed their namc.</s> 

<s id=JBIT.l.s27 corresp=JBI.l.s27>Men detjeg prfllver 
A komrne frarn til, er altsd flllgende: Aile andre her 
omkring har skiftet navnct deres.</s> 

Ex.26<s id=JB l.l.s32 corresp=JB I T.l.s33>1 did it 
deliberately, probably just to annoy Oliver.</s> 

<s id=JBIT.l.s33 corresp=JBI.l.s32>Jeg sa del rned 
vilje, antagelig bare for A irritcre Oliver.</s> 



Ex.27 <s id~JBI.I.s33 corresp~JBIT.I.s34>We had 
this tremendous row with Oliver.</s> 

<s id=JB IT.I.s34 corresp=JB l.l.s33> Vi had de nemllg 
en voldsom krangel med Oliver.</s> 

Ex.28 <s id=JB l.l.s36 corresp=JB IT .l.s36>Hc's a 
great pedant, Oliver.</s> 

<s id=JB!T.l.s36 corrcsp=JBI.!.s36>Han er Jill av en 
pedant, den sam me Oliver.</s> 

Ex.29 <s id=JBI.I.s38 corresp=JBIT.I.s38>Soon 
after Gill met him; that's my wife, Gillian; she said to me, 
"You know, your friend talks like a dictionary."</s> 

<s id=JBI T.l.s38 corresp=JBI.l.s38>Rett etter at Gill 
traff ham; Gillian er min kone; sa hun til meg: "Denne 
vennen din snakker jo som en ordbok."</s> 

Ex.30 <s id=JBI.I.s40 corresp=JBIT.l.s40>He calls 
them riffs, but that's not my sort of word.</s> 

<s id=JBIT.!.s40 corresp=JBI.I.s40>Selv kaller han 
dem riff, men del er ikke min type ord.</s> 

Ex.31 <s id=JBI.I.s42 corresp=JB!T.I.s42>That's 
what he did then.</s> 

<s id=JBIT.I.s42 corresp=JB!.I.s42>Det var de! han 
gjorde denne gangen.</s> 

Ex.32 <s id=lB l.l.s43 corresp=JB !T.I.s43>"What 
kind of dictionary am 1?</s> 

<s id=JBIT.I.s43 corresp=JBI.!.s43>"Hva slags ordbok 
er jeg, da?</s> 

Ex.33 <s id=PDJ3.1.1.s2 corresp=PDJ3T.l.l.s2>As 
always she had left it until the last minute to leave the 
disco and the floor was still a packed, gyrating mass of 

bodies under the makeshift strobe lights when she broke 
free of Wayne's clutching hands, shouted instructions to 
Shirl about their plans for next week above the raucous 
beat of the music and left the dance floor.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.l.l.s2 corresp=PDJ3.1.l.s2>Som vanlig 
hadde hun utsalt til sistc ~yeblikk A gA fra diskotcket, og 
gulvet var fortsatt en tell, virvlendc masse av kropper 
under den provisoriske discobelysningen da hun gjorde 
seg fri fra Wayncs faste grep; gjennom den skjrercndc 
musikkcn ropte hun beskjeder til Shirl om hva de 
skulle gjJ~re i ncstc uke, og forlot dansegulvet.</s> 

Ex.34 <s id=PDJ3.1.l.s5 corresp=PDJ3T.I.I.s5> But 
when she turned the comer into the station she saw with 
horror that the lights on their high poles shone down on a 
bleached and silent emptiness and dashing to the corner 
was in time to sec the bus already half-way up the 
hill.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.!.I.s5 corresp=PDJ3.I.I.s5>Mcn da hun 
kom rundt hj~rnet til holdeplassen, sA hun til sin skrekk at 
lyktene pA de h~ye stolpene lyste ned pA en fargel~s og 
stille tomhet, og hun sprang til ncstc hj!llrne, bare for A fA 
se den sterkt opplyste bussen midt oppe i bakken.</s> 

Ex.35 <s id=PDJ3.1.1.s6 corresp=PDJ3T.I.I.s6> 
There was still a chance if the lights were against It and 
she began desperately chasing after it, hampered by her 
fragile, high-heeled shoes.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.I.I.s6 corresp=PDJ3.1.1.s6>Dct var etmA 
en mulighct hvis den flkk r0dt lys, og hun l!ilp fortvilet 
etter den i de tynne h!ilyhrelte skoene.</s> 

Ex.36 <s id=PDJ3.1.1.s7 corresp=PDJ3T.I.I.s7> But 
the lights were green and she watched helplessly, 
gasping and bent double with a sudden cramp, as it 
lumbered over the brow of a hill and like a brightly lit 
ship sank out of sight.</s> 
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<s id=PDJ3T.I.I.s7 corrcsp=PDJ3.l.l.s7>Mcn lysct var 
gr~nt, og gispcnde, tvckrokct av hold, millie hun 
hjelpelJ~st se at busscn krabbct over bakkctoppcn og sank 
ut av sync sorn ct festlig opplyst skip.</s> 

Ex.37 <s id=PDJ3.l.l.sll corresp=PDJ3T.l.l.s13> It 
was her father who laid down the rules in her family and 
there was never any appeal, any second chance.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.l.l.sl3 corrcsp=PDJ3.l.l.sll>Hjcmmc var 
dct faren som stiltc opp rcglcne, og dct vnr ikke noc som 
hct A mukkc eller A fA en ny sjansc.</s> 

Ex.38 <s id=PDJ3.1.l.s13 corresp=l'DJ3T.l.l.sl5> It 
put her down at the Crown and Anchor at Cobb's Marsh, 
only fifty yard~ from her cottage.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.l.l.sl5 corresp=PDJ3.1.1.si3>Den salle 
hem1e av utenfor Crown and Anchor pA Cobb's Marsh, 
bare femti meter fra huset de bodde 1.</s> 

Ex.39 <s id=PDJ3.1.1.s15 corresp=I'DJ3T.l.l.s17> 
Whatever the programme or weather, he would then put 
on his coat and come out to walk the fifty yards to meet 
her, keeping her always in sight.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.l.l.sl7 corresp=PDJ3.1.1.si5>Uansell hva 
slags program ellcr vrer del var, tok han sA pA seg jakken 
og gikk de femti meteme for A m~te hcnnc, utcn A slippe 
hcnnc av syne.</s> 

Ex.40 <s id=PDJ3.1.l.s30 corrcsp=PDJ3T.!.l.s32> 
Anywhere Cobb's Marsh directlon.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.I.I.s32 corresp=PDJ3.l.l.s30>Jeg skal 
utover mot Cobb's Marsh.</s> 

Ex.41 <s id=l'DJ3.l.l.s32 corresp=PDJ3T.l.l.s34> 
Plcasc."</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.I.I.s34 corrcsp=PDJ3.l.l.s32>"A, vrer sA 
snill!"</s> 



Ex.42 <s id=PDJ3 .l.l.s33 corresp=I'DJ3T.I.I.s35> 
The final desperate plea left the driver unmoved.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.I.I.s35 corresp=PDJ3.l.l.s33>Den siste 
fortville b¢nnen gjorde ikke inntrykk pA damen bak 
rattel.</s> 

Ex.43 <s id=PDJ3.l.l.s35 corresp=PDJ3T.I.l.s37> 
Her companion hesitated, looked at her, then leaned 
back and released the rear door.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.l.l.s37 corresp=PDJ3.1.1.s35>Den andre 
kvinnen nplte og sA pA piken, sA snudde hun seg og trakk 
opp !Ascknnppen pA d¢ren bak.</s> 

Ex.44 <s id=PDJ3.J.l.s43 corrcsp=PDJ3T.l.J.s45> 
She could walk il and pick it up at the stop before the 
Crown and Anchor.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.I.l.s45 corresp=PDJ3.1.l.s43>Hun kunne 
g:\ dit og Ia bussen pA holdeplasscn f¢r Crown and 
Anchor.</s> 

Ex.45 <s id=PDJ3.1.1.s48 corresp=PDJ3T.l.l.s50> 
Parents seem to have no control over children these 
days."</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.l.l.s50 corresp=PDJ3.l.l.s48>Forcldrc bar 
vi sst lit en kontroll over barna sine nA for Iiden. "</s> 

Ex.46 <s id=ABRI.I.I.s3 corresp=ABR1T.l.l.s3> 
Because I'd been exposed before to the quality of that 
light which once again struck me when, after so many 
days of aimless wandering, I crossed the Rh6ne in the 
small white Renault Paul had given me and faced the 
brown walls of Avignon.</s> 

<s id=ABR I T.l.l.s3 corresp=ABR l.l.l.s3>Fordi jeg 
tidligere hadde vrert utsatt for det sreregne lyset som igjen 
slo mot meg da jeg eller flere dagers ¢rkesl~s vandring 

krysset Rh6ne i den vesle hvite Rcnaulten som Paul 
hadde gill meg, og sA de brunc murene i Avignon.</s> 

Ex.47 <s id=ABR J.l.l.sS corresp=ABR I T.l.l.s5> 
After the first time one never fully comes to know a new 
place from the inside.</s> 

<s id=ABRIT.l.l.s5 corresp=ABRI.l.J.s5>Etter den 
f¢rstc erfaringen blir man aldri helt kjent med ell nytt 
sted fra innsiden.</s> 

Ex.48 <s id=ABRI.l.l.s!Ocorrcsp=ABRIT.l.l. s!O > 
Surely Provence was just about the farthest I could hope 
to get away from District Six.</s> 

<s id=ABRIT.J.J.s!O corresp=ABRI.l.l.slO> Provence 
mAtte da vrere del stedet som Ill sA langt borte som jeg 
kunne gj¢re meg hAp om A komme fra Distrikt Scks.</s> 

Ex.49 <s id=ABRI.l.l.sl6 corresp=ABRIT.l.l.s 16> 
Like love, Paul hnd joked, that night among the old 
stone walls of the Auberge: "Some people believe that all 
the later loves of one's life are just repetitions and 
variations of the first.</s> 

<s id=ABRIT.l.l.sl6 corresp=ABRI.I.I.s16>Lik 
kjrerlighet, silk Paul hadde spl!lkl med, den kvelden 
mellom de gamle stcinmurene pA vllrt Auberge: "Noen 
mennesker tror at all senere kjrerlighet i livet bare er en 
gjentakelse og variasjoner av den f¢rstc.</s> 

Ex.SO <s id=ABRI.I.I.sl7 corresp=ABRIT.I.I.s 17 > 
Not that you would have noticed, you're too young."</s> 

<s id=ABRIT.l.l.sl7 corresp=ABRI.I.l.sl7>Men det 
kan ikke du ha lagt merke til, du er for ung."</s> 

Ex.Sl <s id=ABRI.l.l.s23 corresp=ABRIT.I.I.s 22> 
So how about marrying me?"</s> 

<s id=ABR 1T.l.l.s22 corresp=ABR l.I.I.s23>SA hva 
sier du Iilii gifte deg mcd mcg?"</s> 
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Ex.52 <s id=ABR l.l.l.s27 corresp=ABR I T.l.l.s 
26>In fact, I had been expecting to shed all concern for 
time, to sec it expand into the space of those southern 
plains.</s> 

<s id=ABRIT.l.l.s26 corresp=ABRI.l.l.s27>Jeg hadde 
faktisk regnet med A kvitte meg med enhver tanke pA 
Iiden, mcd A se den bre seg utover dette s¢rlige 
sletlelandsknpet.</s> 

Ex.53 <s id=ABRI.l.l.s35 corresp=ABRIT.I.l.s 
34>lf he hadn't brought me here to Provence to "find my 
feet" once it was all over (all over?);</s> 

<s id=ABRIT.I.l.s34 corresp=ABRI.l.l.s35>Hvis han 
ikke hadde tall meg mcd til Provence slik at jeg skulle 
"komme meg pA bena" strnks dct hclc var over (helt 
ovcr?);</s> 

Ex.S4 <s id=ABR l.l.l.s36 corresp=ABR I T.l.l. 
s35>1f I hadn't tumed to Frank for help in Paris;</s> 

<s id=ABRIT.l.l.s35 corresp=ABR1.1.l.s36>Hvis jeg 
ikke hadde gAlt til Frank for A fll hjelp i Paris;</S> 

Ex.55 <s id=ABRI.!.I.s38 corresp=ABRIT.I.I.s37 
>If we hadn't spent the weekend at the Loire four years 
later;</s> 

<s id=ABR I T.l.l.s37 corresp=ABR I. I. I.s38>Hvis vi 
ikke hadde tilbrakt den belgen vcd Loire fire dr 
senerc;</s> 

Ex.56 <s id=ABRI.I.I.s44 corresp=ABRIT.I.l.s43 
>It was Paul who said: one lives forward; understanding 
goes backward.</s> 

<s id=ABRIT.I.I.s43 corresp=ABRI.I.I.s44>Det var 
Paul som sa: Du lever fremover; du forstur 
baklengs.</s> 



Ex.57 <s id=ABRI.l.l.s45 corresp=ABRIT.l.l.s44 > 
I thought it was just part of his male way of thinking.</s> 

<s id=ABRIT.I.I.s44 corresp=ABRI.I.I.s45> Jeg trodde 
dct bare var hans maskuline tenkemAte.</s> 

Ex.58 <s id=ABR l.l.l.s47 corrcsp=ABR I T.l.l.s46 
>Whatever happens at any given moment may have been 
lying dormant in the blood for years.</s> 

<s id=ABRIT.l.l.s46 corresp=ABR l.l.l.s47>Uansett 
hva som skjer i ethvert gilt ~ycblikk, sll kan del ha ligget 
latent i blodet i flere Ar.</s> 

Ex.59 <s id=ABRI.I.I.s48 corresp=ABRIT.I.I.s47 > 
One may take one's health for granted.</s> 

<s id=ABRIT.I.I.s47 corresp=ABRI.I.l.s48>Dn kan ta 
det for gilt at du er frisk. 

Ex.60 </s><s id=JCI.I.I.sl corrcsp=JCIT.l.l.sl> No 
WONDER VICTOR NEVER fell in love.</s> 

<s id=JClT.I.I.sl corresp=JCI.I.I.si>IKKE RART AT 
VICTOR ALDRI ble forelsket.</s> 

Ex.61 <s id=JCI.l.l.sl8 corresp=JCIT.l.l.sl8>The 
fiction In his mind was this: that he would sit surrounded 
by his friends beneath a canvas awning.</s> 

<s id=JC!T.I.I.sl8 corresp=JCI.I.I.sl8>Det han tenkte 
seg var dcttc: at han skulle sitte omgitt av sine venner 
under en markise.</s> 

Ex.62 <s id=JC!.l.l.s24 corresp=JC!T.l.l.s24> 
With just a little teasing and some cash, the cook's fat son 
would play plump tunes on his accordion.</s> 

<s id=JCIT.I.l.s24 cor=JCI.>Ved hjelp av en smulc 
godsnakk og !itt penger skulle kokkens fete s~nn spille 
trlvelige melodier pA trekkspillet sitt.</s> 

Ex.63 <s id=JCI.l.l.s26 corresp=JCIT.!.!.s26> 
Simple, cheap, and attainable for country people living 
earthbound on a farm, say, thirty years ago; but a dream 
beyond the reach of cheques and fax machines for a man 
whose home is twenty-seven storeys and a hundred 
metres up, with views all round, through tinted, 
toughened glass, and tinted, toughened air, of office 
blocks and penthouses and malls.</s> 

<s id=JCI T.l.l.s26 corresp=JCI.I.l.s26>Enkell, billig 
og oppnAelig for landscns folk som lev de i pnkt med jorda 
pA en bondegArd for en tretti Ar siden, men en drpm 
utenfor rekkevidde av sjekker og tclefax for en mann som 
har sitt hjem tjuesju etasjer og hundre meter oppc, med 
utsikt til aile kanter gjennom farge!, herdet glass, og med 
den kunstigc, innestengte lufta i kontorblokker og 
toppleiligheter og gAgnter.</s> 

Ex.64 <s id=JCI.I.I.s38 corrcsp=JC!T.I.I.s38>The 
agency had arranged a band of three, two sisters and a 
friend. <Is> 

<s id=JCIT.I.I.s38 corrcsp=JCI.l.l.s38>ByrAct hadde 
skaffct en gruppc pA Ire, to si1Sstrc og en venn a v 
dem.</s> 

Ex.65 <s id=JC l.l.l.s39 corresp=JCIT .l.l.s39> 
Perhaps, thought Rook, he ought to spray the elevator 
with aerosols of field dung, or play recorded birdsong on 
the intercom.</s> 

<s id=JC!T.l.l.s39 corresp=JC!.l.l.s39>Kanskje, tcnkte 
KrAka, burde han sprayc hciscn med lukt av kum9!kk pA 
acrosolflasker, ellcr spille lydbAnd mcd fuglesang pA 
interkom'en.</s> 

Ex.66 <s id=JCI.I.I.s50 corresp=JC!.s50> Besides, it 
released Rook onto the streets for a whlle.</s> 

<s id=JCI T .l.l.s50 corrcsp=JC l.l.l.s50>Dcssutcn 
frigjorde det KrAka slik at han kunne fll seg en tur ul pll 
gala for en stund.</s> 
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--------------------------------------------------------------Ex.67 
<s id=RRI.I.s!O corrcsp=RRIT.I.s9>'I'he 

discovery was made in Martin's car just before nine on 
the morning of Monday 13 May on the way to 
Kingsmnrkham Comprehensivc.</s> 

<s id=RR 1T.I.s9 corresp=RR l.l.s IO>V:'Ipenel IJ!e 
funnel i Martins bil rett fllr klokkcn 9 pA morgcncn den 
13. mai pA vci til Kingsmarkham vidcrcgAcndc.</s> 

Ex.68 <s id=RRI.l.sll corrcsp=RR IT.I.s!O> Kevin's 
briefcase, insecurely fastened, had fallen off the back scat 
and some of its contents had come out on to the 
floor.</s> 

<s id=RR I T.l.sl 0 corrcsp=RR l.l.s ll>Kevins vcske, 
som ikke var ordcntlig lukkct, fait ned fra baksctet, og en 
del av innholdet lrillet pA gulvct.</s> 

Ex.69 <s id=RR l.l.s2 corrcsp=RR IT.l.sl> Things 
will be infinitely worse if it happens to fall on a 
Friday.</s> 

<s id=RRIT.l.sl corresp='RRI.l.sl RR!.l.s2'>13. MAl 
BRINGER MER UL YKKE ENN ANDRE DAGER I 
ARET, OG DET blir enda verre hvis den tilfeldigvis 
faller pA en fredag.</s> 

Ex.70 <s id=RRI.l.s4 corrcsp=RR1T.l.s3>ln the 
morning he found a gun in the case his son took to 
school.</s> 

<s id=RR I T.l.s3 corresp=RR l.l.s4>0m morgencn 
hadde han funnel en revolver i sin S!lnns veske, den som 
han brukte til skolesakene slne.<ls> 

Ex.71 <s id=RRI.l.s5 corresp=RRIT.l.s4>They 
called it a satchel in his day but it was a briefcase 
now.</s> 



<s id=RR!T.I.s4 corrcsp=RRI.I.s5>Da han selv gikk pA 
skolen, gikk de med ransel, men nA mlltte det vrere 
stresskoffert.</s> 

Ex.72 <s id=RRI.l.sl7 corresp=RR!T.l.sl6> Unless 
you believe our days are numbered.</s> 

<s id=RR!T.l.s16 corresp=RRI.l.s17>0m man da ikke 
tror at menneskets dager er talte.</s> 

Ex.73 <s id=RRI.l.sl4 corresp=RRIT.l.sl3>This 
was the first link in a chain of events which was to lead to 
five deaths.</s> 

<s id=RR!T.l.s13 corresp=RRI.l.sl4>Dette var f0rste 
ledd i et hendelsesforl0p sam skullc f~Jre til fcm 
drap.</s> 

Ex.74 <s id=RRI.l.s24 corresp=RR1T.I.s23> Martin 
had made this arrangement by phone two days before 
but that did not prevent the receptionist reacting as if she 
had never heard of him, or the only available mechanic 
shaking his head and saying it was just possible, it could 
be done, but Lcs had been called out unexpectedly in an 
emergency and Martin had better let them phone 
him.</s> 

<s id=RR1T.l.s23 corresp=RRI.l.s24>Martin hadde 
bestilt time to dager f0r, men del forhindret ikke at 
resepsjonsdamen lot som om hun aldri hadde h0rt om 
ham, elier at den enestc Jcdigc mekanikcrcn ristct pA 
hodet og sa at kanskje, kanskje kunne de gj~Jre del, men 
Les var uventet blitt kalt ut i en hastejobb, sA de fikk 
heller ringe til Martin.</s> 

Ex.75 <s id=RRI.l.s25 corresp=RR1T.i.s24>At last 
Martin got a promise of sorts out of him that the job 
would be done by ten thirty .</s> 

<s id=RRIT.l.s24 corresp=RRI.l.s25>Til slutt fikk 
Martin et slags 10fte om at bilen skulie vrere ferdig 
klokken 10.30.</s> 

Ex.76 <s id=RR l.l.s33 corresp='RR I T.l.s33 
RR I T.l.s34'>Marlin thought this might have its 
drawbacks as well as its advantages, but anyway he 
couldn't imagine such a measure getting through 
Parliament.</s> 

<s id=RRIT.l.s33 corresp=RRI.l.s33>Martin tenkte at 
delle kunne ha sine fordeler, men ogsA sine uheldige 
sider.</s> 

<s id=RRIT.l.s34 corrcsp=RRI.I.s33>For ¢vrig kunne 
han ikke forestilie seg at en siik forordning ville gA 
igjennom i Parlamentet.</s> 

Ex.77 <s id=RR l.l.s34 corresp=RR IT.I.s35>Hc 
wondered whether he should tell his wife about the gun, 
he seriously wondered if he should tell Chief Inspector 
Wexford.</s> 

<s id=RRIT.I.s35 corresp=RRI.l.s34>Han Iurie pA om 
han skulle fortelle sin kane om rcvolvercn, og overveide 
alvorlig om han skulle si del til f0rstebetjent 
Wexford.</s> 

Ex.78 <s id=RR l.l.s39 corresp=RR I T.l.s40> 
Tonight, of course, whatever else he decided on, he must 
have a serious talk with Kevin.</s> 

<s id=RRIT.l.s40 corresp=RRI.i.s39>Men uansett hva 
han bestemte seg for, mAtte han ha en alvorlig samtale 
med Kevin i kveld.</s> 

Ex.79 <s id=RRI.l.s45 corrcsp=RRIT.I.s49>The 
bank was still closed, its solid oak front door firmly shut, 
but there was the automatic bank, installed in the granite 
fa9ade for his convenience.</s> 

<s id=RRIT.I.s49 corresp=RRI.l.s45>Banken var 
fremdeles stengt, den lunge eikcd¢ren var forsvarlig lAst, 
men han disponerte minibanken, som var plassert i 
granittfasadcn.</s> 
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Ex.80 <s id=RR l.l.s47 corresp=RR I T.l.s51 > 
Somewhere he had written down the vital number.</s> 

<s id=RRIT.I.sSI corresp=RRI.I.s47>Et eller anne! sled 
hadde han notert kodenummeret sitt.</s> 

Ex.SI <s id=RR I. J.sSO corresp=RR !T.l.s54>He 
heard the bolts shifted, the hammers in the Jock fall.</s> 

<s id=RRIT.I.s54 corresp=RRI.I.s50>Men sl1 h¢rte han 
at s!Acn ble s!Att fra og JAsen gikk opp.</s> 

Ex.82 <s id=ATI.l.sl corresp=ATIT.I.sl>They were 
supposed to stay at the beach a week, but neither of them 
had the heart for it and they decided to come back 
early.</s> 

<s id=ATIT.i.sl corresp=ATI.I.sl>De skullc cgentlig 
vrert pA stranden en uke, men ingen av dem hadde iyst til 
A bli dcr Ienger, sA de bestemte seg for A dra hjem 
tidiigere.</s> 

Ex.83 <s id=AT1.1.s4 corresp=ATIT.I.s4>Chips of 
cloudy sky showed through her tangled brown curls.</s> 

<s id=ATIT.I.s4 corresp=ATI.I.s4>Gilmt av den 
overskyede himmelen var synlig mellom de uryddige, 
brune kr¢1lene henncs.</s> 

Ex.84 <s id=ATI.l.s6 corresp=AT!T.l.s6>Jeans had 
those stiff, hard scams and those rivets.</s> 

<s id=ATI T.l.s6 corresp=ATI.I.s6>De haddc sA nne 
stive, harde s0mmer, og sA aile de naglene.</s> 

Ex.85 <s id=ATI.I.s8 corresp=ATIT.I.s8>They 
might have been returning from two entirely different 
trips.</s> 

<s id=ATIT.I.s8 corresp=ATI.I.s8>De sl1 ut som om de 
kom hjem 



fra to forskjclligc turer.</s> 

Ex.86 <s id=ATI.I.s12 corresp=AT!T.I.s12>Just 
past the start of the divided highway, the sky grew 
almost black and several enormous drops spattered the 
windshield.</s> 

<s id=ATIT.l.sl2 corrcsp=ATI.l.si2>De var akkurat 
kommet Inn pll molorveien da himmelen ble nesten 
svart og noen kolossale drAper sprutet pA frontruten.</s> 

Ex.87 <s id=AT!.I.sl7 corresp=ATIT.I.sl7> It was a 
11mrsday morning.</s> 

<s id=ATIT.l.s17 corrcsp='ATI.l.sl7 AT!.l.sl8'> Det 
var en torsdag morgen, og ikkc myc trafikk.</s> 

Ex.88 <s id=ATI.I.s20 corresp=ATIT.l.s19>The 
drops on the windshield grew closer togcthcr.</s> 

<s id=ATIT.l.sl9 corresp=ATI.I.s20>DrApene pA 
frontruten ble tettere.</s> 

Ex.89 <s id=ATJ.J.s22 corresp='AT!T.l.s21 AT! T. 
1. s22'> Tick-swoosh, they went; a lulling sound; and 
there was a gentle patter on the roof.</s> 

<s id=ATIT.I.s21 corresp=ATI.I.s22>Svitsj; svotsj, del 
var en s~Svndyssende !At.</s> 
<s id=A Tl T.l.s22 corresp=A Tl.l.s22>Sll hllrtes en myk 
tromming pA takct.</s> 

Ex.91 <s id=ATJ. J.s27 corresp=AT!T.l.s27>"0f 
course," Macon said.</s> 

<s id=ATIT.I.s27 corresp=ATI.l.s27> "Ja, naturligvis," 
sa Macon.</s> 

Ex.92 <s id=ATI.I.s3l corresp=ATIT.I.s31> There 
was a moment of watery blindness till the truck had 
dropped behind.</s> 

<S id=ATJT.I.s31 corresp=AT!.l.s3l>Etllyeblikk ble 
de blindet av van net, til de hadde passert.</s> 

Ex.92 <s id=ATI.I.s35 corresp=ATIT.I.s35> 
"Putting on my glasses would help you to see?"</s> 

<s id=ATIT.l.s35 corresp=ATI.l.s35>"Det hjelper vel 
Jkke deg om jeg tar pll meg brlller?"</s> 

Ex.94 <s id=ATI.I.s42 corresp=ATIT.I.s42> Earlier 
the air conditioner had been running and now some 
artificial chill remained, quickly turning dank, carrying 
with it the smell of mildew.</s> 

<S id=ATIT.l.s42 corrcsp=AT!.l.s42>De hadde holt pll 
luftkondisjoneringen tldligere, sll der var frcmdeles litt 
kunstig kjJJiighet, som nA raskt ble klam og luktct 
mugg.</s> 

Ex.95 <s id=JH1.1.2.sll corresp=JHIT.I.2.sll> 
Aristotle could not have said why a blind man would 
want to sing.</s> 

<s id=JHIT.I.2.sll corresp=JH1.1.2.sll>Aristotelcs 
hadde ingen formening om hvorfor en blind mann f¢1te 
silk trang til A synge.</s> 

Ex.96 <s id=JH1.1.2.s13 corresp='JH!T.1.2.s13 
JH!T.I.2.sl4 JHIT.I.2.s15'>The terms had been set 
beforehand in correspondence between the Sicilian 
nobleman ordering the work and Dutch agents in 
Amsterdam, one of whom, probably, should be credited 
with proposing Rembrandt for the commission and 
bringing together these two figures significant in the art 
world of the seventeenth century who would never meet, 
whose association as patron and perfonner spanned more 
than eleven years, and between whom there would pass at 
least one acrimonious exchange of messages in which the 
purchaser complained he was cheated and the artist 
responded he was not.</s> 
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<s id=JHIT.I.2.sl3 corresp=JHI.1.2.sl3> Betingelsene 
var fastlagt pA forMnd i korrcspondansen meliom den 
sicilianskc adelsmannen som bestilte vcrkct og 
nederlandske ngentcr i Amstcrdam.</s> 

<s id=JH!T.1.2.s14 corresp=JHI.1.2.s13>Det var for 
JJvrig ctlcr all sannsynlighet en av dissc som rnA fA rercn 
for A ha forestAll Rembrandt til oppdraget og dermed f~Srt 
sammcn disse to fremtredende skikkelsene i det syttende 
Arhundres kunstverdcn.</s> 

<s id=JH1T.l.2.s15 corresp=JHI.l.2.s13>De skuiie aldri 
m¢tcs, men forholdct som vclynder og kunstner strakte 
seg over mer enn elleve Ar, og meliom dem skulic del 
finne sled minst en brevveksling hvor kj¢percn klaget 
over at han var snytt og maleren svarte at det var han 
ikkc.</s> 

Ex.97 <s id=JHI.1.2.s 18 corresp=JHI T.1.2.s21>No 
one doing a painting or statue of Athena, not even the 
sculptor Phidias, whose great figure of the goddess was 
one of the eye-catching astonishments of the Acropolis, 
had any idea what she looked like.</s> 

<s id=JH1T.I.2.s21 corresp=JHI.1.2.s18>Ingen av dem 
som utf¢rte ct malcri eller en statue av Atene, ikkc 
engang billedhuggeren Feidias, som hadde laget den 
store figuren av gudinnen som var et av de mest 
i~Syncfallende verkene pA Akropolis, hadde noen anclsc 
om hvordan hun sAut.</s> 

Ex.98 <s id=JHI.l.2.s21 corresp=JHIT.l.2.s24> Five 
hundred guilders was eight times the amount, Don 
Antonio Ruffo complained angrily In writing nine years 
later, that he would have had to pay to an Italian artist for 
a picture the size he had commissioned.</s> 

<s id=JHIT.I.2.s24 corresp=JH1.1.2.s21>Fcm hundre 
gylden var Atte ganger del bel¢pet, klagct don Antonio 
Ruffo forarget I et brev ni Ar senere, som han ville ita 
mAtte! bctale en italiensk kunstner for et bilde pA den 
stjjrreisen som han hadde bestilt.</s> 



Ex.99 <s id=JHI.l.2.s23 corresp=JH IT .1.2.s26> 
Amsterdam, with a population just about one-third that of 
ancient Athens in the age of Pericles, was the dominant 
commercial power on the European continent and the 
nerve center of a far-flung overseas empire more 
extensive than anything dreamed of by the most 
ambitious Greek merchant or militarist, other than 
Alexander.</s> 

<s id=JHI T.l.2.s26 corresp=JHI.1.2.s23> Amsterdam, 
med en folkemengde som var sAnn omtrent tredjedelen av 
del gamle Aten pA Perikles' tid, var den fremherskende 
handelsmakt pA del europeiske fast! and og nervesenteret i 
et omspennende oversjpisk imperium som var mer 
vidstrakt enn noe som den mest rergjerrige greske 
handelsmann eller krigsmann, bortsett fra Alexander, 
kunne ha drpmt om.</s> 

Ex.IOO <s id=JHI.I.2.s24 corresp=JH I T.1.2.s27> 
Contained in the vast network of Dutch trading posts and 
territorial possessions that extended east and west more 
than halfway around the globe was an immense stretch of 
fertile land on the eastern shores of the new world that 
reached from the Chesapeake Bay in the south up to 
Newfoundland in the north, the whole of this expanse 
christened the New Netherland and encompassing in its 
ranging borders those few precious acres on the west side 
of Fifth Avenue at Eighty- second Street on the island of 
Manhattan with which Aristotle was to become joined 
indissolubly.</s> 

<s id=JHIT.1.2.s27 corresp=JH1.1.2.s24> Innbefattet i 
del veldige nettverket av nederlandske handelsstasjoner 
og besittelser som strakte seg mot pst og vest, mer enn 
halvveis rundt kloden, var en umAtelig strekning fruktbart 
land ved de pstlige strendene av den nye verden som gikk 
fra Chesapeake Bay i spr opp til Newfoundland i nord, og 
hele dette omrAdet ble dppt Ny-Nederland og omfattet 
innen sine grenser de dyrebare markene pAvestsiden av 
Fifth Avenue ved 82nd Street pA pya Manhattan, som 
Aristoteles skulle bli ulpselig knyttet til.</s> 

Ex.IOI <s id=JHI.1.2.s25 corresp=JHIT.1.2.s28>For 
on this parcel, in time, would rise the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art in the City of New York, a building of 
deplorable look, in which the painting Aristotle 
Contemplating the Bust of Homer would come to rest 
after a journey of three hundred seven years, an odyssey 
much longer in time and miles than Homer's original and 
one richly provided with chapters of danger, adventure, 
mystery, and treasure. and with comical episodes of 
mistaken identity.</s> 

<s id=JHIT.1.2.s28 corresp=JH!.1.2.s25>PA denne 
tomten skulle det nemlig med tiden bygges et 
kunstmuseum, Metropolitan Museum of Art i byen 
New York, en bygning mcd ct bcdrpvelig utseende, hvor 
maleriet av Aristote]es som betrakter bysten av Homer 
skulle falle til ro etter en ferd pA tre hundre og syv Ar, en 
odysse som strakte seg mye Ienger i tid og mil enn 
Homers opprinnelige og var spekket med kapitler om 
farer, eventyr, gAter og skatter, og med komiske 
forvekslinger.</s> 

Ex.I02 <s id=JHI.l.2.s28 corresp=JHI T.l.2.s31>It 
vanished from Sicily when the Ruffo line ended.</s> 

<s id=JH!T.l.2.s31 corresp=JHI.1.2.s28>Det forsvant 
fra Sicilia da Ruffo-grenen av famillen d¢de ut.</s> 

Ex.103 <s id=SG!.l.s6 corresp=SG!T.l.s6>I went 
after him for the money and the next thing I knew, I was 
caught up in events I still haven't quite recovered 
from.</s> 

<s id=SGIT.l.s6 corresp=SGI.I.s6>Jeg tok opp jakten 
pA ham for A fA pengene mine, og dermed kom jeg ut for 
begivenheter som jeg ennA ikke har kommet meg helt 
etter.</s> 

Ex.104 <s id=SGI.l.s!O corresp=SG!T.I.sl2>I'm also 
plagued with the sort of doggedness that makes private 
investigation a viable proposition for someone with a 
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high school education, certification from the police 
academy, and a constitutional inability to work for 
anyone else.</s> 

<s id=SG IT.I.s 12 corresp=SG l.l.s IO>Jeg plages ogsA av 
den staheten som gjpr privat etlerforskning til en brukbar 
levevei for en som har eksamen fra high school og 
politiskolen og er grunnleggende uskikket til A jobbe 
under andres kommando.</s> 

Ex.105 <s id=SGI.I.s16 corresp=SGIT.I.si8>All I 
actually saw were the same old palm trees, the same 
relentless green everywhere.</s> 

<s id=SGIT.I.s!S corresp=SGI.l.sl6>Det jeg i 
virkeligheten sA, var de samme gamle palmene og den 
samme urokkelige grl!nnfargen overalt.</s> 
-----------------------------------------------
Ex.I06 <s id=SG!.I.s18 corresp='SGIT.I.s20 
SG!T.I.s21'>It was a typical California season, but it 
felt like fall and I was responding with inordinate good 
cheer, thinking maybe I'd drive up the pass in the 
afternoon to the pistol range, which is what I do for 
laughs.</s> 

<s id=SGIT.I.s20 corresp=SGI.I.sl8>Det var en typisk 
kalifornlsk ikke-Arstld, men det fpltes som om del var 
hpst, og jeg reagerte med et ulogisk god! humpr og tenkte 
jeg kanskje skulle kjl!re til en skytebane oppe i passel den 
ettenniddagen.</s> 
<s id=SG!T.I.s21 corresp=SGI.l.s18>Det er del jeg 
pleier A more meg med.</s> 

Ex.I07 <s id=SGI.I.s20corrcsp=SGIT.I.s23>I had my 
calculator out, a Redi-Receipt form in the typewriter, and 
four completed statements lined up, addressed and 
stamped, on the desk to my left.</s> 

<s id=SG IT.I.s23 corresp=SG l.l.s20>Jeg hadde lagt 
fram kalkulatoren, salt et nytt standardskjema i 
skrivemaskinen og lagt fire ferdigskrevne regninger med 



konvolutter, frimerker og adresser pA til venstre for meg 
pA skrivebordet.</s> 

Ex.l08 <s id=SGI.l.s2! corresp=SGIT.J.s24>I was so 
intent on the task at hand that I didn't realize anyone was 
standing in the doorway until the man cleared his 
throat.</s> 

<s id=SGIT.I.s24 corresp=SG!.I.s21>Jeg var sA 
oppslukt av arbeidet at jeg ikke Ia merke til at del stod en 
mann i d¢ren, f¢r han kremtet.</s> 

Ex.109 <s id=SG!.l.s22 corresp=SGIT.!.s25>I reacted 
with one of those little jumps you do when you open the 
evening paper and a spider runs out.</s> 

<s id=SG!T.!.s25 corresp=SGJ.J.s22>Jeg reagerte med 
et lite hopp som nAr man Apner kveldsavisen og en 
cdderkopp kommer krypende ut av den.</s> 

Ex.IIO <s id=SG!. l.s23 corresp=SG IT. J.s26>He 
apparently found this amusing, but I was having to pat 
myself on the chest to get my heart rate down 
again.</s> 

<s id=SGIT.!.s26 corresp=SG!.!.s23>Dctte syntes han 
tydeligvis var morsomt, mens jeg mAtte klappe meg pA 
brystkassen for A fA hjerteslagene ned i normal rytme 
lgjen.</s> 

Ex.!ll <s id=SG!.l.s31 corresp=SG!T.J.s36>He was 
in his fifties, too gaunt for good hcalth.</s> 

<s id=SG I T.l.s36 corrcsp=SG l.l.s3l>Han var 
femtiArene og !itt magrere enn sun! var.</s> 

Ex.ll2 <s id=SGJ.l.s34 corresp=SGIT.l.s39>His eyes 
were hazel, his gaze remote.</s> 

<s id=SG I T.l.s39 corresp=SG I. !.s34>0ynene var 
n~ttebrune og blikket fjernt.</s> 

Ex.ll3 <s id=SG!.l.s38 corresp=SGIT.J.s43>He held 
a slip of paper which he'd folded twice, and he fiddled 
with that self-consciously.</s> 

<s id=SGIT.l.s43 corresp=SGJ.!.s38>I Mnden hold! 
han et papirark som han hadde brettet dobbelt og nil fiklet 
forlegent med.</s> 

Ex.ll4 <s id=SG!.I.s43 corresp=SG IT.I.s49>1 tried 
not to appear as surprised as I felt.</s> 

<s id=SG!T.l.s49 corresp=SGJ.l.s43>Jeg pr~vde A Ia 
vrere A vise meg sA overrasket som jeg faklisk var.</s> 

Ex.! IS <s id=SG!.l.s45 corresp=SG!T.l.s51> Maybe 
he'd borrowed the sum from Gahan and was paying it 
back.</s> 

<s id=SG!T.l.s51 corresp=SG!.l.s45>Kanskje han 
hadde !Ant pengene av denne Gahan og ville betale dem 
tilbake.</s> 

Ex.ll6 <s id=SG!.!.s48 corresp=SG!T.J.s53> I want 
to say thanks.</s> 

<s id=SGIT.l.s53 corrcsp='SGI.l.s47 SG!.i.s48'> "Han 
har gjort meg en tjeneste, og del vii jeg takke ham 
for.</s> 

Ex.ll7 <s id=DFI.l.sS corresp=DFl T. !.s5> Ir you've 
never felt your ankle explode, don't try 11.</s> 

<s id=DF!T.l.s5 corresp=DFl.l.sS>Har man aldrl 
kjent ankelen eksplodere, skal man ikke prove del 
heller.</s> 

Ex. IIS <s id=DFI.l.s6 corresp=DFIT.l.s6>As usual it 
hadn't been the high-speed tumble that had done the 
damage but the half-ton of one of the other runners 
coming over the fence after me, his forefoot landing 
squarely on my boot on the baked earth of an Indian 
summer.</s> 
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<s id=DFIT.l.s6 corresp=DFI.!.s6>Som vanlig var det 
ikke fallet i stor far! som gjorde skadcn, men et halvl 
tonns tramp fra en annen deltakcr som kom etter meg 
over hinderet; forhoven Iande! med infam treffsikkerhet 
p~ st~velen min og knusle den mot en varm 
ettersommers knallt~rrc bakke.</s> 

Ex.119 <s id=DFl.l.s7 corrcsp=DFIT.l.s7>The hoof 
mark was imprinted on the leather.</s> 

<s id=DFIT.l.s7 corresp=DFI.I.s7>Hovavtrykket salt 
tydelig stemplet i lreret.</s> 

Ex.l20 <s id=DFl.l.s9 eorresp=DFIT.l.s9>Medical 
minds have a macabre sense of humour.</s> 

<s id=DF!T.l.s9 corresp=DFI.I.s9>Medisinere har en 
makaber humor.</s> 

Ex.l21 <s id=DF!.I.sl4 corresp=DFIT.l.si4>She was 
both brisk and hesitant, and one could understand 
why.</s> 

<s id=DFIT.I.sl4 corresp=DFI.I.si4>Hun virket bAde 
kjapp og n~lende pil en gang, og del var forstAelig 
nok.</s> 

Ex.!22 <S id=DFI.l.si6 corresp=DFIT.l.si6>Those 
tluec words, I thought with an accelerating heart, must be 
among the most ominous in the language.</s> 

<s id=DF!T.l.sl6 corresp=DFl.l.sl6>De to sisle 
ordene, tenkte jcg med stigende puis, mAtte vrere blant de 
mest illevarslende i helc sprAket.</s> 

Ex.l23 <s id=DFl.l.s20 corresp=DFIT.I.s20>At least 
he was alive, I thought numbly.</s> 

<s id=DF!T.I.s20 corresp=DFI.l.s20>Da levde han 
aile fall, tenkte jeg nummcn.</s> 



Ex.l24 <s id=DFI.!.s21 corresp=DFIT.l.s21>" ... and 
the doctors think you should be told."</s> 

<s id=DFIT.l.s21 corresp=DFI.l.s21>" ... og legene 
mener at De b;lr underrettes."</s> 

Ex.!25 <s id=DFI.l.s24 corresp=DFIT.l.s23>1 haven't 
seen him.</s> 

<s id=DFI T.l.s23 corresp=DFI.l.s24>"Dessverre, jeg 
har ikke sett ham selv.</s> 

Ex.126 <s id=DFI.l.s28 corresp=DFIT.l.s27>"He was 
involved in an accident," she sald.</s> 

<s id=DF1T.l.s27 corresp=DFI.l.s28>"Han har vrert 
utsatt for en ulykke," forklarle hun.</s> 

Ex.127 <s id=DFI.l.s33 corresp='DFl T.l.s32 
DFIT.l.s33'>I thanked her, not knowing exactly who! 
for, and put down the receiver, taking the shock 
physically in lightheadedness and a constricted 
throat.</s> 

<s id=DFI T.l.s32 corresp=DFI.l.s33>Jeg takkct hcm1e, 
uten d vrere sikker pA hva jeg egentllg takket for, og Ia 
pA rf)ret. </s> 
<s id=DF!T.l.s33 corresp=DFI.l.s33>Sjokkel meldtc 
seg fysisk i fonn av ¢rhet og sammensn!lrl hals.</s> 

Ex.!28 <s id=DF1.1.s34 corresp=DF!T.l.s34>He 
would be all right, I told myself.</s> 

<s id=DFIT.l.s34 corresp=DFI.l.s34>Han ville klare 
seg, prflvde jeg lllnnbille meg.</s> 

Ex.129 <s id=DF l.l.s37 corresp='DFI T.l.s37 
DFIT.l.s38'>1 shut out the anxiety to work prosaically 
instead on the practicalities of getting from Hungerford in 
Berkshire, where I lived, to Ipswich in Suffolk, about a 
hundred and flrty miles across country, with a 
crunched ankle.</s> 

<s id=DF IT .l.s37 corresp=DF l.l.s37>Jeg skj¢v 
engstelsen til side og konsentrerte meg i stedet om de 
praktiske problemene med A ta meg fra Hungerford i 
Berkshire, hvor jeg bodde, til Ipswich i Suffolk.</s> 
<s id=DFIT.l.s38 corresp=DFl.l.s37>Det dreide seg 
om en tjuefem mils reise med knust ankcl.</s> 

Ex.130 <s id=DFI.l.s38 corresp='DF 1 T.l.s39 
DFIT.l.s40'>11 was fortunately the left ankle. which 
meant I would soon be able to drive my automatic gears 
without trouble, but it was on that particular day at peak 
discomfort and even with painkillers and icepacks was 
hot, swollen and throbbing.</s> 

<s id=DFIT.l.s39 corresp=DFI.l.s38>Heldigvis var del 
venstre ankel; del innebar at jeg snarl ville kunne kj¢re 
den automatgirede bllen min uten vanskcr.</s> 

<s id=DFIT.l.s40 corresp=DFI.!.s38>Men akkurat den 
dagen var smertene pA sill hissigste. og selv med 
smertestillende midler og kalde omslag var ankelen varm 
og hoven og verkende ¢m.</s> 

Ex.l31 <s id=DF!.l.s40 corresp=DFIT.l.s41> Owing 
to my hatred; not to say phobia; about the damaging 
immobility of plaster of Paris I had spent a good deal of 
the previous day persuading a long-suffering orthopaedic 
surgeon to give me the support of a plain crepe bandage 
instead of imprisonment in a cast.</s> 

<s id=DF1T.l.s41 corresp=DFI.l.s40>PA grunn av hatet; 
for ikke A si fobien; jeg nrerer mot gipsens ¢deleggende 
ubevegelighet, hadde jeg dagen i foiVeien brukt aile mine 
overtalelsesevner pA A fA en motstrebende ortoped til A 
bruke vanlig krcppbandasje i stedct for A st¢pe meg fast i 
gips.</s> 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Ex.132 <s id=DFI.l.s41 corrcsp=DFIT.l.s42>He was 
himself a plate-and-screw man by preference and had 
grumbled as usual at my rcqucst.</s> 
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<s id=DF1T.!.s42 corresp=DFI.l.s4l>Selv var han av 
typen som foretrakk metallplater og skruer, og var 
som vanlig srerdeles lite villig til A f¢yc mcg.</s> 
----------------------------------------------------
Ex.133 <S id=DFI.l.s43 corresp=DFIT.l.s45>''1'11 be 
racing much quicker with a bandagc."</s> 

<s id=DF1T.l.s45 corresp=DFJ.l.s43>"Med vanlig 
bandasje vii del Ia mye kortere tid f!lr jeg kan begynne 
ll ri lflp igjen."</s> 

Ex.!34 <s id=DFI.l.s44 corresp='DF IT .l.s46 
DFl T. J.s47'>"1t's time you stopped breaking your 
bones." he said, giving in with a shrug and a sigh and 
obligingly winding the crepe on tightly.</s> 

<s id=DFIT.l.s46 corresp=DF!.l.s44>'"Dct er pd tide du 
stutter A brekke be in pll den mllten," sa han og ga ettcr 
mcd ct sukk.</s> 

<s id=DFIT.l.s47 corresp=DFI.l.s44>Han snurret pA 
meg en stram kreppforbinding.</s> 

Ex.l35 <s id=DFI.l.s46 corresp=DF1T.l.s49>"I don't 
actually like breaking them. "</s> 

<s id=DF1T.!.s49 corrcsp=DFI.l.s46>"Jeg er jo ikke 
direkte glad i A knekke knokler."</s> 

Ex.l36 <s id=DF1.1.s47 corresp=DF1T.l.s50>"At least 
I haven't had to pin anything this time," he said.</s> 

<s id=DFIT.l.s50 corresp=DFJ.I.s47>"Dcnnc gangcn 
slapp jeg i aile fall A bruke skruer," sa ortopeden.</s> 

Ex.137 <s id=DFI.l.s48 corresp=DF1T.l.s5l>"And 
you're mad."</s> 

<s id=DFIT.l.s51 corresp=DFI.l.s48>"Men du er 
spr¢."</s> 



Ex.l38 <s id=MAI.I.I.s3 corrcsp=MAIT.I.I.s3>lt 
was my brother Stephen who told me that, when he wore 
his ravelling maroon sweater lo study in and spent a lot of 
time standing on his head so that the blood would run 
down into his brain and nourish it.</s> 

<s id=MAIT.I.I.s3 corresp=MAI.I.I.s3>Det var min 
bror Stephen som fortalte meg del, i den tiden da han 
brukle den fillete brune genseren til A sludere i og slo mye 
pA hodel sA blodel skulle rcnne ned i hjernen hnns og 
mere den.</s> 

Ex.l39 <s id=MAI.I.I.s7 corresp=MAIT.I.I.s7> You 
don't look back along time but down through it, like 
water.</s> 

<s id=MAIT.I.I.s7 corresp=MAI.I.I.s7>Man ser ikke 
tilbake langsmed Iiden, men ned gjennom den, som 
gjennom vann.</s> 

Ex.l40 <s id=MAI.I.I.s8 corresp=MAIT.I.I.s8> 
Sometimes this comes to the surface, sometimes that, 
sometimes nothing.</s> 

<s id=MAIT.I.I.s8 corresp=MAI.I.I.s8>Noen ganger 
sliger vlsse ling til overflaten, noen ganger andre, noen 
ganger ingenling.</s> 

Ex.l41 <s id=MAI.1.2.s5 corresp=MAIT.I.2.s5>ll 
puts the nature of time in its place, and also Stephen, who 
calls us "the teenagers," as if he himself is not one.</s> 

<s id=MAIT.I.2.s5 corresp=MAI.I.2.s5>Det seller Iiden 
pA plass, og Stephen ogsA, som kaller oss '"tenAringene", 
akkural som ikke han selv er tenllrlng.</s> 

Ex.l42 <s id=MAI.I.2.s20 corresp=MA I T.l.2.s20> 
Others are bulgy, dumpy, with clamped self-righteous 
mouths, their anns festooned with shopping bags; these 
we associate with sales, with bargain basemenls.</s> 

<s id=MAIT.I.2.s20 corresp=MAI.I.2.s20>Andre igjen 
er bulende trinne og har sammenknepne, selvtilfredse 
murmer og nrmene prydet med handlebager; disse 
forbinder vi med billigvarer, utsalgskjellere.</s> 

Ex.l43 <s id=MAI.1.2.s36 corresp=MAIT.I.2.s36> 
We think that their bizarre costumes, their verbal tics, ore 
chosen, and that when the time comes we also will be 
free to choose.</s> 

<S id=MAIT.I.2.s36 corresp=MAI.I.2.s36>Vi lror at 
den underlige klesdraklen og de verbale sreregenhelene er 
noe de selv har valgt, og at vi, nAr den tid kommer, ogsA 
vii kunne velge.</s> 

Ex.l44 <s id=MAI.1.2.s38 corresp=MA IT.I.2.s38> 
"Only I'm going to have a yappy Pekinese, and chase kids 
off my lawn.</s> 

<s id=MAIT.I.2.s38 corresp=MAI.I.2.s38>"Bare at jeg 
sknl ha en gneldrende pekingeser, og jage ungene fra 
plenen med stokken min.</s> 

Ex.l45 <s id=THI.I.s3 corresp=THIT.I.s3>1 had the 
rest: breasts, hair under my arms, my period, the 
desire.</s> 

<s id=THIT.I.s3 corresp=THI.I.s3>0g del var ikke at 
jeg munglet noe: bryster, hAr under armene, 
menstruasjonen, lysten.</s> 

Ex.l46 <s id=THI.l.s7 corresp='THIT.l.s7 
THIT.I.s8'>She sent Cecily home and spanked me with a 
wooden mixing spoon and made me sit in the pantry to 
say Hail Marys.</s> 

<s id=THIT.I.s7 corresp=THI.I.s7>Hun sendte Cccily 
hjem og ga meg en omgang med kjpkkensleiven.</s> 
<s id=THIT.I.s8 corresp= THI.I.s7>Siden m~lle jcg sille 
i spiskammeret og fremsi tyve Ave Maria.</s> 
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Ex.147 <s id=THI.I.sll corresp=THIT.I.s12> 
Nonetheless, I reached seventeen with nothing more than 
a valentine from Wayne Carmelee and three kisses stolen 
by a Danish Eagle Scout under the bleachers at the county 
fair in Sandpoint, ldaho.</s> 

<s id=THIT.l.sl2 corresp=THI.I.sll>lkke deslo mindre 
fylte jeg sytten uten noe mer ~vise til enn et valentinkort 
fra Wayne Carmelee og Ire smll kyss som en dansk 
speidergull hadde sljAiel seg til under tilskuerbenkene pA 
markedet i Sandpoint, ldaho.</s> 

Ex.148 <s id=THI.!.sl6 corresp=THIT.l.s17>My time 
would come, he said.</s> 

<s id=THIT.l.s17 corresp=THI.l.sl6>Min tid ville hell 
sikkert komme, sa han.</s> 

Ex.l49 <s id=THI.l.s23 corresp=THIT.l.s24>And 
grinned.</s> 

<s id=THIT.I.s24 corresp=THI.!.s23>0g hun smilte. 
<Is> 

Ex. ISO <s id=THI.l.s25 corresp=THI T.l.s26>She 
crossed her legs and balanced the ashtray on one 
knee.</s> 

<s id=THIT.l.s26 corresp=THI.l.s25>Sa Ia hun bena i 
kors og plasserte askebcgerct pA det ene kncel.</s> 

Ex.IS! <s id=THI.I.s33 corresp=THIT.l.s34>1 mel 
him because Tante Elfie made me go after the bread 
every day.</s> 

<s id=THIT.l.s34 corresp=THl.l.s33>Jeg ble kjent med 
ham fordi larrle Elfie sendle meg for ~ kjepe brlld hver 
enesle dag.</s> 

Ex. I 52 <s id=THI.I.s34 corresp=THIT.l.s35>lf she'd 
sent Birgitta, who knows?</s> 



<s id=TH IT .l.s35 corresp=TH l.l.s34>H vem vet 
hvordan det hadde gAlt hvis hun hadde send! Birgitta I 
stedet.</s> 

Ex.l53 <s id=THI.l.s46 corrcsp=THIT.l.s45>A little 
darker, perhaps, and combed downlike this.</s> 

<s id=THIT.l.s45 corrcsp='THI.l.s45 THI.l.s46'> HAre! 
hans hadde omtrent samme farge soon ditt, kanskje !itt 
m¢rkerc, og var grcdd ned pAden ene siden.</s> 

Ex.l54 <s id=DL2.1.sl corresp=DL2T.I.sl>THE 
house was set back from the noisy main road in what 
seemed to be a rubbish tip.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.sl corrcsp=DL2.1.sl>Huset lA lltt 
tilbaketrukket fra hovcdveien, midi i noe som minnet om 
en s¢ppelfylling.</s> 
----------------------
Ex .I 55 <s id=DL2.l.s4 corresp=DL2T.l.s4>Biack tiles 
stood at angles along the gutter, and Into a gap near 
the base of a fat chimney a bird flew, trailing a piece 
of grass several times its length.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s4 corresp=DL2.1.s4>Svarte takstein 
hadde kilt seg fast i uryddige vinkler langsmed 
takrennene, og oppe ved skorsteinen gapte et m¢rkt 
hull; en fugl small inn I hullet med et strll I nebbet, 
strllet var flere ganger lengre enn den vesle 
fuglekroppen.</s> 

Ex.l56<s id=DL2.l.s6 corresp=DL2T.l.s6>This could 
be seen through the broken window just above them on 
the first floor.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s6 corresp=DL2.l.s6>Hun kunne se delle 
gjennom den istykkcrsl~tte glassruten i vinduet rett over 
dem, i annen etasje.</s> 

Ex.l57 <s id=DL2.l.s7 corresp=DL2T.l.s7>She got no 
response, but nevertheless shrugged off her backpack, 
letting it tumble on to a living rug of young nettles 

that was trying to digest rusting tins and plastic 
cups.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s7 corresp=DL2.l.s7>Noe svar fikk hun 
ikke, men likevel slapp hun av seg ryggsekken og lot 
den falle blant de spede brenneslene hun sto I, et 
levende teppe pll bakken, de pnJvde ll ernrere seg uv 
rustne hermetikkhokser og engangsglass av plast.</s> 

Ex.l58 <s id=DL2.l.sll corresp=DL2T.l.sll>For her 
part she did not have to be told that she was wearing her 
look, described by him as silly.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.sll corresp=DL2.l.sll> lngen beh¢vde A 
fortelle henne at hun, for sin del, hadde fjcset sitt p~. et 
anslktsuttrykk han pleide A karakterisere som 
t~pelig.</s> 

--------------· 
Ex. I 59 <s id=DL2.1.s 13 corresp=DL2T.l.sl3>His 
hand shot out, and her wrist was encircled by hard 
bone.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.sl3 corresp=DL2.1.s13>HAndcn hans 
skj¢1 fram, og hAndleddel hennes var fanget i et hardt, 
benete grep.</s> 

Ex.l60 <s id=DL2.l.sl6 corresp=DL2T.I.sl7>And, as 
she had known he would, he said, "It is a question of 
whether we will accept them."</s> 

<s id=DL2T.I.s 17 corresp=DL2.l.s 16>0g han sa det hun 
hadde visst han ville si: "Del sp¢rs vel heller om vi 
kommer til A godta dern. "</s> 

Ex.l61 <s id=DL2.l.sl8 corresp=DL2T.l.sl9>lt was a 
front door, solid and sure of itself, in a little side street 
full of suburban gardens and similar comfortable 
houses.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s19 corresp=DL2.l.sl8>Det var en bred 
gated¢r, solid og selvsikker, i en liten sidegate og omgitt 
av velstelte hager og bekvemme borgerlige hus.</s> 
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Ex.162 <s id=DL2.1.sl9 corresp=DL2T.l.s20>They 
did not have slates missing and broken windows.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s20 corresp=DL2.l.s 19>1 de andre 
husene var rutene hele, og ingen takstein manglet.</s> 

Ex.l63 <s id=DL2.l.s20 corresp=DL2T.I.s21> "Why, 
why, why?" asked Alice angrily, addressing the question, 
probably, to the universe itself, her heart full of pain 
because of the capacious, beautiful and unloved 
house.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.I.s21 corrcsp=DL2.l.s20> "Hvorfor, i 
himmelens navn, hvorfor?" spurte Alice sint, og antakelig 
var det selve verdensordningen hun anklaget, hun hadde 
en pinefull klump I brystet, en smerte over det 
rommelige, vakre huset som ingen var glad i.</s> 

--------------------------------------------
Ex.l64 <s id=DL2.1.s22 corresp=DL2T.l.s23> "Profit, 
of course," he said, and pressed the bell, which did not 
ring.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s23 corresp=DL2.1.s22>"Profitt, 
selvf¢lgelig," sa han og trykket pA ringeklokken, som 
lkke virket.</s> 

Ex.165 <s id=DL2.1.s27 corresp=DL2T.l.s28>The 
windows were covered by blankets, leaving not a chink of 
light.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s28 corresp=DL2.1.s27>Det hang 
ulltepper foran vinducne, ikke en lysstripe fant veien inn I 
rommet.</s> 

Ex.l66 <s id=DL2.1.s28 corresp=DL2T.l.s29>A black 
youth looked up from his family of drums, his cheeks and 
teeth shining in candlelight.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s29 corresp=DL2.l.s28>En svart unggutt 
sA opp fra trommesettet sill, del glimtet i tenner og 
kinnbein, et gjenskinn fra en stcarinlysflarnme.</s> 



Ex.J67 <s id=DL2.1.s29 corresp=DL2T.l.s30>"Hi," he 
said, all his fingers and both feet at work, so that it 
seemed he was dancing as he sat, or was perhaps on some 
kind of exercise machine.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s30 corresp=DL2.1.s29>"Hei," sa han, 
fingre og fl!ltter danset over trommene, dct sA ut som om 
han salt innc i et slags mosjonsapparat.</s> 

Ex.l68 <s id=DL2.1.s30 corresp='DL2T.l.s31 
DL2T.l.s32'> This smiling jolly black boy who looked 
like an advertisement for an attractive holiday in the 
Caribbean struck Alice's organ of credibility falsely, and 
she tucked away a little memo to herself not to forget a 
first impression of anxiety or even sorrow, which was the 
real message her nerves were getting from him.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s31 corrcsp=DL2.1.s30>Denne sonilendc 
svarlc gotten kunnc mi1111e om en brosjyre fra el 
reisebyrA, reklame for avslappet ferie pA De karibiske 
l!lyer.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s32 corresp=DL2.1.s30>Men Alice hadde 
en sannsynlighetsradar som reagerte, og hun noterte seg 
at hun ikke mAtte glemme fl!lrsteinntrykket av anspent 
engstelse eller kanskje sorg, som var den egentlige 
beskjeden nervene hennes mottok.</s> 

Ex.l69 <s id=DL2.l.s34 corresp='DL2T .l.s37 
DL2T.l.s38'>Jasper's tight grip on her upper arm took 
her out of the room into the hall, where Alice said, "This 
place smells." <Is> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s37 corresp=DL2.l.s34>Jasper holdt 
armen hennes I et fast grep og dro hcnne ul av rommet, 
uti hallcn igjen.</s> 
<s id=DL2T.I.s38 corresp=DL2.1.s34>"Del stinker her," 
sa Alice.</s> 

Ex.170 <s id=DL2.l.s35 corresp=DL2T.l.s39>Well, 
said Jasper, in the clumsily placating way she knew was 
meant as love, "I suppose you'll put a stop to that."</s> 

<s id=DL2T.I.s39 corresp=DL2.1.s35>"NAja," sa Jasper, 
med det klossete, forsonlige tonefallet som skulle 
uttrykke kjrerlighet, "det fAr vel du salt en stopper for, om 
jeg kjenner deg rett."</s> 

Ex.l71 <s id=DL2.l.s36 corresp='DL2T.I.s40 
DL2T.I.s4l'>At once, feeling her advantage, she said, 
"Don't forget you've been living soft for four years.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.I.s40 corresp=DL2.1.s36>Hun hadde fAit et 
lite overtak og fulgte det opp.</s> 
<s id=DL2T.l.s41 corresp=DL2.1.s36>"ikke glem at du 
har levd god! i fire Ar na.</s> 

Ex.l72 <s id=DL2.1.s37 corresp=DL2T.I.s42> You're 
not going to find it easy after that. "</s> 

<s id=DL2T.I.s42 corresp=DL2.1.s37>Det blir kanskje 
ikke !ell A omstille seg igjen."</s> 

Ex.l73 <s id=DL2.1.s39 corresp=DL2T.l.s44>Not 
hard, but enough.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s44 corrcsp=DL2.l.s39>ikke hard!, men 
hard! nok.</s> 

Ex.l74 <s id=DL2.1.s41 corresp=DL2T.I.s46>Light 
fell on desolation.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.I.s46 corresp='DL2.l.s41 DL2.1.s42'> Lyse! 
fait inn I rommet, inn over adslighet og hva verre var, 
fare: Hun sto der og sA pA elektriske ledninger som var 
flenget ned fra veggene og hang og slang med nakne, 
uisolerte ender.</s> 

Ex.175 <s id=DL2.l.s42 corresp=DL2T.l.s46> Worse, 
danger: she was looking at electric cables ripped out of 
the wall and dangling, raw-ended.</s> 
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<s id=DL2T.I.s46 corresp='DL2.1.s41 DL2.l.s42'> Lyset 
fait inn i rommet, inn over l!ldslighet og hva verre var, 
fare: Hun sto der og sA pA elektriske ledninger som var 
flenget ned fra veggene og hang og slang med nakne, 
uisolerte cnder.</s> 

Ex.176 <s id=DL2.1.s44 corresp=DL2T.t.s48> The 
broken windows had admitted rain water which lay in 
puddles everywhere.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s48 corresp=DL2.l.s44>Det hadde regnet 
inn gjennom de knuste vindusrutene og golvet var fullt av 
vanndammer.</s> 

Ex.177 <s id=MDI.I.s2 corresp=MD!T.I.s2>Hugo 
watched her, and then said (for many things that Kate did 
were little performances, requiring applause, enquiry or 
comment), "What are you looking for?"</s> 

<s id=MD!T.I.s2 corresp=MDI.I.s2>Hugo sA pA henne, 
og sA sa han (for mange av de tingcne Kate gjorde var 
smA forestillinger som krevde applaus, sp!'lrsmAl cller 
kommenlarer): "Hva er del du ser cfter?"</s> 

Ex.178 <s id=MD!.l.s5 corresp=MDIT.I.s5>"0nce I 
had lunch here and ate a ladybird without noticing 
it."</s> 

<s id=MD1T.I.s5 corresp=MDI.I.s5>"Jeg spiste lunch 
her engang og da 
spistejeg en marih!'lne uten A Iegge merke til det."</s> 

Ex.l79 <s id=MDI.l.s8 corrcsp=MDIT.I.s8>So I 
thought back, and realised what the crunchy thing wns 
t11at I'd just eaten.</s> 

<s id=MDIT.I.s8 corresp=MD!.l.s8>SA tenkte jeg 
til bake og skj!'lnte hva det var som knaste sann I den 
biten jeg nettopp hadde spist.</s> 



Ex. ISO <s id=MDI.I.s9 corresp=MDIT.I.s9> Anyway, 
I'd kind of half seen it out of the corner of my eye."</s> 

<s id=MDIT.I.s9 corrcsp=MDI.I.s9>0g jeg hadde 
nesten sell den ut av sosyekroken ogsil ."</s> 

Ex.J81 <s id=MDI.I.s!O corresp=MDIT.I.siO> 
Satisfied with her investigation she looped up a 
mouthful, and ate it.</s> 

<s id=MDIT.I.s!O corresp=MDI.I.slO>Da hun var 
forllllyd med undersl!lkelsen, tok hun en bit til, og spiste 
den.</s> 

Ex.182 <s id=MDI.I.s13 corresp=MDIT.I.sl3> 
How's your steak?"</s> 

<s id=MDIT.I.s13 corresp=MDI.I.si3>Er blffen 
m0r?"<fs> 

Ex.183 <s id=MDI.I.s16 corresp=MDIT.I.s16> Kate 
leaned over, helped herself to one, ate it.</s> 

<s id=MDIT.I.s16 corresp=MDI.I.s16>Kate lenct scg 
over ham, token bit og smakte.<fs> 

Ex.184 <s id=MDI.I.s20 corresp=MDI T.l.s20> 
Loyalty, I suppose. "</s> 

<s id=MD!T.I.s20 corrcsp=MDI.I.s20>Ren lojalitet 
antar jcg."</s> 

Ex.185 <s id=MDI.I.s32 corrcsp=MD IT .l.s33>0r 
Middle Eastern affairs, perhaps," said Hugo, for Kate had 
just been complaining about her latest visitor, a student 
from Iraq, who had arrived unannounced and seemed 
to be intending to stay indefinitely.</s> 

<s id=MD I T.l.s33 corrcsp=MDI.l.s32>Eller kanskje 
mcd Midt-0sten-forhold," sa Hugo, for Kate hadde 
nctlopp klaget over sin siste gjest, en student fra lrak, 

som gnnske en kelt var kommet og hadde slAtt seg ned 
hos benne og sA ut Iilii skulle bll der for alltid.</s> 

Ex.186 <s id=MDI.I.s40 corresp=MDIT.I.s42>1 A 
letler from the American Express, addressed to her ex
husband Stuart, asking him why he didn't give his wife 
the freedom of an Express Card.</s> 

<s id=MDIT.I.s42 corresp=MDI.I.s40>1. Et brev fra 
American Express, adresscrt til hermes eks-mann Stuart, 
med spSOSrsmAI om hvorfor han ikke ga sin kone el 
Expresskort med den frihet del innebar.</s> 

Ex.l87 <s id=MDI.l.s42 corresp=MDIT.I.s44> (Kate 
had been a card-holder for some years: Stuart's credi~ as 
she had no need to explain to Hugo, was not good.)</s> 

<s id=MDIT.I.s44 corresp=MDI.l.s42>(Katc hadde hall 
et sllkl kort i noen Ar; hun behl!lvde ikke forklare Hugo at 
Stuarts kreditt ikke var god.)</s> 

Ex.l88 <s id=MD l.l.s44 corresp='MDI T.l.s46 
MD IT.I.s47'> A life insurance leaflet with much the 
same message, but less sensationally portraying a happy 
family silling over its cornflakes, the wife in a striped 
apron, the unsuspecting husband with a heart attack just 
round the corner, despite the fine executive panache with 
which he was reading his up-market newspaper.</s> 

<s id=MD!T.I.s46 corresp=MDI.I.s44>3. En brosjyre 
om livsforsikring 
med stort sell samme budskap, men ikke fullt sfi 
sensasjonelt.</s> 

<s id=MDIT.I.s47 corresp=MDI.I.s44>Det hadde bilde 
av en lykkelig familie som salt med cornflaks'en, konen 
med stripe! forkle, den intetanende mannen med et 
hjerteanfalllike rundt hjl!lmet, pA !ross av hans overlegne 
uttrykk mens han leste nvisen.</s> 

Ex.189 <s id=FWI.I.s6 corresp=FWIT.I.s6>And 
before you know it black clouds begin to edge up all 
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around the horizon, like muddy water welling from a 
blocked drain, and close the sky over with cloud, drizzle 
and depression, and your quivering glimpse of eternity, 
good or bad, is gone.</s> 

<s id=FWIT.I.s6 corresp=FWI.I.s6>0g fl!lr du vet av 
del, begynner svartc skyer d bunke seg opp rundt hele 
horisonten, de sprenger pA lik grumsete vann fra et tell 
avl0p og dekker himmelen til med skybanker, yr og 
mistr¢stighet, og ditt skjclvende glimt av noe evig, pft 
godt eller vondt, er borte.</s> 

Ex.190 <s id=FW l.l.s7 corresp=FWI T.l.s7>There's 
just the bus to catch or the washing up to get on with.</s> 

<s id=FWIT.l.s7 corresp=FW1.1.s7>0g tilbake er bare 
bussen dumA nft ellcr oppvasken du rnA gj0re ferdig.</s> 

Ex.191 <s id=FWI.l.sl4 corresp=FWIT.I.sl4>Thc 
radio alarm switched itself on: music and chat came 
through loud and clear .</s> 

<s id=FW IT.I.s 14 corresp=FW l.l.s 14>Radiourct ble 
slAt! pA automatisk: musikk og prat lfld klnrl og tydelig 
gjennom eteren.</s> 

Ex.192 <s id=FW l.l.s 19 corresp=FW IT .l.s 19> 
Natalie took twenty minutes washing, dressing, plucking, 
preening.</s> 

<s id=FWIT.I.sl9 corresp=FWI.I.sl9> Natalie brukte 
tyve minutter pA A vaske og kle, pusse og stelle seg.</s> 

Ex.193 <s id=FWI.I.s21 corresp=FWIT.I.s21>She let 
Jax the Alsatian out and Tweeny her little grey cat in.</s> 

<s id=FWIT.I.s21 corresp=FWI.l.s21>Hun slapp ut 
Jax, schreferen, og slnpp Inn Tweeny, denlille grA katten 
sin.</s> 



Ex.194 <s id=FWI.l.s39 corresp=FWIT.l.s38>How 
anyone watching would have admired and envied that 
particular domestic tableau, under the glittery sun.</s> 

<s id=FWIT.l.s38 corresp=FWI.!.s39>Ja, ville ikke aile 
som hadde sell delle ekstra hjcmrnekoselige opptrinnet i 
glitrende solskinn, ha vrert fulle av beundring og 
misunnelse?</s> 

Ex.195 <s id=FW!.l.s41 corresp=FWIT.l.s40>It lived 
in yet another shadow, being equidistant from the Mendip 
Mast and Glastonbury Tor.</s> 

<s id=FWIT.l.s40 corresp=FWI.l.s41>Den levde slit 
liv under nok en skygge, midtveis mellom Mendip
masten og Glastonbury-varden.</s> 

Ex.l96 <s id=FWI.l.s42 corresp=FWIT.l.s41>This 
latter is the solid, ancient hummocky hill which 
dominates the flat lands in the Somerset Southwest, and 
from some angles looks like a lady's breast.</s> 

<s id=FW I T.l.s41 corresp=FW l.l.s42>Sistnevnte er den 
massive, knudrcte nsen som dominerer del flate 
landskapet i den serveslllge delen av Somerset, fra 
enkelte sider ser den ut som et damebryst.</s> 

-------------------------------
Ex.197 s id=FWI.l.s47 corresp=FWIT.l.s46>And this 
is it, if you ask me.</s> 

<s id=FW I T.l.s46 corresp=FW l.l.s47>0g delle er 
stunden, om du s~r meg.</s> 

Ex.l98 <s id=NGI.l.s7 corresp=NGIT.l.s7>My father 
was not well off but my parents wanted my sister and me 
to have a youth less stunted by the limits of an empty 
pocket than they had had, and my pocket money was 
more generous than their precarious position, at the time, 
warranted.</s> 

<s id=NG 1 T.l.s7 corresp=NG l.l.s7>Min far var langt 
fra velstAende, men bllde han og mor ville at min sllster 

og jeg skulle fA en bedre oppvekst enn de selv hadde 
halt, og lommepengene mine var rikeligere enn deres 
vanskelige llkonomiske stilling pA den Iiden skul!e 
tilsi.</s> 

Ex.199 <s id=NG 1. !.s8 corresp=NG 1T.l.s8>So I was 
in the foyer waiting to get into a five o'clock performance 
at one of the cinemas in a new complex and my father 
and a woman carne out of the earlier performance In 
another.</s> 

<s id=NG 1T.l.s8 corresp=NG l.l.s8>SA jeg oppholdt 
meg i foajeen og ventet pA A kornme inn pA fem
forestillingen i en av salene i et nytt kinoanlegg, og far 
kom sam men med en kvinne ut fra en annen sal hvor en 
forestilllng nettopp var slult.</s> 

Ex.200 <s id=NGI.l.sll corresp=NGIT.l.sll> Then 
he came towards me with her in the dazed way people 
emerge from the dark of a cinema to daylight.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.l.sll corresp=NGI.l.sll>SA kom han mot 
meg sammen med hcnne, pA den 1111 forvirrede millen 
som er typisk for folk som beveger seg fra en mllrk 
kinosal uti dagslyset.</s> 

-----------------· 
Ex.201 <s id=NGI.l.s13 corresp=NGIT.l.s13>And 
she prompted with a twitching smile to draw my gaze 
from him; for I was concentrating on him the great rush 
of questions, answers, realizations, credulity and dismay 
which stiffened my cheeks and gave the sensation of cold 
water rising up my neck; she prompted, Hannah 
Plowman, of course we know each other.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.l.s13 corresp=NGI.l.sl3>0g hun sufflerte 
med et uslkkert smll for A trekke min oppmerksomhet 
bort fra ham; for det var rundt ham jeg konsentrerte 
strllmmen av s~rsmAI, svar, erkjennelse og sjokk som 
fikk ansiktet mitt til A stivne og ga meg f!illelsen av A stA 
til halsen i kaldt vann; hun sufflerte, Hannah Plowman, 
vi sst kjenner vi hverandre.</s> 
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Ex.202 <s id=NGI.l.s19 corresp=NGIT.l.sl9> 
They managed to smile, almost laugh, almost make the 
exchange cornmonplace.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.l.s19 corresp=NGI.l.sl9>Pll en eller 
annen mllte klarte de A smile, nesten le, nesten gjllre 
millet til noe naturlig.</s> 

Ex.203 <s id=NGI.l.s20 corresp=NGIT.l.s20>But it 
was so: the title of the film I had planned to see was 
already banished from my mind, as this meeting would 
have to be, ground away under my heel, buried along 
with it.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.l.s20 corresp=NGI.l.s20>Men del var slik 
del var, tittelen pA filmen jeg hadde tenkt A se var 
allerede str¢ket vekk fra min bevissthet, slik det ogsA 
mAtte skje med delle m¢tet. jeg mAtte knuse minnet om 
del under hrelen.</s> 

Ex.204 <s id=NGI.l.s24 corresp=NG!T.l.s24>And the 
voice was an echo from another life, where he was my 
father giving me his usual measured, modest advice.</s> 

<s id=NG!T.l.s24 corresp=NGI.l.s24>0g stemmen var 
som et ekko fra et an net liv, hvor han var min far som ga 
meg et av sine vanlige vcloverveide rAd.</s> 

Ex.205 <s id=NG!.l.s25 corresp=NGIT.l.s25> Then 
he signalled a go-along-and-enjoy-yourself gesture, she 
murmured politely, and they left me as measuredly as 
they had approached.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.l.s25 corresp=NGI.l.s25>Hnn gjorde en 
hAndbevegelse som sa gA-nA-og-hygg-deg, hun mum let 
h!ilflig og de fjernet seg like avmAit som de var 
kommet.</s> 

Ex.206 <s id=NG l.l.s30 corresp=NG IT .l.s30>He 
thought his great-grandfather might have come from the 
diamond diggings in Kimberley; a photograph had 



survived while oral family history had gone to the 
grave.</s> 

<s id=NG IT .l.s30 corresp=NG l.l.s30>Han trodde 
oldefaren kunne ha kommet fra diamantgruvene i 
Kimberley: del er bevart et fotografi selv om den 
muntlige familiehistorien er glltt tapt.</s> 

Ex.207 <s id=NG l.l.s31 corresp=NG IT.l.s31> 
Among a work gang holding sieves of the kind used in 
panning for alluvial diamonds, there stood beside the 
white overseer a toothless grinning face with a family 
resemblance.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.l.s31 corresp=NGI.l.s31>1 en arbeidsgjeng 
som holder slike siler som ble brukt til A vaske ut 
diamanter ser man ved siden av den hvite 
arbeidsfonnannen ct smilende, tannl!ilst fjes hvor del gar 
an ll spore en klar familleUkhel.</s> 

Ex.208 <s id=NG l.J.s32 corresp=NG I T.l.s32>No 
identification on the back of the photograph.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.l.s32 corresp=NGI.J.s32>Men del finnes 
ingen identifikasjon pA baksiden av fotografiet.</s> 

Ex.209 <s id=NGI.I.s38 corresp=NG!T.l.s38>He was 
the pride of the old people and the generic diminutive by 
which they had celebrated him as the son, the first-born 
male, was to stay with him in the changing identities a 
man passes through, for the rest of his life.</s> 

<s id=NG IT.I.s38 corresp=NG I.I.s38>Han var de 
gamles stolthet og kjrelenavnet som hadde betegnet ham 
som S!ilnnen, den f!ilrslef!ildte av hankj!ilnn, kom til A 
henge ved ham gjennom aile de skiftende identileler en 
mann gjennomgAr, for resten av livet.</s> 

Ex.210 <s id=NGI.I.s41 corresp=NGIT.I.s41>The 
boy was Will, diminutive of William.</s> 

<s id=NG IT. I.s41 corresp=NG I. I.s41>Gutten helle 
Will, en forkortelse av William.</s> 

Ex.211 <s id=NG l.l.s42 corresp='NG IT.l.s42 
NGlT.l.s43'>He was named for Shakespeare, whose 
works, in a cheap complete edition bound in fake leather, 
stood in the glass-fronted bookcase in the small sitting
room and were no mere ornamental pretensions to 
culture.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.I.s42 corresp=NGI.I.s42>Han var oppkalt 
eller Shakespeare, hvis samlede verker i billigutgave med 
imitcrt skinn stod i bokskapet i den lille stuen.</s> 
<s id=NGIT.l.s43 corresp=NGI.l.s42>De stod der ikke 
til pynt, som et ulslag av kultursnobberl.</s> 

Ex.212 <s id=NG I. I.s43 corresp=NG IT. I.s44>Sonny 
read and reread them with devotion; although the gilt 
lettering had been eaten away by fishmoth, and the 
volume he wanted had to be selected blindly, his hand 
always went straight to 11.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.I.s44 corresp=NGI.I.s43>Sonny leste dem 
om og om igjen med samme hengivenhet; selv om 
gullbokstavene forlengst var spist opp av m!illl, s~ det 
bindet han !ilnsket mAtte hentes frem i blinde, tok han 
aldrl fell.</s> 

Ex.213 <s id=NGI.I.s44 corresp=NGIT.I.s45>The 
pride the old people took in him was not just the snobbery 
of the poor and uneducated, that rejoices in claiming one 
who has moved up out of their class, and which, although 
their hubris hides this aspect from them, contains also, 
always, the Inevitability of sorrow: his desertion.</s> 

<s id=NG I T.l.s45 corresp=NG l.l.s44>Den stoltheten de 
gamle f!illte over ham var ikke bare den vanllge snobbete 
gleden hos de fattige og uopplyste over at en av deres 
egne har hevet seg opp over sin klasse, og som skj!ilnt de 
sjelden er klar over del ogs§ inneholder et uunngAelig 
element av sorg: sorgen ved ll bli forlatt.</s> 
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Ex.214 <s id=NG I.I.s45 corresp=NG l T. I.s46> The 
pride came from an instinct, like the water-diviner's for 
the pull of his twig, for Sonny's disllnction.</s> 

<s id=NG IT.l.s46 corresp=NG l.l.s45>Stoltheten skrev 
seg fra et instinkt, likt vannleterens nAr han kjenner 
kvisten b!ilye seg: de f!illte at Sonny var noe 
usedvanlig.<ls> 

Ex.216 <s id=NG l.l.s48 corresp=NG IT.l.s49>The 
definitive face that begins to emerge with adolescence 
was long, slender, and tenderly responsive beneath thick
browed, great black eyes ringed with dark skin as if in 
physical manifestation of deep thought.</s> 

<s id=NG IT.l.s49 corresp=NG l.l.s48>Det endelige 
ansiktet som formet seg i de f!ilrste ungdoms~rene var 
lang! og small og f!illsomt med store sorte ii!yne under 
tykke !ilyenbryn, omgitt av m!ilrk hud, som et fysisk 
uttrykk for tankekraft.</s> 

Ex.217 <s id=NGI.l.s49 corresp=NGIT.l.s50> Even 
the hands that emerged from the pudgy paws of early 
childhood were at once extraordinary, the fingers 
growing very long in proportion to the curve of the palm, 
nervous in their alert touch and deftness, yet bestowing 
calm when resting in handshake or as a caress.</s> 

<s id=NG I T.l.s50 corresp=NG I.l.s49>Selv hendene 
som etter llVert vokste ut av de lubne smAbamlankcnc var 
spesielle, fingrene var lange i forhold til hAndflaten, 
smidige og nerv!ilse, og likevel utstrAite de ro i el 
hAndtrykk eller et kjrertegn.</s> 

Ex.218 <s id=NGI.I.sSI corresp=NGIT.I.s52>Not 
that it was an arranged marriage in what had been the 
custom of her ancestors and still lingered among her 
family, although the religion that went with it had been 
neglected or abandoned by the younger generation.</s> 

<s id=NG lT.I.s52 corresp=NG I. I.s5l>lkke slik ll 
forslll at del var et arranger! ektcskap, slik skikkcn haddc 



vrerl hos hennes forfedre og slik del fremdeles forekom 
blant hermes slektninger selv om de religil!se 
forestillingene som lA bak, var forsl!mt og glemt av yngre 
generasjoner.</s> 

Ex.219 <s id=GNI.l.I.s5 corresp=GNIT.l.l.s5> 
Mattie paid the driver and got out of the cab.</s> 

<s id=GNIT.I.I.s5 corrcsp=GNI.I.I.s5>Mattie betalte 
sjM~ren og steg ut av drosjen.</s> 

Ex.220 <s id=GN l.l.l.s8 corrcsp=GN IT.I.I.s8> The 
sun's dying rays could be felt rather than seen behind the 
leaden evening sky, and snow began to cling to the 
cracks in the wall that stood only six feet from her 
building.</s> 

<s id=GN 1 T.l.t.s8 corresp=GN I.l.l.s8>De d~ende 
solstrAlene kunne kjennes snarere enn ses bak det tette 
skydekket, og sn~ bcgynte A klynge seg til sprckkene i 
muren som lA bare to meter fra gArden.</s> 

Ex.221 <s id=GNI.l.l.s9 corresp=GNIT.l.l.s9> 
Mattie saw that the wall reached just above the second
floor apartments, which meant the northern light would 
be blocked from her plants.</s> 

<s id=GN!T.I.l.s9 corresp=GN!.l.l.s9>Mattie sA at 
muren nAdde sAvidt over leilighetene i rumen etasje, noe 
som betydde at plantene hennes ikke ville flllys.</s> 

Ex.222 <s id=GNI.I.I.s!O corresp=GNIT.t.l.slO> All 
the beautiful plants that once had an entire sun porch for 
themselves in the home she had exchanged thirty years 
of her life to pay for would now have to fight for light on 
a crowded windowsill.</s> 

<s id=GN!T.l.l.slO corresp=GNl.l.l.slO>Alle de 
deilige plantene som engang hadde halt en he! hagestue 
for seg selv i hjemmet hun hadde brukt tredve Ar av silt 
liv pA A betale for, ville nA mAtte kjempe for Iys i en 
overfylt vinduskarm.</s> 

Ex.223 <s id=GNI.l.l.s22 corresp=GNIT.I.l.s22> A 
cinnamon-red man leaned over the Michaels' front fence 
and clucked softly to Mattie, who was in the yard feeding 
the young biddies.</s> 

<s id=GNIT.I.I.s22 corresp=GNI.I.l.s22>En kanelr¢d 
mann lente seg over familien Michaels gjerde og smattet 
lavt med tungen til Mattie, som var ute og matet 
hl!nene.</s> 

Ex.224 <s id=GNI.l.l.s38 corresp=GNIT.l.l.s38> 
The blood rushed to Mattie's face, and just as her mouth 
dropped open toning an insult at him, he slid his eyes 
evenly over to the barrel at the side of the house.</s> 

<s id=GN I T.l.l.s38 corresp=GN t.l.l.s38>Mattie ble 
glovarm i ansiktet, og akkurat idet hun llpnet munnen 
for ll skjelle ham ut, nyttet han blikket rolig bort til 
t¢nnen ved hushj¢rnet. </s> 

Ex.225 <s id=GNI.l.l.s42 corresp=GNIT.l.l.s42> 
"Yup, a scorcher like today is enough to make a man's 
throat just curl up and die."</s> 

<s id=GNIT.l.l.s42 corresp=GNI.l.l.s42> 
"Jojomensann, sAnn solsteik som dette tar rene 
strupetaket pA en mann. "</s> 

Ex.226 <s id=GN l.l.l.s48 corresp=GN I T.l.l.s48> 
She almost threw it at him.</s> 

<s id=GNJT.l.l.s48 corresp=GN l.l.l.s48>Hun kastet 
del nesten I synet pA ham.</s> 

Ex.227 <s id=GN !.l.l.s50 corresp=GN 1T.l.l.s50> 
"Lord, you Michael women got the sharpest tongues in 
the county, but I guess a man could die in a lot worst 
ways than being cut to death by such a beautiful 
mouth."</s> 
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<s id=GNIT.l.l.s50 corresp=GNI.l.l.s50>"Herre Jesus, 
dere Michael-vinnfolk har de skarpeste tungene i fylket, 
men en mann kunne vel finne verre mAter A d¢ pA enn A 
bli skAret i hjel av en munn sA deilig som din."</s> 

Ex.228 <s id=SKI.l.s2 corresp=SK!T.l.s2>He killed a 
waitress named Alma Frechette in 1970; a woman named 
Pauline Toothaker and a junior high school student 
named Cheryl Moody in 1971; a pretty girl named Carol 
Dunbargcr in 1974; a teacher named Etta Ringgold in the 
fall of 1975; finally, a gradc-schooler named Mary Kate 
Hendrasen in the early winter of that same year.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.l.s2 corresp=SKI.I.s2>1 !970 tok han livet 
av serveringsdamen Alma Frechette; i 1971 en kvinne 
ved navn Pauline Toothaker og gymnasiastcn Cheryl 
Moody; i 1974 en pen pike som het Carol Dunbargcr.; i 
1975 lrererinnen Etta Ringgold, og sll til slut!, tidlig pA 
vinteren sarnme Ar, en liten skolepike ved navn Mary 
Kate Hendrasen.</s> 

Ex.229 <s id=SK!.I.s3 corresp='SKIT.l.s3 SKIT.! 
.s4'> He was not werewolf, vampire, ghoul, or 
unnameable creature from the enchanted forest or from 
the snowy wastes; he was only a cop named Frank Dodd 
with mental and sexual problems.</s> 

<s id=SKJT.l.s3 corresp=SKI.l.s3>Han var hverken 
varnpyr, varulv, likskjcnder eller ukjent skapning fra den 
forheksede skog eller de sn~dekte sletter. 
<Is> <s id=SKIT.l.s4 corresp=SKI.l.s3>Han var bare en 
alminnelig politimann med psykiske og seksuelle 
problemer, og han bar navnet Frank Dodd.</s> 

Ex.230 <s id=SKI.l.s4 corresp='SKJT.l.s5 SKIT.!. 
s6'> A good man named John Smith uncovered his name 
by a kind of magic, but before he could be captured -
perhaps it was just as well - Frank Dodd killed 
himself.</s> 



<s id=SK1T.I.s5 corresp=SKI.I.s4>En av byens brave 
borgere - John Smith het han - greide som ved et under A 
avslprc morderens identitel.</s> 
<s id=SK1T.I.s6 corresp=SKI.I.s4>Men fpr noen rakk A 
arrestere ham tok Frank Dodd sitt eget liv - og del var 
kanskje like bra.</s> 

Ex.231 <s id=SK1.l.s5 corresp=SKIT.l.s7>There was 
some shock, of course, but mostly there was rejoicing in 
that small town, rejoicing because the monster which had 
haunted so many dreams was dead, dead at last.</s> 

<s id=SK1T.I.s7 corresp=SKI.l.s5>Hendelsen 
for:'lrsaket naturligvis bAde sjokk og forferdelse blant 
folk, men del var alllkevel glede og leltelse som spredte 
seg i den lille byen, glede over at monsteret som hadde 
hjemspkt s§ mange drpmmer, endelig var dpd.</s> 

Ex.232 <s id=SKI.I.s6 corresp=SKIT.l.s8> A town's 
nightmares were buried in Frank Dodd's grave.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.l.s8 corresp=SKI.l.s6>En hel sm§bys 
marcritt ble stedt til hvile med Frank Dodd.</s> 

Ex.233 <s id=SKI.l.s7 corresp=SKIT.I.s9>Yet even 
in this enlightened age, when so many parents are aware 
of the psychological damage they may do to their 
children, surely there was one parent somewhere in 
Castle Rock - or perhaps one grandmother - who quieted 
the kids by telling them that Frank Dodd would get them 
if they didn't watch out, if they weren't good.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.I.s9 corresp=SKI.l.s7>Men selv i vllr 
opplyste tidsalder, da s§ mange foreldre er klar over hvor 
lett del er A pAfiilre barn alvorllge psyklske skader, 
forekom del sikkert i Castle Rock at foreldre - cllcr 
kanskje en bestemor - truct mcd Frank Dodd hvis rmgen 
var rampete .</s> 

Ex.234 <s id=SKI.l.s8 corrcsp=SKlT.l.siO>And 
surely a hush fell as children looked toward their dark 
windows and thought of Frank Dodd in his shiny black 

vinyl raincoat, Frank Dodd who had choked ... and 
choked ... and chokcd.</s> 

<s id=SK1T.l.s10 corrcsp=SKI.I.s8>0g det ble nok 
ganske stille idet ungen kikket bort pA de nattsvarte 
vinducne og tcnktc p§ Frank Dodd i sin blanke, svarte 
plastregnfrakk, Frank Dodd som hadde kvalt ... og kvalt... 
og kvalt.</s> 

Ex.235 <s id=SKI.I.s9 corresp=SK1T.I.s11>He's out 
there, I can hear the grandmother whispering as the wind 
whistles down the chimney pipe and snuffles around the 
old pot lid crammed in the stove hole. <Is> 

<s id=SKIT.l.sl1 corresp=SKI.I.s9>Han er der ute, kan 
jeg hpre bestemoren hviske mens vinden piper i 
skorsteinen og skramler med del gamle, bulkete 
kasserollelokket som noen har slengt inn 
vedkomfyren.</s> 

Ex.236 <s id=SKl.l.slO corresp='SK1T.l.s12 
SK1T.I.s13 SKIT.l.s14 SKIT.I.s15' 
He's out there, and if you're not good, it may be his face 
you sec looking in your bedroom window after everyone 
in the house is asleep except you; it may be his smiling 
face you see peeking at you from the closet in the middle 
of the night, the STOP sign he held up when he crossed 
the little children in one hand, the razor he used to kill 
himself in the other... so shhh, children... shhh ... 
shhhh.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.I.sl2 corresp=SKI.l.s!O Haner der utc, og 
hvis du ikke er snill, ser du kanskje ansiktet hans 
gjennom vinduet etter at aile de andre i huset har 
sovnet.</s> 
<s id=SK1T.l.s13 corresp=SKI.l.slO Del blir kanskje 
hans smilende fjes du ser title ut fra skapet midt pA 
natten.</s> 
<s id=SK1T.l.s14 corresp=SKI.l.s!O I den ene hllnden 
har han STOPP-skiltet han brukte nAr han hjalp barna 
over galen, i den andre barbcrbladet han tok live! av seg 
med ... </s> 
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<s id=SK1T.l.sl5 corresp=SKI.I.s!O SA hysj nA, ungen 
min ... hyssjj ... hyssjj ... </s> 

Ex.237 <s id=SK l.l.s 12 corresp='SK IT .l.s 17 
SKIT.l.s18 SK1T.I.s19'> There were nightmares to be 
sure, and children who lay wakeful to be sure, and the 
empty Dodd house (for his mother had a stroke shortly 
afterwards and died) quickly gained a reputation as a 
haunted house and was avoided; but these were passing 
phenomena - the perhaps unavoidable side effects of a 
chain of senseless murders.</s> 

<s id=SK1T.l.sl7 corresp=SKI.l.s12>Det var nok 
mareritt og del var nok barn som lA vAkne utover 
natten.</s> 
<s id~SK1T.l.s18 corresp=SKI.l.s12>Frank Dodds hus 
sto tomt (for hans mor d!ilde av slag kort tid etter) og det 
fikk snarl ord pA seg for A vrere hjemsiilkt av sp¢kelser og 
del som verre var.</s> 
<s id=SKIT.l.sl9 corresp=SKI.l.s12>Men all delle vnr 
et forbigAende fenomen -de uunngfielige bivirkninger av 
en rekke meningslpse mord.</s> 

Ex.238 <s id=SK!.I.s13 corresp=SK I T.l.s20>But 
time passed.</s> 

<s id~SK I T.l.s20 corresp=SKI.l.sl3>0 g tiden 
gikk.</S> 

Ex.239 <s id=SK l.l.s22 corresp='SK IT .l.s29 
SKIT.l.s30'>He got out of bed and walked half asleep 
toward the white light thrown in a wedge through the 
half-open door, already lowering his pajama pants.</s> 

<s id=SK1 T.l.s29 corresp=SKI.l.s22>Han sto opp av 
sengen, vandrct halvt i spvne mot del hvite lyset som 
strpmmet inn gjennom d¢rsprekken.</s> 
<s id=SKIT.l.s30 corresp=SKI.I.s22>Han hadde 
trukket ned buksene allerede f!lr han kom ut pll 
badel.</s> 



Ex.240 <s id=SKl.l.s23 corresp=SK!T.l.s31>He 
urinated forever, flushed, and went back to bcd.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.I.s31 corresp=SKI.I.s23>Han tisset, dro 
ned, og tuslet tilbake til sengen.</s> 

Ex.241 <s id=SK l.l.s24 corresp=SK I T.l.s32>He 
pulled the covers up, and that was when he saw the 
creature in his closet.</s> 

<s id=SK1T.I.s32 corresp=SKI.I.s24>Det var fJJrst da 
han hadde lagt seg ned med teppet trukket hell 
oppunder haken, at han oppdaget uhyret i skapct.</s> 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Ex.242 <S id=SKI.I.s25 corresp=SK!T.I.s33>Low to 
the ground it was, with huge shoulders bulking above its 
cocked head, its eyes amber-glowing pits - a thing that 
might have been half man, half wolf.</s> 

<s id=SK1T.I.s33 corrcsp=SKI.l.s25>Det salt 
sammenkr!lpct pA gulvel, med veldigc skuldrc stikkendc 
opp som to pukler, og skittengule onde !lyne - det kunne 
ha vrert halvt menneske, halvt ulv.</s> 

Ex.243 <s id=SKI.l.s26 corresp='SKIT.l.s34 
SKIT.l.s35'>And its eyes rolled to follow him as he sat 
up, his scrotum crawling, his hair standing on end, his 
breath a thin winter-whistle in his throat: mad eyes that 
laughed, eyes that promised horrible death and the music 
of screams that went unheard; something in the 
closet.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.l.s34 corresp=SKI.l.s26>0g 11ynene fulgte 
ham der han salle seg opp i sengen og kjente hvordan 
hAre! reiste seg pA hodet og en prikkende Meise bredte 
seg I skriltel.</s> 
<s id=SK!T.I.s35 corresp=SKI.I.s26>Pusten IJJd som 
en hes fluyte i halsen hans: forrykte 1\yne llirte mot ham, 
1\ync som love! en forferdclig d~!d, skrik som ingen ville 
hl!re: et uhyre i skapel.</s> 

Ex.244 <s id=SKI.I.s28 corrcsp=SKIT.I.s37>Tad 
Trenton clapped his hands to his eyes, hitched in breath, 
and screamed.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.I.s37 corresp=SKI.I.s28>Tad Trenton 
gjemte ansiktet i hendene, trakk pus len med et hiksl og 
skrek.</s> 

Ex.245 <s ic.i=SKI.I.s32 corresp=SKIT.I.s4i>As they 
came in, he peered through his fingers and saw it there in 
the closet, snarling, promising dreadfully that they 
might come, but they would surely go, and that when they 
did ·<Is> 

<s id=SKIT.l.s41 corresp=SK!.I.s32>ldct de kom inn, 
kikket han ut mellom fingrene og sA det der i skapel, 
snerrende, som om det sa: ja, de mA gjen1e komme, men 
de gAr snarl igjen, og da ... </s> 

Ex.246 <s id=SK l.l.s34 corresp='SKIT.I.s43 
SKIT.I.s44'>Vic and Donna Trenton came lo his bed 
exchanging a look of concern over his chalky face and his 
staring eyes, and his mother said - no, snapped, "I told 
you three hoi dogs was too many, Vic!"</s> 

<s id=SK!T.I.s43 corresp=SKI.I.s34>Vic og Donna 
Trenton kom bort til sengen og utvekslet engstelige blikk 
over det kritlhvite ansiktel hans og de stirrende 
0ynene.</s> 
<s id=SKIT.l.s44 corresp=SKI.l.s34>Moren sa- nei, 
bjeffet: "Jeg sa jo at tre ps!lser ville bli for mye for ham, 
Vic!"</s> 

Ex.247 <s id=SKI.I.s36 corrcsp=SKIT.I.s46>Tad 
dared to look into the mouth of his closet again.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.l.s46 corresp=SKI.I.s36>Tad vAget et 
forsiktig blikk bort pAden llpne skapdl!ren igjen.</s> 

Ex.248 <s id=SKI.I.s38 corresp='SK I T.l.s48 
SK!T.I.s49'>lnslead of whatever hungry beast he had 
seen, there were two uneven piles of blankets, winter 
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bedclothes which Donna had not yet gotten around to 
taking up to the cut.off third floor.</s> 

<s id=SK!T.I.s48 corresp=SKI.l.s38>1 stedet for del 
utsullede beislel han hadde sell, var del bare to uryddigc 
stabler med ullteppcr.</s> 
<s id=SK I T.l.s49 corresp=SK I.I.s38>1>et var 
vinlersengklrerne som Donna ennA ikke haddc fMI somlel 
seg til A brere opp pA loftel.</s> 

ex.249 <S id=SK1.l.s41 corresp=SKIT.l.s52> Instead 
of pitted and baleful amber eyes, there were the friendly 
brown glass balls from which his Teddy observed the 
world.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.l.s52 corresp=SKI.l.s41>1 stedet for 
dyplliggende, d~!delige gule ¢yne, s§ han de godmodige, 
brune glasskulellynene til bamsen.</s> 

Ex.250 <s id=SKl.l.s46 corresp=SKIT.I.s57>His 
mommy sat with him; they held him between them, 
soothed him as best they could.</s> 

<s id=SK1T.l.s57 corresp=SKI.l.s46>Mamma salle seg 
pA sengen, de hold! ham mellom seg og lr0stet ham som 
best de kunne.</s> 

Ex.25l <s id=SKI.l.s49 corresp='SKIT.I.s60 SKI 
T.l.s61'> His mommy explained how shadows could 
sometimes look like the bad things they sometimes 
showed on TV or in the comic books, and Daddy told 
him everything was all right, fine, that nothing in their 
good house could hurt him.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.I.s60 corresp=SKI.I.s49>Hans mor 
forklartc hvordan skygger noen ganger kunne se ut som 
de frele tingene han av og til sll pA TV, elier i 
tegneseriebladene.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.I.s61 corresp=SKI.i.s49>Pappa sa at all var 
bra nA, at det ikke fanles noe i del trygge huset deres som 
kunne gjllre ham noe.</s> 



Ex.252 <s id=SKI.I.s50 corresp=SK!T.I.s62>Tad 
nodded and agreed that it was so, although he knew it 
was nol.</s> 

<s id=SK!T.l.s62 corresp=SK!.I.s50>Tad nikket at det 
var slik, selv om han visste at del ikke var sant.</s> 

Ex.253 <s id=JSMI.l.l.s3 corresp=JSMIT.l.l.s3> On 
the western edge of Cabot, it became Zebulon County 
Scenic Highway, and ran for three miles along the curve 
of the Zebulon River, before the river turned south and 
the Scenic continued west into Pike.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.l.s3 corresp=JSMI.l.l.s3>Vest for 
Cabot skiftct den navn til Zebulon Utsiktsvci, og fulgtc 
Zebulon-elva fern kilometer veslover, til elva svingtc 
s¢rovcr og Utsiktsveien fortsatte vestover til Pike.</s> 

Ex.254 <s id=JSMI.J.J.s5 corresp=JSMIT.l.l.s5> 
From thai bump, the earthwas unquestionably flat, the 
sky unquestionably domed, and it seemed to me when I 
was a child in school, learning about Columbus, that in 
spite of what my teacher said, ancient cultures might 
have been onto somethlng.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.J.s5 corresp=JSMI.l.l.s5>Selt fra den 
h!lyden var jorda ubestridelig fiat og himmclen 
ubestridelig en kuppel, og da jeg var litcn og gikk pA 
skolen og lrertc om Columbus, forekom det meg at 
uansett hv a lrererinnen sa, mlltte del vrere noe I de 
gamle kulturenes mllle l1 se verden pll.</s> 

Ex.255 <s id=JSMI.l.l.s6 corresp=JSM!T.l.l.s6> No 
globe or map fully convinced me that Zebulon County 
was not the center of the universe.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.l.s6 corresp=JSMI.l.!.s6>lngen globus 
cller verdenskarl kunne riktig overbevise meg om at 
Zebulon ikke var verdens sentrum.</s> 

Ex.256 <s id=JSMI.l.l.s8 corresp=JSM!T.l.l.s8> 
Because the intersection was on this tiny rise, you could 
sec our buildings, a mile distant, at the southern edge of 
the fann.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.l.s8 corresp=JSMI.l.l.s8>Fra veikrysset 
pA den ¢rlille h¢yden kunne du se gArdsbygningene vAre 
som Ia halvannen kilometer unna, pA s~rsiden av 
eiendommen.</s> 

Ex.257 <s id=JSMI.l.l.s9 corresp=JSMIT.l.l.s9>A 
mile to the east, you could see three silos that marked the 
northeastern corner, and if you raked your gaze from the 
silos to the house and barn, then back again, you would 
take in the immensity of the piece of land my father 
owned, six hundred forty acres, a whole section, paid for, 
no encumbrances, as flat and fertile, black, friable, and 
exposed as any piece of land on the face of the 
earth.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.l.s9 corresp=JSMI.l.l.s9>Halvannen 
kilometer ¢stover kunne du se de tre siloene i det 
nordllstre hjllrnet, og hvis du lot blikket gli fra siloene til 
huset og uthusene og sll tiibake igjen, kunne du se hvor 
diger fars eiendorn var, to tusen fern hundre og seksti mAl, 
en he! seksjon, kj¢pt og betalt, uten heftelser, et stykke 
land sA flatt og fruktbart, svart og smuldrende som noen 
kunne !lnske seg p:\ denne jord.</s> 

Ex.258 <s id=JSM!.l.l.s!Ocorresp=JSMIT.l.l.slO> If 
you looked west from the intersection, you saw no sign of 
anything remotely scenic in the distance.</s> 

<s id=JSM!T.l.l.s!O corresp=JSMl.l.l.slO>SA du 
vestover fra veikrysset, var del ikke tegn til noe som 
lignet naturskj!lnnhet i det fjeme.</s> 

Ex.259 <s id=JSM!.l.l.sl8 corresp=JSMIT.l.l.sl9> 
Acreage and financing were facts as basic as name and 
gender in Zebulon County .</s> 
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<s id=JSMIT.l.l.sl9 corresp=JSMI.l.l.sl8> 
Eiendommens sl!lrrelse og llkonomiske status var like 
grunnleggende fakta som navn og kjllllll i Zebulon.</s> 

Ex.260 <s id=JSMI.i.l.sl9 corresp=JSMIT.i.l.s20> 
Harold Clark and my father used to argue at our kitchen 
table about who should get the Ericson land when they 
finally lost their morlgage.</s> 

<s id=JSM!T.l.l.s20 corresp=JSM!.l.l.sl9>Harold 
Clark og far min pleide A sitte ved kjl'!kkenbordet hos oss 
og diskutere om hvem som skulle overta Ericsons 
eiendom nAr de ikke greide hypoleket mer.</s> 

Ex.261 <s id=JSM!.i.l.s20 corresp=JSMIT.l.l.s21> I 
was aware of this whenever I played with Ruthie Ericson, 
whenever my mother, my sister Rose, and I went over to 
help can garden produce, whenever Mrs. Ericson 
brought over some pies or doughnuts, whenever my 
father loaned Mr. Ericson a tool, whenever we ate Sunday 
dinner in the Ericsons' kitchen.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.i.t.s21 corresp=JSMI.l.l.s20>Jeg var 
oppmerksom pfi del hver gang jeg iekte med Ruthie 
Ericson, hver gang mor og Rose og jeg var borte hos 
dem og hjalp til med A herrnetisere frukl og gr!lnnsaker, 
hver gang fru Ericson kom innom med nybakte paler 
elier smultringer, hver gang Ericson !Ante rcdskap av far 
min, hver gang vi spistc s¢ndagsmiddag pfi kjllkkenet hos 
Ericsons.</s> 

Ex.262 <s id=JSM!.i.l.s21 corrcsp=JSMIT.l.l.s22> I 
recognized the justice of Harold Clark's opinion that the 
Ericson land was on his side of the road, but even so, I 
thought it should be us.</s> 

<s id=JSM I T.l.l.s22 corresp=JSM l.l.l.s2 i>Jeg inns A at 
Harold Clark hadde ret! i at Ericsons eicndom lA pA hans 
side av veien, men likevel syntes jeg den burde tilfalle 
OSS.</s> 



Ex.263 <s id=JSMI.l.l.s23 corrcsp=JSMI T.l.l.s24> 
For another, I thought it appropriate and desirable that the 
great circle of the flat earth spreading out from the T 
intersection of County Road 686 and Cabot Street Road 
be ours.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.I.I.s24 corresp=JSMI.I.I.s23>0g for del 
andre syntes jeg det ville were rctt og rimelig at hclc den 
store rundingcn av flat jord som lA utslrakt omkring T
krysscl der fylkesvei 686 og Cabot Strect-vcicn m¢ttcs, 
var vAr.</s> 

Ex.264 <s id=JSMI.I.I.s27 corrcsp=JSMIT.l.l.s28> 
That was the year my father bought his first car, a Buick 
sedan with prickly gray velvet seats, so rounded and slick 
that it was easy to slide off the backseat into the footwell 
when we went over a stiff bump or around a sharp 
corner.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.l.s28 corresp=JSMI.l.l.s27>Dct var del 
Aret far min kj¢ple sin f¢rste bil, en Buick Sedan med grA 
fl¢yelsselcr som kilte, sA runde og glatte at du lett skied 
ned fra bakselet nAr del var en dump ellcr en krapp svlng 
I veien.</s> 

Ex.265 <s id=JSMI.l.l.s29 corresp=JSMIT.l.l.s30> 
The Ericson children and the Clark children continued to 
ride in the back of the farm pickup, but the Cook 
children kicked their toes against a front scat and stared 
out the back windows, nicely protected from the 
dust.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.l.s30 corresp=JSMI.l.l.s29>Ericson
ungcne og Clark-ungene ble fortsatt fraktet bak pA 
iastcbilene, mens Cook-smAplkene hadde et 
ll¢yelslrukkel forsele A sparke mot og bakruler A kikke ut 
av og var beskyttet mot veisl¢vel.</s> 

Ex.266 <s id=JSMI.l.l.s31 corresp=JSM I T.l.l.s32> 
In spite of the price 

of gasoline, we took a lot of rides !hal year, something 
farmers rarely do, and my father never again did after 
Caroline was born.</s> 

<S id=JSMIT.l.l.s32 corresp=JSMI.l.l.s31>Tillross for 
bensinprisen kjJ~rte vi mange bllturer det Are!, noe 
b¢nder sjcldcn gj¢r og far min aldri gjorde mer etter at 
Caroline blc f¢dl.</s> 

Ex.267 <s id=JSMI.l.l.s32 corresp='JSMIT.I.I.s33 
JSMIT.I.l.s34'>For me, it was a pleasure like a secret 
hoard of coins - Rose, whom I adored, sitting against me 
in the hot musty velvet luxury of the car's interior, the 
click of the gravel on its undercarriage, the sensation of 
the car swimming in the rutted road, the farms passing 
every minute, reduced from vastness to insignificance by 
our speed; the unaccustomed sense of leisure; most 
Important, though, the reassuring note of my father's 
and mother's voices commenting on what they saw - he 
on the progress of the yearly work and the condition of 
the animals in the pastures, she on the look and size of !he 
house and garden, the colors of the buildings.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.l.s33 corresp=JSMI.l.l.s32>For meg 
var det en like stor fryd som en hemmclig skatt - A fA 
sine ved siden av Rose, som jeg liiba, i bilens vanne, 
fl¢yelstrukne luksus, hl!re grusen smelle mot 
underslellet, f¢le at bllen filii pA den humpele veien, se 
gllrdene fare forbi pA et blunk og de svrere eiendommene 
redusert til ingenting av farlen vAr, og den uvanle 
fornemmelsen av ro og mak.</s> 
<s id=JSMIT.I.I.s34 corresp=JSMI.I.I.s32>Skj0nl del 
vlktigste var den betryggende lonen i fars og mors 
stemmer som kommenterte det de sA - hans 
bemerkninger om hvor lang! de var kommel med Arets 
arbcid og hvordan del slo til med dyra pA beite, og hermes 
om sl¢rrelsc og ulsecndc pA hus og hager og farger pA 
bygningene.</s> 

Ex.268 <s id=JSMI.I.I.s35 corrcsp=JSM1T.I.I.s37> 
But when I listened to their duct then, I nestled into the 
certainty of the way, through the repeated 
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comparisons, our farm und our lives seemed secure and 
good.</S> 

<s id=JSMIT.I.I.s37 corrcsp=JSMI.I.I.s35>Men da jcg 
lyllel til <Iuellen dcrcs den gang, ga de gjentalte 
sammenligningene meg klare bevis for at vi hadde del 
lrygt og godt pA gArden vAr.</s> 

Ex.269 <s id=JSMI.1.2.s2 corrcsp='JSMJT.I.2.s2 
JSMIT.I.2.s3 JSMIT.I.2.s4'> He left for a commonplace 
reason - he was drafted - but within a few months of 
Harold's accompanying his son to the bus depot in 
Zebulon Center, Jess and everything about him slipped 
into the category of the unmentionable, and no one spoke 
of him again until the spring of 1979, when I ran into 
Loren Clark at the bank in Pike and he said that Harold 
was giving a pig roast for Jess's homecoming, would all 
of us come, no need to bring anything.</s> 

<s id=JSM IT.1.2.s2 corresp=JSMI.I.2.s2>Grunnen til at 
han rcistc hjcmmcfra var vanlig nok - han ble innkalt til 
militrertjeneste.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.I.2.s3 corrcsp=JSMI.I.2.s2>Men noen 
mAneder eller at Harold hadde fulgt s~nncn sin til 
busslerminalcn i Zebulon Center, ble Jess og all som 
nngikk ham el av de emncne man ikke kom inn pA, og 
ingcn snakkct om ham mer f¢r vAren 1979.</s> 

<s id=JSMJT.I.2.s4 corresp=JSMI.I.2.s2>Da traff jeg pA 
Loren Clark utenfor bankcn i Pike, og han sa at Harold 
skulle steke en gris i anlcdning Jess' hjemkomsl, aile var 
velkommen, ikke n~dvendig Aha mcd seg noc.</s> 

Ex.270 <s id=JSMI.I.2.s6 corresp=JSMIT.I.2.s8>"I 
thought he hadn't been In touch."</s> 

<s id=JSM I T.l.2.s8 corrcsp=JSMI.1.2.s6>".Jeg visste 
ikke at dere hadde hl!rt fra ham,"</s> 

Ex.271 <s id=JSMI.1.2.sll corresp=JSMIT.1.2.sl3> It 
was true !hat butts had been busted, since the spring had 



been cold and wei, and no one had been able to gel into 
the fields until mid-May.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.2.s13 corresp='JSM1.1.2.sll JSM1.1.2. 
sl2'> Det var sant at de hadde slUt hard!, for vAren 
hadde vrert kald og vAt, og ingen hadde kunnet komme i 
gang pA Akeren f!ilr midten av mai, og da kom sA A si all 
maisen i hele bygda i jorda pA under to uker.</s> 

Ex.272 <s id=JSM1.1.2.s12 corresp=JSMIT.I.2.s13> 
Then almost all the com in the county had been planted in 
less than two weeks.</s> 

<s id=JSMI T.1.2.s13 corresp='JSM1.1.2.sll JSM1.1.2. 
sl2'> Del var san! at de hadde slill hard!, for vAren hadde 
vrert kald og vAl, og ingen hadde kunnct komme i gang pA 
Akeren f!ilr midten av mai, og da kom sA A si all maisen i 
hele bygda i jorda pA under to uker.</s> 
------------------------------------------------
Ex.273 <s id=JSMI.1.2.s14 corresp=JSM!T.I.2.s15> 
Whatever he said, I knew he was feeling a little heroic, 
just as the men around our place were fccling.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.2.s15 corresp=JSM1.1.2.s14> Han kunne 
si hva han ville, men jeg visste at han f!illtc seg lilt 
heroisk, akkurat som karene pll gllrden hos oss.</s> 

Ex.274 <s id=JSMI.I.2.s15 corresp=JSMIT.I.2.s16> I 
thought of somelhing.</s> 

<s id=JSM1T.l.2.sl6 corresp='JSMI.l.2.sl5 JSMI.l.2. 
s16'> Sll kom jeg i tanker om noe: "Vet han om moren 
deres?"</s> 

Ex.275 <s id=BOI.l.l.s8 corresp=BOIT.l.l.s8> There 
was much feasting, playing, and sorrowing.</s> 

<s id=BOIT.l.l.s8 corresp=BOI.l.l.s8>Vi feslel, lekle 
og s9)rget mye.</s> 

Ex.276 <s id=BOI.l.l.sl4 corresp=BOIT.l.l.sl4> We 
disliked the rigours of existence, the unfulfilled longings, 

the enshrined injustices of the world, the labyrinths of 
love, the ignorance of parents, the fact of dying, and the 
amazing indifference of the Living in the midst of the 
simple beauties of the universe.</s> 

<s id=B01T.l.l.sl4 corresp=BOJ.J.J.si4>Vi mislikte 
tilvrerelsens harde bud, verdens uoppfylte lengsler og 
hevdvunne urelt, kjrerlighetens labyrinter, foreldres 
uvitenhet, d¢dens kjensgjeming og de Jevendes selsomme 
kulde midt i de enkle undre som fyller universct.</s> 

Ex.277 <s id=BOJ.J.J.sl5 corresp='BOJT.I.I.sl5 
BOIT.J.J.sl6'>We feared the heartlessness of human 
beings, all of whom are born blind, few of whom ever 
learn to see.</s> 

<s id=B01T.l.l.sl5 corresp=B01.J.l.sl5> Mennes
kenes hjertel!ilshet skremte oss.</s> 
<s id=BOIT.J.J.sl6 corresp=BOI.I.I.si5>De er aile f!ildt 
blinde, og fA av dem lrerer A se.</s> 

Ex.278 <s id=BOI.I.I.sl6 corresp=BOIT.I.I.sl7> Our 
king was a wonderful personage who sometimes 
appeared in the form of a great cal.</s> 

<s id=BOIT.I.J.sl7 corresp=BOJ.J.J.sl6>VAr konge var 
en stor pcrsonlighet som til tider ikledde seg en hJves 
sklkkelse.</s> 
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Explicitatin~ shifts in translations from 
Norwegian into En~lish 

Ex.! <s id=TBI.l.s3 corresp=TBIT.l.s3>Stien er 
smal, vi gAr en og en etter hverandre, sola steiker oss i 
ryggen og kvekeren fortcller oppgl!lldd om trosfellene 
sine hjemme sorn for en tid tilbake sendte noen penger de 
ville han skulle gi til et veldedig formAI.</s> 

<s id=TBIT.l.s3 corrcsp=TBI.I.s3>The path is narrow 
and we walk in single file, the sun burning our backs, 
while the Quaker tells us enthusiastically about his fellow 
believers back home who had recently sent him some 
money they wished to be given to a worthy cause.</s> 

Ex.2 <s id=TBI.l.s5 corresp=TBIT.l.s5>Han hadde 
vrert og bes¢kt benne, og synet av Rose i det gamle huset 
hadde fAit ham til A gi benne pengene for at hun skulle 
bygge nytt.</s> 

<s id=TBIT.l.s5 corresp=TB1.1.s5>He had visited her, 
and the sight of Rose in the run-down old house had 
prompted him to give her the money to build a new 
one.</s> 

Ex.3 <s id=TB!.l.s6 corresp=TBIT.l.s6>Han hadde 
tilrned hjulpct benne med innkj¢pene, hadde selv draft til 
Kisumu mcd bilcn sin og kj!llpt blikkplater til tak.</s> 

<s id=TBIT.l.s6 corresp=TBI.l.s6>He had also helped 
her to buy materials and driven to Kisumu in his own car 
to get corrugated tin for the roof.</s> 

Ex.4 <s id=TB l.l.s8 corresp=TB I T.l.s8>Selv 
Rachel som alltid pleier A vrere full av prat og latter, gAr 
uten A si noe.</s> 

<s id=TB I T.l.s8 corresp=TB l.l.s8>Even Rachel, 
usually laughing and talkative, goes along without a 
word.</s> 

Ex.5 <s id=TBI.l.sll corresp=TBIT.l.sl2>Han har 
underslMt et hell Ars skolepenger, overlrereren altsA, og nA 
har han kj!llpt seg en liten buss, en rnatatu, sorn han 
frakter folk rundt i og tjener penger pA, mens skolen 
seiler sin egen sjl/l ... </s> 

<s id=TBIT.l.s12 corresp=TBI.l.sll>This headmaster 
has embezzled a whole year's school funds and has 
bought a small bus, a matatu, which he drives people 
around in, earning money for himself and leaving the 
school in the lurch.</s> 

Ex.6 <s id=TB1.1.sl4 corresp=TBIT.l.sl5>NA stAr 
de i en forskremt klump lit! bakenfor den hvite mannen 
med kameraet.</s> 

<s id=TBIT.l.sl5 corresp=TBI.l.s14>They stand 
huddled together, scared, just behind the white man 
with the camera.</s> 

Ex.7 <s id=TBI.l.sl6 corresp=TBIT.l.sl7>Hun er 
barf!lltt, kledt i sidt blAtt skj¢rt og en hvit kart tr!llyc som 
jeg vet har en dyp flenge i ryggen.</s> 

<s id=TBIT.l.sl7 corresp=TBI.l.sl6>She is barefoot, 
dressed in her blue skirt and a short white blouse that I 
know has a long tear down the back.</s> 

Ex.8 <s id=TBI.l.s22 corresp=TBIT.l.s22>Den 
hvite manncn knlpser.</s> 

<s id=TBIT.l.s22 corresp=TBI.l.s22>The white man 
clicks his camera.</s> 

Ex.9 <s id=TBI.l.s43 corresp=TBIT.l.s43>Et start 
tun omkranset av hytter og hus.</s> 

<s id=TBIT.l.s43 corresp=TBI.l.s43>A large enclosure 
surrounded by mud huts and houses .</s> 
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Ex.IO <s id=TBI.l.s50 corresp =TBJT.l.s50> 
Leonorah er f!lrste kone, hun er ogsA lrerer, pA en 
folkeskole som Jigger like ved.</s> 

<s id=TBIT.I.s50 corresp=TBI.I.s50>Eleonorah is his 
first wife; she is a teacher too, at a primary school close 
by.</s> 

Ex. II <sid=KFI.I.I.s44 corresp=KFIT.I.I.s44>Jeg 
er ingen lommetyv, ingen veskenapper.</s> 

<s id=KFIT.I.I.s44 corresp=KFI.l.l.s44>1'm neither a 
pickpocket nor a purse snatchcr.</s> 

Ex.l2 <s id=SLI.I.slO corresp=SLIT.I.s!O>Dct var 
myrlendt der Lyon idag har fAtt en mektig, asfaltert plass 
med monument, og en langstrakt, skogkledd by ute i 
Rh6nen er blitt borte under motorvei og leiegArder.</s> 

<s id=SLIT.I.s!O corresp=SLI.l.s!O>Where today there 
is a great asphalted square with a monument there was 
then marshy ground, and a long wooded island out in the 
Rh6ne has given way to motorway and blocks of 
flats.</s> 

Ex.l3 <s id=SLI.l.sl7 corrcsp=SLIT.I.s!7>Ved 
siden av nybroen stakk det opp pAler fra fundamentet pA 
middelaldcrbroen som en gang, flere hundre Ar f!llr Louise 
ble f!lldt, segnet under Rikard L!llvehjerte og hans 
korsfarere.</s> 

<s id=SLI T.l.s17 corresp=SLI.l.s 17>Bcsidc the new 
bridge could be seen the piles of the medieval bridge that 
one day, centuries before Louise was born, collapsed 
under Richard the Lion Heart and his crusaders.</s> 

Ex.14 <s id=SLI.!.s23 corrcsp=SL!T.I.s23>Rikard 
druknet selvf!lllgelig ikke, ble knapt vAt pA f!llttene der han 
red f!llrst med vaiende fjrerbusk pA hjelmen, men de svrere 
proviantvognene med kvinner og barn pA toppen gikk til 
bunns med trekkdyr og lasl.</s> 



<s id=SLIT.l.s23 corresp=SLI.l.s23>As we know, 
Richard was not drowned, hardly got his feet wet, for he 
rode in the vanguard, the plumes of his helmet waving in 
the breeze, but the heavy provisions wagons with women 
and children atop went to the bottom with their draught 
animals and loads.</s> 

Ex.l5 <s id=SLI.l.s25 corresp=SLIT.l.s25>Rikard 
L¢vehjerte kom riktignok til del Hellige Land, men vant 
bare Palestinas kystland tilbake og havnet i et fangehull i 
0sterrike pA hjemturen, og hele denne tiden var Iande! 
hans uten husband, Apent for ulykke.</s> 

<s id=SLI T.l.s25 corresp=SLI.l.s25>True, Richard 
Coeur de Lion did get to the Holy Land, but he only 
regained the coastal fringe of Palestine and on the 
homeward journey ended up in an Austrian prison, and all 
the time he was away his country was without a ruler, a 
prey to misfortune.</s> 

Ex.l6 <s id=SLI.I.s43 corresp=SL1T.I.s42>EnnA var 
hun svrert uskyldig, trodde hun kunne !eve som sine 
br¢drc.</s> 

<s id=SL1T.I.s42 corresp=SLI.l.s43>She was still 
absurdly innocent, believed she could live like her 
brothers.</s> 

Ex.l7 <s id=SLI.I.s45 corresp=SLIT.I.s44>Siden 
deltok hun vlsstnok i beleiringen av Perpignan som en ny 
Jeanne d'Arc, hell til h¢sten kom med kulde og regn, og 
hreren vendte nordover igjen.</s> 

<s id=SLIT.l.s44 corresp=SLI.I.s45>She is said to 
have taken part later in the siege of Perpignan as a new 
Joan of Arc, sticking it out until autumn came with cold 
and rain and the army turned northwards again.</s> 

Ex.l8 <s id=BV2.l.l.s4 corresp=BV2T.I.l.s4>De 
hvite heftene i hAnden, gummist¢vler, kllper.</s> 

<s id=BV2T.l.l.s4 corresp=BV2.l.l.s4>White booklets 
in their hands, rubber boots, winter coats.</s> 

Ex.l9 <s id=BV2.1.l.s8 corresp=BV2T.I.l.s8>Hva 
da? sier Anita, hva da?</s> 

<s id=BV2T.I.l.s8 corresp=BV2.l.l.s8>What Is It? says 
Anita, what is it?</s> 

Ex.20 <sid=BV2.l.l.sllcorresp=BV2T.I.I.sl2>Rut 
har stukket arrnen inn i Anitas, de kr01ler seg sammen 
og hvisker.</s> 

<s id=BV2T.l.l.sl2 corresp=BV2.l.l.sli>Ruth has 
taken Anita's arm, they put their heads together and 
whisper.</s> 

Ex.21 <sid=BV2.l.l.sl4corresp=BV2T.l.l.sl5> 
Ved melkebutikken er rullegardinen trukket ned, ved 
!rappen stAr trekasser med tomme melkeflasker.</s> 

<s id=BV2T.l.l.sl5 corresp=BV2.l.l.sl4>At the dairy 
the blinds are drawn, on the steps there are wooden crates 
full of empty milk bottles.</s> 

Ex.22 <sid=B V2.!.l.s22corresp=B V2T.l.l.s24>Gerd 
former hvert av tallene med tungespissen mot ganen, 
del tar lang tid.</s> 

<s id=BV2T.l.l.s24 corresp=BV2.l.l.s22>Gerd says 
each number to herself with the tip of her tongue against 
the roof of her mouth, it takes a long time.</s> 

Ex.23 <s id=BV2.1.1.s27 corresp=BV2T.I.I.s29> 
Den gamle diakonissen stAr pA den r0de fl¢yelen ved 
altere!, hun sier de skal be for freden.</s> 

<s id=BV2T.l.J .s29 corresp=BV2.l.l.s27>The old sister 
is standing on the red velvet carpet by the altar, she says 
that they must pray for peace.</s> 
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Ex.24 <sid=BV2.1.1.s34corresp=BV2T.l.l.s36> 
EtterpA blir aile dell i grupper, de stJ<lrsle pikene gAr opp 
en trapp san1men mcd den garnle diakonissen.</s> 

<s id=B V2T .l.l.s36 corresp=B V2.1.1.s34> Afterwards 
they are all split into groups, and the oldest girls go up 
some stairs together with the old sister.</s> 

Ex.25 <s id=BV2.1.l.s36 corresp=BV2T.I.I.s38> Der 
fAr de sitte pA r¢de fl¢yclsputer, hun sitter tell inntil 
Margaret og diakonissen snakker med bll)t stemme, 
ansiklet hennes er ogsA av fl¢yel.</s> 

<s id=BV2T.I.I.s38 corresp=BV2.1.1.s36>There they 
can sit on red velvet cushions; she sits close against 
Margaret and the sister speaks in a soft voice, her face is 
also velvet.</s> 

Ex.26 <s id=BV2.1.l.s40 corresp=BV2T.I.I.s42>En 
fugl, sier Margaret.</s> 

<s id=BV2T.I.l.s42 corresp=BV2.l.l.s40>1t's a bird, 
says Margaret.</s> 

Ex.27 <s id=BV2.1.1.s47 corresp=BV2T.!.I.s49> 
Pikene tigger om flere bilder, bildene er vakre, en kan bli 
borte i aile rJ<jdfargenc og del brune og gr¢nne, de cr 
varme og tette og suger dem til seg.</s> 

<s id=BV2T.I.I.s49 corresp=BV2.1.l.s47>The girls beg 
for more pictures, the pictures are pretty, you can let 
yourself be absorbed into all the reds and the brown and 
the green, they are warm and dense and draw you towards 
them.</s> 

Ex.28 <s id=BV2.1.l.s48 corresp=BV2T.I.I.s50> 
Diakonissen snur bildet, de ser bare den gule papplaten, 
hun snakker om A tro pA del gode, om det godes 
seier.</s> 

<s id=BV2T.I.I.s50 corresp=BV2.1.1.s48>The sister 
turns the picture round so that they can only see the 



yellow card backing, she talks about believing in 
goodness, about the triumph of good.</s> 

Ex.29 <s id=EGI.I.s3 corresp=EGIT.I.s4>Arkct i 
skrivemaskinen var like skinnende nyf!ldt blankt som da 
hun sattc del inn i valsen for en time siden.</s> 

<s id=EGIT.I.s4 corresp=EGI.I.s3>The sheet of paper 
in her typewriter was as pristlnely white as when she had 
inserted it over an hour ago.</s> 

Ex.30 <s id=EGI.I.s6 corresp=EGIT.I.s7>Hun hadde 
fortalt ham at hun ikkc var noen skredder som drev med 
mMs!ilm, og han hadde leende ertet henne med at hun var 
Norges Agatha Christie og vrersAgod flkk leve opp til 
navnel sitl.</s> 

<s id=EGIT.I.s7 corresp=EGI.I.s6>She had objected 
that she wasn't a tailor, running up suits made to measure, 
at which he had laughingly countered with: "Maybe not, 
but you are Norway's Agatha ChrL~Iie, and you have 
a reputation to keep up."</s> 

Ex.31 <s id=EGI.I.s7 corresp=EGIT.I.s8>Laura ga 
seg ikke.</s> 

<s id=EG IT.I.s8 corrcsp=EG l.I.s7>Lucky refused to be 
ignored.</s> 

Ex.32 <s id=EG l.l.s9 corresp=EG I T.l.s9>1lter 
bjeffing, forsakt piping og til sist noe sum min net sterkt 
om hiksting.</s> 

<s id=EGIT.I.s9 corrcsp='EGI.I.s8 EGI.I.s9'>He pulled 
out all the stops, running the gamut from frenzied 
barking to plaintive whining and finishing up with 
something that sounded suspiciously like an attack of 
hiccoughs punctuated by sobs.</s> 

------------------------------------------------------
Ex.33 <s id=EGI.I.slO corresp=EGIT.l.s!O>- Alreit, 
Alreit, du vinner.</s> 

<s id=EG IT.I.s!O corresp=EG l.l.s IO>"AII right, all 
righ~ you win," Karin said.</s> 

Ex.34 <s id=EG l.l.s II corresp='EG I T.l.s II 
EGIT.I.si2'>Hun reiste seg, og seiersbevisst logret 
Laura ned !rappen og salle seg avventende foran 
djjren.</s> 

<s id=EG I T.l.s II corresp=EG l.l.s !!>She rose to her 
feet.</s> 
<s id=EGIT.I.sl2 corresp=EGI.I.sii>Victorious, his 
tail wagging furiously, Lucky bounded down the stairs 
and expectantly took up his stance in front of the 
door.</s> 

Ex.35 <s id=EGI.I.sl3 corresp=EGIT.I.si4>Hun 
hentet den lange lenken, festet den til halsbllndel og 
Apnet utgangsd!ilren.</s> 

<s id=EGIT.I.sl4 corresp=EGI.I.s13>Karin fetched 
Lucky's long leash, snapped it on to the dog's collar, 
and opened the door into the garden.</s> 

Ex.36 <s id=EGI.I.sl4 corresp=EGIT.I.s15>- Husk 
nA at du ikke gir fra deg sA mye sum en bitteliten lyd.</s> 

<s id=EGIT.I.s15 corresp=EGI.I.si4>"Now remember," 
she admonished, "not a sound.</s> 

Ex.37 <s id=EGI.I.sl7 corresp=EGIT.I.s18>Laura 
som i stamtavleboken sto oppf!ilrl under navnet Pepita 
Felicia, bjeffellykkelig straks hun kom ul.</s> 

<s id=EG1T.l.sl8 corrcsp=EGI.I.sl7>Lucky, who 
figured in the register of pedigrees as Golden Boy II, 
began barking joyfully the moment he was out of the 
house.</s> 

<Ex.38 s id=EG l.l.s22 corresp=EG I T.l.s22>Hun 
kunne hverken ha d!ilrer eller vinduer Apne i f!ilrste etasje 
pA grunn av Laura.</s> 
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<s id=EGIT.I.s22 corresp=EGI.I.s22>Yel because of 
Lucky she couldn't leave a single window open on the 
ground floor.</s> 

Ex.39 <s id=EGI.I.s26 corresp=EGIT.I.s25> Hun 
hysjet pA Laura.</s> 

<s id=EGIT.I.s25 corresp='EGI.I.s26 EGI.I.s27'> She 
tried to quieten Lucky: "One bark, and in you go! "</s> 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Ex.40 <s id=EG l.l.s28 corresp=EG I T.l.s26>Men 
hva brydde vel Laura seg om det?</s> 

<s id=EGIT.I.s26 corresp=EGI.I.s28>But what were 
threats to a dog like Lucky?</s> 

Ex.41 <s id=EGI.I.s29 corresp=EGIT.I.s27>Her var 
hun dronning I egel rike.</s> 

<s id=EGIT.I.s27 corresp=EGI.I.s29>This was his 
domain; here he was klng.</s> 

Ex.42 <s id=EGI.I.s30 corresp=EGIT.I.s28>NAde 
den som vAget A bruke veien utenfor hekken, for den ogsA 
tilh!ilrte hennel</s> 

<s id=EGIT.l.s28 corresp=EGI.I.s30>And woe betide 
anyone passing on the pavement just beyond the hedge; 
tlta~ too, was his.</s> 

Ex.43 <s id=EG l.l.s31 corresp='EG IT .l.s29 
EGIT.I.s30 EGIT.I.s31'> Karen Marie ga opp, t!ilrket 
svetten av pannen og gikk opp pa kontoret, stirret 
nedtrykt pA dct blanke arket i valsen og sukkct.</s> 

<s id=EGIT.I.s29 corresp=EGI.I.s31>Karin got up, 
mopping her forehead as she did so, and returned to her 
work.</s> 
<s id=EGIT.I.s30 corresp=EGI.I.s31>The blank sheet 
of paper mocked her in silent reproach.</s> 
<s id=EG I T.l.s31 corresp=EG l.l.s31>She sighed.</s> 



Ex.44 <s id=EG l.l.s33 corrcsp=EG I T.l.s33> 
Tankene hadde fall del med a flakke.</s> 

<s id=EGIT.l.s33 corresp=EG!.l.s33>She couldn't 
concentrate at all, let alone marshal her ideas into 
words and sentences.</s> 

Ex.45 <s id=EG l.l.s35 corresp=EG I T.l.s34>Ellcrs 
ville han vel ikkc ganske enkelt ha kunnet flytte inn i et 
annet og st0rre hus.</s> 

<s id=EGIT.l.s34 corresp='EGI.I.s34 EGI.l.s35'> What 
nagged at her most was the thought that he must have 
prepared the ground a long time in adv a nee, otherwise he 
would never have been able to move straight into 
another house, and a very big one at that. <Is> 

Ex.46 <s id=EG l.l.s36 corresp=EG IT.l.s35>Hun 
hadde kj!lrt forbi det og mAtte innr!'lmmc at del var riktig 
flott, og sA lA del sA imponerende til i tcrrenget.</s> 

<s id=EGIT.l.s35 corresp=EGI.l.s36>Shc had driven 
past it and had been forced to admit that it was most 
impressive; it occupied quite a commanding position, too, 
thus adding to its opulent appearance.</s> 

Ex.47 <s id=EG l.l.s42 corresp=EG 1 T .l.s40> 
Hvordan skulle hun bcgynne?</s> 

<s id=EG IT.l.s40 corresp=EG l.l.s42>How on earth 
was she going to begin?</s> 

Ex.48 <s id=EGI.l.s43 corresp=EG1T.l.s41> Hva 
slags liv var dettc?</s> 

<s id=EG1T.I.s41 corresp='EGI.I.s43 EGI.l.s44'> What 
sort of a life was this, living all alone in a big house with 
only a dog and a cat for company?</s> 

Ex.49 <s id=EG l.l.s45 corresp=EG I T.l.s42> 
Selvsagt hadde hun venner, men eller del med Jan hadde 
hun ikkc lysttil A vrerc sammen med dem.</s> 

<s id=EG I T.l.s42 corresp=EG l.l.s45>0f course, she 
had friends, but after the break with Jan she didn't feel 
like seeking them out.</s> 

Ex.SO <s id=EG l.l.s46 corresp=EG 1 T.l.s43>Folk 
hadde detmed ~grave og sp!'lrre, selv de som burde visst 
bcdre.</s> 

<s id=EG IT .l.s43 corresp=EG l.l.s46>People were 
always inclined to pry, even those who ought to know 
bctter.</s> 

Ex .51 <s id=EG l.l.s48 corresp=EG IT.l.s45>Hun 
hadde hall hva hun mente var en god ide hell til Jan 
dukket opp for to dager siden.</s> 

<s id=EGIT.l.s45 corresp=EG1.l.s48>She had had the 
gllmmerings of what promised to be a good idea right 
up to the moment, two days ago, when Jan had suddenly 
turned up.</s> 

Ex.52 <s id=EGI.I.s50 corresp=EG IT.I.s47> 
Naturligvis hadde de trettet.</s> 

<s id=EGIT.l.s47 corresp=EGI.l.s50>They'd had spats, 
of course they had.</s> 

Ex.53 <s id=OELI.l.sl4 corresp=OELIT.l.sl4> Det 
virket som om piken hadde ligget i solen i tre uker og 
aktct A fortsettc med del.</s> 

<s id=OELIT.l.sl4 corresp=OELI.I.si4>The girl 
looked as though she had been lying in the sun for three 
weeks and intended to continue this routine.</s> 

Ex.54 <s id=OELI.I.sl6 eorresp=OELIT.l.sl6> 
Reber s~ opp pA mannen som hadde Ievert papirene og 
oppdaget at del var den tause Erling som stod der.</s> 

<s id=OELIT.I.sl6 corresp=OELI.l.sl6>Reber looked 
up at the man who had delivered the documents and 
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noticed that it was the silent one, Erling, who stood 
therc.</s> 

Ex.55 <s id=OELI.I.sl7 corresp=OEL1T.I.s17> Del 
forbauset ham. </s> 

<s id=OELI T .l.s 17 corresp=OELI.l.s 17> That 
surprised him.</s> 

Ex.56 <s id=OELI.I.s30 corresp=OELIT.I.s30> Hun 
var hev:epnet med et rollg smll og bar pA en 
plaslpose.</s> 

<s id=OELIT.l.s30 corresp=OELI.I.s30>She was 
wearing a tranquil smile and was weighed down by a 
plastic carrier.</s> 

Ex.57 <s id=OELI.I.s36 corresp=OELIT.I.s36> Del 
virket som om de hadde gAll der i ukevis og at denA var i 
ferd med A bli endel av omgivelsene.</s> 

<s id=OELI T.l.s36 corresp=OELI.I.s36> They looked 
as though they had been walking there for weeks and 
were now in the process of becoming a part of the 
surroundings.</s> 

Ex.58 <s id=HWI.I.sl corresp=HWIT.I.s1>Hun 
visste ikke nAr hun f!lrst ble klar over den: 
Farllgheten.</s> 

<s id=HWIT.l.sl corresp=HWI.l.si>SHE DIDN'T 
KNOW WHEN SHE FIRST BECAME AWARE OF it: 
the danger.</s> 

Ex.59 <s id=HWI.I.slO corresp=HWIT.I.siO> Heist 
nAr mora var pA kveldskift pA fryseriet og ikke kom hjem 
f¢r sent.</s> 

<s id=HWlT.l.slO corresp=HWI.l.slO> Mostly when 
her mother was working the night shift at the fish 
packing plant and didn't get home untillatc.</s> 



Ex.60 <s id=HWI.I.s13 corresp=HWIT.I.si3>Det 
kjentes som om hodet var svulmet opp og holdt del 
tomme skallet flytende i rommet.</s> 

<s id=HWIT.I.s13 corresp=HWl.J.s!3>1t felt like her 
head was swollen up and held that empty shell afloat in 
the room.</s> 

Ex.61 <s id=HW l.l.s 18 corresp=HW !T.I.s 18> 
Henrik hadde tall henne i skulderen og ffitt henne hell 
utpll.</s> 

<s id=HWIT.I.s18 corresp=HWI.I.sl8>Henrik had 
grabbed her by the shoulder and held her all the way out 
over the edge.</s> 
~--~eeeMeeee••••••••••• 

Ex.62 <s id=HWI.l.s22 corresp=HW!T.l.s22> 
Moras stemme var redd da hun ba Henrik komme 
tilbake.</s> 

<s id=HWIT.I.s22 corresp=HW!.I.s22> Her mother's 
voice sounded scared when she begged Henrik to move 
back.</s> 

Ex.63 <s id=HW!.I.s26 corresp=HWI T.l.s26>0g 
del rullet kast i kast nede i ura for hver gang han dro 
pusten for A sende en Iattersalve ned i dypet.</s> 

<s id=HW IT .I.s26 corresp=HW l.l.s26>She could hear 
the echoes tumbling beneath her on the rocky slope every 
time he took a breath to send another burst of laughter 
into the abyss.</s> 

Ex.64 <s id=HWI.I.s33 corresp=HW 1T.l.s33>Det 
var farligheten.</s> 

<s id=HW1T.l.s33 corresp=HWI.I.s33>That was the 
danger .</s> 

Ex.65 <s id=HWI.I.s40 corresp=HWIT.I.s40>Av og 
til hell til hun var stiv av frost eller hprte moras skrilt pA 
grusveien. </s> 

<s id=HWIT.I.s40 corresp=HWI.I.s40>Sometimes she 
stayed until she was sliff with cold or until she heard her 
mother's footsteps on the gravel path.</s> 

Ex.66 <s id=HWI.I.s43 corresp=HW!T.l.s43> Mora 
hadde Irette, men Ieite skritt.</s> 

<s id=HW!T.l.s43 corresp=HW!.l.s43>Her mother had 
footsteps that sounded tired but light.</s> 

Ex.67 <s id=HWl.l.s46 corresp=HW!T.l.s46> Han 
hadde ikke skritt, han subbct bare inn.</s> 

<s id=HW1T.l.s46 corresp=HWI.I.s46>He didn't have 
footsteps either, he just shambled in.</s> 

Ex.68 <s id=JGI.I.s2 corresp=JGIT.I.s2>Det f0rste 
stykket hadde hun gAtt sammen med Jorunn.</s> 

<s id=JG 1 T.l.s2 corresp=JG l.l.s2>She had walked the 
first part of the way with Joanna.</s> 

Ex.69 <s id=JGl.l.s3 corresp=JGIT.I.s3>De hadde 
snakket om roboter.</s> 

<s id=JGIT.I.s3 corresp=JGI.I.s3>They had been 
discussing robots.</s> 

Ex.70 <s id=JGI.I.s7 corresp=JG1T.I.s7>Ved det 
store matsenteret hadde de skill lag.</s> 

<s id=JGIT.I.s7 corresp=JGI.I.s7>When they got to the 
supermarket they went their separate ways.</s> 

Ex.71 s id=JGI.I.s12 corresp=JGIT.l.s12>Helt 
innerst gjorde den en brA sving som gjerne ble kalt 
"Kapteinsvingen".</s> 

<s id=JGIT.I.s12 corresp=JG1.1.s12>At the end of the 
road there was a sharp bend, known as Captain's 
Bend.</s> 
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Ex.72 <s id=JGI.l.s!3 corresp=JG!T.l.si3>Det var 
nesten bare pA l!ilrdager og s!<lndagcr at det gikk 
mennesker her.</s> 

<s id=JG 1 T.l.s13 corresp=JG l.l.s 13>1'eople seldom 
went that way except on the weekend.</s> 

Ex.73 <s id=JGI.l.s16 corresp=JGIT.l.sl6> 
Bj!'lrketrrerne hadde fAtt en lynn kappe av grJ~nt 
flor.</s> 

<s id=JG1T.l.s16 corrcsp=JGI.l.s16>The birches were 
already In pale green leaf.</s> 

Ex.74 <s id=JG l.l.s47 corresp=JG I T.l.s44>Sofie 
slengte fra seg skolesekken og satte fram en skAI med 
kattemat til Sherekan.</s> 

<s id=JGIT.I.s44 corresp=JGI.l.s47>Sophie slung her 
schoolbag on the floor and put a bowl of cat food out for 
Sherekan.</s> 

Ex.75 <s id=CLI.l.l.l.s4 corresp='CLI T .!.l.l.s4 
CLIT.l.l.l.s5'>Til sekkepipemusikk h!'lrer en hrer, til 
sckkepipemusikk h!'lrer en steinborg langt bnk i 
landskapct, fangehull, steintrapper og tArn, marsjer i 
vindeltrapper fra tArnets fot til tArnets topp, om noen 
orker gA opp fAr de utsikten over hele landet, hele tiden, 
akkurat nA.</s> 

<s id=CLI T .l.l.l.s4 corrcsp=CL l.l.l.l.s4> Bagpipe 
music goes along with an army, bagpipe music goes 
along with a stone castle far off in the landscape, 
dungeons, stone steps, towers, and tramping up winding 
stairways from the foot of the tower to the top of the 
tower.</s> 

<s id=CLIT.l.l.l.s5 corresp=CLI.l.l.l.s4>1f people 
manage to make the climb they will get a view of the 
entire country, of all time, right now.</s> 



Ex.76 <s id=CL1.1.1.1.s5 corrcsp=CL1T.l.l.l.s6> 
Del h!lrer med en suvenirbutikk innredet i borgcns 
kj0kken, rett over kamrcne i kjelleren m e d 
torturinstrumenter jeg er for feig til A beskrive.</s> 

<s id=CL1T.l.l.l.s6 corrcsp=CL1.1.l.l.s5>That goes 
along with a souvenir shop set up in the castle's kitchen, 
directly above the torture chambers in the cellar which 
contain instruments I'm too cowardly to describe.</s> 

Ex.77 <s id=CLI.i.i.i.s6 corresp=CL!T.i.i.i.s7> De 
ble Iikevel vist frem for meg. jeg ble tvunget 
gjennom.</s> 

<s id=CLIT.i.i.i.s7 corresp=CLI.l.l.i.s6>They were 
shown to me though, I was forced to go through the 
chambers.</s> 

Ex.78 <s id=CLI.i.l.l.s7 corresp=CLIT.l.l.l.s8> 
Gikk fort med halvlukkete eller halvllpne !lyne.</s> 

<s id=CLIT.l.l. i.s8 corresp=CLI.l.l.l.s7>Walked 
quickly with half-closed eyes or half-open eyes.</s> 

Ex.79 <sid=CLI.I.I.I.s11 corresp=CLIT.I.l.l.s12> 
Panneluggen lang som hesteman.</s> 

<s id=CLIT.I.l.l.sl2 corresp=CLl.l.l.i.sll>My bangs 
are as long as a horse's mane.</s> 

Ex.80 <sid=CL1.1.1.1.s12 corresp=CL1T.l.l.l.s13> 
SkinnkApen utslitt, cowboystpvlcne skeive, vesken med 
den applikerte sommerfuglcn liggcr ute i kjellerboden full 
av gamic brcvcr fra han jcg var gift med.</s> 

<s id=CLIT.l.i.l.sl3 corrcsp=CLI.l.l.i.sl2> My 
leather coat is shabby, my cowboy boots unevenly worn 
down at the heels, the large handbag with the butterfly 
applique lies out in the woodshack full of old letters from 
the man I was married lo.</s> 

Ex.81 <sid=CLI.1.1.2.s 19 corresp=CLl T. i. i.2.s 19> 
Jeg kjenner ingen, tjukk cller mager, som ikkc cr god A 
lene seg mot.</s> 

<s id=CLI T. i.1.2.s 19 corrcsp=CL 1.1.1.2.s 19>1 don't 
know any people, fat or thin, who aren't nice to press 
themselves against.</s> 

Ex.82 <s id=CLI.i.2.1.sl corresp=CLI T. 1.2. i.sl> 
Noe med Mats som gjorde meg trygg.</s> 

<sid=CLI T.1.2.1.s 1 corrcsp=CLI.1.2.l.s 1 >Something 
about Mall made me feel secure.</s> 

Ex.83 <s id=CLI.i.2.1.s3 corresp=CL!T.1.2.1.s3> En 
som oppfyller aile behov, seksuelle, min grAdighet til A gi 
og ta.</s> 

<s id=CL1T.1.2.1.s3 corresp=CLI.l.2.1.s3>0ne who 
fulfils all needs, sexual needs, my greediness to give and 
to take. <Is> 

Ex.84 <s id=KAI.i.s2 corresp=KAIT.i.s2> To menn 
kom ut.</s> 

<s id=KAIT.I.s2 corresp=KA1.l.s2> Two men stepped 
oul.</s> 

Ex.85 <s id=KAI.l.s42 corrcsp=KA1T.i.s42>-Jeg 
var nede pil hj!lrnet og handlct.</s> 

<s id=KAIT.I.s42 corresp=KAI.I.s42>"I walked to the 
corner to do some shopping."</s> 

Ex.86 <s id=KAI.i.s43 corresp=KAIT.i.s43>-Nllr 
var dct?</s> 

<s id=KA1T.I.s43 corresp=KAI.i.s43>"What time was 
that?"</s> 

Ex.87 <s id=EHAI. I. i.s3 corresp=EHA I T.l. i.s3> 
Men summen!</s> 
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<s id=EHAI T.i. i.s3 corresp=EHAI.l.i.s3>Dut when 
you take them all together!</s> 

Ex.88 <s id=EHAI.I.l.s6 corrcsp=EHAIT.I.l.s6> 
NAr jeg Ienker pA de utsiitte husmpdrene, som det skrives 
sA mye om, pA aile dem som sliter med vassbrering og 
trellcr med sckstcn og atten timers dag, sA har visst ikke 
jeg noen b!lr 11 skryte av, her jcg sitter i min modcrne 
hybelleilighet, uten nreringssorger, uten andre enn meg 
sclv A tcnke pA.</s> 

<s id=EHA1T.l.l.s6 corresp=EHA1.1.1.s6>When I think 
of worn-out housewives slaving sixteen and eighteen 
hours a day, I don't feel I have anything to complain 
about, sitting here in my modem apartment, with a full 
stomach, with no one but myself to consider.</s> 

Ex.89 <sid=EHAI.l.l.s22 corresp= EHAI T.l.l.s21> 
I stedet for A slA om seg med Ekdahl'ske fraser, skrive 
om tomhct og !cdc nAr all bunner i en enkelt konkret, iiten 
hendelse - dette at jeg mi)ttc Kiss pA galen i dag.</s> 

<s id=EHAIT.l.l.s21 corrcsp=EHA!.l.l.s22>1nstead of 
flailing around with high-sounding phrases, write about 
the emptiness and loathing you felt when everything 
came together in one specific little event - the encounter 
with Kit on the street today.</s> 

Ex.90 <sid=EHAl.l.l.s25 corresp=EHAIT .l.l.s24 > 
Men jeg visste jo at hun var gift - lykkciig gift, sics dct -
at hun haddc barn.</s> 

<s id=EHAIT.l.l.s24 corrcsp=EHAI.l.l.s25>But I 
knew she was married of course - happily married they 
said - and that she had chiidrcn.</s> 

Ex.91 <s id=EHAI.l.l.s37 corresp=EHA IT.l.l. s36> 
Hvert nytt, sviende risp egoet fAr, icgger del straks ct 
lyserfildt plaster over.</s> 



<s id=EHAIT.l.l.s36 corresp=EHAI.l.l.s37>Every time 
your ego is stung by a new scratch you immediately put a 
pink band-aid over it.</s> 

Ex.92 <s id=EHAI.l.!.s39 corresp=EHA IT.!.!. s38> 
Tro hva slags plaster vii bli lagt over Kiss med 
barnevognen?</s> 

<s id=EHAIT.!.l.s38 corresp=EHAI.l.l.s39>What sort 
of band-aid will I stick over Kit and the baby 
carriage?</s> 

Ex.93 <sid=EHAI.l.l.s40 corresp=EHAIT.l.l. s39> 
Eller om en for en gangs skyld lot vrere A plastrel</s> 

<s id=EHAIT.l.l.s39 corresp=EHAI.l.l.s40>0r should 
I give up my band-aids for once?</s> 

Ex.94 <sid=EHAI.l.l.s41 corresp=EHAIT .l.l.s40 > 
Om en skulle skjrere i stedet?</s> 

<s id=EHAIT.!.l.s40 corresp=EHAI.l.l.s41>What if I 
make a cut instcad?</s> 

Ex.95 <s id=EHAI.I.l.s43 corrcsp=EHAIT. l.l.s42> 
Er det ikke slik man renser ut sAr?</s> 

<s id=EHAIT.!.l.s42 corresp=EHAI.l.l.s43>1sn't that 
how you clean out a wound?</s> 

Ex.96 <s id=FCI.l.s9 corresp=FCIT.I.s9>Det faktum 
at det alltid er ubehagelig A sitte og vente, kunne ha 
forklart den rcserverte holdningcn, og at den radmagre 
ikke salle seg, men bare blc stAende mens han famlende 
Jot til A forklare ell ellcr annet.</s> 

<s id=FCIT.I.s9 corresp=FCI.I.s9>That it is always 
unpleasant to sit waiting could have explained their 
reserved behaviour and the fact that the emaciated man 
didn't sit down but merely remained standing while he 
seemed to be awkwardly explaining somcthing.</s> 

Ex.97 <s id=FCI.l.s13 corresp=FCIT.l.si3>At all n~ 
var som for.</s> 

<s id=FCIT.l.sl3 corresp=FCI.I.sl3> That everything 
was now as It had been before.</s> 

Ex.98 <s id=FCI.I.s25 corrcsp=FCIT.I.s24>Det var 
slett ikke i mine tanker.</s> 

<s id=FCJT.l.s24 corresp=FCI.l.s25>But that wasn't 
what I had in mind at all.</s> 

Ex.99 <s id=FC l.l.s29 corrcsp=FC I T.l.s28>Det 
Jyder kanskje en smule selvsikkert, men jeg har efter 
hvert fAit et uvanlig godt kjennskap til maten pA dissc 
vakre !llycne, sA om De f!lllger mine rAd vii De derfor 
kunnc ta del i helt uts!llkte mMtider .</s> 

<s id=FCIT.l.s28 corresp=FCl.l.s29>That perhaps 
sounds a trifle self-confident, but I've gradually acquired 
an uncommonly good knowledge of the food on these 
beautiful islands, so, if you follow my advice, you will be 
able to share in some quite exquisite meals.</s> 

Ex.IOO <s id=FCI.l.s33 corresp=FCIT.l.s32>Som De 
vel har erfart, er del bare overfor mennesker som stAr en 
nrer at man har noe A skjule.</s> 

<s id=FC!T.I.s32 corresp=FCI.l.s33>As you will no 
doubt have learned in life, it is only from people who are 
near to one that one has anything to conceal.</s> 

Ex.IOI<s id=EHI.I.l.sl corresp=EHIT.l.l.sl>Han 
kj0per lokalavisene for M!llre og Romsdal i ein 
Narvesenkiosk i Oslo sentrum, ein regnverskveld i slutten 
av oktober.</s> 

<s id=EH!T.I.l.sl corresp=EHI.I.I.si>He stops to buy 
the local newspapers from Romsdal County at a N arvesen 
kiosk in downtown Oslo on a rainy evening ncar the end 
of October.</s> 
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Ex.! 02 <s id=EH l.l.l.s3 corresp=EH I T.l.l.s3>Han 
skulle kjcnnc del landskapet avisene snakkar om, men 
han finn ikkje fram i ci einaste.</s> 

<s id=EI-IIT.l.l.s3 corresp=EHl.LLs3>He ought to be 
familiar with the places the papers mention, but he can't 
seem to find anything he recognl7.es in a single one of 
them.</s> 

Ex.103 <s id=EHI.l.l.s9 corresp=EHIT.l.l.s9>Kva 
skal folk tru om resten da?</s> 

<s id=EHl T.l.l.s9 corresp=EHI.l.l.s9>What will 
people think about the rest of the map?</s> 

Ex.104 <s id=EHI.l.l.sl2 corresp=EHIT.l.l.sl2> 
Str!llr ut nokre !llyar av middels norsk merkc og holmar 
med skogkrullar pA.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.l.l.sl2 corresp=EHI.l.l.sl2> He scatters 
around some islands of your average Norwegian variety 
and some very small ones with clusters of trees on 
thcm.</s> 

Ex.105 <s id=EHI.l.l.s!3 corresp=EHIT.l.l.s13> 
F!llrer opp nokre ekstra strekningar pA rutcncttet til Mjjre 
og Romsdal FylkesbAtar, og ein landkommune ingen har 
hjjyrt om f!llr: Ramvik.</s> 

<s id=EHl T.l. Lsl3 corresp=EHI.I.l.sl3>Then he 
enters some extra routes into the network of boats run by 
Romsdal County and inserts a remote municipality no 
one has ever heard of before: Ramvik.</s> 

Ex.l06 <s id=EHI.l.l.sl6 corrcsp=EHIT.l.l.sl6> Ein 
stake slAtt i svaberget mAler flodmAlet.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.l.l.sl6 corresp=EHI.I.l.sl6>A metal stake 
planted in the smooth, sloping rock at the edge of the 
water will measure the high tide.</s> 



Ex.l07 <sid=EH l.l.l.s 19 corresp='EH 1 T .l.l.s 19 
EHIT.l.l.s20 EHIT.l.l.s2l'>Er det i orden nA? seler 
han, kan aile forstA kva vi skal snakke om? vi kan gA,</s> 

<s id=EHIT.l.l.sl9 corresp=EHI.l.l.sl9>1s everything 
set now? he asks.</s> 

Ex .lOB <s id=EHI.I.l.s21 corresp=EHIT.I.l.s23> Han 
er i eit gammalt hus pA ferjeleiet pA Eik!ly og like f!lr han 
tar pA seg stjlvlane ute i den m!lrke gangen, kastar han eit 
blikk bak seg og ser cit portrett pA veggen, med 
handskriven signatur: Christopher Bruun.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.I.I.s23 corresp=EHI.I.l.s21>He is in an old 
house at the ferry landing on Eik Island, and just before 
he tugs his boots on in the dark hallway, he casts a glance 
behind him and sees a photograph on the wall with a 
handwritten signature: Christopher Bruun.</s> 

Ex.l09 <s id=EHI.l.l.s22 corresp=EHIT.I.I.s24> 
K ven han nA var, han som let scg fotograferc sA alvorlcg i 
sin bcste manndom.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.l.l.s24 corrcsp=EHI.l.l.s22> Who might 
he have been, this fellow who allowed himself to be 
photographed in the prime of his life in such a serious 
pose?</s> 

Ex.IIO <s id=EHI.l.l.s23 corresp=EHIT.I.l.s25> La 
del vere, n& lever hans indrc liv i f!ltcnc pA cin cldrc mann 
som gAr ned mot ferjeleiet i kulingen, ein mann som 
hciter Karl Magnus Skogmann, for folkeh"gskolen, 
ungdommen og Venstre.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.l.l.s25 eorresp=EHI.l.l.s23>Never mind, 
now his inner being lives on in the feet of an older man 
who is walking down toward the ferry landing in a stiff 
wind, a man called Karl Magnus Skogmann, a supporter 
of the Folk High Schools, of youth In general, and of 
the liberal party, Venstre.</s> 

Ex.! II <s id=EH l.l.l.s24 corresp=EHIT.l.l.s26> Han 
er den pensjonerte postopnaren pA !lya, som gAr i tide for 
A f¢lgje med siste bAtanl¢p.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.l.l.s26 corresp=EHI.l.l.s24>He is the 
retired postmaster on the island, walking down in time to 
watch the last ferry arrival of the day.</s> 

Ex.112 <s id=EH l.l.l.s26 corresp='EH 1 T.l.l.s28 
EHIT.l.l.s29'>Nei men hanliker A stA og sjA kven som 
gAr pA land som han kjenner, og kven han ikkje kjenner, 
deter alltid som ell brev, og han kan godkjennc del som 
kjem nAr han stAr og ser pA.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.I.l.s28 corresp=EHI.l.l.s26>None, but he 
likes to stand by and see which of the people coming 
ashore he knows and which he doesn't. <Is> 

<s id=EHI T.l.l.s29 corresp=EH l.l.l.s26>He can 
approve whatever is arriving when he stands and watches, 
like he used to do with the letters that came to the 
lsland.</s> 

Ex.113 <s id=EHI.l.l.s27 corresp=EHIT.l.l.s30> Det 
er Karl Magnus Skogmann som stansar under eit forblAse 
Ire i vegkanten og trykker hatten ned i nakken for ordens 
skyld.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.l.l.s30 corresp=EHI.l.l.s27>That's Karl 
Magnus Skogmann stopping beneath a wind-lashed tree 
alongside the road to pull his hat down more firmly, for 
the sake of order.</s> 

Ed14 <s id=EHI.l.l.s30 corresp=EHIT.l.l.s33> 
Karl Magnus Skogmann gAr borttil og seier:</s> 

<s id=EHIT.l.l.s33 corresp=EHI.l.l.s30>Karl Magnus 
Skogmann goes over and says: "Hello, Marianna, I see 
you're taking the ferry back to Ramvik.</s> 
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Ex.! IS <s id=EHI.l.l.s31 corresp=EHIT.l.l.s34> -
Godkveld, Marianne, du skai med ferja til Ramvik, du 
skai pA arbeid i morgon att.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.l.l.s34 corresp=EHI.l.l.s31>Got to be at 
work again tomorrow, I guess."</s> 

Ex.116 <s id=EHI.l.l.s33 corresp=EHIT.l.l.s36> For 
folk kan svare nAr du sp!lr, eller dei gjer ikkje.</s> 

<s id=EHI T.l.l.s36 corresp=EH l.l.l.s33>Because 
people may answer you when you ask them something, 
and then again, they may not.</s> 

Ex. II? <s id=EHI.l.l.s37 corresp=EHIT.l.l.s40> Han 
kan i m!lrkrct sjA f!lre seg kvart rustent spikarhovud i 
veggen bak hcnne, og kjenne Iyden i blllgjeblikktaket ho 
sjlker livd under for kvar vindretningl</s> 

<s id=EHIT.l.l.s40 corresp=EHI.l.l.s37>1n the 
darkness he can envision the head of every rusty nail in 
the wall behind her, and he knows the different sounds 
made by the corrugated tin roof above her with every 
shift in wind direction.</s> 

Ex.IIS <s id=EHI.l.l.s39 corresp=EHIT.l.l.s42> 
Akkurat nA er det handelsmannen som kjem ut, og gAr i 
gang med A skrense tom me oljefat fram til ferjelemmen, 
og han helser pA Karl Magnus Skogmann da han 
skranglar forbi.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.l.l.s42 corresp=EHI.l.l.s39>Just now the 
shopkeeper has come out and is starting to roll empty oil 
containers over to the loading platform and he says hello 
to Karl Magnus Skogmann as he goes clattering 
past.</s> 

Ex.119 <s id=EHI.l.l.s41 corresp=EHIT.I.l.s44> Der 
heng plakatane for Ramvik kino og restar etter gamic 
plakatar og rusta teiknestiftar.</s> 



<s id=EHIT.l.I.s44 corresp=EHI.l.l.s4i>The latest 
advertising posters for the Ramvik movie theater are 
hanging there, along with remnants of the old ones and 
rusty staples.</s> 

Ex.l20 <s id=EHI.l.l.s43 corresp=EHIT.I.I.s46> -
Kva er del som gAr p~ kino i Ramvik nA i kveld, nA igjen, 
seicr handelsmannen som hentar fleire tom me oljefat og 
sp~r eller mcininga med eit oppslag han har pA huset 
silt.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.I.I.s46 corresp=EHI.I.l.s43>"Well, what's 
showing at the Ramvik Theater this time?" the 
shopkeeper inquires as he goes to fetch more empty oil 
containers and asks what the sign posted on his store is all 
about.</S> 

Ex.l21 <s id=EHI.I.I.s45 corresp=EHIT.I.I.s48> Da 
vAgar Karl Magnus Skogmann scg borllil og stAr og 
nikkar mot plakatane: at Nat King Cole var ein 
vedunderleg musikanl borti Amerika.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.I.I.s48 corresp=EHI.I.l.s45>Then Karl 
Magnus Skogmann dares to walk over and stand there 
nodding toward the posters, claiming that Nat King Cole 
was a marvelous musician over in America.</s> 

Ex.l22 <s id=EH l.l.l.s47 corresp='EHI T.l.l.s50 
EHIT.I.I.s51'>- Det har eg greie pA ja, Ienker han, eg 
var kanskje den f~rste som sAg levande film pA denne 
~ya, og cg som har arbeidd for A fA bygdckinoen hft.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.I.I.s50 corresp=EHI.l.l.s47>"1 do know all 
about it," he thinks.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.I.l.s51 corresp=EH1.1.1.s47>"I was 
probably the first person on this island to see a motion 
picture, and I was the one who worked so hard to get the 
circulating films shown In Ramvik.<ls> 

Ex.123 <s id=EH!.!.I.s48 corresp=EHIT.I.l.s52> 
Men dei veit ikkje.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.I.I.s52 corresp=EHI.I.I.s48>Butthey don't 
know that."</s> 

Ex.124 <s id=GSI.I.s7 corresp=GSIT.f.s7>Jeg sA 
sjelden at han leste i avisen, men han brukte den til A 
understreke poenger i samtalen, ved A dunke den i 
bordfl a ten. </s> 

<s id=GSIT.I.s7 corresp=GSI.I.s7>I hardly ever saw 
him read the newspaper; instead, he used it in order to 
emphasize the points in the conversation, bringing it 
down abruptly on the 
table.</s> 

Ex.l25 <s id=GSI.I.s9 corresp=GSIT.I.s9>Magen var 
av det slaget gamle kraflkarcr har: ikkc l~st flcsk, men 
bare muskier som er i ferd med A sige ut.</s> 

<S id=GSIT.l.s9 corresp=GS1.l.s9>He had a paunch 
of the type common in old, burly men: not loose flab but 
simply muscles that were in the process of drying up.</s> 

Ex.l26 <s id=GSI.I.s 12 corresp=GS I T.l.si2>Det 
hendte at vi m~lles i d~rApningen, og eller en stund kunne 
jeg seat han kjente meg igjen.</s> 

<s id=GSIT.I.sl2 corresp=GSI.I.si2>Somelimes we 
would bump into each other in the doorway and, after a 
while, I could tell that he had come to recognize 
me.</s> 

Ex.l27 <s id=GSI.f.sl3 corresp=GSIT.I.si3>Han 
hadde ct humoristisk glimt i ~ynene, og en gang jcg var 
pA vei inn, han pll vel ut, sa han i forbifarten: "Inn til 
vanningsstedet?" </s> 

<s id=GSIT.I.sl3 corresp=GS!.I.si3>His eyes had a 
humorous gleam in them and once, when I was on the 
way in and he was on the way out, he said as he passed 
me: "Going into the waterlng-hole?"</s> 
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Ex.l28 <s id=GSI.I.sl5 corresp=GSIT.I.sl5> Kafcen 
lA Ire hus borlenfor der jeg hadde kontoret mill, og det 
var blitt til at jeg stakk innom Ire-fire ellermiddager i 
ukcn.</s> 

<s id=GSIT.I.sl5 corresp=GSI.I.sl5>The cafe was only 
three doors along from the building where I had my 
office and I started to look in there three or four 
afternoons a wcek.</s> 

Ex.129 <s id=GSI.I.sl6 corresp=GSIT.I.sl6> 
Allerede ved inngangcn merkel du noe av kafeens 
srerpreg, for samme nAr pA d~gnct du ville inn, var det 
alltid en eller annen pA vei ut, og den sam skulle ut, var 
sjelden srerlig st!ildig pA bena.</s> 

<s id=GS!T.l.sl6 corresp=GSI.l.sl6>Even at the 
entrance you couldn't help noticing some of the cafe's 
distinguishing characteristics for, at no matter what time 
of the day or night you were abont to go in, someone 
would always be on their way out, and those who 
emerged from the place were seldom very steady on 
their feel.</s> 

Ex.l30 <s id=GS l.l.s 17 corresp=GS I T.l.s 17> 
D~rvakten var hjelpsomheten selv: pekte ut rctningen for 
deg, eller stod og hold! deg oppe til drosjen kom.</s> 

<s id=GSIT.l.sl7 corresp=GSI.I.si7>The doorman was 
helpfulness personified: he would point out the direction 
you should take, or stand there holding you upright until 
your taxi arrived.</s> 

Ex.l31 <s id=GSI.I.sl9 corresp=GSIT.I.s19>Rett 
innenfor d~rcn var det noe sam gav Jokalet ct nestcn 
internasjonalt prcg.</s> 

<s id=GSIT.I.sl9 corresp=GSl.l.si9>Just inside the 
door there was something that gave the establishment an 
almost international fecl.</s> 



Ex.l32 <s id=GS l.l.s24 corrcsp=GS I T.l.s24> 
Ansiktcnc rundt deg var lunge, mange av alder, flcre av 
alkoholinnlak.</s> 

<s id=GSIT.I.s24 corresp=GSI.I.s24>The faces around 
you were heavy, often with age, but even more 
frequently with alcohol.</s> 

Ex.l33 <s id=GSI.I.s25 corresp=GSIT.l.s25>Her 
samlct gamic sjaucrc scg og snakkct om dengang 
mcstcparlen av arbeidel p~ havnen gikk mcd 
handcmakt.</s> 

<s id=GSIT.l.s25 corresp=GSI.l.s25>Here old salts got 
together in order to reminisce about the days when most 
of the work in the port was done by hand.</s> 

Ex.l34 <s id=GSI.l.s26 corrcsp=GSIT.l.s26>Her kom 
torghandlcrnc inn cllcr stengetid, mcd store, Hilde never, 
ennA med striper av fiskcblod I furene.</s> 

<s id=GSIT.I.s26 corresp=GSI.I.s26> Here, after 
closing-up time, came the market stallholders with their 
large red hands, the furrowed skin of which still retained 
streaks of fish blood.</s> 

Ex.I35 <s id=GSI.l.s27 corresp=GSIT.l.s27>Her kom 
pensjoncrtc industriarbeidere i ensfargele arbeidsskjorler 
som var kneppct igjen hell opp til halslinningen, hostel 
stygt og s~t over skununet p~ l'llglassene, drakk ut, slo i 
borde! og forlangte mer.</s> 

<s id=GSIT.I.s27 corresp=GSI.l.s27>Here, too, came 
retired factory workers in plain workshirts that were 
buttoned right up to the neck, coughing painfully and 
unpleasantly into the foam in their beer-gla~ses, drinking 
up, striking the table with their fists and demanding 
more.</s> 

Ex.l36 <s id=GSI.l.s28 corresp=GSIT.l.s28>En liten 
kontorist, lynn i hAre!, med hvit skjorle og blodfattig 
slips, bretlet forsiktig ul eltermiddagens avis, dukket ned 

bak halvliteren og utsatle hjcmkomslen til madammen 
cnda en halvtimc.</s> 

<s id=GSIT.l.s28 corresp=GSI.I.s28>A little office 
worker, balding on lop, in a while shirt and anaemic tic, 
carefully unfolded his copy of an evening paper, ducked 
down behind his half-litre and put off his arrival home to 
his wife by another half-hour.</s> 

Ex.137 <s id=GSI.l.s29 corresp=GSIT.l.s29>Ungc, 
taletrengte karer fra Iande!, som var kommet s~ langt mot 
kvcldcn allcredc tidlig pA ellermiddagen at de ikke slapp 
inn andre steder, hie lose! inn til el gjeslmildt hord, 
str!ildde de siste sedlene omkring seg og klinket med 
glassene opp mot de rl!ldmussete ansiktene, f!ilr de krl'lp 
pA aile fire ut d!ilren et par timer scnere, hjulpel avgArdc 
av d{ilrvakten og kanskje en kelner eller to hvis de ble for 
voldsomme.</s> 

<s id=GS I T.l.s29 corresp=GS l.l.s29> Young, talk
hungry lads from the country, who by early afternoon had 
advanced so far towards evening that they couldn't get in 
anywhere else, were guided to a hospitable table where 
they scattered the last of their banknotes around them and 
clinked their glasses in front of one another's red· 
cheeked faces, before crawling out of the door on all 
fours some two hours later, helped on their way by the 
doorman, and possibly a waiter or two if they got too 
rowdy.</s> 

Ex.138 <s id=GS l.l.s31 corrcsp=GS I T.l.s31>De 
drakk Ill av mindrc glass og salt med kApenc pA, til 
kvelden led sA langt at de kneppel dem opp og lot de 
lunge hrystcne stikkc frarn bak de biA mohairgcnscrne 
som haddc vrert modcrne for tjue Ar sidcn.</s> 

<s id=GSIT.l.s31 corresp=GSI.l.s31>They drank their 
beer from smaller gla'8cs and sat with their coals on until 
time wore on and they undid them, letting their heavy 
breasts protrude inside the blue mohair sweaters that had 
been fashionable twenty years earlier.</s> 
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Ex.139 <s id=GSI.l.s35 corresp=GSIT.l.s36> Dukene 
p~ bordcnc var kul{ilrte, og n~r du kom inn fra galen, 
kunne det se ut som om de var plasserl etter et slags 
mj1lnster; men nAr du haddc sittet en stund, sA du at de ble 
skiftct ut all etter skjcbnens lunefullhel s~ snarl del ble 
s{illt for mye !ill cllcr askc over dcm.</s> 

<s id=GSIT.l.s36 corresp=GSI.I.s35>Thc cloths on the 
table were coloured ones and, when you came in from 
outside, it sometimes looked as though they had been 
arranged in some form of pattern; but, after you had been 
sitting down for a while, you observed that they were 
changed solely according to the whim of chance - as 
soon, in other words, as too much beer or cigarette ash 
had been spilt on thcm.</s> 

Ex.l40 <s id=GS l.l.s37 corresp=GS I T.l.s38> Maten 
de serverte var enkel og liketil, uten andre raffinementer 
cnn en persilledusk og ct sammcnkr{illlct salatblad, men 
del var solid, god mat som del gikk an A bli melt av uten A 
bli ruinert.</s> 

<s id=GSIT.I.s38 corresp=GSI.I.s37>The food they 
served here was plain and simple, with no refinements 
beyond the odd sprig of parsley or a crumpled lettuce 
leaf or two, but it was good, wholesome stuff that filled 
you up without burning a hole in your pockct.</s> 
--------------------------------------------------

Ex.l41 <s id=GS l.l.s39 corresp=GS IT.I.s40>Jeg 
pleide A kj~pe med et par middagsaviser fra 
tobakkshandclen ved siden av, fan! et lite bord boric langs 
en av veggene og hie sittendc for meg sclv.</s> 

<s id=GSIT.I.s40 corrcsp=GSI.l.s39>l would buy a 
couple of evening papers at the tobacconist's next door 
and take them in with me to read, find a small table 
against one of the walls at the back and sit there on my 
own.</s> 

Ex.l42 <s id=GSI.2.s7 corresp=GSlT.2.s7>EttcrpA 
hadde jeg ringt til kinokontorets automatiskc 



tclcfonsvarer for A h¢rc en lrclli sckundcrs om talc av en 
av dagens filmer.</s> 

<s id=GS1T.2.s7 corresp=GS1.2.s7>Aflerwords I had 
called the cine bureau's automatic answering service in 
order to hear a thirty-second synopsis of one of the films 
that was currently playing in town.</s> 

Ex.143 <s id=KHl.l.s6 corresp=KH1T.l.s6>Noc 
skolelys var han ikke.</s> 

<s id=KH1T.l.s6 corresp=KHl.l.s6>Nor had he shone 
particularly at school.</s> 

Ex.l44 <s id=KHl.l.s9 corresp=KHlT.l.s8>Hans evne 
lillojalitet mot sine fA venner var ikke mindre, - sA lenge 
vennene sA sin ovennann i ham og han kunne dra nylle 
av dem.</s> 

<s id=KH 1T.l.s8 corresp='KHl.l.s8 KH l.l.s9'>His 
capacity for hatred was to prove great: his capacity for 
loyalty to his friends no less great - as long as those 
friend~ recogni7.ed his superiority and allowed him louse 
them.</s> 

Ex.145 <s id=KHl.l.sll corresp=KH!T.l.s9>Han 
forsto A spille pA del med mesterskap, nAr det gjaldt A 
skaffe seg fordeler.</s> 

<s id=KHlT.l.s9 corresp='KHl.l.slO KHl.l.sll'> There 
was a streak of opportunism in him which he never 
managed to get rid of, and he knew how to play on this 
in a masterly way when it came to gaining the 
advantage.</s> 

Ex.l46 <s id=KHl.l.sl2 corresp=KH!T.l.s!O>Han 
valgte som medarbeidere menn som ikke var ulik ham 
selv - mindre dimensjonerl, smA herskertyper som b¢yde 
seg for ham, herskeren.</s> 

<s id=KHIT.l.slO corresp=KHl.l.si2>He chose as 
colleagues men not unlike himself - but men of smaller 

stature, lesser leaders who deferred lo him, the supreme 
ruler.</s> 

Ex.l47 <s id=KHl.l.sl5 corresp=KHIT.I.sl3>Vi ser 
Roald Amundsen pA moen som rekrun: f¢r reveljen gdr, 
springer han opp og tar en treningstur i lerrengel.</s> 

<s id=KHlT.l.sl3 corresp=KHl.l.sl5>We see Ronld 
Amundsen hazily as a recruit: before reveille he would 
leap out of hed and go on a training nm.</s> 

Ex.i48 <s id=KHl.l.s16 corresp=KHIT.I.si4>Dn 
avdelingen stAr oppsliil en s¢ndag morgen, og kaplcincn 
roper fram de som frivillig vii ofre seg for en kirkcgang, 
er han den fprste.</s> 

<s id=KHIT.l.sl4 corresp=KHl.l.sl6>When his 
company was on Sunday morning parade and the captain 
called for volunteers to sacrifice themselves for church 
parade, he was always the first to volunteer.</s> 

Ex.i49 <s id=KHl.l.s26 corresp=KHIT.l.s22>Dcl var 
en blanding av viii dristighet og en fr¢kenaktig, fornem 
finhet i hans slekl.</s> 

<s id=KH1T.l.s22 corrcsp=KHI.l.s26>There was a 
strange mixture of wild boldness and dignified gentility 
in the family.</s> 

Ex.l50 <s id=KHl.l.s28 corresp=KH1T.l.s23>Han 
bygger hus til dem, nrer sill eget, der lever de silt 
innesitterliv med polleplanler og lavendel.</s> 

<s id=KHIT.I.s23 corresp='KHl.l.s27 KHl.l.s28'> His 
father had four unmarried sisters, and he built a house for 
!hem, near his own, where they occupied their days with 
pol-plants and lavender.</s> 

Ex.151 <s id=KHl.l.s29 corresp=KH1T.l.s24>Selv er 
faren slavehandler - euer noens mening, eller andres den 
hvile hersker sorn ovcrlever da en flokk fargede bandiller 
gj~r oppr~r.</s> 
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<s id=KH1T.I.s24 corresp='KHl.l.s29 KHI.l.s30'> 
According to some, Roald's father was o slave-trader; 
according to others, he was the while commander who 
had survived when a mob of coloured bandits rose in 
rebellion, while he was sailing a cargo of Chinese coolies 
from China to Havana.</s> 

Ex.l52 <S id=KHI.I.s30 corresp=KHIT.I.s24> Faren 
seiler en last kinesiske kulier fra China til Havana.</s> 

<s id=KH I T.l.s24 corresp='KH l.l.s29 KH l.l.s30'> 
According to some, Roald's father was a slave-trader; 
according to others, he was the white commander who 
had survived when a mob of coloured bandits rose in 
rebellion, while he was sailing a cargo of Chinese coolies 
from China to Hnvana.</s> 

Ex.153 <s id=KHI.l.s31 corresp=KH1T.l.s25>Det er 
Ire hundre av dem om bord, de er stengt inne i 
lasteronunel.</s> 

<s id=KH1T.l.s25 corresp=KHl.l.s3l>He had three 
hundred of them on board, shut up in the hold.</s> 

Ex. I 54 <S id=KHl.l.s35 corresp=KHl T.l.s27> En av 
dem fAr tak i ¢ksa lilt¢mmennannen.</s> 

<s id=KH1T.l.s27 corresp='KHI.I.s34 KHl.l.s35'> But 
then one of them got hold of an axe belonging to the 
carpenter, and they decided to take over the ship.</s> 

Ex. I 55 <s id=KH l.l.s37 corresp=KH I T.l.s28> 
Kineseren angriper bnkfrn.</s> 

<s id=KHIT.I.s28 corresp='KHI.i.s36 KHl.l.s37'> The 
skipper was standing by the rail, staring out over the 
horizon when the Chinese auacked him from behind.</s> 

Ex.l56 <s id=KHI.l.s38 corresp=KHIT.l.s29> 
Skipperen snur seg br~ll.</s> 



<s id=KHIT.l.s29 corresp='KHI.l.s38 KHI.l.s39 
KHI.l.s40">He whirled swiftly round and the edge of the 
blade slashed his cheek, instead of striking his head.</s> 

Ex.l57 <s id=KH!.l.s46 corresp=KHIT.!.s33>De mA 
slukkc den varmen de selv har tent.</s> 

<s id=KHIT.l.s33 corresp='KHI.l.s45 KHI.l.s46'> The 
smoke began to suffocate the Chinese, and they were 
being consumed by their own fire.</s> 

Ex.158 <s id=KHI.!.s49 corrcsp=KHIT.l.s3S>Hun er 
ennA ikkc blitt mor til polfareren.</s> 

<s id=KHIT.l.s3S corresp='KHLI.s48 KHI.l.s49'> His 
young wife was also on board: she had not yet given birth 
to Roald, the polar explorer.</s> 

Ex.IS9 <s id=BV!.l.s3 corrcsp=BVIT.l.s3> Dessverre 
bodde Brita Ire oppganger nedenfor og flkk lkke det 
samrne innblikk i familien Bendixens liv som 
Hildegun.</s> 

<s id=BVl T.l.s3 corresp=BVI.l.s3>Unfortunately Brita 
lived three staircases further along the block and so 
she was not favoured with the same insight into the 
Bendixen family life as Hildegun was.</s> 

Ex.160 <s id=BVI.l.s4 corresp=BVIT.l.s4>De cr 
kunstnere, sa Hildegun andektig og kastet det krf/lllete 
hAre! bakover med en ny bevegelse.</s> 

<s id=BVIT.l.s4 corresp=BV l.l.s4>"They're artists," 
said Hildegun solemnly as she tossed back her curly hair 
in a newly-acquired gesture.</s> 

Ex.l61 <s id=BVI.l.sS corresp=BVIT.l.sS>Brita og 
Hildcgun stanset pfl hjl!rnet, slapp skoleveskene pA 
fortauet og satte seg pA muren.</s> 

<s id=BVIT.I.sS corresp=BVI.I.s5>Brita and Hildegun 
stopped at the corner of the street, dropped their 
schoolbags onto the pavement and sat on the wall.</s> 
------------------------------------
Ex.l62 <s id=BV1.1.s6 corresp=BV1T.l.s6>Muren 
rammet inn den skrAnende gressbakken som lA nedenfor 
leiegArdenc de bodde i, det begynte A bli tynt grl!nt gress 
i bakken.</s> 

<s id=BVIT.I.s6 corresp=BVI.l.s6>The wall enclosed 
the grass slope below the block they lived in; thin green 
blades of grass were beginning to appear.</s> 

Ex.l63 <s id=BVI.!.s7 corresp=BVIT.l.s7>Her kunne 
de snakke sammen utcn A bli ropt inn for A gll i 
melkcbutikken cller til bakeren.</s> 

<s id=BVIT.I.s7 corresp=BVI.l.s7>They conld talk here 
without being called in to go and buy milk or bread.</s> 

Ex.l64 <s id=BVI.l.sS corresp=BVIT.l.sS>Det var 
ennA en stund til Hildegun skulle gA tur med Merete, som 
hun passel nere ettermlddager I uken.</s> 

<s id=BVIT.l.sS corresp=BVI.l.sS>There was still a 
little time before Hildegun had to go and take Merete for 
a walk; she looked after Merete several afternoons a 
week.</s> 

Ex.l65 <s id=BVI.l.s9 corresp=BV1T.l.s9> Hvordan 
vet du at Judith og Tom ogsA er kunstnere? spurte Brita 
urollg.</s> 

<s id=BVIT.l.s9 corresp=BV l.l.s9>"How do you know 
that Judith and Tom are artists as well?" asked Brita 
doubtfully .</s> 

Ex.166 <s id=B V l.l.sll corresp=BV 1 T.l.s II> 
Ulykkeligvis hadde Brita vrert hos bestemoren pA 
Torshov den dagen Bendixens flyttet inn og var ogsA gAtt 
glipp av det eventyrlig sjuskete flyttelasset.</s> 
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<s id=BV!T.l.sll corresp=BVI.l.sll>Unfortunately 
Brita had been over at her grandmother's house on the 
day the Bendixens had moved in, and so she had missed 
seeing the vanload of dilapidated furniture which 
accompanied them.</s> 

Ex.167 <s id=BVI.l.s13 corresp=BV1T.l.sl3> Damen 
med del lange svarte bAret, den Iiiia jakken og 
langbuksene mAtte vre re fru Bendixen.</s> 

<s id=BVIT.l.sl3 corresp=BVI.l.sl3>The lady with the 
long black hair, wearing slacks and a lilac jacket, had to 
be Mrs Bendixen.</s> 

Ex.168 <s id=BVI.l.s22 corresp=BVIT.l.s22>Pll 
ll!rkesnoren over komfyren hang sorn vanlig full! av 
str~mper og undertf/ly, strf/lmpene hang to og to sam men i 
ryddige par, alle festet med en klype i tAen.</s> 

<s id=BV1T.l.s22 corresp=BV!.l.s22>0ver the cooker 
was a string for drying things, and as usual it was full 
of stockings and underclothes; the stockings hung neatly 
two by two, fastened at the toe with a clothes peg.</s> 

Ex.l69 <s id=BVI.l.s28 corresp=BV IT.l.s27>Det 
ansiktet har virkelig karakter, sa Hildegun.</s> 

<s id=BV1T.l.s27 corresp=BVI.l.s28>"Her face has 
really got character," said Hildegun.</s> 

Ex.170 <s id=BVI.l.s3S corresp=BV1T.l.s35> 
Hildegun himlet lldende mot taket og svarte med 
uforskammet hfllflighet:</s> 

<s id=BV1T.l.s3S corresp=BVI.l.s3S>Hildegun rolled 
her eyes in suffering towards the ceiling and answered 
with brazen politeness.</s> 

Ex.171 <s id=BVI.l.s38 corresp=BVIT.l.s38>Den 
koster ogsA penger.</s> 



<s id=BVIT.I.s38 corresp=BVI.I.s38>"Well that costs 
money too.</s> 

Ex.172 <s id=BVI.I.s41 corresp=BVIT.I.s41>Brita 
glodde skamfullt p§ den halvfulle tekoppen.</s> 

<s id=BVIT.I.s41 corresp=BVI.I.s4l>Brita felt 
ashamed as she gazed into her half-full cup of tea.</s> 

Ex.l73 <S id=BVI.I.s46 corresp=BVIT.I.s46>Det 
hendte han salle seg pA kj!<lkkenet sammen med pikene, 
stjal seg til en kopp nypetc og fortalte bl!<ltcvitser som aile 
haddc h!<lrt fflr.</s> 

<s id=B VI T.l.s46 corresp=BV l.l.s46>1t sometimes 
happened that he sat down in the kitchen with the girls, 
helped himself to a cup of rose-hip tea and told silly jokes 
which they had both heard before.</s> 

Ex.l74 <s id=BVI.I.s47 corresp=BVIT.I.s47>Brita 
syntes vitsene ble morsomme likevel, fordi faren sA sA 
trist ut.</s> 

<s id=BVIT.I.s47 corresp=BVI.I.s47>Brita thought the 
jokes funny anyway, because Hlldegun's father looked 
so sad.</s> 

Ex.l75 <s id=BV l.l.s49 corresp=BVIT.l.s49>SA 
tuslet faren ut fra kjf'Jkkenet, han salt mest i stucn og hflrte 
radio.</s> 

<s id=BV!T.I.s49 corresp=BVI.I.s49>So her father 
crept out of the kitchen again, and went and sat in the 
living-room and listened to the radio.</s> 

Ex.l76 <s id=KFLI.l.l.s9 corresp=KFL1T.I.I.s9> 
Den unge kvinna vaggar tung! over golvet, med breie 
hofter og stiv rygg og baljen pA strake armar.</s> 

<s id=KFLIT.I.I.s9 corresp=KFLI.I.I.s9>The young 
woman waddles heavily across the floor, with broad hips 

and a stiff back and the tub in her outstretched 
arms.</s> 

Ex.177 <s id=KFLI.I.I.s24 corresp=KFLIT.I.I.s24> 
Del er berre A prflva A f¢lgja fotspora til den der, sA vii 
dei nok finna ut at del blir mange omvegar A gA.</s> 

<s id=KFL!T.l.l.s24 corresp=KFL!.I.I.s24>Just try and 
follow the tracks of that little guy there, and you'll find 
out there's lots of roundabout ways to go.</s> 

Ex.l78 <s id=KFLI.LI.s28 corresp=KFLIT.I.I.s28> 
Den gamle svarar ikkje.</s> 

<s id=KFLIT.I.I.s28 corresp=KFLI.I.I.s28>The old 
woman does not say anything more.</s> 

Ex.l79 <s id=KFLl.l.l.s31 corresp=KFLIT.I.l.s31> 
Ho hf'Jyrer skramllnga med kj!<lrel og kar ta til igjen inne 
i kjellaren.</s> 

<s id=KFLIT.l.l.s31 corresp=KFLl.l.l.s31>She hears 
the noise from the wooden washtub and vat begin again 
inside the cellar.</s> 

Ex.l80 <s id=KFL1.1.2.sl corresp=KFLIT.I.2.sl> 
Guten dei har f¢lgt med augo, f¢lgjer Akerreina og 
skogkanten i motsett lei, og spring pA tanande flog 
innover mot grinda til utmarka.</s> 

<s id=KFLIT.I.2.sl corresp=KFLI.I.2.si>The boy they 
have been watching follows the borders of the fields at 
the edge of the forest on the opposite mountain slope and 
runs swiftly toward the gate of the outlying pasture.</s> 

Ex.!Sl <s id=KFLI.l.2.sl0 corresp=KFLIT.I.2.sl0> 
SA !agar sikkerl han bcstefar ranglestav til deg.</s> 

<s id=KFLIT.I.2.s10 corresp=KFL1.1.2.s!O>Then I'm 
sure Grandfather will carve you a hiking slick.</s> 
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Ex.l82 <s id=KFL1.1.2.s14 corresp=KFLIT.I.2.sl4> 
Del er seinsommar, del har regna, soia skin, og nA er del 
varmt igjcn, og frisk! under fotsolane.</s> 

<s id=KFL1T.I.2.s14 corresp=KFL1.1.2.s14>1t is late 
summer, they have had rain, the sun is shining, and now 
it is warm and fresh under the soles of his feet.</s> 

Ex.l83 <s id=KFLl.l.2.sl5 corresp=KFL!T.I.2.s15> 
Han spring stJJlsvegen s§ sflla og sorpa skvctt.</s> 

<s id=KFLIT.l.2.s15 corresp=KFL1.1.2.sl5>He runs 
along the stJJlsveg- the road between mountain farms
sending up small showers of mud and dust.</s> 

Ex.l84 <s id=SH l.l.l.s2 corresp=SH I T.l.l.s2> 
Mannen hermes, Raske Hjort, sto i ly under en hellcr og 
stirret mot kvlsthytten deres.</s> 

<s id=SH!T.l.l.s2 corresp=SHl.l.l.s2>Her husband, 
Swift Deer, stood in the shelter of an overhanging cliff 
gazing at their home, a cabin built of twigs.</s> 

Ex.185 <s id=SHI.l.l.s6 corresp=SH!T.l.l.s6> 
Elgchjertc stirret cngstelig opp i mf'Jrket og ba lnvt: Hflr 
min stemme, Bestefar Lyn. Vrer snill mot oss stakkars 
mcnnesker nA nAr du drar forbi. Skrem ikkc den nyf¢dte 
og skad ham ikke. La ail vrere vel nAr du er borte.</s> 

<s id=SH1T.LI.s6 corresp=SHLl.l.s6>Elk Heart looked 
anxiously up into the darkness and prayed In a low voice: 
"Hear my voice, Grandfather Lightning. Be kind to us 
poor humans as you pass by. Do not frighten the newborn 
one and do not hann him. Let ali be well when you have 
gone."</poem></s> 

Ex.l86 <s id=SHI.I.l.s7 corresp=SH1T.l.l.s7> 
Mcllorn tordenskrallene kunne Raske Hjort hf'jre de spede 
skrikene fra den nyf0dte i hytten, og hjertet hans sio med 
forte slag.</s> 



<s id=SH1T.I.I.s7 corresp=SHI.I.I.s7>Between the 
peals of thunder Swift Deer could hear the faint crying of 
the newborn child in the cabin and his heart beat 
fiercely.</s> 

Ex.l88 <s id=TTHI.I.s3 corresp=TTHIT.l.s3>Han 
famlcl med hendene langs den ru steinflata til han fan! 
utspringet i veggen, og trakk ut filla som tettet for 
gluggen.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.I.s3 corresp=TTHI.I.s3>His hands 
searched frantically along the cold, stone wall until he 
found the opening and pulled out the rag that darkened 
the hole.</s> 

Ex.l89 <s id=SHI.l.l.s28 corresp=SH IT.l.l.s28>SA 
lykkelig haddc han aldri vrert fpr.</s> 

<s id=SHIT.l.l.s28 corresp=SHI.l.l.s28>He had never 
felt so happy in his life.</s> 

Ex.l90 <s id=TTHI.l.s7 corresp=TTHIT.l.s7>Han 
var i del kalde Jande! Jangt mot nord, der en ny, lang 
vintcr snarl stod for d¢ra.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.I.s7 corresp=TTHI.l.s7>He really was in 
this frozen land so far north, with a new, long winter on 
the doorstep.</s> 

Ex.191 <s id=TTHI.l.sll corresp=TTHIT.l.sll> Og 
plutselig forstod Reim hvorfor han hadde sovet sA 
urolig.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.l.sll corresp=TTHI.l.sll> And suddenly 
he remembered, remembered why he had slept so 
uneasily this night.</s> 

Ex.192 <s id=TTHI.l.s12 corresp=TTHIT.I.sl2> Del 
var jo i natt det skulle skje.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.I.sl2 corresp=TTHI.I.sl2>This was the 
night it had to happen.</s> 

Ex.l93 <s id=TTHI.l.sl3 corresp=TTHIT.I.s13> Del 
var i natt de mAtte kornme seg av gArde.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.l.sl3 corresp=TTHI.l.si3>This was the 
night that they had to escape.</s> 

Ex.l94 <s id=TTHI.I.sl4 corresp=TTHIT.I.sl4> 
Derfor hold! Digralde vakt.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.l.sl4 corrcsp=TTHI.l.si4>That was why 
Digralde now kept watch.</s> 

Ex.l95 <s id=TTH1.l.sl6 corresp=TTH1T.l.sl6> 
Ryggen hennes var varm og god og minnet ham om nit 
han hadde kjrert.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.l.sl6 corresp=TTHI.l.si6>Her back was 
so warm and comforting, reminding him of everything 
that he had loved.</s> 

Ex.l96 <s id=TTHI.I.sl7 corresp=TTHIT.I.sl7> Del 
f¢lles som et hell liv siden han var hjernrne i lrland nA 
.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.l.sl7 corresp=TTHI.I.s17>It felt as if a 
whole lifetime had passed since he was seized from his 
horne in lreland.</s> 

Ex.l97 <s id=TTHI.l.s18 corresp=TTHIT.l.s18> Men 
nAr han lukket l!ynene kunne han se for seg de lrygge, 
jordete nevene til faren, de gode !<lynene til moren og del 
rynkete, gamle ansiktet til besternor Grellon der hun salt 
og rugget fram og tilbake og fortalte underlige eventyr og 
sagn.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.I.slS corresp=TTHI.I.slS>And when he 
closed his eyes, he could picture his father's protective, 
earth-soiled hands, his mother's vigilant gaze, and the 
wrinkled, aged face of his grandmother Gaelion, as she 
sat rocking back and forth, telling strange tales and 
Jcgcnds.</s> 
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Ex.l98 <s id=TTHI.l.s23 corresp=TTH1T.I.s23>Ja, 
han husket til og med at den droplete kua fikk 
tvillingkalver den sommeren, og at pA nabogarden kom 
den tlende ungen til verden.</s> 

<s id=TTH1T.I.s23 corresp=TTHI.I.s23>Yes, he even 
remembered that their dappled cow bore twin calves that 
summer, and on the neighbouring farm, that family's 
tenth child came into the world.</s> 

Ex.l99 <s id=TTHI.I.s27 corresp='TTHI T.l.s27 
TTHIT.I.s28'>Hun hadde ledd og tall ham pfi fanget: -
Du er oppkalt ctter en som lev de i Irland for lenge, lenge 
siden, sa hun.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.l.s27 eorresp=TTHI.I.s27>She had 
laughed and taken him upon her lap.</s> 
<s id=TTHIT.I.s28 eorresp=TTHI.I.s27>"We named 
you after someone who lived in Ireland a long, long time 
ago," she said.</s> 

Ex.200 <s id=TTH l.l.s30 corresp=TTH IT.I.s31 > 
Patrie var en from mann som llle hellig ctter at han 
dl!de.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.I.s31 eorresp=TTHI.I.s30>Patric was a 
pious man who was made holy after his death.</s> 

Ex.201 <s id=TTHI.I.s31 corresp=TTHIT.I.s32> Nfi 
er St. Patrie den st~rste helgenen i hele lrland.</s> 

<s id=TTHI T.l.s32 corrcsp=TTHI.I.s31>Now Saint 
Patrie is regarded as the greatest saint in all of 
Ireland." <Is> 

Ex.202 <s id=TTHI.l.s32 corresp='TTHIT.l.s33 
TTHIT.l.s34'>Det glimtet sk~yeraktig i de gr~nne 
~ynene henncs da hun sa: - De gamic sier at barna gjerne 
fAr de samme egenskapene som den de har fAit navnet silt 
ettcr.</s> 



<s id=TTH1T.l.s33 corresp=TTH1.1.s32>Her green eyes 
glittered jokingly as she continued.</s> 
<s id=TTH!T.l.s34 corresp=TTH1.1.s32>"0ld people 
say that children usually acquire the same qualities as the 
person they are named after.</s> 

Ex.203 <s id=TTH1.1.s33 corresp=TTH1T.l.s35> Men 
du blir visst ingen helgen, din vesle r¢ver!</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.l.s35 corresp=TTH1.1.s33>But I can't 
quite believe that you will ever be a saint, my dear lillie 
pirate!"</s> 

Ex.204 <s id=TTH1.1.s37 corresp=TTHIT.!.s39>SA 
ofte han kunne snek han seg unna arbeidet pa 
garden.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.l.s39 corresp=TTH1.1.s37>As often as he 
could, he tried to get out of working there: on the 
farm.</s> 

Ex.205 <s id=TTH1.1.s38 corresp=TTHIT.l.s40> Han 
!islet seg innover de hemmelighet~fulle stiene i skogen og 
gjernte seg i lauvkronene pA de garnle, knudrete 
eiketrreme.</s> 

<s id=TTH!T.l.s40 corresp=TTH1.1.s38>He slipped 
quickly over secret paths into the forest and hid in the 
tops of old, knotted oak trees.</s> 

Ex.206 <s id=TTH1.1.s42 corresp=TTH1T.l.s45> Men 
etter sornmeren kornmer h¢sten for oss alle.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.l.s45 corresp=TTHI.l.s42>But you know 
that after summer comes autumn, for us all.</s> 

Ex.207 <s id=TTHI.I.s44 corresp=TTH! T .l.s47> 
Patrie skammel seg.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.l.s47 corresp=TTH1.1.s44>Patric knew 
enough to be ashamed.</s> 

Ex.208 <s id=LSC2.2.sl8 corresp=LSC2T.2.s!8>Jeg 
lente meg fram over borde! og fiske! ut en Hobby.</s> 

<s id=LSC2T.2.si8 corresp=LSC2.2.si8>1 leaned 
forward over the table and fished out a Hobby 
cigarette.</s> 

Ex.209 <sid=EHAI.l.l.sl? corresp=EHAIT .l.l.s 
16>Skrive de! ned og se det for seg, akkurat slik de! er - i 
stedet for A gjemme seg som strutsen.</s> 

<s id=EHAIT.l.l.sl6 corresp=EHAl.l.l.si7>Write it 
down and say it aloud, just the way it is, instead of hiding 
your head like an ostrich.</s> 
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Implicitating shifts in translations from 
English into Norwegian 

ex.! <s id=ABI.I.sl corresp=ABIT.I.sl> 
Hartmann, a volupiUary, lowered a spoonful of brown 
sugar crystals into his coffee cup, then placed a square of 
biller chocolate on his tongue, and, while it was 
dissolving, lit his first cigarette.</s> 

<s id=ABIT.l.sl corrcsp=ABJ.J.si>Hartmann, en riktig 
levemann, lot en teskje brunt sukker synke ned i 
kaffekoppen, plasserte en rule biller m~rk sjokolade pA 
tungen, og mens den smeltet, tente han sin f~rste 

sigarett.</s> 

Ex.2 <s id=ABI.l.s19 corresp=ABIT.I.s19> 
Harunann's joy was apparent in his beautifully cut hair, 
his expensive suit, his manicured hands, the faint aura of 
cologne that heralded his approach; in his mild and 
habitually smiling face, too, his expressive walk, in which 
the body, leaning slightly forward, seemed to indicate 
amiability, a desire to please.</s> 

<s id=ABIT.l.s19 corresp=ABI.l.s19>Hartmanns glede 
kom til uttrykk i hans velklippede hAr, hans koslbare 
dress, hans velpleide hender, den svake durten av eau-de
cologne som varslet hans komme; og ogsA i hans 
vanligvis smilende ansikl og hans uttrykksfullc gangc, dcr 
den lett foroverb~yde kroppcn syntcs A indikere 
clskverdighct, et ~nskc om A bchagc.</s> 
--------------------------------------------------
Ex.3 <s id=ABI.l.s26 corresp=ABIT.l.s26>He 
defended this practice, as he defended all his habits, as 
sensible: his own glossy head was his best 
justification.</s> 

<s id=ABIT.l.s26 corrcsp='ABI.l.s26 ABI.I.s27'> Han 
forsvarte delle, slik han forsvarle aile sine vaner, som ren 

fornuft: hans egcl glansfullc Mr var hans beste argument: 
"Jeg spiser godt.</s> 

·--------------· 
Ex.4 <s id=AB l.l.s31 corrcsp=AB IT .l.s30> 
However, no man is free of his own history.</s> 

<s id=ABIT.l.s30 corresp=ABI.l.s3l>Men ingen er fri 
fra sin egen historie.</s> 

--------------------------
Ex.5 <s id=AB l.l.s47 corresp=AB I T.l.s46> What 
mattered was to intensify the pleasure, to ensure that it 
might be repeated.</s> 

<s id=ABIT.l.s46 corresp=ABI.l.s47>Det gjaldt A 
forsterke nytelsen, sikre seg at den kunne gjentas.</s> 

·----------------------------------------------
Ex.6 <s id=JBI.l.s12 corresp=JBIT.l.s12>People 
have told me that before.</s> 

<s id=JBIT.l.s12 corresp=JBI.l.s12>Det har jeg fAit 
hl!re f~r.</s> 

Ex.7 <s id=JB l.l.s30 corresp='JB I T.l.s30 
JB!T.!.s31'> Now, did you notice how I said everyone 
followed by thelr?</s> 

<s id=JBIT.l.s30 corresp=JBI.l.s30>Nok om det.</s> 
<s id=JBIT.l.s31 corresp=JBI.l.s30>La du merke til at 
jeg sa navnet deres?</s> 

Ex.S <s id=JBI.l.s39 corresp=JB1T.l.s39>We were 
on a beach just up from Frinton at the time, and when 
Oliver heard Gill's remark he went into one of his 
spiels.</s> 

<s id=JBIT.l.s39 corresp=JBI.l.s39>Det var pA en 
strand like ved Frinton, og da Oliver hprte Gills 
bemerkning, fikk han en av raptusene sine.</s> 
----------------------
Ex.9 <s id=PDJ3.l.l.s2 corresp=PDJ3T.l.l.s2>As 
always she had left it until the last minute to leave the 
disco and the floor was still a packed, gyrating mass of 
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bodies under the makeshift strobe lights when she broke 
free of Wayne's clutching hands, shouted instructions to 
Shirl about their plans for next week above the raucous 
beat of the music and left the dance floor.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.l.l.s2 corresp=PDJ3.l.l.s2>Som vanlig 
hadde hun ulsatt til siste ~yeblikk A gA fra diskoteket, og 
gulvet var fortsatt en tell, virvlende masse av kropper 
under den provisoriske discobelysningen da hun gjorde 
seg fri fra Waynes faste grep; gjcnnom den skjrerende 
musikken ropte hun beskjcder til Shirl om hva de skullc 
gj~re i neste uke, og forlot dansegulvct.</s> 
--------------------
Ex.IO <s id=PDJ3.l.l.s6 corresp=l'DJ3T.l.l.s6> 
There was still a chance if the lights were against it and 
she began desperately chasing after it, hampered by her 
fragile, high-heeled shoes.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.l.l.s6 corresp=PDJ3.l.l.s6>Det var ennfi 
en mulighet hvis den fikk r~dt lys, og hun lllp fortvilet 
etter den i de tynne h~yhrelte skocne.</s> 

Ex.! I <s id=PDJ3.l.l.s7 corresp=PDJ3T.l.l.s7> But 
the lights were green and she watched helplessly, gasping 
and bent double with a sudden cramp, as it lumbered 
over the brow of a hill and like a brightly lit ship sank out 
of sight.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.l.l.s7 corresp=PDJ3.l.l.s7>Men lyse! var 
gr~nl, og gispende, tvekrokct av hold, mAtte hun 
hjelpel~st se at bussen krabbet over bakketoppen og sank 
ut av sync som cl festlig opplyst skip.</s> 
--------------------------------
Ex.12 <s id=PDJ3.l.l.s9 corresp='PDJ3T.l.l.s10 
PDJ3T.l.l.sll'>Oh no!" and felt the tears of anger and 
dismay smarting her eyes.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.l.l.s!O corresp=PDJ3.l.l.s9> A nei!"</s> 
<s id=PDJ3T.l.l.sll corresp=PDJ3.l.l.s9> Tarer av 
sinne og forferdelse sved i pynene.</s> 
----------------------------



Ex.I3 <s id=PDJ3.l.l.s23 corresp=PDJ3T.I.I.s25> 
Her first desperate thought was to hire a taxi and to chase 
the bus, but she didn't know where the cab rank was and 
she hadn't enough money; she was sure of thal.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.I.I.s25 corresp=PDJ3.1.l.s23> 
fortvilelsen tenkte hun fS!Srst pA A Ia en drosje og innhente 
bussen, men hun visstc ikkc hvor drosjcholdeplassen var, 
og hadde sikkert tkke nok penger pA seg heller.</s> 

Ex.l4 <s id=PDJ3.l.l.s25 corresp=I'DJ3T.I.I.s27> 
But Wayne was always skint and Shirl too mean and by 
the time she had argued and cajoled it would be too 
late.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.I.I.s27 corresp=PDJ3.1.l.s25>Men Wayne 
var bestandig blakk og Shirl for gjerrig, og I aile fall ville 
Iiden gil fra henne.</s> 

Ex.15 <s id=PDJ3.l.l.s26 corresp=PDJ3T.l.l.s28> 
And then came salvation.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.I.I.s28 corresp=PDJ3.l.l.s26>Da kom 
redningen.</s> 

Ex.16 <s id=PDJ3.1.l.s41 corresp=PDJ3T.I.l.s43> At 
least they were going in the right direction and it took her 
only a couple of seconds to think of her plan.</s> 

<s id=PDJ3T.l.l.s43 corresp=PDJ3.1.l.s41>De kjS!Srlc 
iallfall i riktig reining, og del tok henne bare noen 
sckunder A p0nske ut en plan. <Is> 

Ex.17 <s id=ABRl.l.l.s12 corresp=ABRIT.l.l.s 12> 
And what I still couldn't tell was this: was it because of 
my colour, this smooth brown skin so loved by Brian and 
later Paul?</s> 

<s id=ABRIT.l.l.s12 corresp=ABRI.l.l.s12>0g noejeg 
fortsalt ikke begrep, var delle: Var del pA grunn av fargen 
min, denne glatte huden som var sA elskel av Brian og 
senere Paul?</s> 

Ex. IS <s id=RRI.I.s3 corresp=RRIT.l.s2>That year, 
however, it was a Monday and quite bad enough, though 
Martin was scornful of superstition and would have 
engaged in any important enterprise on 13 May or gone 
up in a plane without a qualm.</s> 

<s id=RR1T.l.s2 corresp=RRl.l.s3>Det Aret fait den pA 
en mandag, og del v ar ille nok, men Martin foraktet 
overtro og ville uten betenkeligheter ha gill seg i kast mcd 
en hvilken som heist viktig oppgave eller gAlt om bord i 
et fly pA en 13. mai.</s> 

Ex.19 <s id=RR l.l.s6 corresp=RR IT.I.s5> The gun 
was among a jumble of textbooks, dog-eared exercise 
books, crumpled paper and a pair of football socks, and 
for a single frightening moment Martin thought it was 
real.</s> 

<s id=RRIT.l.s5 corresp=RRI.I.s6>Revolveren lA blant 
et virvar av skolebS!Sker, kladdehefter med eselS!Srer, 
sammenkrS!Sllet papir og et par fotballsokker, og en kort 
stund trodde Martin at den var ekte.</s> 

Ex.20 <s id=RRI.I.s13 corrcsp=RRIT.I.s12>At the 
school gates he left the car with a muttered goodbye and 
did not look back .</s> 

<s id=RR1T.l.s12 corresp=RRI.l.s13> Ved skoleporten 
mum let han sA vidt adjS!S og sA seg ikke tilbakc.</s> 

Ex.21 <s id=RR1.1.s24 corresp=RRIT.l.s23> Martin 
had made this arrangement by phone two days before but 
that did not prevent the receptionist reacting as if she had 
never heard of him, or the only available mechanic 
shaking his head and saying it was just possible, it could 
be done, but Les had been called out unexpectedly in an 
emergency and Martin had better let them phone 
him.</s> 

<s id=RRI T.!.s23 corresp=RRI.l.s24>Martin hadde 
bcstilt time to dager fJ;lr, men del forhindrel ikke at 
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resepsjonsdamen lot som om hun aldri hadde hJ;!rt om 
ham, eller at den eneste ledige mekanikeren ristet pA 
hodet og sa at kanskje, kanskje kunne de gj¢re del, men 
Les var uventet blitt kalt ut i en hastejobb, sA de fikk 
heller ringc til Martin.</s> 

Ex.22 <s id=RRI.l.s28 corresp=RR !T.l.s27>The 
people he passed were commuters on their way to the 
British Rail station.</s> 

<s id=RR1T.l.s27 corresp=RR1.l.s28> Folk han mjjtle, 
var pendlere p§ vci til jernbane-stasjonen. </s> 

Ex.23 <s id=RRI.I.s33 corrcsp='RR1T.l.s33 
RR1T.l.s34'>Martin thought this might have its 
drawbacks as well as its advantages, but anyway he 
couldn't imagine such a measure getting through 
Parliament.</s> 

<s id=RRIT.l.s33 corresp=RR1.l.s33>Martin tenkte at 
delle kunne ha sine fordeler, men ogsA sine uhcldige 
sider.</s> 

<s id=RRIT.l.s34 corresp=RR1.1.s33>For S!Svrig kunne 
han ikke forestille seg at en slik forordning ville gA 
igjennom i Parlamentet. </s> 

Ex.24 <s id=RR l.l.s42 corresp='RR 1 T.l.s44 
RRIT.l.s45'>He was heading for the bank, intending to 
draw out enough to cover the garage charges as well as 
pay for petrol, lunch for two, incidental expenses in 
Eastboume, and have a bit left over for the next couple of 
days.</s> 

<s id=RRIT.I.s44 corresp=RR1.1.s42>Han salle kursen 
mot banken.</s> 

<s id=RRIT.l.s45 corresp=RR!.l.s42>Han ville Ia ut 
s§pass at del dekket verksted regningen, bensin, lunsj for 
to, diverse utgifter i Eastboume og nok til at han kunne ha 
!itt til overs for de nrerrneste dagene.</s> 



Ex.25 <s id=RR !.l.s43 corresp='RR 1 T.l.s46 
RR1T.l.s47'>Martin distrusted credit cards and though 
he possessed one, seldom used it.</s> 

<s id=RR1T.l.s46 corresp=RR!.l.s43>Marlin likte ikke 
kredittkort.</s> 

<s id=RR 1 T.l.s47 corresp=RR l.l.s43>Han had de el, 
men brukte del sjelden.</s> 

Ex.26 <s id=AT!.l.s6 corresp=ATIT.l.s6>.Jeans had 
those stiff, hard seams and those riveL~.</s> 

<s id=ATIT.l.s6 corresp=ATI.l.s6>De hadde sdnne 
stive, harde s¢mmer, og sA alle de naglcnc.</s> 

Ex.27 <s id=AT!.l.s10 corrcsp=AT!T.l.s!O>He was 
a tall, pale, gray-eyed man, with straight fair hair cut 
close to his head, and his skin was that thin kind that 
easily bums.</s> 

<s id=AT!T.l.s10 corrcsp=AT!.l.s!O>Han var en h~y. 
blek, grA¢yd mann, med glatt, kortklippet, lyst hAr, og en 
hud av del slaget som lett blir brenl.</s> 

Ex.29 <s id=ATI.l.s19 corresp=ATIT.l.s18>They 
passed a pickup truck, then a van all covered with 
stickers from a hundred scenic atlractions.</s> 

<s id=AT!T.l.s18 corresp=AT!.l.s19>De kj¢rte forbi en 
pick-up bil, sA en varebil som var hell dekket av 
turlstplakater.</s> 
------------------------------------------
Ex.30 <s id=ATI.l.s22 corresp='AT I T.l.s21 
AT!T.l.s22'> Tick-swoosh, they went; a lulling sound; 
and there was a gentle patter on the roof.</s> 

<s id=ATIT.l.s21 corresp=AT1.1.s22>Svitsj; svotsj, del 
var en s¢vndyssende IAt.</s> 
<s id=AT1T.l.s22 corresp=ATI.l.s22>SA h¢rtes en myk 
tramming pA taket.</s> 

Ex.31 <s id=ATI.l.s25 corresp=ATI T.l.s25>It 
slanted across the boat lots, lumberyards, and discount 
furniture outlets, which already had a darkened look as 
if here it might have been raining for some timc.</s> 

<s id=ATIT.l.s25 corresp=AT!.l.s25>Det fall pA skrd 
over bAthavna, lrelasllomlen og billige m~bler som all sA 
m¢rke ut, som om del hadde regnet en god stund.</s> 

Ex.32 <s id=AT!.l.s46 corrcsp=AT I T.l.s46>She 
turned and ga1.ed back longingly at the underpass.</s> 

<s id=ATIT.l.s46 corresp=AT!.l.s46>Hun snudde seg 
og sA tilbake pA 
undergangen.</s> 

Ex.33 <s id=JH!.l.l.sl corresp=JHIT.l.l.sl> 
ARISTOTLE CONTEMPLATING the bust of Homer 
thought often of Socrates while Rembrandt dressed him 
with paint in a white Renaissance surplice and a 
medieval black robe and encased him in shadows.</s> 

<s id=JH1T.l.l.s1 corrcsp=JHl.l.l.sl> ARISTOTELES 
KOM OFTE til A Ienke pA Sokratcs nAr han betraktet 
bysten av Homer, mens Rembrandt kledde ham med 
maling i en hvit k a p p e fra renessansen og en 
middelaldersk sort kjortel og svppte ham i skygger.</s> 

Ex.34 <s id=JHI.l.l.s6 corresp=JH 1 T.l.l.s6> The 
authorities were curious also and took him into custody 
for questioning.</s> 

<s id=JH!T.I.I.s6 corresp=JHI.l.l.s6> OgsA 
myndighetene ble nysgjerrige og tok ham inn til 
forhf!r.</s> 

Ex.35 <s id=JH1.1.2.s1 corresp=JH1T.1.2.sl> 
REMBRANDT PAINTING Aristotle contemplating the 
bust of Homer was himself contemplating the bust of 
Homer where it stood on the red cloth covering the square 
table in the left foreground and wondering how much 
money it might fetch at the public auction of his 
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belongings that he was already contemplating was 
sooner or later going to he more or less inevitable.</s> 

<s id=JH!T.I.2.sl corresp=JHI.I.2.sl> REMBRANDT, 
som malte Aristotclcs nAr han betraktct bysten av Homer, 
betraktet selv bysten av Homer der den stod pA den r¢de 
duken som dekkel det firkantede borde! i forgrunnen til 
venstre, og spekulerte pA hvor mange penger den kunne 
innbringe pA den offentligc auksjonen over hans 
cicndeler, som if¢lge hans betraktningsmAte f~r eller 
siden ville bli mer eller mindre uunngdelig.</s> 

Ex.36 <s id=JH1.1.2.sl3 corresp='JH IT.l.2.sl3 
JH1T.I.2.s14 JH1T.l.2.s15'>The terms had been set 
beforehand in correspondence between the Sicilian 
nobleman ordering the work and Dutch agents in 
Amsterdam, one of whom, probably, should be credited 
with proposing Rembrandt for the commission and 
bringing together these two figures significant in the art 
world of the seventeenth century who would never meet, 
whose association as patron and performer spanned more 
than eleven years, and between whom there would pass at 
least one acrimonious exchange of messages in which 
the purchaser complained he was cheated and the artist 
responded he was not.</s> 

<s id=JH IT .1.2.s 13 corresp=JH1.1.2.s 13> Betingelsene 
var fastlagt pA fori!And i korrespondansen mellom den 
sicilianske adelsmannen som bestilte verket og 
nederlandske agenter i Amslerdam.</s> 

<s id=JHIT.l.2.s14 corresp=JH1.1.2.s13>Det var for 
~vrig etler all sannsynlighet en av disse som rnA fA reren 
for A ha foreslAtt Rembrandt til oppdraget og dermed f¢11 
sarnmen disse to fremtredende skikkelsene i det syttende 
Arhundres kunstverden.</s> 

<s id=JH!T.1.2.sl5 corresp=JH1.1.2.sl3>De skulle aldri 
m¢tes, men forholdet som velynder og kunstner strakte 
seg over mer enn elleve Ar, og mellom dem skulle det 
finne sled minst en brevveksling hvor kjpperen klaget 



over at han var snytt og maleren svarte at del var han 
ikke.</s> 

Ex.37 <s id=JHI.I.2.s14 corresp=JHIT.I.2.sl6> The 
Sicilian nobleman was Don Antonio Ruffo, and it is 
possible that this avid and discriminating collector of nrt 
had not laid eyes on anything but prints of Rembrandt's 
before ordering from him the Dutch painting of a 
philosopher he wanted for the art collection he was 
amassing in his castle in Messina. <Is> 

<s id=JHIT.I.2.sl6 corresp=JHI.I.2.si4>Den sicilianske 
adelsmannen var don Antonio Ruffo, og del kan godt 
lenkes at denne ivrige og kresne kunslsamleren ikke 
hadde sett anne! enn stikk av Rembrandt f¢r han bestilte 
det nederlandskc malcriet av en filosof som han ville ha i 
den kunstsamlingcn han var i fcrd mcd A bygge opp i 
Messina.</s> 

Ex.38 <S id=JH1.1.2.sl5 corresp=1HIT.I.2.s17> Not 
for years did Ruffo find out that the man in the painting 
was Aristotle. <Is> 

<s id=JHIT.I.2.sl7 corresp=JHI.I.2.si5>Det skulle gA 
llere Ar f¢r Ruffo fant ut at den mannen han malle var 
Aristoteles.</s> 

Ex.39 <s id=JH !.1.2.s24 corresp=JH I T.l.2.s27> 
Contained in the vast network of Dutch trading posts and 
territorial possessions that extended east and west more 
than halfway around the globe was an immense stretch of 
fertile land on the eastern shores of the new world that 
reached from the Chesapeake Bay in the south up to 
Newfoundland in the north, the whole of this expanse 
christened the New Netherland and encompassing in its 
ranging borders those few precious acres on the west side 
of Fifth Avenue at Eighty- second Street on the island of 
Manhattan with which Aristotle was to become joined 
indissolubly .</s> 

<s id=JHIT.I.2.s27 corresp=JHI.I.2.s24>1nnbefattet i 
dct veldige nettverket av nederlandske handelsstasjoner 

og besittelser som straktc scg mot ¢sl og vest, mer enn 
halvveis rundt kloden, var en umAtelig strekning fruktbart 
land ved de ¢stlige strendene av den nye verden som gikk 
fra Chesapeake Bay i s¢r opp til Newfoundland i nord, og 
hele dette omrAdet ble d¢pt Ny-Ncderland og omfattcl 
innen sine grenser de dyrebare markene pAvestsiden av 
Fifth Avenue ved 82nd Street pA ¢ya Manhattan, som 
Aristoteles skulle bli ul¢selig knyttet til.</s> 

Ex.40 <s id=JH1.1.2.s42 corresp=JH1T.I.2.s45> The 
word brecstraat, by which the excellent thoroughfare was 
known In Its diminutive, translates literally into "broad 
street."</s> 

<s id=JH I T.l.2.s45 corresp=JH1.1.2.s42>0rdet 
breestraat, som denne ypperlige fcrdselsAren ble kull, kan 
bokstavelig oversettes som "bredgaten".</s> 

Ex.41 <s id=SGI.l.sl corrcsp=SGIT.I.sl>Later, I 
found out his name was John Daggett, but that's not how 
he introduced himself the day he walked Into my 
office.</s> 

<s id=SG!T.l.sl corresp=SGI.l.sl>Senere fantjeg ut at 
han het John Daggett, men det var ikke del han 
presenterte seg som den dagen han kom inn pil kontoret 
milt.</s> 

Ex.42 <s id=SGI.I.s!O corresp=SGIT.l.si2>I'm also 
plagued with the sort of doggedness that makes private 
investigation a viable proposition for someone with a 
high school education, certification from the police 
academy, and a constitutional inability to work for 
anyone else.</s> 

<s id=SG IT.l.sl2 corresp=SG l.l.s!O>Jeg plages ogsA av 
den staheten som gj¢r privat etterforskning til en brukbar 
levevei for en som har eksamen fra high school og 
pollllskolen og er grunnleggende uskikket til d jobbe 
under andres kommando.</s> 
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Ex.43 <s iu=SG I. l.sl4 corresp=SG IT.l.sl6>1t was 
late October, the day before Halloween, and the weather 
was mimicking autumn in the Midwest; clear and sunny 
and cool.</s> 

<s id=SGIT.I.sl6 corresp=SG1.l.si4>Dct var i slutten 
av oktober, dagen f¢r allehelgensdag, og vrerct imitcrte 
h~slen i Midtvesten; klarl, solfyll og svall.</s> 

Ex.44 <s id=SGI.l.sl5 corresp=SGlT.l.sl7> Driving 
into town, I could have sworn I smelled woodsmoke In 
the air and I half expected the leaves to be turning yellow 
and rust.</s> 

<s id=SGIT.l.sl7 corresp=SGI.I.si5>Dajeg kj¢rte inn 
til byen, kunne jeg sverge pA at jcg kjente lukt av 
brAtebrann, og jeg regnet halvveis med at !¢vet skulle 
gulne og bli rustent.</s> 

Ex.45 <s id=SG l.l.s29 corresp='SG I T.l.s33 
SGIT.l.s34'>1 got up and shook hands with him across 
the desk and then suggested that he lake a seat.</s> 

<s id=SG!T.I.s33 corresp=SGI.l.s29>Jeg reiste meg og 
hAndhilste pA ham Ivers over skrivebordet.</s> 
<s id=SGIT.I.s34 corresp=SGI.I.s29>SA bad jeg ham 
sette seg.</s> 

Ex.46 <s id=SGI.I.s30 corresp=SGIT.l.s35>My first 
fleeting impression had been that he was a derelict, but 
on second glance, I couldn't find anything in particular to 
support the idea. <Is> 

<s id=SG 1T.I.s35 corresp=SG l.l.s30> Mitt 
f¢rsteinntrykk tilsa at han var et stykke menneskelig 
vrakgods, men da jeg sA nrennere pA ham, fan! jeg 
ingenting til st¢tte for en slik teori.</s> 

Ex.47 <s id=SG l.l.s35 corresp=SG 1 T.l.s40> The suit 
he wore was an odd shade of green.</s> 



<s id=SG!T.l.s40 corresp=SGI.l.s35>Dressen hans var 
i en underlig nyansc av gr0nt.</s> 

Ex.48 <s id=SG l.l.s36 corresp=SG IT.I.s41>His 
hands seemed huge. fingers long and bony, the knuckles 
enlarged.</s> 

<s id=SGIT.I.s41 corresp=SGJ.l.s36>Han haddc store 
never med lange, knoklete fingrer og utstAende 
knoker.</s> 

Ex.49 <s id=DFI.I.s42 corrcs p='DFIT.I.s43 
DFIT.I.s44'>Such a bandage as I was demanding might 
be belter in the end for one's muscles, but it gave no 
protection against knocks, as he had reminded me on 
other occasions, and it would be more painful, he 
said.</s> 

<s id=DFIT.I.s43 corresp=DFJ.l.s42>En slik forbinding 
som jcg forlangtc kunne nok vrore sunnere for musklenc i 
detlangc l¢p, men den ga ikke noc vern mot sl01, noc han 
hadde gjort klart for meg vcd tidligere korsveier.</s> 
<s id=DFIT.I.s44 corresp=DFI.I.s42>Dct ville dessulen 
bli mer smcrtcfullt, sa han.</s> 

Ex.SO <s id=DF l.l.s44 corresp='DFI T.l.s46 
DFI T.l.s47'>"1t's time you stopped breaking your 
bones," he said, giving in with a shrug and a sigh and 
obligingly winding the crepe on tightly.</s> 

<s id=DFIT.I.s46 corresp=DFI.I.s44>"Det er pA tide du 
slutter A brekke bein pd den mdten," sa han og ga etter 
mcd et sukk.</s> 

<s id=DFI T.l.s47 corresp=DFI.I.s44>Han snurret pA 
meg en slram kreppforbinding.</s> 

Ex.SI <s id=DFI.l.s45 corresp=DFIT.I.s48>"0ne of 
these days you'll crack something serious."</s> 

<S id=DFIT.l.s48 corresp=DFI.I.s45>"F¢r eller senere 
skjer det noe alvorlig."</s> 

Ex.52 <s id=MAI.I.2.s II corresp=MA I T.l.2.s 11> 
We wear long wool coats with tie belts, the collars turned 
up to look like those of movie stars, and rubber boots 
with the tops folded down and men's work socks 
inside.</s> 

<s id=MAIT.I.2.sll corresp=MA1.1.2.sll>Vi har lange 
ullkAper med knyltcbclter og kragcne oppsldtt som 
fllmstjerner, og gummistpvler med nedbreltede skaft 
med tykke herresokker inni.</s> 

Ex.53 <s id=MAI.1.2.sl2 corresp=MAIT.I.2.sl2> In 
our pockets arc stuffed the kerchiefs our mothers make 
us wear but that we take off as soon as we're out of their 
sight.</s> 

<s id=MAIT.I.2.s12 corrcsp=MAI.1.2.s!2>1 lommcne 
har vi slappet t¢rklrerne soon m¢drene vAre tvinger pll 
oss, men som vi river av slraks vi er ute av syne for 
dem.</s> 

Ex.54 <s id=MAI.1.2.s18 corresp=MAIT.I.2.sl8> 
Some are respectably dressed, in tailored Harris tweed 
coats and matching gloves and tidy no-nonsense hats with 
small brisk feathers jauntily 
at one side.</s> 

<s id=MAIT.1.2.s18 corresp=MAI.I.2.si8>Nocn cr 
respektabelt anlrukket i skreddersydde kAper av Harris
tweed og matchende hansker og nl!lkterne halter med en 
kjekk litcn fjrer pd den ene sidcn.</s> 

Ex.SS <s id=MAI.1.2.s19 corresp=MAIT.I.2.s 19> 
Others arc poorer and foreign-looking and have dark 
shawls wound over their heads and around their 
shoulders.</s> 

<s id=MAIT.I.2.s19 corresp=MA1.1.2.s19>Andre ser 
falligere ut og frcmmcdartedc, og har mi<Jrkc sjal viklct 
om hode og skuldre.</s> 
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Ex.56 <s id=MA 1.1.2.s26 corrcsp=MAIT.I.2.s26> 
They wear scarlet outrits or purple ones, and dangly 
earrings, and hats that look like stage props.</s> 

<s id=MAIT.I.2.s26 corresp=MAI.I.2.s26>De gfir med 
h0yr0dt eller fiolett og lange l!lredobber og hodcplagg 
som ser ut som tcatcrrckvisiller.</s> 

Ex.57 <s id=MAI.I.2.s27 corresp=MAIT.I.2.s27> 
Their slips show at the bottoms of their skirts, slips of 
unusual, suggestive colours.</s> 

<s id=MAI T.l.2.s27 corresp=MA 1.1.2.s27> 
Underkjolene leper nedenfor skWrtct, undcrkjolcr i 
dristigc fnrgcr.</s> 

Ex.58 <s id=MAI.1.2.s31 corresp=MA!T.I.2.s31> 
These arc the ones most likely to talk to themselves.</s> 

<s id=MAIT.I.2.s31 corresp=MAI.I.2.s31>Dc har del 
med A snakke med seg selv.</s> 

Ex.59 <s id=THI.I.s30 corrcsp=THIT.l.s31>Shc lit 
the cigarette and over the top of It, her eyes were 
smiling.</s> 

<s id=TH!T.l.s31 corrcsp=THI.I.s30>Hun tcnte 
sigarelten, og ¢ynene hermes smiltc.</s> 

Ex.60 <s id=THI.I.s31 corresp=THIT.I.s32>We both 
knew that what Tante Elfie said probably never had 
much effect on what my mother did.</s> 

<s id=THIT.I.s32 corresp=THI.I.s31>Vi visste begge at 
det !ante Elfie sa sannsynligvis haddc litcn innvirkning pfi 
hva min mor gjorde.</s> 

Ex.61 <s id=THI.I.sSO corresp=THIT.I.s49>A light, 
light hluc-grcen.</s> 

<s id=TH I T.l.s49 corresp=TH l.l.s50> Lys 
biAgr~<Jnne.</s> 



Ex.62 <s id=DL2.1.s9 corrcsp=DL2T.I.s9>This 
brought Jasper into vision.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.I.s9 corrcsp=DL2.1.s9>Jasper kom inn 
synsfcltet hcnncs.</s> 

Ex.64 <s id=DL2.1.s23 corrcsp=DL2T.l.s24>He gave 
the door a sharp push and they went into a large shadowy 
hall where stairs went strongly up, turned at a wide 
landing, and rose out of sight.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.I.s24 corresp=DL2.l.s23>Han dyttet d!!ra 
opp, og de gikk inn i en dunkel, rommelig hall med en 
masslv lrapp opp mot den brede avsatsen der !rappen 
bl!yde av og forlsatte oppover, ut av sync. </s> 

Ex.65 <s id=DL2.1.s24 corrcsp=DL2T.I.s25>The 
scene was illuminated by a hurricane lamp that stood on 
the floor in a corner.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.I.s25 corresp=DL2.1.s24>Det eneste lyset 
kom fra en lykt pA golvet boric i et hjl!me.</s> 

Ex.66 <s id=DL2.l.s25 corresp=DL2T.l.s26>From a 
side room came the sound of soft drumming.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s26 corresp=DL2.l.s25>Fra et av 
rommene hl!rle de dempete trommer.</s> 

Ex.67 <s id=DL2.l.s26 corresp=DL2T.I.s27> Jasper 
pushed open this door too.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.I.s27 corresp=DL2.1.s26>Jasper lukkel opp 
denne d!!ra ogsA.</s> 

Ex.68 <s id=DL2.1.s29 corresp=DL2T.l.s30>"Hi," he 
said, all his fingers and both feet at work, so lhnl i I 
seemed he was dancing as he sat, or was perhaps on some 
kind of exercise machine.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.I.s30 corresp=DL2.1.s29>"Hci," sa han, 
fingre og f~tter dansel over lrommene, det sA ul som om 
han salt inne i el slags mosjonsapparat.</s> 

Ex.69 <s id=DL2.l.s30 corresp='DL2T.l.s31 
DL2T.l.s32'>This smiling jolly black boy who looked 
like an advertisement for an attractive holiday in the 
Caribbean struck Alice's organ of credibility falsely, and 
she tucked away a little memo to herself not to forget a 
first impression of anxiety or even sorrow, which was the 
real message her nerves were getting from hlm.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.I.s31 corresp=DL2.1.s30> Denne smilende 
svarte gutten kunne minne om en brosjyre fra ct 
reisebyrA, reklame for avslappet feric pA De karibiske 
~yer.</s> 
<s id=DL2T.l.s32 corresp=DL2.1.s30>Men Alice hadde 
en sannsynlighelsradar som reagcrte, og hun nolerte seg 
at hun ikke mAtte glemme f~rsteinntrykket av anspent 
engstelse eller kanskje sorg, som var den egentlige 
beskjeden nervene hennes mollok.</s> 

Ex.70 <s id=DL2.1.s35 corresp=DL2T.I.s39>Well, 
said Jasper, in the clumsily placating way she knew was 
meant as love, "I suppose you 'II put a stop to that. "</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s39 corresp=DL2.l.s35>"NAja," sa Jasper, 
med dct klossete, forsonlige tonefallct som skulle 
utlrykke kjrerlighct, "del fAr vel du salt en stopper for, 
omjeg kjenner dcg rett."</s> 

Ex.71 <s id=DL2.l.s36 corresp='DL2T.l.s40 
DL2T.l.s4l'>AI once, feeling her advantage, she said, 
"Don't forget you've been living soft for four years.</s> 

<s id=DL2T.l.s40 corresp=DL2.1.s36>Hun hadde fAit el 
lite overtak og fulgte del opp.</s> 
<s id=DL2T.I.s41 corresp=DL2.1.s36>"1kke glem at du 
har levd godt i fire Ar nA.</s> 

Ex.72 <s id=DL2.1.s43 corresp=DL2T.I.s47>The 
cooker was pulled out and lying on the Ooor.</s> 
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<s id=DL2T.I.s47 corresp=DL2.1.s43>Komfyren Ill 
veltel pA golvet.</s> 

Ex.73 <s id=DL2.1.s45 corresp=DL2T.l.s49>There 
was a dead bird on I he floor .</s> 

<s id=DL2T.I.s49 corresp=DL2.1.s45>Det lA en ds;d fugl 
der ogsd.</s> 

Ex.74 <s id=MDI.I.s2 corresp=MD1T.l.s2>Hugo 
watched her, and then said (for many things thai Kate did 
were little performances, requiring applause, enquiry or 
comment), "What are you looking for?"</s> 

<s id=MDIT.I.s2 corresp=MDI.I.s2>Hugo sd pd henne, 
og sA sa han (for mange av de tingene Kate gjorde var 
smA forestillinger sam krevde applaus, sp~rsmdl eller 
komrnentarer): "Hva er del du ser efter?"</s> 

Ex.75 <s id=MD l.l.s 19 corresp=MD I T.l.s 19>1 
wonder why I go on coming here, it's a terrible 
reslauranl.</s> 

<s id=MDIT.I.sl9 corresp=MDI.I.si9>Lurer pA hvorfor 
jeg fortsetter A gA hit, det er en forferdelig restaurant.</s> 

Ex.76 <s id=MDI.I.s24 corresp=MDIT.I.s24> And 
she smiled at him her wide, infuriating double-edged 
smile, her smile full of duplicity.</s> 

<s id=MDIT.I.s24 corresp=MDI.I.s24>0g hun smilte til 
ham, dct brcde, irritercnde smile! sit!, sA full! av 
tvetydighet.</s> 

Ex.77 <s id=MDI.I.s26 corrcsp='MDI T.l.s26 
MD IT.I.s27'>She continued to smile, the smile turning 
into a sort of bland, mask-like, Medusa defiance, but 
good natured still, for Kate wa~ after all relentlessly good 
natured, that was one of her problems: and how well she 
looked, how pink and shining with health, although he 
knew that she was not particularly well at all, but on the 



rontrary had been rather ill and was now rather miserable, 
with some cause.</s> 

<s id=MD1T.l.s26 corresp=MDl.l.s26> Hun fortsatte A 
smile, men smile! ble til en slags vennlig, ma~kelignende 
Medusa-trass, skj"'nt fremdeles godmodig, for Kate var 
nA engang godmodig.</s> 

<s id=MD1T.l.s27 corresp=MDI.l.s26>Det var ell av 
hcnncs problemcr; og sA godt som hun sA ut, sA lyser"'d 
og skinncnde av sunnhet, selv om han visste at hun slett 
ikke var srerllg frisk, men tvert imot hadde vrert temmclig 
syk og fremdeles hadde grunn til A f"'le seg noksA 
elendig.</s> 

Ex.78 <s id=MDI.I.s27 corresp=MD1T.I.s28> Kate 
had often complained, in the past, as a joke, that the 
worse she felt, the better she looked, and now she did 
indeed look healthier than ever, her pale-brown hair 
escaping bouncily from beneath her green head-square, 
her white teeth munching the spinach; as though the 
surface of her resolutely refused to acknowledge any 
interior difficulties, as though the glow on the surface 
emanated in direct contradiction from wiOtin, in order to 
confuse, perplex, and throw spectators into 
disarray.</s> 

<s id=MDIT.l.s28 corresp=MDl.l.s27>F"'r hndde Kate 
ofte klagct over at jo vcrre hun f"'lte seg, desto bcdre sA 
hun ut, og nA sA hun faktisk bedre ut enn nocn gang, mcd 
del lysebrune hAre! flommende ned fra del gri!Snne 
skautet, og de hvite tennene som gumlet pA spinaten ; 
som om dct ytre bcstcmt ncktet A vise frem noen indre 
skavanker, som om gl"'den pA overflaten strAlte ut i 
direkte motsigelse til del indre, for A forvlrre dem som 
sa pll henne.</s> 

Ex.79 <s id=MDI.I.s35 corresp=MDIT.I.s36> 
"That's a very unfeminist remark," said Hugo, 
provocntively.</s> 

<s id=MDI T.l.s36 corresp=MDI.I.s35> "En me get 
ukvinnelig bemerkning," sa Hugo provoserende.</s> 

Ex.BO <s id=MD l.l.s39 corresp='MD IT .l.s40 
MDIT.I.s41'> Here"; and she started to delve around in 
the large kitsch carpet bag she'd been carrying around on 
her shoulder for years; "here, take a look at this lot" ; and 
she slammed down on the table a great untidy wad of 
letters and envelopes and brochures, which, when sorted 
and expounded, proved to contain:</s> 

<s id=MDIT.I.s40 corresp=MDI.I.s39>Her,"; og hun 
begynte A grave i den store bagen hun hadde bAret over 
skulderen i Arevis; "her, se pA alt delle,"; og hun slcngte 
en stor, rotete bunke av brev og konvolutter og brosjyrer 
ned pA bordet.</s> 

<s id=MDIT.I.s41 corresp=MDI.l.s39>Da de ble sortert 
og forklart, viste dct scg at bunkcn inneholdt:</s> 

Ex.81 <s id=MD!.!.s41 corresp=MDI T.l.s43>The 
letter was illustrated by a photograph of an expensive
looking woman in a black evening dress and strings of 
pearls, standing in an expensive hotel foyer with a lot of 
shining matching luggage.</s> 

<s id=MD1T.l.s43 corresp=MDI.I.s41>Brevet var 
illustrert med et fotografi av en luksuskvinne ifllrt sort 
aftenkjole og perlehalsbAnd, mens hun sto i foajeen i et 
dyrt hotell omgitt av splitter nye kofferter.</s> 

Ex.82 <s id=MD1.1.s44 corresp='MDIT.l.s46 
MD1T.l.s47'>3 A life insurance leaflet with much the 
same message, but less sensationally portraying a happy 
family sitting over its cornflakes, the wife in a striped 
apron, the unsuspecting husband with a heart attack just 
round the corner, despite the fine executive panache with 
which he was reading his up-market newspaper.</s> 

<s id=MD1T.l.s46 corresp=MDl.l.s44>3. En brosjyre 
om livsforsikring 
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mcd stort sett samme budskap, men ikke fullt sA 
sensasjonelt.</s> 

<s id=MDIT.l.s47 corresp=MDl.l.s44>Det hadde bilde 
av en lykkelig familie som salt med cornflaks'en, konen 
med stripe! forkle, den intetancnde mannen med et 
hjerteanfalllike rundt hj!<lmet, pA tross av hans overlegne 
uttrykk mens han leste avisen.</s> 

Ex.83 <s id=MD l.l.s50 corresp='MDI T.l.s53 
MD1T.l.s54'>(l think calling your cat or dog Mustapha 
qualifies as racist, don't you? was Kate's comment on this 
offering; and pink notepaper is certainly sexist, wouldn't 
you agree?)</s> 

<s id=MDIT.I.s53 corresp=MD1.1.s50>(Jeg syncs del 
oppfyller betingclsene for betegnelsen rasist A aile katten 
eller hunden sin Mustapha, er du ikke enig? var Kates 
kommcntar til delle produklet.</s> 

<s id=MD I T.l.s54 corresp=MDI.I.s50>0g rosa 
skrivepapir er kj"'nnspreget, ikke sant?)</s> 

Ex.84 <s id=FWI.I.s5 corresp=FW IT.I.s5>Bright 
and glittery around the edges; altogether too bright for 
safety, with a pale blue sky arching much too high above, 
and beyond the arch heaven knows what, God or the 
Devil.</s> 

<s id=FWIT.I.s5 rorresp=FWI.I.s5>Skinnende og klarc, 
altfor klare til A kjenne seg trygg i, med en blekblA 
himmel som hvelver seg altfor h"'yt der oppe, og over 
buen, himmelen mA vile, Gud eller Satan.</s> 

Ex.85 <s id=FWI.I.s42 corresp=FWIT.l.s41>This 
latter is the solid, ancient hummocky hill which 
dominates the flat lands in the Somerset Southwest, and 
from some angles looks like a lady's breast.</s> 

<s id=FWIT.l.s41 corresp=FWl.l.s42>Sistnevnte er den 
massive, knudrete Ascn som dominerer det flate 



landskapet i den s0rvestlige delen av Somerset, fra 
enkelte sider ser den ut som et damcbryst.</s> 

Ex.86 <s id=NGI.I.s5 corresp=NGIT.I.s5>I would 
say I was going to work with a friend at a friend's house, 
and then I'd slip off to a cinema.</s> 

<s id=NG I T.l.s5 corresp=NG l.l.s5>Jeg hadde sag! at 
jeg skulle lese sammen med en kamerat hjemme hos ham, 
og snek meg avgArde pA kino.</s> 

Ex.87 <s id=NGI.I.s6 corresp=NGIT.l.s6> Cinemas 
had been open to us only a year or so; it was a double 
freedom I look: to bunk study and to sit in the maroon 
nylon velvet seat of a cinema in a suburb where whites 
!ive.</s> 

<s id=NG I T.l.s6 corresp=NG l.l.s6> Kinoene hadde vrert 
Apne for oss bare et Ars tid, sA del var en dobbelt frihet jeg 
tok meg: A skulke unna skolearbeidet og sitte i del 
r0dbrune nylonf10yelssetet i kinoen som lA i en forstad for 
hvite.</s> 

Ex.88 <s id=NGI.I.s!S corresp=NGIT.l.s15>He 
drew it from me; we were back again in our little house 
across the veld from Benoni and I was being urged to 
overcome the surly shyness of a six-year-old presented 
with an aunt or cousin.</s> 

<s id=NGJT.I.s15 corresp=NGI.I.s15>Han presset meg 
til del, vi var tilbake igjen i det lille huset bakom veld'en 
ved Benoni, og jeg ble presset til A overvinne 
seksAringens sjenerthel foran en !ante eller fetter.</s> 

Ex.89 <s id=NGI.I.sl7 corresp=NGIT.J.sl7> While 
he spoke to me he drew back as if I might smell her on 
him.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.I.s17 corresp=NGI.l.s17>Mens han 
snakket trakk han seg lilt tilbake som om jeg kunne 
komme til A kjenne lukten av henne pA ham.</s> 

Ex.90 <s id=NGI.l.s20 corresp=NGIT.I.s20>But it 
was so: the title of the film I had planned to sec was 
already banished from my mind, as this meeting would 
have to be, ground away under my heel, buried along 
with it.</s> 

<s id=NG I T.l.s20 corresp=NG l.l.s20>Men det var slik 
del var, tillclen pA filmen jeg hadde tenkt A se var allerede 
str0ket vekk fra min bevissthet, slik det ogsA mAtte skje 
med dette m0tet, jeg mAtte knuse minnet om det under 
hrelen.</s> 

Ex.91 <s id=NGI.l.s21 corresp=NGIT.l.s21>The 
Berto!ucci; an Italian film; it's very good, he said, 
delicately avoiding the implicallons of the natural 
prefix, "We thought. .. </s> 

<s id=NGIT.I.s21 corresp=NGI.I.s21>Bertolucci
filmen; italiensk; den er meget god, sa han og unngikk 
taktfullt A Iegge til "syncs vi".</s> 

Ex.92 <s id=NGI.I.s24 corresp=NGIT.l.s24>And the 
voice was an echo from another life, where he was my 
father giving me his usual measured, modest advice.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.I.s24 corrcsp=NGI.I.s24>0g stcmmen var 
som ct ckko fta et annet liv, hvor han var min far som ga 
meg et av sine vanlige veloverveide rAd.</s> 

Ex.93 <s id=NG!.l.s25 corresp=NGIT.I.s25> Then 
he signalled a go-along-and-enjoy-yourself gesture, she 
murmured politely, and they left me as measuredly as 
they had approached.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.l.s25 corresp=NGI.l.s25>Han gjorde en 
hAndbevegelse som sa gA-nA-og-hygg-dcg, hun mumlet 
h0flig og de fjernet seg like avmAlt som de var 
kommet.</s> 

Ex.94 <s id=NGI.l.s26 corresp=NGIT.l.s26>I 
watched their backs so I would believe it really had 
happened; that woman with her bare pink boltle-calves 
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and clumsy sandals below the colton outfit composed of a 
confusion of styles from different peasant cultures, 
him in his one good jacket that I had taken to the dry
cleaner for him many times, holding the shape of his 
shoulders folded back over my arm.</s> 

<s id=NG I T.l.s26 corresp=NG l.l.s26>Jeg stirret pA 
ryggene dcres for A overbevise meg om at del virkelig 
hndde hendt; denne kvinncn med flaskeformede legger, 
nakne og Jyser0de, og klumpete sandaler under et antrekk 
komponert av bomullsplagg I forvirrel bondestil, og 
han i finjakken som jeg sA ofte hadde Ievert pA renscriet 
for ham, mcd formen pA skuldrene hans sammenbrettet 
over armcn rnin.</s> 

Ex.95 <s id=NGI.l.s27 corresp=NGIT.J.s27> Then I 
ran from the cinema foyer, my vision confined straight 
ahead like a hlinkered horse so that I wouldn't sec which 
way they were going, and I took a bus home, home, home 
where I shut myself up in my room, safe among familiar 
schoolbooks.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.I.s27 corresp=NGI.l.s27>Jcg l¢p vekk fra 
kinofoajeen, rett frem som en hest med skylapper for A 
slippe A se hvilken vei de gikk, og jeg tok en buss hjem, 
hjem, hjcm, hvor jeg lukket meg inne pA rommet mitt, 
mellom trygge, velkjente skoleb0ker.</s> 

Ex.96 <s id=NGI.l.s28 corresp=NGIT.l.s28>He was 
a schoolteacher in one of the towns that had grown up 
long ago along the reef of gold-bearing rock east of the 
city; Johannesburg.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.l.s28 corresp=NGI.I.s28>Han var lrerer i 
en av de byene som var grodd opp for lcngc sidcn Jangs 
ytterkanten av de gullholdige klippene ¢st for 
Johannesburg .</s> 

Ex.97 <s id=NG l.l.s29 corresp=NG IT.I.s29> Where 
his great-grandfather or grandfather had come from 
nobody had recorded; the rough hands of those 



generations did not write letters or keep notes; brick
layers and carpenters, the only documentation of their 
lives was their work-papers and the various, much-folded 
slips entitling them to be employed in the town and to 
live in the area, outside the town, designated by the 
municipality for their kind.</s> 

<s id=NG 1 T. !.s29 corrcsp=NG!. !.s29>Hvor hans 
oldefar og bestefar kom fra er del ingen som vet, de grove 
hcndcne i de generasjonene skrev ikke brev eller nolaler: 
murere og t~mmermenn, den cncste dokumcntasjon over 
dercs iiv var arbeidspapirene deres og de forskjellige 
sammcnfoldcdc slippene med tillatelse til A arbcidc I 
byen og bo i omrAdet utenfor, som myndighetene hadde 
avsatt til folk som dcm.</s> 

Ex.98 <s id=NGI.l.s34 corresp=NG!T.l.s34> There 
was no car; his sonny-boy bounced instead on the 
exposed springs of chairs and sofas, and had lint in his 
curls.</s> 

<s id=NG 1T.l.s34 corresp=NG l.l.s34>Dct fantcs ingen 
bil, isteden hoppet Sonny-gutten hans rundt pA de nakne 
fjrercnc i stoler og sofaer, med lo i kr~Uenc.</s> 

Ex.99 <s id=NG 1.1.s42 corresp='NG 1 T.1.s42 
NG1T.!.s43'>Hc was named for Shakespeare, whose 
works, in a cheap complete edition bound in fake leather, 
stood in the glass-fronted bookcase in the small sitting
room and were no mere ornamental pretensions to 
culture.</s> 

<s id=NGIT.l.s42 corrcsp=NG!.l.s42>Han var oppkalt 
etter Shakespeare, hvis samlede vcrkcr i billigutgave med 
imitert skinn stod i bokskapet i den lille stucn.</s> 
<s id=NG!T.l.s43 corresp=NGI.!.s42>De stod der ikke 
til pynt, som et utsiag av kultursnobbcri.</s> 

Ex.IOO <s id=NG 1. !.s44 corresp=NG I T.l.s45>The 
pride the old people look in him was not just the snobbery 
of the poor and uneducated, that rejoices in claiming one 
who has moved up out of their class, and which, 

although their hubris hides this aspect from them, 
contains also, always, the inevitability of sorrow: his 
descrtion.</s> 

<s id=NG IT.l.s45 corresp=NG l.l.s44>Den stoltheten de 
gamic f~lte over ham var ikke bare den vanlige snobbele 
gicdcn hos de fattigc og uopplyste over at en av deres 
egne har hevet scg opp over sin klasse, og som skjl!nt de 
sjelden er klar over det ogsA inneholder et uunngAelig 
element av sorg: sorgen ved A bli forlatt.</s> 

Ex.101 <s id=NG 1. !.s46 corresp=NG 1 T.l.s47>And 
this in spite of the fact that he had turned out darker
rather than lighter-skinned than the rest of the family; 
something that, normally, might have down-graded him 
among them.</s> 

<s id=NG1T.I.s47 corresp=NGI.I.s46>0g delle til !ross 
for at han var kommet til verden m!lrkere enn resten av 
farniiien, noe som nonnalt kunne ha nedgradert ham.</s> 

Ex.102 <s id=NG!.l.s49 corrcsp=NG1T.l.s50> Even 
the hands that emerged from the pudgy paws of early 
childhood were at once extraordinary, the fingers 
growing very long in proportion to the curve of the palm, 
nervous in their alert touch and deftness, yet bestowing 
calm when resting in handshake or as a caress.</s> 

<s id=NG1T.l.s50 corresp=NG!.l.s49>Selv hendene 
som ctter hvert vokste ut av de lubne smAbarnlankcnc var 
spcsielle, fingrene var lange i forhold til hAndfiaten, 
smidige og nerv~sc, og iikevel utstrAlte de ro i et 
hAndtrykk eller et kjrertegn.</s> 

Ex.103 <s id=GNI.l.l.s2 corresp=GNIT.l.l.s2>1t was 
flanked by a battered gypsy cab that also drove 
respectfully over the hidden patches of ice under the 
dayoid snow.</s> 

<s id=GNIT.l.l.s2 corresp=GNI.l.l.s2>Den var flanker! 
av en medtatt drosje som ogsA kj!<lrte med respekt over de 
skjulte issvullene under den daggamle sn~en.</s> 
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Ex.104 <s id=GN l.l.l.s13 corrcsp=GN1T.l.l.s13> 
Someone was cooking on the first floor, and the aroma 
seeped through the misted window and passed across her 
nose.</s> 

<s id=GN1T.l.l.s13 corrcsp=GNI.I.l.sl3>Noen i f~rstc 
etasje hoidt pA A !age mat, og duften sev ut gjennom det 
duggete vinduet og forbi nesen hennes.</s> 

Ex.105 <s id=GNI.l.l.s22 corresp=GN!T.l.l.s22> A 
cinnamon-red man leaned over the Michaels' front fence 
and clucked softly to Mattie, who was in the yard 
feeding the young biddies.</s> 

<s id=GNIT.l.l.s22 corresp=GNI.l.l.s22>En kanclri<Jd 
mann lente seg over familien Michaels gjerde og smattct 
lavt med tungen til Mattie, som var u te og male! 
h!<lnene. </s> 

Ex.106 <s id=GN!.l.l.s23 corresp=GN1T.I.l.s23> 
She purposely ignored him and ran her fingers around the 
pan to stir the mash and continued calling the 
chickens.</s> 

<s id=GN 1T.l.l.s23 corresp=GN l.l.l.s23>Hun v~Jrte 
ham ikke, trnkk fingrcnc gjcnnom fate! for A r~Jre i 
bl!<ltforct og fortsatte A rope pA h~nene.</s> 

Ex.107 <s id=GN!.I.l.s27 corresp=GN!T.l.l.s27> His 
long, upturned mouth, which always seemed ready to 
break into a smile, spread into a large grin, and he raced 
to the other edge of the fence and gave a deep 
exaggerated bow in front of her.</s> 

<s id=GN 1 T.l.l.s27 corresp=GN l.l.l.s27>Den lange 
muunen hans som alltid virkct pA nippet til A smile, vide! 
seg ut til et bredt glis, og han spurtet bort til den andre 
cnden av gjerdet og b~Jyde seg galant i sl~vet foran 
henne.</s> 



Ex.108 <s id=GNI.l.l.s29 corresp=GNIT.I.l.s29> 
And he threw her a look over his bowed shoulders that 
was a perfect imitation of the mock humility that they 
used on white people.</s> 

<s id=GN IT.l.l.s29 corresp=GN l.l.l.s29>0g han 
sendte henne et blikk over de b¢yde skuldrene som var en 
pcrfekt etterligning av den p~tatte ydmykheten de brukte 
overfor hvite folk.</s> 

Ex.109 <s id=GNI.I.l.s31 corresp=GNIT.I.l.s31> 
"Butch Fuller, you was born a fool and you'll die n 
fool."</s> 

<s id=GN IT.l.l.s31 corresp=GN l.l.l.s3l>"Butch 
Fuller, du er og blir en narr."</s> 

Ex.llO <s id=GNI.l.l.s37 corresp=GNIT.l.l.s37> 
"Now that I done gone through all that, I hope I can get 
what I came for," he said slowly, as he looked her 
straight in the eyes.</s> 

<s id=GNIT.I.I.s37 corresp=GNI.l.l.s37>"NA som alt 
del der er overstAtt, h~pcr jeg jeg kan fA del jeg kom for," 
sa han langsomt og sA henne rett inn i !llynene.</s> 

Ex. II! <s id=SKI.l.s5 corresp=SKIT.I.s7>There was 
some shock, of course, but mostly there was rejoicing in 
that small town, rejoicing because the monster which had 
haunted so many dreams was dead, dead at last.</s> 

<s id=SK!T.l.s7 corresp=SKI.l.s5>Hendelsen forArsaket 
naturligvis bAde sjokk og forferdelse blant folk, men det 
var allikevel glede og lettelse som spredte seg i den lille 
byen, glede over at monsteret som hadde hjems¢kt sA 
mange dr!llmmer, endelig var dJI<I.</s> 

Ex.ll2 <S id=SKI.I.s7 corresp=SKIT.I.s9>Yet even 
in this enlightened age, when so many parents are aware 
of the psychological damage they may do to their 
children, surely there was one parent somewhere in 
Castle Rock- or perhaps one grandmother- who quieted 

the kids by telling them that Frank Dodd would get 
them if they didn't watch out, if they weren't 
good.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.I.s9 corrcsp=SKI.J.s7>Men selv i vAr 
opplyste tidsalder, da sA mange foreldre er klar over hvor 
lett del er A pMI'Ire barn alvorlige psykiske skader, 
forekom det sikkert i Castle Rock at foreldre · eller 
kanskje en bestemor - truet med ~·rank Dodd h vIs 
ungen var rampete.</s> 

Ex.113 <s id=SKI.l.s12 corresp='SKIT.l.s17 
SK!T.l.s18 SKIT.I.s19'>There were nightmares to be 
sure, and children who lay wakeful to be sure, and the 
empty Dodd house (for his mother had a stroke shortly 
afterwards and died) quickly gained a reputation as a 
haunted house and was avoided; but these were pa~sing 
phenomena - the perhaps unavoidable side effects of a 
chain of senseless murders.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.l.s17 corresp=SKI.l.s12>Det var nok 
mareritt og del var nok barn som lA vAkne utover 
natten.</s> 
<s id=SKIT.l.sl8 corresp=SKI.l.si2>Frank Dodds hus 
sto tom! (for hans mor d¢de av slag kort tid etter) og del 
fikk snarl ord pA seg for A vrere hjems!llkt av sp!llkelser og 
de! som verre var.</s> 
<s id=SKIT.!.s19 corresp=SKI.I.s12>Men all delle var 
et forbigAende fenomen - de uunngAelige bivirkninger av 
en rekke meningsl~se mord.</s> 

E~.J14 <s id=SKI.I.sl7 corresp=SKIT.l.s24> Except 
thut the monster never dies.</s> 

<s id=SK!T.I.s24 corresp=SK!.l.sl7> Men monsteret 
dl'!r aldri.</s> 

Ex.II5 <s id=SKI.l.s21 corresp=SKIT.I.s28>Tad 
Trenton, four years old, awoke one morning not long 
after midnight in May of that year, needing to go to the 
bathroom.</s> 
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<s id=SKIT.I.s28 corresp=SKI.I.s21>Fire Ar garnle Tad 
Trenton vAknet en nail i mai det Are! og kjente at han 
mAtte pA do.</s> 

Ex.l16 <s id=SK l.l.s22 corresp='SK I T.l.s29 
SKIT.I.s30'>He got out of bed and walked half asleep 
toward the white light thrown in a wedge through the 
half-open door, already lowering his pajama pants.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.I.s29 corresp=SK!.I.s22>Han sto opp av 
sengen, vandrct halvt i s~vne mot det hvitc lysct som 
str¢mmet inn gjennom d~rsprekken.</s> 
<s id=SKIT.I.s30 corresp=SKI.I.s22>Han hadde trukket 
ned buksene allerede f!llr han kom ut pA badet.</s> 

Ex.J17 <s id=SK l.l.s23 corresp=SK I T.l.s31>He 
urinated forever, flushed, and went back to bed.</s> 

<s id=SK I T.l.s31 corresp=SK l.l.s23>Han tisset, dro 
ned, og tusle! tilbake til scngen.</s> 

Ex. IIS <s id=SKI.I.s25 corresp=SK1T.l.s33>Low to 
the ground it was, with huge shoulders bulking above its 
cocked head, its eyes amber-glowing pits - a thing that 
might have been half man, half wolf.</s> 

<s id=SK I T.l.s33 corresp=SKI.l.s25>Det salt 
sammenkrl'!pel pA gulvet, med veldige skuldre stikkende 
opp som to pukler, og skittengule onde ~yne - del kunne 
ha vrert halvt menneske, halvt ulv.</s> 

Ex.119 <s id=SKI.l.s26 corresp='SKIT.l.s34 
SKIT.I.s35'>And its eyes rolled to follow him as he sat 
up, his scrotum crawling, his hair standing on end, his 
breath a thin winter-whistle in his throat: mad eyes that 
laughed, eyes that promised horrible death and the music 
of screams that went unheard; something in the 
closet.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.I.s34 corrcsp=SKI.l.s26>0g ¢ynene fulgte 
ham der han salle seg opp i sengen og kjente hvordan 



hl\ret reiste seg pA hodet og en prikkende f¢lelse bredte 
seg i skrittet.</s> 
<s id=SKIT.l.s35 corresp=SKI.l.s26>Pusten l¢d som en 
hes ll¢yte i halsen hans: forrykte ¢yne llirte mot ham, 
¢yne som Jove! en forferdelig d¢d, skrik som ingen ville 
h¢re; et uhyre i skapet.</s> 

Ex.J20 <s id=SKI.l.s27 corresp=SKIT.l.s36>He 
heard its purring growl; he smelled its sweet carrion 
brcath.</s> 

<s id=SK 1T.l.s36 corresp=SK l.l.s27>Han h¢rtc den 
lave knurringen, kjente stankcn av Atsel.</s> 

Ex.l21 <s id=SKI.l.s30 corresp=SK!T.l.s39>A scared 
cry of "What was that?" from the same room - his 
mother.</s> 

<s id=SKJT.l.s39 corresp=SKI.l.s30>Et forskrekket 
"Hva var det?" fra del samme rommet - hans mor.</s> 

Ex.J22 <s id=SKI.l.s34 corresp='SK!T.l.s43 
SKI T.l.s44'> Vic and Donna Trenton came to his bed 
exchanging a look of concern over his chalky face and his 
staring eyes, and his mother said - no, snapped, "I told 
you three hot dogs was too many, Vic!"</s> 

<s id=SKIT.l.s43 corrcsp=SKI.l.s34>Vic og Donna 
Trenton kom bort til scngen og utvekslct cngstclige blikk 
over del kritthvite ansiktet hans og de stirrende 
¢ynene.</s> 
<s id=SKJT.l.s44 corrcsp=SKI.l.s34>Moren sa - nei, 
bjcffet: "Jeg sa jo at Ire p¢lser ville bli for mye for ham, 
Vic!"</s> 

Ex.123 <s id=SKI.l.s35 corresp=SKI T.l.s45>And 
then his daddy was on the bed, Daddy's arm around his 
back, asking him what was wrong.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.l.s45 corrcsp=SKI.l.s35>SA salt pappa pA 
sengen, Ia armen rundt ham og spurte hva som var i 
veien.</s> 

Ex.124 <s id=SKI.l.s43 corresp=SKIT.l.s54> "There 
was a monster!" Tad cried.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.l.s54 corresp=SKI.l.s43>"Et uhyre!" hylte 
Tad.</s> 

Ex.125 <s id=SKI.l.s45 corresp=SKIT.l.s56>And he 
burst into tcars.</s> 

<s id=SK IT.l.s56 corresp=SK l.l.s45>Han bras! 
grAt.</s> 

Ex.126 <s id=SKI.l.s49 corresp='SKIT.l.s60 
SKIT.l.s61'>His mommy explained how shadows could 
sometimes look like the bad things they sometimes 
showed on TV or in the comic books, and Daddy told 
him everything was all right, fine, that nothing in their 
good house could hurt him.</s> 

<s id=SKI T.l.s60 corresp=SK l.l.s49>Hans mor 
forklarte hvordan skygger noen ganger kunne se ut som 
de frelc tingene han av og til sA pA TV, eller i 
tegneseriebladene.</s> 

<s id=SKIT.I.s61 corresp=SK1.1.s49>1'appa sa at alt var 
bra nA, at del ikke fantes noe i del trygge huset deres som 
kunne gj¢re ham noc.</s> 

Ex.127 <s id=JSMI.l.l.sl corresp=JSMIT.l.l.sl> AT 
SIXTY MILES PER HOUR, YOU could pass our farm in 
a minute, on County Road 686, which ran due north into 
the T intersection at Cabot Street Road.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.l.sl corresp=JSMI.l.l.sl>Hvis du kj¢rte 
i 90, ville det ta deg ell minutt A passere elendommen vl\r 
pA fylkesvei 686, som gikk rett nordover til T-krysset ved 
Cabot Street-veien.</s> 

Ex.l28 <s id=JSMI.l.l.s2 corresp=JSMIT.l.l.s2> 
Cabot Street Road was really just another country 
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blacktop, except that five miles west it ran into and out 
of the town of Cabot.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.l.s2 corresp=JSMI.I.l.s2>Cabot Street
veien var egentlig bare en alminnclig asfaltert landevci, 
bare at Atte kilometer Ienger vest gikk den gjennom den 
lille bycn Cabot.</s> 

Ex.129 <s id=JSM l.l.l.s8 corresp=JSM I T.l.l.s8> 
Because the intersection was on this tiny rise, you 
could sec our buildings, a mile distant, at the southern 
edge of the fann.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.!.l.s8 corresp=JSMI.l.l.s8>Fra 
veikrysset pll den Jlrlille hJ~yden kunne du se 
gArdsbygningene vAre som lA halvanncn kilometer unna, 
pA s¢rsidcn av eiendommcn.</s> 

Ex.130 <s id=JSMI.l.l.s!Ocorresp=JSMIT.l.l.s!O> If 
you looked west from the intersection, you saw no sign 
of anything remotely scenic in the distance.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.l.s!O corresp=JSMI.I.l.s!O>SA du 
vestover fra veikrysset, var det ikke tegn til noc som 
lignet naturskj~nnhet i del fjerne.</s> 

Ex.131 <s id=JSMI.l.l.sl3 corresp=JSMIT.I.l.sl3> 
You saw only this, two sets of farm buildings 
surrounded by fields.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.l.sl3 corresp=JSMI.l.l.si3>Det eneste 
du sA var to gllrder omgitt av Akrcr.</s> 

Ex.132 <s id=JSMI.l.l.s14 corresp='JSMIT.l.l.sl4 
JSMIT.I.I.sl5'>1n the nearer set lived the Ericsons, 
who had daughters the ages of my sister Rose and myself, 
and in the farther set I ived the Clarks, whose sons, Loren 
and Jess, were in grammar school when we were in junior 
high.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.l.sl4 corresp=JSMI.l.l.sl4>Pll den 
nrermeste bodde Ericsons, som hadde d~tre pA samme 



alder som min sl!lstcr Rose og meg, og pA den borteste 
boddc Clarks.</s> 
<s id=JSMIT.l.l.sl5 corresp=JSMI.I.I.si4>S~nnene 
deres, Loren og Jess, gikk pA folkeskolen da vi gikk pA 
rcalskolcn.</s> 

Ex.133 <s id=JSMI.I.I.sl8 corresp=JSMIT.I.I.sl9> 
Acreage and financing were facts as basic as name and 
gender in Zebulon County .</s> 

<s id=JSM!T.l.l.sl9 corresp=JSMI.l.l.sl8> 
Eiendommens stl!lrrelsc og !llkonomiske status var like 
grunnleggende fakta som navn og kj!llnn i Zebulon.</s> 

Ex.134 <s id=JSMI.l.l.s20 corresp=JSMIT.I.l.s21> I 
was aware of this whenever I played with Ruthic Ericson, 
whenever my mother, my sister Rose, and I went over to 
help can garden produce, whenever Mrs. Ericson brought 
over some pies or doughnuts, whenever my father loaned 
Mr. Ericson a tool, whenever we ate Sunday dinner in the 
Ericsons' kitehen.</s> 

<s id=JSMI T.l.l.s21 corresp=JSM l.l.l.s20>Jeg var 
oppmcrksom pA del hver gang jeg lckte med Ruthic 
Ericson, hver gang mor og Rose og jeg var borte hos dem 
og hjalp til med A hermetisere frukt og gr¢nnsaker, hver 
gang fru Ericson kom innom med nybakte paier eller 
smultringcr, hver gang Ericson !Ante redskap av far min, 
hver gang vi spiste s{ilndagsmiddag pA kj!ilkkenet hos 
Ericsons.</s> 

Ex.t35 <s id=JSMI.I.I.s27 corresp=JSMIT.l.l.s28> 
That was the year my father bought his first car, a Buick 
sedan with prickly gray velvet scats, so rounded and slick 
that it was easy to slide off the backseat Into the footwell 
when we went over a stiff bump or around a sharp 
comer.</s> 

<s id=JSMIT.l.l.s28 corrcsp=JSMI.l.l.s27>Det var det 
Aret far min kj~pte sin f~rste bil, en Buick Sedan med grA 
flpyclssetcr som kilte, sA rundc og glalte at du lei I skied 

ned fra baksetet nAr det var en dump cller en krapp sving i 
veien.</s> 

<Ex.t36 s id=JSMI.I.l.s29 corresp=JSMlT.t 
.1. s30> The Ericson children and the Clark children 
continued lo ride in the back of the farm pickup, but the 
Cook children kicked their toes against a front scat and 
stared out the back windows, nicely protected from the 
dust.</s> 

<s id=JSMI T.l.l.s30 corresp=JSMI.l.l.s29>Ericson
ungcnc og Clark-ungene ble fortsatt fraktet bak pA 
lastebilene, mens Cook-smApikene hadde et 
fl~yclstrukket forsetc A sparke mot og bakruter A kikkc ut 
av og var bcskyttet mot vcisl{ilvct.</s> 

Ex.137 <s id=JSM1.1.2.s3 corresp=lSMIT.I.2.s5>I put 
my hand on Loren's arm, which stopped him from 
turning away and made him look me in the cye.</s> 

<s id=lSMIT.1.2.s5 corresp=JSMI.I.2.s3>Jeg Ia Mnden 
pA Lorens ann idet han ville til II gll, og fikk ham til A se 
meg i !ilynene.</s> 

Ex.138 <s id=JSM1.1.2.sto corresp=JSM!T.l.2.sl2> 
He gave me a long look and a slow smile, then said, "I 
notice he waited till we busted our butts finishing up 
planting before staging this resurrection." <Is> 

<s id=JSMIT.I.2.sl2 corresp=JSMI.I.2.s10>Han sA pA 
meg, og sA dro han pA smilebAndet og sa: "Han venta nok 
til vi hndde slilt ryggen nv oss med vAronna f~r'n salle i 
gang med gjenoppslandelsen. "</s> 

Ex.l39 <s id=BOI.l.l.s24 corresp='BOIT.l.l.s25 
BOIT.I.I.s26'>Wilh our spirit companions, the ones with 
whom we had a special affinity, we were happy most of 
the time because we floated on the aquamarine air of 
love.</s> 
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<s id=ROIT.i.l.s25 corresp=ROI.I.I.s24>Med vAre 
fl!igesvenner i Andeverdenen, dem vi f¢1te et eget 
sleklskap med, var vi nesten alilid lykkelige.</s> 
<s id=B01T.I.l.s26 corresp=ROI.l.l.s24>Vi svevde i 
kjrerlighetens akvamarinblA luft.</s> 



Ex. I <s id=TBI.I.sll corrcsp=TBIT.l.sl2>Han har 
unders!Att et hell Ars skolepenger, overlrereren altsA, og 
nil har han kj!ilpt seg en lilen buss, en matatu, som han 
frakter folk rundt i og tjener penger pit, mens skolen seiler 
sin egen sjf<l ... </s> 

<s id=TB!T.J.sl2 corresp=TBJ.l.sll> This headmaster 
has embezzled a whole year's school funds and has 
bought a small bus, a matatu, which he drives people 
around in, earning money for himself and leaving the 
school in the )urch.</s> 

Ex.2 <s id=TBI.l.s14 corresp=TBIT.l.sl5> Nil stAr 
de i en forskremt klump lilt bakenfor den hvitc mannen 
med kameraet.</s> 

<s id=TBIT.l.s15 corresp=TBI.l.sl4>They stand 
huddled together, scared, just behind the white man with 
the camera.</s> 

Ex.3 <s id=TB l.l.s23 corresp=TB I T.l.s23>Det 
gode hum!<lret hans fra turen pA stien er borte, han ser 
oppgitt pA Rose, tar enda et bilde av henne, sier at han 
ikke vii komme tilbake f!ilr huset er ferdig, han sier at det 
ikke cr Jenge til han kommer tilbake likevel, og da vii han 
ta fra hem1e blikkplatenc om ingenting mer har 
hendt.</s> 

<s id=TBIT.l.s23 corresp=TB!.I.s23> His cheerfulness 
from the walk has vanished; he looks at Rose in despair, 
takes yet another shot of her, says he won't come back 
before the house is finished, says it won't be long before 
he comes back anyway, and then he will take the tin 
sheets away from her if nothing more has been done.</s> 

---------------· 
Ex.4 <s id=TBI.I.s26 corresp=TBIT.I.s26>Hun gAr 
ut av skyggen, vender ryggen til monstret av trrer og 

blikk, vender ryggen til oss aile og gAr sakte hortover mot 
det gamle huset silt; ei rund vindskeiv lit a jordhytte med 
tak av strA.</s> 

<s id=TB!T.l.s26 corresp=TBI.l.s26>She walks out of 
the shadow, turns her back on the monstrosity of wood 
and tin, turns her back on us all and walks slowly towards 
her old house; a dilapidated round mud hut with a straw 
roof.</s> 

Ex.5 <s id=KFI.l.l.sl5 corresp=KFIT.l.l.sl5> Slik 
er vi tyver blitt en del av fellesskapet.</s> 

<s id=KFIT.l.l.sl5 corresp=KFI.l.l.sl5>And so, 
thieves have become part of the community.</s> 

·-------------------------------------------------
Ex.6 <s id=KFI.l.l.s36 corresp=KFIT.l.l.s36> Og 
jeg morcr meg med A taksere stenen, femten hundre, 
kanskje to tusen; jeg er blitt dyktig til sAnt etterhvert ;, 
ingen formue, men likevel ikke sA dArlig til 
hverdagsbruk.</s> 

<s id=KFIT.I.I.s36 corresp=KFI.I.I.s36>lt amuses me 
to appraise the stone, fifteen hundred kroner, maybe two 
thousand; I've gradually become good at this; no fortune, 
surely, but not bad for an ordinary day.</s> 

Ex.7 <s id=SLI.I.sl2 corresp=SL!T.l.sl2>Folk 
kom pA bes!<lk til en bondegArd i hest og vogn, andre 
jaktet til hest over de Apne markene rundt byen.</s> 

<s id=SLIT.I.sl2 corresp=SLI.J.si2>People visited an 
outlying farmhouse by horse and carriage, others went 
hunting in the open country around the town.</s> 

-----------------------------------------
Ex.8 <s id=SLI.l.s21 corresp=SL!T.l.s21> Kanskje 
var korsfarerne i rustning med plate og brynje for A gjjlre 
inntrykk pA bybefolkningen, for lunge for broen sank de 
som steiner i vannet.</s> 

<s id=SL! T.l.s21 corresp=SLI.l.s21>Probably the 
crusaders were wearing their plate armour and coats of 
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mail to impress the inhabitants; the bridge could not bear 
their weight and they sank like stones.</s> 

Ex.9 <s id=SLI.l.s36 corresp=SL! T.l.s35>; Den 
jenta kunne kalle seg en mann, sA god som hun er til all 
menn kan, Mde med sverd og penn.</s> 

<s id=SL! T.l.s35 corresp='SL l.l.s35 SL!. !.s36'> 
Another responded: "She could as well call herself a man, 
she can do everything men can, both with sword and 
pen.</s> 

Ex.!O <s id=EGI.l.sl corresp=EG!T.I.si>Laura ville 
ul.</s> 

<s id=EGIT.I.sl corresp=EGI.l.sl> Lucky was getting 
restless.</s> 

Ex.! I <s id=EG !.!.s2 corresp=EG IT. !.s3>Karen 
Marie Ullestad lot som om hun ikke oppfattet det, for 
akkurat da var hun opptatt med A tenke.</s> 

<s id=EGIT.l.s3 corresp=EGI.I.s2>Karin pretended not 
to notice; she was trying to think.</s> 

Ex.l2 <s id=EGI.l.s3 corresp=EGIT.l.s4>Arket i 
skrivemaskinen var like skinnende nyf¢dt blank! som da 
hun salle det inn I valsen for en time siden.</s> 

<s id=EG!T.I.s4 corrcsp=EGI.l.s3>The sheet of paper 
in her typewriter was as pristinely white as when she had 
inserted it over an hour ago.</s> 
--------------
Ex.l3 <S id=EGI.l.sS corresp=EGIT.I.s6>"Det bcste 
ville vrere om du kunne fA del Inn pA side tre."</s> 

<s id=EG!T.I.s6 corresp=EGI.I.s5>"The best would be 
on page lhree."</s> 

Ex.l4 <s id=EGI.I.s25 corresp=EG!T.I.s24> Likevel 
merkel Karen Marie ikke sa mye som en antydning Ill 
luftning.</s> 



<s id=EG !T.I.s24 corresp='EG l.l.s24 EG l.l.s25'>But 
all the upstairs windows and the double door opening on 
to the balcony were wide open - not that it seemed to 
help.</s> 

Ex.l5 <s id=OELI.l.s44 corresp=OELI T.l.s44> 
Dermed forstod han at hun visste det hele.</s> 

<s id=OELIT.I.s44 corresp=OELI.I.s44> At the same 
time he realized that she knew cvcrything.</s> 

Ex.I6 <s id=HWI.l.s26 corresp=HWIT.I.s26>0g del 
rullet kast i kast nede i ura for hver gang han dro pusten 
for A scndc en lattcrsalve ned i dypet.</s> 

<s id=HW!T.I.s26 corresp=HWI.I.s26>She could hear 
the echoes tumbling beneath her on the rocky slope every 
time he took a breath to send another burst of laughter 
into the abyss.</s> 

Ex.17 <s id=HWI.l.s37 corresp=HW!T.l.s37>Da 
hoppet hun heller i st!'lvlene og dro kApen utover 
nattkjolen og sprang i gArden, enten del var sommer 
eller vinter.</s> 

<s id=HWIT.I.s37 corresp=HWI.l.s37>1nstead, she 
would pull on her boots and put her coal on over her 
nightgown and run outside to the outhouse, summer or 
winter.</s> 

Ex.I8 <s id=JGl.l.s14 corresp=JGIT.l.sl4>Det var 
en av de fJJrste dagene I mal.</s> 

<s id=JG!T.l.s14 corresp=JGI.l.sl4>It was early 
May.</s> 

Ex.l9 <s id=JGI.I.s21 corresp=JGIT.I.s20>Hun 
pleide lllegge en tjukk bunke pA kjJ<Jkkenbordet f!'lr hun 
gikk opp pA rommel sill og begynte pA leksene.</s> 

<s id=JGIT.I.s20 corresp='JGI.I.s20 JGI.I.s21'> There 
was usually a lot of junk mail and a few big envelopes for 
her mother, a pile to dump on the kitchen table before 
she went up to her room to start her homework.</s> 

------------------------------
Ex.20 <s id=JGI.I.s26 corresp=JGIT.I.s25>1 dag lA 
det bare et lite brev i postkassen og del var til Sofie.</s> 

<s id=JGIT.I.s25 corresp=JGI.I.s26>There was only 
one letter in the mailbox and it was for Sophie.</s> 

Ex.21 <s id=JGI.l.s29 corresp=JG!T.l.s27>Det var 
ail, del stod ikke hvem brevet var fra.</s> 

<s id=JGIT.I.s27 corresp=JGI.I.s29>Thal was all; it did 
not say who it was from.</s> 

Ex.22 <s id=JGI.I.s32 corresp=JGIT.l.s30>Det 
eneste hun font, var en ganske liten seddel, ikke sl!'lrre 
enn konvolutten den lA i.</s> 

<s id=JG IT.I.s30 corresp=JG l.l.s32>11 contained only 
a slip of paper no bigger than the envelope.</s> 

Ex.23 <s id=JGI.I.s33 corresp=JGIT.I.s31>Pll 
seddelen stod det: Hvem er du?</hi></s> 

<s id=JGIT.I.s31 corresp=JGI.I.s33>11 read: Who are 
you</hi>?</s> 

Ex.24 <s id=JGI.I.s34 corresp=JGIT.I.s32>Det stod 
ikke noe mer.</s> 

<s id=JG 1T.I.s32 corresp='JG l.l.s34 JG l.l.s35'> 
Nothing else, only the three words, written by hand, and 
followed by a large question mark.</s> 

Ex.25 <s id=JGI.I.s35 corresp=JGIT.l.s32> Lappen 
hadde ingen hilsen eller avsender, bare de tre ordene 
som var skrevet for hAnd med el storl spl!fsmAlstegn 
etter.</s> 
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<s id=JG I T.l.s32 corresp='JG l.l.s34 JG l.l.s35'> 
Nothing else, only the three words, written by hand, and 
followed by a large question mark.</s> 

Ex.26 <s id=JGJ.I.s43 corresp='JG!T.I.s39 JGIT.I. 
s40'> Et menasjeri var en sam ling av forskjellige dyr, og 
riktignok; Sofie var ganske godl forn¢yd med sin egen 
samling.</s> 

<s id=JGIT.I.s39 corresp=JGI.I.s43> A menagerie was 
a collection of animais.</s> 

<s id=JGIT.I.s40 corresp=JGI.l.s43> Sophie certainly 
had one and was quite happy with it.</s> 

Ex.27 <s id=JGI.l.s44 corresp=JG!T.l.s41> FJJrst 
hodde hun f!ltt en bolle med gullfiskene Guiltopp, 
R¢dhette og Svartepetter.</s> 

<s id=JG IT.I.s41 corresp=JG l.l.s44>lt had begun with 
the three goldfish, Goldtop, Red Ridinghood, and Black 
Jack.</s> 

Ex.28 <s id=JGI.I.s46 corresp=JG!T.l.s43> Aile 
dyrene hadde hun fAtt som en slags erstatning for at 
moren kom sent hjem fra jobben og pappa var sA myc ute 
i verden og seilte.</s> 

<s id=JGIT.I.s43 corresp=JGI.I.s46>They had ail been 
given to her to make up for the fact that her mother never 
got home from work until late in the afternoon and her 
father was away so much, sailing all over the world.</s> 

Ex.29 <s id=CLI.l.l.l.sl6 corresp=CLIT.l.l.l. s17 > 
Som psykologene skriver i dagsavisene: Unger er utrolig 
tolcranlc, hengivne og til del siste lojale mot foreldrcne 
sine.</s> 

<s id=CLI T .l.l.l.s 17 corresp=CL l.l.l.l.s 16> As 
psychologists write in the newspapers: Children are 
incredibly tolerant, devoted and loyal with regard to their 
parents.</s> 



Ex.30 <s id=EHAI.I.I.s6 corresp=EHAIT.I.I.s6> 
NAr jeg Ienker pA de utslitte husm~drene, som del skrlves 
sA mye om, pA aile dem som sliler med vassbrering og 
treller med seksten og atten timers dag, sA har visst ikke 
jcg no en b~r A skryte av, her jeg sitter i min modeme 
hybelleilighet, uten nreringssorger, uten andre enn meg 
selv A Ienke pA.</s> 

<s id=EHAIT.I.I.s6 corresp=EHAI.I.I.s6>Whcn I think 
of worn-out housewives slaving sixteen and eighteen 
hours a day, I don't feel I have anything to complain 
about, sitting here in my modern apartment, with a full 
stomach, with no one but myself to consider.</s> 

Ex.31 <s id=FCI.I.s34 corresp=FCIT.l.s33>Skullc 
De ikke kunne gA med pA mitt bcskjcdne forslag til en 
aviate, rnA jeg dessverrc be Dem om A gA.</s> 

<s id=FCIT.l.s33 corresp=FCI.I.s34>1f you can't agree 
to my modest proposal, I must unfortunately ask you to 
leave.</s> 

Ex.32 <s id=EH I.!. !.s26 corresp='EH IT. !.l.s28 
EHIT.I.I.s29'>Nei men han liker A stA og sjA kven som 
gAr pA land som han kjenner, og kven han ikkje kjenner, 
det cr alltid som cit brcv, og han kan godkjenne del som 
kjem nAr han stAr og ser pA.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.I.!.s28 corresp=EH!.I.I.s26>None, but he 
likes to stand by and see which of the people coming 
ashore he knows and which he doesn't.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.I.I.s29 corresp=EHI.!.I.s26>He can 
approve whatever is arriving when he stands and watches, 
like he used to do with the letters that came to the 
island.</s> 

Ex.33 <s id=EHI.l.l.s27 corresp=EHIT.I.l.s30> Det 
er Karl Magnus Skogmann som stansar under cit forblAse 
tre i vegkantcn og trykkcr hatten ned i nakken for ordens 
skyld.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.l.l.s30 corresp=EHI.l.l.s27>That's Karl 
Magnus Skogmann stopping beneath a wind-lashed tree 
alongside the road to pull his hat down more firmly, for 
the sake of order.</s> 

Ex.34 <s id=EHI.l.l.s29 corresp=EHIT.l.l.s32> Og 
han blir var noko sam r~rer seg borte ved lagerskuret til 
handelsmannen: der sit ei jente pA ein koffert lett inntil 
veggen, med anorakkhetta trekt saman over hovudet og 
ansiktet vend! mot grusen.</s> 

<s id=EHIT.I.l.s32 corresp=EHI.I.I.s29> He becomes 
aware of some movement over by the shopkeeper's 
storage shed: a girl is sitting on a suitcase close by the 
wall, with the hood of her anorak pulled tight around her 
head and her face turned down toward the gravel.</s> 

Ex.35 <s id=EHI.I.I.s42 corresp=EH1T.I.l.s45> For 
ungdommen skal reise over sundet med ferja for A sjA pA 
film, og overnatte has venner til neste dag.</s> 

<s id=EH1T.I.I.s45 corresp=EHI.l.l.s42>The young 
people are crossing the sound to go to the movies and 
stay the night with fricnds.</s> 

Ex.36 <s id=GSI.I.s21 corresp=GSIT.I.s21>Men dct 
mcste du kunne drive det til her, var A Ievere inn 
tippckupongcnc dine litt fjjr fern om onsdagen uten A fA 
regn I hllret.</s> 

<s id=GSIT.I.s21 corresp=GSI.I.s21>But, here, the 
most you could expect wa~ to hand in your football pool 
coupons shortly before five on a Wednesday 
aftcrnoon.</s> 

Ex.37 <s id=GSI.I.s32 corresp='GSIT.I.s32 GSIT. 
l.s33'> Fra vinduene mot nord sildret ettermiddagslyset 
inn gjennom nikotingule gardiner, og mellom vinduene 
hang det brunaktige kcramikkrelieffer pA grjlnn bunn.</s> 
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<s id=GSIT.I.s32 corresp=GSI.I.s32> From the north
facing windows the afternoon light filtered in through 
curtains that were yellow with nicotine.</s> 

<s id=GS I T.l.s33 corresp=GS l.l.s32>Between the 
windows brownish ceramic reliefs hung against a green 
background.</s> 

Ex.38 <s id=KHI.I.s9 corresp=KHIT.I.s8>Hans evne 
tillojalitet mot sine fA venner var ikke mindre, - sA lenge 
venncnc sA sin ovennann i ham og han kunne dra nylte av 
dem.</s> 

<s id=KHIT.I.s8 corresp='KHI.I.s8 KHI.I.s9'>His 
capacity for haired was to prove great: his capacity for 
loyalty to his friends no less great - as long as those 
friends recognized his superiority and allowed him to use 
them.</s> 

Ex.39 <s id=KH l.l.s23 corresp=KHI T.l.s 19>1 
enhver siluasjon, der han risikerer A bli nummer to, tar 
han i bruk hele sin mcktigc kampviljc - og sin 
urerlighet.</s> 

<s id=KHIT.I.sl9 corresp=KHI.I.s23>ln every situation 
where he risked being number two, he made usc of this 
tremendous willpower- and dishonesty.</s> 

Ex.40 <s id=KHI.I.s26 corresp=KH IT.I.s22>Det var 
en blanding av viii dristighet og en frJJkenaktig, fomem 
finhet i hans slekt.</s> 

<s id=KHIT.I.s22 corresp=KHI.I.s26>There was a 
strange mixture of wild boldness and dignified gentility in 
the family.</s> 

Ex.41 <s id=KHI.I.s32 corresp=KHIT.l.s26>For at 
de skal overleve - de har sin verdi i penger - mA de fA nok 
frisk luft til at varen holder seg.</s> 

<s id=KHIT.I.s26 corresp='KHI.I.s32 KHI.I.s33'> 
They had to have enough fresh air to survive - they had a 



specific cash value - so they were lei oul on deck for an 
hour ala lime, in small groups of len or lwelve.</s> 

Ex.42 <s id=KH!.!.s34 corresp=KHIT.l.s27>Men 
del hender al trelleflokken seller seg fore A erobre 
skipel.</s> 

<s id=KHIT.l.s27 corresp='KHI.l.s34 KHI.l.s35'> But 
then one of them got hold of an axe belonging to the 
carpenter, and they decided lo lake over the ship.</s> 

Ex.43 <s id=KH!.I.s38 corresp=KHIT.l.s29> 
Skipperen snur seg brAII.</s> 

<s id=KH 1 T. !.s29 corresp='KH I. !.s38 KHI.I.s39 
KHI.I.s40'>He whirled swiflly round and the edge of the 
blade slashed his cheek, instead of striking his head.</s> 

Ex.44 <s id=KHI.I.s42 corresp=KHIT.I.s31> 
Mannskapet driver kineserne tilbake til 
laslerommel.</s> 

<s id=KHIT.I.s31 corresp='KHI.l.s42 KHI.l.s43'> The 
Chinese were driven back into the hold, where they 
started a fire to force their way out.</s> 

Ex.45 <s id=KH l.l.s43 corresp=KH IT .l.s31> 
Trelleflokken tenner fyr I rommet for A tvinge seg vei 
ul.</s> 

<s id=KHIT.l.s31 corresp='KHI.l.s42 KHI.I.s43'> The 
Chinese were driven back into the hold, where they 
started a fire to force their way out.</s> 

Ex.46 <s id=KHI.I.s47 corrcsp=KHI T.l.s34> 
Skipperen blsjr voldsomt fra hoggel-</s> 

<s id=KHIT.l.s34 corresp=KHI.I.s47>The skipper was 
bleeding profusely .</s> 

Ex.47 <s id=BV l.l.s6 corresp=B VI T.l.s6>Muren 
rammet inn den skrAncnde grcssbakken som lA nedenfor 

leiegArdene de bodde i, det bcgynle A bli tynt grl!nt grcss I 
bakken.</s> 

<s id=BVIT.I.s6 corresp=BVI.l.s6> The wall enclosed 
the grass slope below the block they lived in; thin green 
blades of grass were beginning to appear.</s> 

Ex.48 <s id=BVI.I.sll corresp=BVIT.I.sll> 
Ulykkeligvis hadde Brita vrert hos bestemoren pd 
Torshov den dngen Bendixens flyttet inn og var ogsA gAtt 
glipp av det eventyrlig sjuskete flyltelasset.</s> 

<s id=BVIT.I.sll corresp=BVI.l.sii>Unfortunately 
Brita had been over at her grandmother's house on the 
day the Bendixens had moved in, and so she had missed 
seeing the vanload of dilapidated furniture which 
accompanied thcm.</s> 

Ex.49 <s id=BVI.I.sl8 corresp=BVIT.I.si8>Jeg 
synes ikke hun er sA pen som du sler, sa Brita 
etterpA.</s> 

<s id=BVIT.I.sl8 corresp=BVI.l.sl8>"1 don't think 
she's so beautiful," said Brita laler.</s> 

Ex .50 <s id=BVI.I.s20 corresp=BVIT.l.s20>Brita sA 
sladig ut av vinduel i hAp om at el eller anne! medlem av 
familien Bendixen mAtte vise seg pA vei ut eller inn av 
oppgangen.</s> 

<s id=BVIT.I.s20 corresp=BVI.I.s20>Brita kept 
looking out of the window in the hope that some member 
of the Bendixen family would appear going out or 
coming in.</s> 

Ex.51 <s id=BVl.l.s30 corresp=BVIT.l.s29>Du kan 
se at den kvinnen virkelig hnr levd.</s> 

<s id=BVIT.l.s29 corresp=BVI.I.s30>You can sec that 
that woman has livcd."</s> 
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Ex.52 <s id=BV!.I.s33 corresp=BVIT.I.s33>Hun sA 
pA pikcnc rncd skarpc mislenksomrne IJyoe.</s> 

<s id=BVIT.l.s33 corresp=BVI.J.s33>She looked at the 
girls with sharp suspicion.</&> 

Ex.53 <s id=BVI.l.s42 corresp=BVIT.l.s42> Moren 
til Hildegun fikk henne all tid til A f~Jle at hun hadde gjort 
noe galt eller kom til A gjpre det ganske snarl.</s> 

<s id=BVIT.l.s42 corresp=BVI.l.s42>Hildegun's 
mother always made her feel as if she had done 
something wrong, or was aboullo do so.</s> 

Ex.54 <s id=KFLl.l.l.sl4 corresp=KFL1T.I.l.sl4> 
Ho h~Jyrer at den eldrc kvinna sluttar A romstera med 
slam pane og vaskcbretta inne i kjellaren.</s> 

<s id=KFLIT.l.l.s14 corresp=KFLt.l.l.si4>The older 
woman leaves her work at the scrubbing board and 
wooden tub inside the cellar.</s> 

Ex.55 <s id=KFL 1.1.2.s 18 corresp=KFLI T.l.2.s 19> 
Han spring forbi Beinhola, der det ligg bein etter ein 
mann eller ein kalv, Den ~Jde 0, Gamleleiren spring han 
forbi.</s> 

<s id=KFLIT.I.2.sl9 corresp=KFL1.1.2.si8>He hurries 
past Beinhola, where the bones of a man or a calf lie, and 
runs past Den ~!de 0, Gamleleiren.</s> 

Ex.56 <s id=SHI.I.I.s3 corresp=SH I T.l.l.s3> Ved 
siden av Raske Hjort sto svigerfaren hans, gamle 
Elgehjerte.</s> 

<s id=SHIT.t.l.s3 corresp=SHI.l.l.s3>At his side was 
his father-in-law, old Elk Heart.</s> 

Ex.57 <s id=SHI.I.I.s4 corresp=SHIT.I.I.s4> 
Regnet pisket mot jorden, voldsomme vindkast slet 
nRdeliJst i busker og trrer .</s> 



<s id=SHIT.l.I.s4 corresp=SHI.l.l.s4>The rain slashed 
at the earth, violent gusts of wind tore at bushes and 
trees.</s> 

Ex.58 <s id=SH l.l.l.s6 corresp=SHI T.l.l.s6> 
Elgehjcrte stirrct engstelig opp i m[<lrkcl og ba lavt: H~r 
min stemme, Bestefar Lyn. Vrer snill mot oss stakkars 
mcnneskcr n6 n~r du drar forbi. Skrem ikke den nyfrJdte 
og skad ham ikke. La alt vrerc vel nM du er borle.</s> 

<s id=SHIT.l.l.s6 corresp=SHI.l.l.s6>Elk Heart looked 
anxiously up into the darkness and prayed in a low voice: 
"Hear my voice, Grandfather Lightning. Be kind to us 
poor humans as you pass by. Do not frighten the newborn 
one and do not harm him. Let all be well when you have 
gone. "</poem></s> 

Ex.59 <s id=SHI.l.l.sll corresp=SHIT.l.l.sll> 
Raske Hjort var lilt over mlddels h!ly, sene! og 
stcrk.</s> 

<s id=SHIT.l.l.sll corresp=SHI.l.l.sll>Swift Deer 
was tall, sinewy and strong.</s> 

Ex.60 <s id=SHI.l.l.s12 corresp=SHIT.l.l.sl2> 
Klrerne hans var av skinn, og p11 f!lltene hadde han 
ankelh[<lye mokasiner.</s> 

<S id=SHIT.I.l.sl2 corresp=SHI.I.l.si2>He wore 
leather clotltes and ankle-length moccasins.</s> 

Ex.61 <s id=SHI.l.l.sl6 corresp=SHIT.l.l.sl6> 
Ansiktet hennes ble opplyst av de bl~ lynene, og Raske 
Hjort kunne sc at hun smilte.</s> 

<s id=SHIT.l.l.sl6 corresp=SHI.l.l.sl6>Her face was 
lit up by the blue lightning flashes and Swift Deer could 
see she was smiling.</s> 

Ex.62 <s id=SHI.I.I.s26 corresp=SHIT.l.l.s26> SmA 
0mer er sliten n~. men all stM bra til med bMc hennc og 
gutten.</s> 

<s id=SH1T.l.l.s26 corrcsp=SHI.l.l.s26>Little Eagle is 
tired now, but all is well with mother and chlld."</s> 

Ex.63 <s id=TTHI.l.s4 corrcsp=TTH!T.l.s4>Dcn 
kaldc lul'ten slo imot ham som et gufs i ansiktet.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.l.s4 corrcsp=TTHI.l.s4>The cold air hit 
his face.</s> 

Ex.64 <s id=TTH I.Ls5 corresp=TTH I T.l.s5> 
Utenfor skimtet han srJivblekc trrer med greincr som 
llksom grep etter mA neskiva hr.lyt oppe pA 
himmelen.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.l.s5 corrcsp=TTHI.l.s5>0utside, he 
caught a glimpse of silver grey trees with branches 
grasping towards the moon, stretching high up into the 
heavens.</s> 

Ex.65 <s id=TTHI.I.siO corresp=TTHIT.l.siO> Da 
skimtet han den svrere skikkelsen til Digraldc som lute! 
seg inn mot veggen og lyttet ArvAkent uti natta.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.I.s!O corresp=TTHI.I.siO>He caught a 
glimpse of Digralde, leaning against the wall, listening 
intensely to the night.</s> 

Ex.66 <s id=TTHI.I.sl7 corresp=TTHIT.l.sl7> Del 
f¢1tes som et helt liv siden han var hjemme i Irland n11 
.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.I.sl7 corresp=TTHI.I.si7>It felt as if a 
whole lifetime had passed since he was seized from his 
horne in Ireland.</s> 

Ex.67 <s id=TTHL!.s20 corresp=TTHIT.l.s20> Han 
forstod godt at lrland ble kalt den gr~nneste av aile ~yer 
pA helc den store verdensflata.</s> 
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<s id=TTH1T.l.s20 corresp=TTHI.l.s20>He could 
understand why they called Ireland the greenest of all 
islands in the whole world.</s> 

Ex.68 <s id=TTH!.l.s29 corresp=TTH1T.I.s30> Del 
fortelles at han ble tall til fange av et frcmmcd folk, og at 
han mlltte slite som trell i mange M f~r han endelig ble 
salt fri.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.I.s30 corresp=TTHI.I.s29>Legcnd says 
that he was captured by a foreign people, and that he was 
o slave for many years before he was finally set free.</s> 

Ex.69 <s id=TTHI.I.s34 corresp=TTHIT.I.s36> Og 
sA kl¢p hun ham vennskapclig i kinnet.</s> 

<s id=TTH IT.l.s36 corresp=TTH l.l.s34>And she 
pinched him lovingly on the cheek.</s> 

Ex.70 <s id=TTHI.I.s35 corresp=TTHI T.l.s37> Nei, 
moren hadde nok rett i det.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.l.s37 corresp=TTHI.I.s35>No, his mother 
had been right there.</s> 

Ex.71 <s id=TTHI.I.s40 corresp='TTHIT.I.s42 
TTHJT.I.s43'>Men fikk faren fatt i ham, grep han tak i 
luggen hans: - NA mA det snarl bli slutt med at du tumler 
slik rundt I skog og mark, sa han, og ¢yenbrynene trakk 
seg sammen som m¢rke tordenskycr.</s> 

<s id=TTH I T.l.s42 corresp=TTHI.I.s40> When his 
father caught him, he pulled him up by the hair and said, 
"There had better be an end to the likes of this tumbling 
around of yours."</s> 
<s id=TTHIT.I.s43 corresp=TTHI.I.s40>His eyebrows 
drew together like dark thunder clouds.</s> 

Ex.72 <s id=TTHI.l.s45 corresp=TTHIT.l.s48> Del 
var jo sant det faren sa.</s> 



<s id=TTHIT.l.s48 corresp=TTHI.I.s45>What his 
father said was true.</s> 

Ex.73 <s id=TTHI.I.s47 corresp=TTHI T.l.s50> 
Garden de bodde pA, lA i utkanten av landsbyen like 
inntilmurene pA et kloster.</s> 

<s id=TTHIT.I.s50 corresp=TTHI.I.s47>Their farm was 
on the edge of a village, close to the walls of a 
monastery.</s> 

Ex.74 <s id=TTHI.I.s48 corresp=TTHIT.I.s51> Han 
sA tydelig for seg de tre smA steinhusene mcd halmtak og 
del frodigc bcitelandet som straktc scg hell ned til 
stranda, der den droplete kua og fire langraggete geiter 
gikk og gresset.</s> 

<s id=TTH I T.l.s51 corresp=TTHI.I.s48>He could 
clearly see the three small stone houses with their 
thatched roofs and the lavish grazing lands that stretched 
down to the sea, where their dappled cow and four ragged 
goats grazed.</s> 

Ex.75 <s id=LSC2.l.s9 corresp='LSC2T.l.s 10 
LSC2T.l.sll'>Det var ingen prangende annonse, ingen 
var kjrere, dypt savnede, eller umistelige, ingen kolonner 
med hyggelige navn som ville minnes meg med 
vemod.</s> 

<s id=LSC2T.I.sl0 corresp=LSC2.1.s9>lt was no 
spectacular announcement.</s> 

<s id=LSC2T.I.sll corresp=LSC2.l.s9>No "our dear 
departed" or "indispensable" or columns with fine names 
that would remember me with melancholy .</s> 
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